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FOREWORD

This publication contains the technical papers presented at
the Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium, held at Stouffer's
National Center Hotel, Arlington, Virginia on 2-4 September 1975.

The purpose of the symposium was to bring together engineers,
technicians,

and others interested in aircraft/stores compatibility

to learn of the latest developments in that field.

Representatives

of industry and governments throughout the world were in attendance.
It

is most important that the adverse effects of stores and suspension

equipment on aircraft be minimized.
the effects of aircraft on stores.
interchange requirements,

The same is true for the reverse,
Only if the designers in both fields

development information, and problems,

optimum designers in both fields interchange requirements,
ment information, and problems,

can

develop-

can optimum design be achieved.

The symposium committee expresses its deep appreciation to all
who contributed to the success of the endeavor; those who wrote and presented papers; the session chairmen; and the attendees.

Special thanks

are extended to Carolyn M. Steeper, Robert P. Phelan, Fred S. Pierce,
and Harry P. Lehman for their dedicated efforts in connection with the
arrangements and day-to-day workings of the symposium.
is

The committee

also most grateful to Vice Admiral Kent L. Lee, U.S.N.,

of the Naval Air Systems Command,

Commander

for acting as official sponsor of

the symposium.
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BLM,.NOTl~

Publication of this document does not constitute approval of
the technical papers'

findings or conclusions by the Naval Air

Systems Command, the Joint Commands,

or the JTCG/MD.

lished only for the exchange of information,

It

is pub-

data and ideas re-

lating to aircraft/stores compatibility.

Wm. P. STEEPER
Chairman
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility
Working Party No. 12
JTCG/MD

\
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ABSTRACT

These proceedings contain the technical papers presented at the
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium held at Stouffer's National
Center Hotel, Arlington, Virginia on 2-4 September 1975, which was
sponsored by the Naval Air Systems Command and hosted by Working
Party No. 12 for Aircraft/Stores Compatibility of the Joint Technical Coordinating Group for Munitions Development (JTCG/MD).

The

purpose of the symposium was to bring together engineers and others
concerned with aircraft/stores compatibility to exchange ideas and
information related to that field.
in five sessions:

Technical papers were presented

General, Aero-Structures, Store Separation, Bomb/

Racks Interface, and Experimental.

Each paper in the proceedings has

its own abstract, presentation of data, conclusions, and associated
photographs, charts, and diagrams.

This compilation should prove to

be of value to both aircraft and stores/suspension equipment designers
and engineers to keep them abreast of the latest experiences in the
field, thereby enabling them to produce better products.
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THE USE OF THEORETICAL AERODYNAMIC TECHNIQUES
FOR DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF EXTERNAL STORE SHAPED

(U)
(Article UNCLASSIFIED)

by
L. D. SMITH
Vought Systems Division
LTV Aerospace Corporation
Dallas, Texas 75222

ABSTRACT. (U) Shapes of external stores are often determined by considerations other than
aerodynamic. The result is usually a mechanically well-designed store that often creates unnecessary
drag, withstands its own buffet environment, but occasionally causes cracks in adjacent skins. The
aerodynarnicist is in part responsible because, in the absence of readily available tools to evaluate the
shape, he must make arbitrary judgements.
This paper presents an example wherein the shape of an external store was determined using
theoretical tools to consider not only the isolated store flow field, 'ut the captive store flow field as
well. The primary tool was three-dimensional potential flow; however, this technique was supported
by use of two-dimensional potential flow and by boundary layer analysis. Also presented are flight
test results for comparison with theoretical predictions. The success demonstrated in this example
should show that theoretical tools are useful during preliminary and primary design and can have a
positive impact on the selection of external store shapes. In fact, the complexity of the shape can
be reduced by such a logical approach, thus reducing the potential for design and fabrication
problems.

Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Past experience with external store shape selection has demonstrated an unhealthy attitude
toward the aerodynamics of not only the stores but the parent aircraft/store combination as well.
This disrespect coupled with the residual effect - a store shape once selected will last forever - has
plagued perfobmance-minded designers in recent years. A typical example of this situation is multiplycarried M-117 on the F-111.
A second-generation technique for store shape selection considered such lofty parameters as fineness
ratio for bodies, aspect ratio for fins or wings, forebody shape, and boattail angle. In the final analysis,
however, most of these criteria were ignored in favor of an old shell that was handy, through the residual
effect, for the prototype article; and, when the program felt the press of budget and time, the old shell
became a new store. This phenomenon has not always prevailed. Occasionally a good shape was defined, as in the case of the MK-80 series stores, but even the performance of these shapes are degraded
by the residual effect of lugs, fuses, and swaybraces.
Several years ago, a new breed of external stores began to appear on aircraft bomb rack-,. These
new stores rather than being deliverable ordnance were carried for airborne function. To support their
function, these stores sprouted a-tenna, air turbines, cooling air inlets and exhausts, and windows. The
complex shapes r%quired to package these functioning stores require even more of the aerodynamicist's
attention than irn bombs, because, in addition to aircraft/store compatibility, i.e., lift, drag, and buffet;
there is a stor/function compatibility, i.e., boresight and internal environment, that must be addressed.
Today's tasks the" become those ef defining a new breed of old shells whose characteristics,
compitibilitifr-. anu limitations are know and can be applied to fullest advantage. Favorable changes
will no! occur instantly but ratb-r through a gradual process in which we all have a part.
This paper, hopefully, is one suth example where equipment at hand, namely the computer and
existing theoretical tcols are teamed to dtiine and analyze a shape for a functioning store that will have
"thesmallest impact on the parenr aircraft flow field and still meet the function criteria. It will be shown
that the use of these tools a~so provides by-products of design simplification and timely design data that
are as beneficial as the initial intent of shape - Ialyzation.
The plait of this vapl; is as follows:
I.
introduction
2. Design Task
3.
Theoretical Techaiques
4.
Flight Test Data
5.
Comparlson uf Theoretical Results and Flis.ht Test Data
6. (•,nclusions

L4

).

A.-

2. DESIGN TASK

The parent aircraft in the design task was the A-7E which is a single-place, carrier-based, light
attack aircraft with a 350 swept wing mounted high on the fuselage. Each wing has three external store
stations. It was the right-hand inboard store station that was selected to locate a pod containing a
Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) sensor. Figure 1 shows the A-7E aircraft with the pod installed on
the right wing inboard store station. The FUR, on the A-7E, is a part of a Target Recognition and
Attack Multisensors system; thus, the pod is named the TRAM pod. The TRAM pod operating criteria
required a maneuvering envelope of 0.5 g to 2.0 g out to VH of the A-7E. Structurally, the pod was
to be designed to the limits of the basic aircraft.

Figure 1

A-7E with TRAM Pod

The design task was to select a pod shape to contain a FUR that would be compatible with the
A-7 aircraft. Criteria for the FUR required a forward field of view past thu : tcraft fuselage, which
determined the forward location of a flat window and a stable line of sight, i.e., st-ddy airflow around the
pod at least within the aircraft Mach number and load factor regime where the FUR is to function.
Criteria for aircraft compatibility also required steady airflow neai the pod, but in addition, included
minimum drag and minimum mutual interference between the pod/pylon/wing and fuselage throughout
the transonic Mach regime of the aircraft.

5/

The TRAM pod is, for purposes of
design,
into three sections,
with the FLIR sensor located in the nose and thedivided
mid, and afterbody;
attendant hardware in the nose,
pod mid section.
It is the
nose section which contains the FLIR
window where the bulk of the aerodynamic
concentrated. To meet the field of
design effort was
view criteria, the FLIR window required
(front projection) flat glass canted
a
twelve-inch
diameter
300 to the vertical plane. A true
view of the window therefore is
an ellipse. The size of the attendant
hardware to support the FLIR dictated
the diameter of the mid
section, twenty.one inches. The nose
section then is a shape starting with
a slanted, elliptically-shaped,
flat face ending in a twenty.one inch
diameter section. Figure 2 shows
these geometric constraints.
More specifically now, the aerodynamic
design task was to define a fairing
between these two end
points that would permit steady flow
up to Mach number = 0.9.

FLIR UNIT

MID
2-14
NOSE

DIA

SECTION•
Figure 2

Geometric Constraints

3. THEORETICAL TECHNIQUES
Theoretical techniques to predict
During the last fifteen years, coincident flow field behivior have been in existence for many years.
with the availability of the large-capabity
theoretical techniques have become
high-speed computer,
tools readily applicable to aerodynamic
design.
Unfortunately,
these routines are so complex and
the
reluctant to apply them as a working geometry definition so stringent that the aerodynamicist is
tool for daily design Interface with
other aerospace engineering
disciplines. This situation was typified
during the preliminary design phase
of the TRAM pod when it
became necessary to identify, at least
in preliminary form, a fairng for the
pod nose section.

6:

£

The most appropriate theoretical tool available to evaluate the TRAM pod nose section fairing was
a three-dimensional potential flow routine developed by Hess. 1 However, the development of the
appropriate geometry for a large number of candidate fairings would have been too time consuming and
the computer time costly for so many runs. This necessitated a paring of the numbers of candidate
fairings to a more manageable task. This paring was accomplished using a computerized version of the
Theodorsen 2 potential flow technique for two-dimensional wings to analyze eighty candidate fairings.
Three of these candidate fairings were selected and then analyzed using the Hess program to predict
local pressures and the McNally3 routine to predict boundary layer separation. Figure 3 presents a profile view of the three fairings and the results of the Hess and McNally routines for each fairing. The
final pod nose section fairing was selected using the criteria of external flow and internal area distribution. This final fairing was also analyzed using the Hess routine. The success of this procedure is
demonstrated by the fact that preliminary air loads distributions generated by the Hess program were,
after favorable comparison with flight test data, rereleased as final design airloads.

3.1

HESS ROUTINE

The principal theoretical tool used for this investigation was a three-dimensional finite element
computer routine that solves the full incompressible potential flow equation. This routine developed by
John L. Hess uses nonlinear boundary conditions, i.e., boundary conditions are satisfied on the surface
of a lifting wing rather than in the plane of the wing. Bodies, like the pod and fuselage, are treated as
nonlifting surfaces. The routine is intended to calculate flow properties for incompressible conditions;
however, a modification has been included that accounts for first-order Mach effects. Still, the routine
is limited to applications where subcritical flow is expected.
Two constraints prevent the application of this routine for the daily design task. One is cost
which will be discussed later. The other is the time required for geometry definition. The routine
requires the use of flat panels to represent the body surface, and pressures are calculated at the centroid
of each of these panels. In representing the pod nose section, particular attention was paid to the
region of the flat face and adjacent fairing because of the steep pressure gradient expected in that
region. It is in this application that experience is required before confidence in the results can be
achieved.
The initial investigations using this routine were made on three isolated bodies, each of which
represents a family of candidate fairings. Figure 3 presents predicted pressure distributions over the
nose section of the pod with these three candidate fairings. After the final fairing was selected, the
isolated body geometry was married to the full geometry of the A-7E aircraft and the total flow field,
pod/pylon/wing and body was analyzed.

IHes.

hn L., "Calculation of Potential Flow About Arbitrary Three-Dimensional Lifting Bodies,"
,4cDonnell Douglas Rpt. No. MDC J5679-01, dated October 1972.

2Theodorsen, Theodore. "Theory of Wing Sections of Arbitrary Shape," NACA TR41 I, dated 1932.
3

McNally, William D., "Fortran Program for Calculating Compressible Laminar and Turbulent boundary
Layers in Arbitrary Pressure Gradients," NASA TN D-5681, dated May 1970.
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Computer solutions are normally considered to be a monetary short cut to wind tunnel testing.
The calendar time saving of computer analysis over wind tunnel testing is fully recogs'zed. Computer
time is costly, however, and the dollar cost of the use of this equipment should be considered. Tihe
Hess routine in this investigation was used with two levels of geometry input, isolated pod and total
aircraft plus pod. The computer time for each run on the CDC 6600 was 77 seconds for an isolated
body, and 330 seconds for the aircraft/store configuration.
3.2

McNALLY BOUNDARY LAYER ANALYSIS

The Hess routine, being an inviscid technique, should not be expected to adequately predict pres.
sures on the pod in the transonic flight regime where boundary layer development is so dependent upon
viscosity. To evaluate the possible flow conditions around the face and fairing of the pod in this regime,
a boundary analysis routine developed by McNally, which includes viscous effects, was used. This
routine is a two-dinmensional laminar and turbulent boundary layer technique that uses local geometry
and pressure distributions to predict not only laminar-to-turbulent transition and separation, but to
indicate, via a form factor, the relative quality of the local boundary layer. This form factor is the
ratio of the local boundary layer displacement thickness to momentum thickness. The form factornormally rises to a value of 2.5 to 2.8 as the shear or friction coefficient at :he surface approaches zero,
thus boundary layer separation is predicted. Local flow with form factors lc.s than 2.5 can be considered to be attached flow.
Figure 3 presents the results of a boundary layer analysis on the three candidate fairings for which
pressures predicted by the Hess routine were available. In each case, the McNally routine did not predict
boundary layer separation because the turbulent form factors are less than the criteria for separation.
Since the McNally routine uses existing geometry -*nd pressure distributions, the boundary layer
analysis is virtually a fallout of previous effort. Also, the computer time for the routine is low enough
to encourage its general application. The McNally routine requires approximately 11 seconds of CDC
6600 time for each surface analyzed.
3.3

ThEODORSEN TECHNIQUE

The Theodorsen technique is intended to analyze two.dimensional wings at zero Mach number.
The theory is potential flow using a conformal mapping technique to predict velocity, and hence, pressure
distributions on wings. The technique is normally very accurate near the wing le[ding edge pfovied
the input geometry is very accurate. The key here is accurate geometry input. The geonw•ty input
from even large-scale sketches that are carefully read has a tendency to give eironeous rewslts fhliathe
computerized version of this technique. Therefore, the input geoinery was nathelaltically definable sliapes,
i.e., single radii, racdiuqcones, double radii (radius ogi€v profile), and various ratio rllipwrs. Va,iatioiis
of these faWriigs were applied as fairings to the shape representing the geometric comstraints presented
inFigure 2. A wedge aflerbody or trailing edge was assumed to coqspete the two4AimcluW wing
geometry for this atialysis.
The intent of this application was to caculste an upper surface pCak p(e..ssure
02acti f(aing
(wing) and setee that fWmily of fairings that showed the cesu rtegatiVe peak picssues. The Wesulis for
the eighty (ahiAigs
sligated showd
,th
family of duijoft to have the foael Ptak aeuplie ptes"Cs.

9low

i

*

In retrospect, the use of Theodorsen for this application is not recommended for several reasons.
First, although inexpensive to run, less than two seconds of CDC 6600 computer time per run, there
are more applicable two-dimensional techniques available to do this analysis. Second, the Theodorsen
technique depends on accurate definition of leading edge radius which for this application is difficult to
define, particularly 9f the flagtalon point moves onto the flat face with increasing angle of atv.ick.
Finally, by way of defense, the application of Theodorsen, as inappropriate as it may be, is stil! wole
desirable than hand waving a temporary fairing that may become the final lines.
3.4

PROJECTION

In the past few years, large strides have been made towards the development of theoretical
methods. It is the applicability of these powerful tools to the design task that must now be addressed,
keeping in mind the requirement of timeliness. For example, the design task described in this paper
would have been greatly simplified by the availability of an inverse method. In this case, the inverse
method would, with the inputs of geometric constraints and flow parameters, define the best fairing
available. These theoretical tools once available, and with confidence established, can be applied as
needed throughout the design pLase to identify and address potential problem areas.
One of the potential problems faced by all aerodynanicists is the fabrication of idealistic shapes.
Optimum aerodynamic configurations tend to be compromised by other considerations when analytical
methods are not responsive enough to evaluate penalties of the compromise. This situation is
prevalent nowhere more tian store desigil for several reasons. First, the presence of external stores
connotates a draggy airplane and the discipline breaks down. Second, the aerodynamicist armed only
with intuition is no match fir a hard.nosed, Wactical designer who understands the problems of fabrication. The solutioi to this dilemmn lies also in the realm of theoretwcal tools. The tools available,
although applicable to irregular complex shapes, are easiest applied to simple, mathematicaaUy detined
shapes. The timely availability of defined lines in three-dimensions backed by sound logic .nd loads
distribution will stand the test with the designers. In addition, the implementation of these ntathena.
tically defuied lines into hardwae is far nore likely to occur than the tame complax shapes

4. FLKGHiT TMST DATA
As a result of inalyticAl studies, a pod nose section %.sdesigned which iaworporated a fataly of
elliptical fairings (tato -- 3 on the upper vufcý) sud-h tiat tevey point an the (aiting oi the tnose
section was mathetnmaclly telateW to eve•y o0t*er pailt. Thid sh -peat-as
U" brt3C;d from
r oidw (ibet.
alas antd Ma-tied to a cylindricAl ext•.ton of the rimd sti,
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Preprototype Pod General Arrangement

Figure 5 presents a composite of the pod static pressures in the vertical plane for several Mach
numbers. Figure 6 presents comparable data for the inboard and outboard sides along ZPOD 100. Each
Sdata set was taken in one g flight. As one would expect, there is a rapid expansion around the forward
faiting followed by recovery and then re-expansion forward of the afterbody section. Local shocks
appei likely as low as Mach number 0.725 to 0.75, particularly on the lower forward surface, but in
each --as: large areas of separation did not occur. These same observations hold for the effects of angle
of attadk and sideslip
Data from a fluctuating pressure transducer located on the lower centerlibe oftke pod wie presented
in Figure 7. Assoming that the divergence in overall sound pressure level is an indication of separated
flow, it appears tWit separation started near Mach number 0.78 on tlie lower surface of the pod. The
pressure data in Figures 5 and 6 tend to support this p.ssibility, but indicate that the area of swparatiun
is small and that reastadunent dows occur. The pilot noted perceptible, but negligible, pod buffet
betwera Mah auubmi• 0.90 to 0.95. awi buffet-free flight above and below that Mach number band.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Theoretical tools in general and the Hess program in particular have been demonstrated by this
paper to be useful in predicting the flow field around complex external store shapes tip to those conditions where critical flow exists. Also identified are limitations other than those of theory. These are
limitations of adaptability, usability, and confidence. Most, but not all, of these limitations will diminish
with eontinued application of theoretical tools in the daily design environment. It is those techniques
whose limitations do not diminish with usage that should be identified for improvement. These include:
1.

The need for an inverse technique where the geometric constraings and desired flow
conditions are identified, and the result is one or several shapes that satisfy the input
criteria.

2.

The need for a variable complexity technique where preliminary input yields preliminary
results plus sufficient guidance for further application. This process can be continued
in subroutine fashion until the need for final complex results is satisfied by final complex
output.

It should be noted, however, that whatever progress is made in the field of aircraft/store
compatibility, whether analytical or experimental, the very best configuration attainable for today's
aircraft will be degraded by the sway braces and lugs with which they are mounted.

ii
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AIRCRAFT/STORES COMPATIBILITY
ANALYSIS AND FLIGHT TESTING
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ABSTRACT.
(U)
In the past several years, the lack of
a coordinated development program for aircraft
and stores
has resulted in many problems such as aircraft
performance
degradation, dangerous store separation, and reduced weapon
delivery accuracy.
The state-of-the-art
in the field
of
aircraft/store
compatibility testing
is rapidly being expanded
through new photographic, analytic, wind tunnel and computer
techniques.
This unique aerodynamic discipline
concerns almost

every military aircraft and involves the expenditure of large

sums of money, yet is almost totally unknown and untreated in
university degree programs.
This paper will show how aircraft/
store compatibility technology is being expanded and applied
to problems of both present and future aircraft. An in-depth
explanation of the latest analysis and flight test techniques
will be given, including the unique marriage of the wind tunnel
and the high-speed digital computer in the preflight analysis
of data, and the photo-imaging technique of flight test data
reduction.

Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
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INTRODUCTION
The compatibility with and separation of expendable
stores from aircraft
is a problem which has plagued engineers since the earliest
days of flying.
It gained early
recognition in World War I.
Since that
time, regardless
of the size or speed of the aircraft,
or whether the stores
were carried internally
or externally, weapons compatibility
and store separation have been continuous problems, despite
the staggering advances in technology during the past fifty
years.
Not until
the advent of high-speed jet
aircraft,
however, have the problems become of significant
magnitude.
The speed and complexities of modern fighter-bomber aircraft
have made the solution of aircraft/store
compatibility problems a necessity from both tactical
and flight
safety standpoints.
In the years following World War II,
United States
defense strategy emphasized the nuclear deterrent.
In the
early 1960's, the strategy suddenly shifted to limited conventional war while maintaining the massive nuclear retaliation capability.
Almost overnight the "instant
fighterbomber aircraft"
emerged.
It was created by devising equipment to allow the already-existing nuclear strike
aircraft

to carry as many conventional bombs as possible.
This hybrid
aircraft was capable of enormous destruction - more than
most heavy bombers of the past.
To perform their assigned
multiple missions, however, expensive and complex equipment
was added - with accompanying weight.
Added weight required
added power, which itself required added weight.
The end
result of this spiral has been the appearance of today's
multimillion dollar fighter bombers, some of which are large
as World War II heavy bombers.
The emphasis in the past decade on conventional munitions
has produced a large family of new weapons, each designed
to provide a certain tactical effect, or to "kill" a particular target.
They were, for budgetary and logistic reasons,
usually required to fit and be employed on all current aircraft, rather than to mate with a specific aircraft.
In the

US today, because of the conflict in Southeast Asia, there
are nearly 100 different conventional munitions in the inventory.
Although the development of US fighter aircraft over the
past 30 years has been impressive, little attention has been
given to the carriage of external stores in the aircraft
design phase. Fighter aircraft today are still being designed
around their "clean" aircraft performance, with stores added
later on an "as much as possible" basis. The F-4, one of our
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best tactical weapons delivery aircraft, was originally
Many
designed as a Navy long-range fleet interceptor.
weapons suspension racks and other airborne armament equipment in use today were designed years ago to meet the crash
requirement for a limited war capability.
The multiple and
triple ejector rack (MER, TER) concept was conceived over
10 years ago to pack as many bombs on an existing aircraft
as possible.
The pressing situation at the time did not
permit in-depth examination of potential problems such as
store separation.
This situation has led to aircraft performance and stability problems, dangerous store separation,
reduced weapon accuracy, and a monumental testing workload
to certify weapons for use with each aircraft. one aircraft,
such as the F-4 or A-7, has several external pylons, each
capable of carrying different types of bomb racks (such as
MER's or TER's).
Each rack, in turn, can carry many different
numbers and types of stores. With the nearly 100 types of
stores currently in the inventory, the possible loadings on
one aircraft can be as high as 6,000,000.
To cope with the
unacceptable large testing workload generated by this situation, the US Air Force created project "SEEK EAGLE" in which
aircraft/store compatibility is recognized as a distinctly
separate requirement and only certain stores are designated
for certification on specific aircraft. To further reduce
the scope of the problem, the tactical forces are asked to
identify individual aircraft/store loading configurations
they feel are necessary, and only those loadings are certified.
Since 1966, the Armament Development and Test Center at Eglin
AFB, Florida, has conducted over 800 aircraft/store compatibility tests involving over 85 types of stores and 18 different
aircraft types.
STORE CERTIFICATION
Prior to further discussion, it is essential that certain terms be defined (these definitions, and others of value
to the reader's understanding of this problem are contained
in reference 1).
STORE
Any device intended for internal or external carriage
and mounted on aircraft suspension and release equipment,
whether or not the item is intended to be separated in
flight from the aircraft. Stores include missiles, rockets#
bombs, nuclear weapons# mines# torpedoes,, pyrotechnic
devices, detachable fuel and spray tanks, line-source
disseminators, dispensers, pods (refueling, thrust augmentation, gun# electronic-countermeasures, cameras designators etc.), targets, cargo drop containers# and drones.
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AIRCRAFT/STORE COMPATIBILITY
The ability of an aircraft, stores, and related
suspension equipment to coexist without unacceptable
effects of one on the aerodynamic, structural, or functional characteristics of the others under all flight and
ground conditions expected to be experienced by the aircraft/store combination. A particular store may be compatible with an aircraft in a specific configuration,
although not necessarily so with all pylons (or stations)
or under all conditions.
CERTIF ICATION
The determination of the extent of specific aircraft/
store compatibility and the formal publication of all
information necessary for appropriate employment of a
store on a specified aircraft (aircraft series) in the
applicable technical manuals and flight operation manuals
(or interim supplements or revisions thereto).
The determination of compatibility of a particular
store with a specific aircraft is an involved.pirocess. On
present day aircraft with multiple external store stations
and multiple store carriage at many of theee stations, loading configurations can lead to serious weight and balance,
stability, structural, or flutter problems. Keeping t~rack
of the approved and theno aEroved (and reasons for nonapproval)- configurations is a.monumental task for even one
type aircraft. In determining the compatibility of a store
with an aircraft, many areas must be examined and many tasks
performed which cut across almost every engineering and testing discipline. Some of the most important of these are discussed below.
Pre-flight Analyses
These include the necessary 'tasks and analyses wahich
must be performed prior to flight testing the store. F'irst,
the specific loading configurations of interest are identified a*nd station loading capabilities and physical clearances
are checked analytically.. To aoccomplish this, two dlocuments
(MfL,-STD-1289 'an the ¶Ahircraft/stores, Interface Manual ")
prepared by the Joint Technical. ;oordinating Gkoup (JTCG/ND)
Working'Party for Airaraft/sforei. Compat.1bility are of siqni-~'
ficant value. As princip&al Air Force Systeims Command rmeztosr
Maj~or role in'their preparation
of this committeo, I haail
and subseqaent publication isee references 2 and 3). Once
p~hysical comipatibility haS le-en -confirm~ed, analysis in begun
to deterv~ine if avccptablo'operational carriage and emiplo,meit.

envelopes can be established.
Establishing a captive
carriage envelope involves determining if any adverse
stability and control, structural loading or flutter
problems are caused by the carriage of the store on the
aircraft.
Similarly, establishing an employment envelope
involves determining if any adverse store separation or
jettison problems exist. Once these envelopes have been
acceptably established, a flight test plan is then formulated which identifies the minimum flight test demonstration points that are required to clear the entire operational envelope.
These analyses often require considerable
amounts of electronic computer and wind tunnel test time
and sometimes involve the conduct of ground vibration and
other structural tests prior to allowing the store to be
flown.
We have the capability to perform these captive
envelope analyses on the F-4 and will soon obtain this
capability on the A-7.
Fit and Function Test
Prior to actually flying the store on the aircraft, a
physical and electrical compatibility fit test is conducted.
Procedure& for accomplishing this test are contained in MILSTD-1289 (Ref 2); however, in general, the store is fitted
on the aircraft in the desired loading configuration (or
configurations) to insure adequate clearances exist between
all parts of tk.te store, the aircraft, the ground, and other
stores.
If the store has electrical connections, the physical mating of all plugs as well as pin functions are checked.
It is at this time also that procedures for loading the store
on the aircraft are verified and that arming wire or lanyard
hook-ups are determined.
Flutter Flght Tests
Prior to flying any aircraft/store configuration, a
mathematical flutter analysis is made to determine whether
any flutter modes will be encountered within the expected
captive flight envelope for the con-figuration.
Unfortunately,
even though we have developed complex •ophisticated aircraft
analytical flutter models, this mathematical analysis often
tells us only that a problem may exist.
If %hisoccurs,
flights with a specially instrumented flutter aircraft must
be performed to confirm or reject the analysis prior to proceeding further. Currentllo the USAF has no flutter-instrumented aircraft in its inventory and, if such flights are
required, they are contracted to the aircraft manufacturer.
It should be stressed, however, that after some flight experience has been gained on a particular aircraft, it may be
possible to develop an analytical flutter prediction capability
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which, through tests, has shown a high enough degree of
reliability to preclude further flight tests. We have
almost attained such a capability within the Armament
Laboratory for the F-4 and are in the process of gaining
it on several other aircraft.
Captive Structural Integrity Flights
One discovery, very importan' to the field of aircraft/
stores compatibility, was made as a direct result of US
participation in the Southeast Asia conflict.
Many times
stores were loaded on aircraft in Vietnam and flown, but
not dropped, due to lack of a target or other operational
reasons and were still
attached upon the aircraft's return
to base.
Stores sometimes made as many as thkee or four
flights before being dropped.
In addition, many missions
to Northern Vietnam required one or more inflight refuelings
enroute.
In these cases, the store might be subjected to as
much as two or three hours of maneuvering flight (some of it
highly evasive) prior to being released. As a result, failures of the stores themselves were being experienced - fins
cracked, fuzes failed, arming wires became loose, etc.
To
simulate these conditions in the initial aircraft/store compatibility testing, we initiated a specific captive flight
test. This qualitative flight test, using uninstrumented
aircraft, usually consists of two sorties for fighter type
aircraft because of fuel requirements; however, some aircraft
have the fuel capacity for accomplishing the specified profile
in only one sortie.
If two sorties are required, stores are
not downloaded or otherwise disturbed between sorties so that
an accumulative effect of maneuvering and vibration may be
assessed.
During these flights, the store (loaded on the
aircraft in the desired operational configuration, including
other stores such as fuel tanks if necessary) is subjected
to various maneuvers (such as pushovers, pullups, stick
pulses, rolling pullouts, etc.) at various speeds and load
factors up to the maximum predicted allowable.
The minimum
total flight time for the two sorties should be the time
equivalent of the aircraft's combat radius plus 50%.
Of this
total time, approximately 30 minutes should be performed at
0.9 Mach (or the maximum allowable airspeed, whichever is
lower) at the lowest practical altitude commensurate with
weather and safety of flight (500 to 1000 feet above sea level
is recommended).
A more thorough discussion and detailed
instructions for this flight test may be found in Section 5
of Ref I.
Since initiation of these qualitative flight tests
several years ago, we have found and cozrected many structural
deficiencies which otherwise might not have been found until
the configuration was in use operationally.
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Weapon Separation Tests
Separation testing involves releasing (employing)
stores loaded on the aircraft in realistic operational configurations at various airspeeds, attitudes (level flight
and dives) and release modes (single, pair, ripple) in
sufficient quantity to demonstrate that an operational
envelope may be cleared.
These separations must demonstrate
that the store can be safely released from the aircraft without excessive disturbances, store-to-aircraft or store-tostore collisions, and with sufficient repeatability to allow
accurate delivery.
Since this part of the flight test program
presents the greatest cost and hazards to flight safety, preflight analyses should be used to the maximum extent to reduce
the amount of actual flight testing required.
To do this,
the analyses must be verified early in the flight testing.
In 1966, when we first began attacking aircraft/stores compatibility with a planned program, little
constructive information or technology on store separation existed.
The information that did exist was woefully fragmented in the engineering departments of many different aircraft manufacturers.
Because of the rapid buildup of the conventional weapon inventory, there was a serious lack of manpower and facilities
available (or able) to accomplish the necessary preflight
analyses and wind tunnel tests prior to flight tests. For
that reason, most flight tests were run in what is called
the "brute force" method.
Based on whatever infornmation we
had, an initial flight test point was determined analytically.
Store releases were made at this point, and subsequently in
increments of increasing (or decreasing) speed, usually 25
to 50 knots, until the maximum predicted envelope was demonstrated.
Level flight was completed prior to dive angles.
Single drops were made prior to ripple releases, and decisions
to proceed to the next point were based exclusively on a
qualitative analysis of this film. Today, however, as a
result of experience and newly-developed technology, we are
able to reduce the number of actual test flights on any given
aircraft/store combination to about 1/4 of what they were in
1966.
Today's methods involve the use of any of a number of
newly-developed analytical and wind tunnel techniques tu
define the predicted safe separation envelope of the store.
A minimum number of flight demonstration points are then
selected from this analysis, and store releases are made at
these points, while recording the stores' separation trajectory through the use of onboard high-speed motion picture
cameras. This quantitative store separation data is then
reduced utilizing processes such as photogrammetry or photoimaging, and a direct comparison mace between the flight test
and predicted separation trafectories.
Time, excessive safety
hazards and cost have made the "brute force," or qualitative,
method of flight testing prohibitive.

Bomb Ballistics
The near flow field of the aircraft and ejector rack
characteristics of each type aircraft can materially affect
the initial trajectory of a store immediately after release,
thereby having a substantial effect on its impact point.
Because of this, releasing a number of stores on an instrumented range may be required to establish accurate bombing
tables.
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
EMC testing involves determining if any electrical or
electronic equipment on the aircraft, other stores, ground
support equipment, or enemy ground installations might produce an electrical potential in the weapon, causing an explosion, abnormal operation, or other undesirable side effect.
It consists of testing for both electromagnetic interference
(EMI) and for hazards of electromagnetic radiation to ordnance
(HERO).
Our office has the capability to perform EMC analyses
on almost any type of store. The Armament Development and
Test Center has the capability to perform HERO tests. EMI
testing, on the other hand, requires extremely sophisticated
and specialized test facilities, not available to us at Eglin
AFB.
We usually perform such tests at other Air Force and
contractor facilities.
STORE SEP2?fWTION ANALYSIS
Wind tunnels have been used for a numfber of years to
determine aerodynamic loads acting on stores on or near an
aircraft in flight.
Initially, store models were mounted
on the aircraft model and only total captive store loads
were measured.
As wind tunnel equipment was refined, later
capabilities included a secondary store support sting which
permitted the measurement of loads on the store as it was
released from the aircraft. To obtain a store trajectory by
this method, however, a large acount of experimental data had
to be obtained and forces integrated using manual interpolation between points. Many hours of tedious calculations were
required to deternine a single store separation trajectIry.
The spectacular development of high-speed digital computers,
however, has permitted important advances in the use of wind
tunnels to study store separation problem.s.
With their vast
memory storage capacities, computers can store all the aerodynamic loads data and performboth the spatial interpolations
and trajectory integrations in seconds.
it has now become
practical to use experimental data to -valuate the separation
characteristics of specific stores over a wide range of flight
conditions, rather than aerely spot check theoretical predictions. Currently, the compatibility e•9ineers in my office
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use four separate techniques for the preflight prediction
of store separation trajectories.
All of these techniques
involve the unique marriage of the high-speed digital computer and the wind tunnel.
None of the techniques is,
in
itself,
the entire answer to store separation prediction.
Each has its
advantages and its weaknesses.
Rather, the
compatibility engineer must decide, in each case, which
method most closely meets the needs of his particular
situation.
Each technique is discussed in detail below.

Captive Trajectory System (CTS) Testing
In recent years, the computer's speed has been utilized
to perform store separation calculations "on-line" (while the
wind tunnel is operating) utilizing separate stings for the
aircraft and the store.
(See Figure 1).
This technique is
referred to as Captive Trajectory System Testing.
First
attempts to accomplish this type of testing utilized an online analog computer.
Later tunnels used digital computers,
primarily because of their speed.
The USAF's newest digital
computer controlled wind tunnel with a CTS capability is
located at the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC),
Tullahoma, Tennessee.
This tunnel, the four-foot transonic
tunnel known as 4T, is our primary analysis tool.
The 4T
tunnel is a closed-loop, continuous flow, variable density
tunnel with a Mach range from 0.1 to 2.0.
Two independently
operated stings are used.
The aircraft is mounted on its
sting inverted (for ease of mechanical operation only), and
the store to be released is mounted on a separate stinq with
its own internal balance.
All stores in the specific loading
configuration other than the one being separated are mounted
rigidly to the aircraft model.
This is a very important
aspect since complex aerodynamic interference flow fields
generated by today's multiple carriage of stores externally
are virtually impossible to predict analytically.
Interacting
shock waves and pressure distributions affect the store during
separation, and any perturbations caused by them generally
determine whether or not the store separates cleanly.
When
the store is properly positioned on its sting as close as
possible to its carriage point on the aircraft and desired
tunnel flow conditions are established, control of the store
model is given to the on-line computer, The computer measures
the-captive position loads and moves the store away a small
distance, siitating
initial separation.
Forces acting on
the store are again measured, examined by the computers and
a prediction made as to the next expected position of the
:'store in its separation trajectory.
The computer automatically
activates a control system wlich then moves the store to the
predicted new position.
In making its predictions, the comp ter consideru aircraft speeo, attit!,nd, and load factor,
the bomb raok ejevtor forces (i,-:*) and the aerodynamic flow
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If, upon reaching a
field around the aircraft and store.
point, the measured store forces do not agree with the predictions, the computer automatically backs the store and
obtains additional intermediate measurements.
After tunnel
conditions are stabilized and repetitive runs are begun, up
One of the unique feato eight runs per hour can be made.
tures of CTS is that the wind tunnel is of secondary importance - the computer being the dominant component.
The
computer is pre-programmed to solve the six-degree-of-freedom
-equations of motion with real time as the independent variable.
"During the runs, the tunnel operators are provided continuous
TV pictures of the model, and the on-line computer, using a
high-speed printer, prints out the separation trajectory data
almost immediately.
CTS testing is, compared with other wind
tunnel methods, very fast. Low-cost reusable store models
are utilized.
Because all of the store mass parameters are
input to the computer for its trajectory solution through the
store internal balance, the models need only be shells with
accurate outside shape, and no inertial or mass property
simulation is required. Again, because of the computer's
ability to manipulate mass and acceleration data in its solutions, CTS store separation testing can be accomplished at
simulated aircraft dive angles - something which is unique
to the CTS method.
Data printed out from CTS runs are complete and may, therefore, be used with no further reduction
or manipulation as the prediction of an actual store separation. Although the computer may be programmed to plot any
particular parameter, or even to cross-plot several parameters,
the usual output for our engineers is a complete tabulation of
all data plus six selected plots.
These plots are used directly
in the preparation of a flight test plan and in the subsequent
comparison of flight test and predicted separation trajectories.
Drop Model Testing
Another method of using wind tunnels for store separation
simulation is called Drop Model Testing. This method has been
in use for several years, and involves actually releasing
store models in the tunnel from the aircraft model.
Such
store models must, of course, be extremely accurately scaled,
both in aerodynamic and in dynamic mass properties.
The store
models are photographed during tunnel release with high-speed
motion picture cameras from at least two directions, usually
side and bottom. This film is than reduced frame-by-frame
using a computer to define the spatial position of the store
versus time. Two problems immediately face the engineer desiring to use the drop model method,
First, since most external
stores today are ejected from the aircraft, some method of
accurately simulating the ejection force, and its point of
application to the store, must be provided in the aircraft
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model.
Constructing such a device in the small-scale aircraft models used is no easy task. Quite often calibrated
springs are used, with electrical burn-through bolts providing the release on command.
Secondly, constructing the
store models is extremely difficult, particularly for smallscale models, and moments of inertia may be impossible to
simulate even when exotic metals such as tungsten or gold
are used.
Because of this, wind tunnel engineers have developed two basic sets of model scaling relationships, the socalled "light model" and "heavy model" methods (see Ref 4).
Although a detailed description of these two methods of
scaling is too lengthy to include here, suffice it to say
that, with "light" model scaling, the angular motion of the
store versus time seen in the movie film of the separation
will be essentially correct, but the vertical distance versus
time will be in error. When "heavy" model scaling is used,
the vertical distance versus time will be essentially correct,
but the angular motion will be in error (usually more motion
will be seen in the tunnel than in actual flight).
Some
engineers use a hybrid method in which the "light" model laws
are used to construct the store model, and the ejection velocity is intentionally increased by a calculated increment to
offset the store model's mass deficiency.
Drop model testing
at high speeds is, compared with CTS, very slow. One run per
hour is not uncommon.
Also, the store models are expensive
and, in most cases, not reusable.
Because of the potential
for the released store models to damage the tunnel equipment,
this method is not available at many tunnels. Drop model testing is, however, most advantageous in investigating separation
trajectories of low density, unstable stores such as empty
dispensers, pods, napalm bombs and tanks.
This type of store,
because of its large angular excursions during separation,
almost always causes abbreviated CTS runs due to contact of
the store model with the aircraft or due to the sting's mechanical limit being reached.
Drop model testing, on the other
hand,

produces complete trajectories --

even if

the store

impacts the aircraft.
Multiple (or ripple) releases of stores
may also be made in drop model testing, but only level flight
releases are possible.
Reduced data from drop model testing
may also be used directly in the preparation of flight test
plans and in the subsequent comparison of flight test with
prodicted separation trajectories.
Grid TestingTechnique
Possibly the oldest of the still-used wind tunnel techniques is the Grid Method.
In this method, the aircraft is
mounted on one sting and the store to be investigated is
mounted on a separate sting with its own internal balance,

just as in the CTS method.

j

Once tunnel flow conditions have
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been stabilized, the store is moved to various discrete
positions below the aircraft, and forces and moments
These points describe a
acting on the store are measured.
three-dimensional box, or grid, below the point from which
the store is to be separated.
Grid runs are then made for
each configuration of interest and at several different
Mach numbers.
Free-stream store aerodynamic data are also
needed so that, if the data are not already available,
these data may also be gathered on the same test by merely
removing the aircraft model and performing pitch and yaw
polar runs with the store still
attached to its sting.
Once the free-stream data and the forces and moments on
the store with the flow field are obtained, they are input
to a six-degree-of-freedom computer program which calculates
the trajectory by combining the data into the equations of
motion of the store. The grid technique is less expensive
than CTS or drop model testing in that less actual wind tunnel
test hours generally are used - particularly if store freestream aerodynamic data are already available.
Grid testing,
however, does not produce complete store separation trajectories. Considerable data reduction and manipulation are
required prior to being able to predict specific store separation trajectories in support of a flight test program.
Once
the wind tunnel test has been accomplished and the computer
program checked out, an almost infinite number of store separation trajectories, run at any conceivable set of conditions,
may be obtained quickly. An additional advantage is that if,
during the flight test program, something unusual or unexpected occurs, the phenomenon may be investigated by changing
various parameters in the computer input and attempting to
identify the causative factor by duplicating the actual trajectory. Such fault analyses are not possible with the other wind
tunnel techniques without additional tunnel testing.
Flow Field Angularity Technique
The three prediction methods discussed above, although
dissimilar in their methods, all represent empirical
approaches to the problem of store separation.
Such empirical approaches measure the forces and moments on the store
in the interference flow field, and are generally useful
only for a specific store and a specific set of separation
conditions. All are relatively expensive in that they consume considerable amounts of wind tunnel testing time for
the given stores being investigated.
If, latero it is
desired to predict store separation trajectories for additional store types, the previously acquired wind tunnel data
are of ouly minimal usefulness.
Several engineers in the
past few years have studied and proposed a number of purely
theoretical approaches to the store separation problem utilizing potential flow theory, vortex lattice, or finite difference
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techniques.
Although much work has been performed in these
areas, and some of it very encouraging, for the most part the
resultant methods are highly complex and extremely time consuming and unusable for predicting the large amount of store
separation trajectories necessary in a flight test. Because
of this, the Air Force has developed a hybrid method called
the Flow Angularity Technique, which combines the inexpensiveness of the theoretical analysis with the speed of the wind
tunnel to provide an excellent prediction tool which is usable
for a large variety of stores over a wide range of separation
conditions.
Because of its wide application, it is most useful when stores are initially being certified on an aircraft
or when a large number of additional stores are added to the
aircraft's certification list.
It is essentially a one-time
test in that, once accomplished, the data can be used to predict store separation trajectories on many new stores.
The
technique, developed by a young Air Force engineer in our
office, is described in detail in references 5 and 6.
However, the essential elements are as follows:
a. First, a wind tunnel test is run in which several
stores of interest are loaded on the aircraft model in various
configurations.
While these stores are in the captive carriage position, the aircraft flow field below and beside the
store is explored with a pressure probe to measure velocity
vectors.
The output from this test is a set of data showing
the changes in angle of attack and angle of sideslip of the
flow field caused by the immersion of the store into this
flow (store interference effects).
b. Store interference aerodynamic coefficients are then
calculated by using the store free-stream coefficients and the
flow angularity values obtained empirically from the wind
tunnel.
A series of wind tunnel tests and analyses over the
past few years has shown that the predominant factors affecting a store's separation behavior are the forces and moments
on the store while in the captive carriage position.
Tests
have shown that these forces and moments can be represented
effectively for most conventionally shaped stores by two
forces - one on the nose-body and one on the tail. Total
store aerodynamic interference coefficients are those caused
by the nose-body plus those of the tail. These incremental

coefficients are calculated using the flow angularity values
obtained in the wind tunnel.
c. After calculating the store aerodynamic interference
coefficients, a six-degree-of-freedom computer program is then
used to solve the equations of motion of the store during
separation. Again, as in the grid method, the wind tunnel does
not supply complete store separation trajectory data. A com-

puter program must be used to combine these empirical data
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with analytical methods.
Once the data have been acquired,
however, and the computer program operational, large numbers
of trajectories may be produced in a short time. Also, like
the grid method, post-flight analysis of unusual occurrences
can be made by varying the computer inputs.
Unlike the grid
method (which provides data only for the store being tested),
the flow angularity technique provides data which can bý:ý used
later in predicting separation trajectories of other type
stores.
It is, of course, cheaper than CTS or drep model
testing, and more widely applicable than grid testing.
The flow angularity technique is now in constant use by
our compatibility engineers for predicting store separation
from the F-4 aircraft.
We have also recently expanded its
use to the F-15 and A-10.
Flow field data have been collected
this year for the A-7D, and the prediction program for the A-7D
will be operational soon.
STORE SEPARATION FLIGHT TESTING
After the preflight analyses have been completed, and
predicted safe carriage, jettison and separation envelopes
have been developed for the particular store loading configuration, flight test demonstration points are selected and a test
plan formulated.
These demonstration p'.ints are held to an
"absolute minimum consistent with flight safety.
If the store
appears in the analyses to be relatively well behaved and
insensitive to large changes in Mach number, airspeed or dive
angle, as few as three points may be selected for demonstration.
Much emphasis in the past few years has rightfully been
placed on the preflight analysis efforts of aircraft/stores
compatibility due to the high cost and risk factors that
accompany actual flight testing. However, no analytical or
wind tunnel prediction technique can be effectively used to
reduce flight testing without iome method of correlating the
predicted store trajectory to its actual inflight trajectory.
Without a quantitative inflight store separation trajectory
definition system, it can never be determined if the prediction
techniques used are accurate. To do this, we require that the
aircraft used to release the stores be equipped with several
high speed, 16mm motion picture cameras, operating at 200
frames/second and having time annotation on each frame.
The
cameras are mounted to view the store release from at least
two angles, one of which should be as close as possible to a
side view. So that camera data will be of the highest quality,
the cameras should be equipped with automatic exposure control,
and wired such that when the pilot activates the stores release
button, the cameras are immediately turned on but the stores
release signal is delayed by 0.5 seconds.
This delay in
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release allows the cameras to reach full running speed prior
to the photographing of the store release.
The cameras then
run for a preselected time (usually 3-5 seconds) and then
automatically shut off.
This relatively simple delay circuit
installation has caused a significant increase of usable camera
data since its initial use a few years ago.
In addition to
these data cameras, we also record aircraft conditions at time
of stores release by means of a cockpit camera, an onboard
data recording package tied into the aircraft instrument
system, or (occasionally) by pilot,or flight crew readings of
the cockpit instruments.
Once the store separation has been made, the quantitative
photographic data must be reduced to a form similar to that of
the predictions so that a direct comparison between predicted
and inflight trajectories may be made.
To do this, we currently employ two techniques; one, called "photogrammetry"
developed by the Air Force at Eglin AFB, and the other called
"photo-imaging", developed by US Navy engineers at the Naval
Missile Center and Naval Weapons Center. Both provide excellent data but the photo-imaging technique is superior in its
usefulness and considered to be state-of-the-art.
Photogrammetric Data Reduction
In this method, both the store being released and the
aircraft pylon must be painted with a background color and
a contrasting-color pattern of dots whose positions are
accurately known with reference to some specific point (see
Figure 2).
Size and color of the spots is not fixed; they
are optimized for accuracy and ease of film reading.
However, a minimum number of dots must be visible at all times
in the film. Onboard camera lenses are selected so that
both the store being released and the part of the aircraft
adjacent (pylon, for example) are visible on the film. After
the release, each frame of the onboard-gathered movie film
is processed through a film reader manually. These data,
along with a series of geometric and physical constants, such
as location of the reference dots with respect to a specific
position, camera location and lens focal length, are input
to a computer.
The computer is programmed to solve the
equations of motion and defines the store trajectory, printing out roll, pitch, and yaw angles and X, Y, and Z displacements of the store versus time. Although a two-camera solution would be preferable, we have found that a one-camera
solution can be used most of the time, and will provide
accuracies of about t 2 inches for displacements and 1 20
for angular motions.
The photogrammetric computer program
requires starting estimates of store and camera orientation
with respect to the aircraft. A final, iterated, solutio-
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is then obtained which achieves convergence for even poor
starting values. After the first frame, the program employs
previous frame results as the estimate for the succeeding
frame.
Because of tilis, wing flexure and vibration are
automatically eliminated.
The computer is programmed to
print out the trajectories in both a tabular and plotted
format, so that a direct comparison may be made between
predicted and inflight trajectories.
Photo-Imaging Data Reduction
This system utilizes an image matching technique to
obtain spatial pcsition and orientation of photographed
objects with respect to recording cameras (see Figure 3).
It consists of projecting each frame of the onboard flightgathered data film through an optical system into a high
resolution video camera and displaying the resulting image
on a TV monitor located on an operator's console. Another
high resolution video camera is positioned near the console
to view an exact scale model of the store. This store model
is mounted on a remotely-controlled six-degree-of-freedom
model positioner mechanism.
The video signal from this
second TV camera is fed through a video mixer and the
resulting image is simultaneously displayed on the same TV
monitor as that from the data film. The operator can adjust
the position and orientation of the store model through the
use of a set of levers on the console.
He adjusts the store
model until the image of the store on the positioner is
exactly superimposed on the image of the store from the data
film (a process similar to using a camera range finder).
Once the two images are exactly aligned and superimposed, the
operator can press a single button which transfers the encoded
frame count and position data to an IBM card.
Each frame of
the film is similarly reduced, until a card deck is generated.
This deck is input to a computer program - just as in the
photogrammetry process - to solve the spatial relationships.
The output from the photo-imaging technique is a set of tabular data and selected plots which accurately define the stora
separation trajectory to compare directly with the predictions.
This technique produces extremely accurate data (U 0.1 ft for
displacements and ± 1.0 for angles) and has the added advantage of not requiring a complex painting scheme on the store
and aircraft.
Because of this, the cost of reducing the film
data from a specific store separation is about one half that
of the photogrammetric technique.
A photo-imaging saytem
now exists at three US Navy testing locations and we are
attempting to have one installed at Eglin AFB.
In the meantime, we are utilizing the Navy's system at the Naval Missile
Center, Pt Hugu, CA, for reducing all the store separation
flight teat data for the A-10 and F-15 aircraft. A complete
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description of the photo-imaging system currently in use
by the Navy at Pt Mugu can be found in reference 7.
Both of the methods described above provide accurate,
useful quantitative data, both in a tabular and a plotted
format.
We have run comparisons of the two me~hods by
inputting the same film strip of a particular store drop
and compuring the output plots.
No useful purpose could
be served by presenting this comparison in this paper as
a figure, as the data superimposed from both methods results
in essentially the same line. This brings us to an imporWe have examined several methods of reductant conclusion.
ing flight test data, the kinds described above, and others
developed by various airframe contractors.
All of them are
inherently accurate enough to provide good, usable data.
The degree of mathematical accuracy attained is not as
important as how many of the error-causing factors are
accounted for by the method, and (more importantly) whether
the factors are compensated for or corrected.
Data reduction
accuracies of ± 2 or 3 inches and ± 2 or 3 degrees can be
absolutely adequate, but not if the effect on store separation
of wing flexibility, for instance, is not properly accounted
for.
Of all the error-causing factors, the ones which seem
to be the most important (and most difficult to correct for)
involve those connected with the camera optics.
Errors
caused by lens/camera alignment, calibration, internal manufacturing aberrations and uncertain optical centers are among
the most important.
Although great care must be exercised in
developing a data reduction method which properly accounts
for as many of the error-causing factors as is possible, equal
care must be used in insuring that the method does not introduce other, larger errors through the human factor.
A method
which requires an inordinate amount of human input and manipu-lation of data prior to and during computer reduction is
extremely liable to errors, particularly if no built-in-test
features are incorporated.
CURRENT AIRCRAFT DESIGN PROBLEMS
I have already mentioned the many hundreds of aircraft/
store compatibility tests performed at ADTC in the past few
years.
I have also described the methods employed to conduct
tho-kic tests, and how we have continuously improved and refined
our methods. This refinement has saved millions of dollars
over the last fciw years ($16.5 million on the A-7D alone).
All of these improvements, although representing large advances
in technology, have only resulted in our being able to more
efficiently and safely test items that already exist. The
real promise in the development of aircraft/stores compati.bility technology lies in our ability to apply this technology
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to future aircraft and stores design. There is an old
truism which says that a problem is easier avoided than
solved. The aircraft that are on the drawing boards or
in early infancy today are complex vehicles with amazing
aerodynamic performance.
Aircraft/store compatibility,
if not treated adequately early in the design stage, will
create enormously complex problems.
There are five major
problems facing today's aircraft designers which affect
the overall problem of aircraft/stores compatibility.
Mission Definition
When a new aircraft is being designed, the proc:Jirig
service gives the prospective contractors a stores list
for which the aircraft should be capable of carriage and
employment.
More often than not, this list
is not consistent with the real operational needs of the aircraft.
For
example, a recent Air Force air-superiority aircraft had a
list
of over 50 conventional munitions in its original
specification.
These weapons, some of which had already
been cancelled, ranged from rocket pods and dispensers to
a Korean War vintage 3000-lb general purpose bomb.
Instructions are usually given to the contractors in such cases
that carriage and employment of the weapons should be an
"off-design" capability.
In other words, the aircraft
should be designed for its primary mission, and the service
will accept whatever performance penalties are necessary in
order to carry the stores. All too often, however, lurking
in another part of the aircraft specification, is a requirement to carry the stores "throughout the aircraft's flight
envelope," which is usually in excess of 6.0 g's. Such
anomalies or oversights as these, of course, almost always
lead to aircraft design points.
Even though the contractor
may privately doubt the wisdom of. say, carryiny a Korean
War type 3000-lb bomb on an air-superiority fighter up to
six or Peven "g s," he is also engaged in a fierce competition wit., other contractors for a lucrative contract.
Often,
then. he accepts the store requirements as valid and designs
his aircraft to match them - including, in many cases, the
additional structure necessary.
Removing unrealistic stores
from the list
later dots litf'e
good. because by that time
the basic aircraft stm cturc nas already been designed.
Store Loading Confivurations
The aircraft designer should know, in addition to which
stores the service wants carried, how they want them carried.
That is, how many of each store couldI! be- ealistically used
on a mission; how should they be carried (.ER's, TER'S, single
pylon), and what stores are likely to be Neixe4' with other
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stores (rockets and bombs, or bombs and napalm) and in what
desired quantities? Rarely, however is this done.
As a
result, the contractor usually analyzes his own design and
advertises the loading configurations which maximize the
numbers of the stores carried, regardless of the operational usefulness of such configurations.
Even a conscientious attempt to develop usable operational configurations
is wholly dependent on the contractor's familiarity with
current stores and tactical air operations.
Store Mass Properties
Many of today's fighter-bomber or attack aircraft can
carry a large number oZ weapons on a single loading.
Flutter
and structural analyses of the aircraft while carrying stores
are dependent on knowing the physical or mass properties of
all the stores. Unfortunately, these numbers are often not
known accurately.
During the development and test of a
weapon, mass properties are usually determined and controlled. Once the weapon goes into production, however, the
control is rapidly lost.
Because weapons are bought in very
large numbers, an enormous amount of money is involved.
Those agencies engaged in weapons procurement are continually
looking for ways to cut unit procurement cost.
Unfortunately,
this desire usually leads to a relaxation of inspection and
quality control standards as well as iesign changes which
cut costs. These factors both may cause mass property variations in the store. Manufacturing tolerances ate almost nonexistent today because to impose them would make the weapon
more expensive.
Through a rather extensive survey over the
past few years, we have determined that most stores can be
described in their production mass properties with a ± 5%
tolerance in weight, ± 0.5 in tolerance in center of gzavity,
and a ± 5 tolerance in moments of inertia.
It is imperative
that aircraft designers use these manufacturing tolerances in
their calculations because weight or center-of-gravity variations of the magnitude we have measured in the past could
cause flutter or structural analyses to be invalid. To
further toomplicate the issue, there is no catalog, book, or
central location which the contractor can use to obtain
authorized store mass properties.
Hy office has been
apeailhted the central USAP source for this information, but
we do not have the resources to conttnzously sample stores
to insure that our data are valid. .ather, our high usage
of the stores in teusts provides us a random sampling, and if
variations hecome apparent, more stores are measured utili:ing a vtty accurate machine which we have at EWlin AFB.
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Store Design Strength
The aircraft contractor, in order to insure, Oa'•t his
aircraft can carry the 3pecified stores through6t the
required flight envelope, must analyze the stfucture of the
aircraft and the store attachment provis•ioss.
To do this,
he should know the failure strength of
e stores and racks
which are furnished to him by the a.vernment.
To his surprise, when he asks the procuripn service for this information, he is told it does not 'xist, or that only a small
amount is available.
Near7o
all of today's stores are
designed to the provisit;s~
of MIL-A-8591.
However, this
specification does not/cover local store failures, and stores
are rarely static tested to destruction to confirm their
failure strength. As a result, almost all the aircraft contractor is told is that the specific store is currently
certified on some other aircraft up to the limits shown in
that aircraft's technical orders or manuals.
In addition,
suppose the contractor were told that a certain store would
fail if it receives 5000 pounds of side load at the forward
lug. With today's technology, and assuming multiplE carriage
of stores is erployed, no one can accurately predict at what
condition the required failure load would be produced on a
particular store because of the complex aerodynamic interference flow field.
Rack Ejection Forces
After assuring that his aircraEt can safely carry the
required stores, the contractor must then determine if the
stores will separate safely from the aircraft.
The methods
used to accomplish this determination have been covered
previously.
However, all of the analysis or wind tunnel
techniques require (a) the store mass properties; and (b)
the time history of the bomb rack ejector forces (including
variations fo- different cartridges and rack orifice settings).
Again, there are practically no reliable inflight-measured
Virtually all the availrack ejector force data available.
able data were gathered by ejecting stores singly from a
rigid ground testing structure.
Rarely, if ever, were
ejection forces or velocities measured for stores ejected
in the ripple mode.
Experience has shown us that ground test
statically-derived values of ejection velocity are hiqher
than those obtained inflight.
For example, ground tests of
a 500-lb store from a particular multiple ejector rack (HER)
showed an ejection velocity of 8 to 10 ft/sec. .light tests
of this same combination showed only fil'e to six ft/sec.
Because of aircraft, pylon and rack flexibility, bombs
ejected in the ripple mode can vary all the way from the
maximum down to zero. Aside from being a dangerous situation,
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,variations such as these can mean that much of the store
separation wind tunnel tests or analyses could be invalid,
since store ejection force or velocity was a primary input.
APPLYING AIRCRAFT/STORE COMPATIBILITY TECHNOLOGY
Despite the difficult nature of the problems outlined
above, there are several areas in the design of a new aircraft in which today's aircraft/store technology may be of
great value. These areas are treated in detail in reference
1, but a discussion of some of the most important is given
below.
Aircraft Flow Field
Early in the aircraft design stages, accurate determination of the aerodynamic flow field around the aircraft
(both clean and with specific stores loaded) should be made.
This analysis should be made in a parametric form so that
good preflight analyses of new aircraft/store combinations
may be made later. We have already obtained these flow
field data on the F-4, F-15, A-10, and A-7 aircraft.
Environmental Studies
Thorough thermal,
should also be made -

acoustic and aeroelastic analyses
with and without stores -

as early

as possible.
We have flown empty instrumented dispenser
munitions on an F-4 inboard station TER and measured sound
levels of 170 db and vibrations inside the store of 60 g's.
Navy flight tests a few years ago showed that shock waves
from the aircraft wing, pylon or rack impinging on a store
can act as heat ducts, increasing the rate of heat transfer
Also, most conventional munitions
by factors of five cr ten.
today are filled with explosives based on TNT (such as
tritonal), which melts around 160GX. Although most engineers
think of temperature problems as being associated with the
supersonic flight regime where most current fighter aircraft
cannot operate with stores attached, several studies have
shown that severe overheat problems can be experienced subsonically. One such study, conducted iii the United Kingdom
on the F-4 aircraft showed that thermal problems can occur
at lower subsonic speeds (see references 8 ano 9).
The
current practice, generally used by the aircraft industry,
of restricting the aircraft/store cornbination to the flight
regime where the stagnation (or adiabatic wall) temperature
does not exceed 1600 is totally unrealistic, since it does
not consider time or heat flux rate.
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Aircraft Stability and Control
In the majority of cases, the handling qualities of a
new aircraft are optimized on a clean aircraft with the
degradation caused by external stores being treated on a
set of predicted "worst case" conditions.
Because of the
inability to pre-pick the true worst cases, lit is not un-usual
to discover an aircraft stability or control problem after a
particular aircraft/store combination has been cleared for
operational use.
When this does occur, it can generally be
traced back to that particular configuration being cleared,
without flight test, by similarity to another configuration.
We have found that every store should be flown in one or
more configurations efore release for operational use on
that aircraft.
The qualitative captive flights we use to
evaluate aircraft handling qualities and structural integrity
have already been described.
These flights are not intended
to replace our stability and control analyses that we generally make on the "worst case" basis - rather, our flight
tests are intended to supplement the analyses.
A few of the
problem areas that we have identified with our flight testing
are:
1.

Most conventional munitions are designed for
subsonic flight. Because of this, they do
not materially affect the basic static directional stability of aircraft designed for
supersonic flight. Weapons designed for
supersonic flight, however, usually do affect
the aircraft's directional stability.

2.

Stores often noticeably affect Dutch roll and
short period motion.
Dutch roll damping is
often improved by the presence of long slender,
finned stores. This is very important in bomb
delivery, since any degradation of aircraft
longitudinal or directional stability makes
target tracking more difficult.

3.

Speed stability is rarely affected by conventional stores. This, however, has been shown
to be untrue in the case of some of the new
family of free-fall guided weapons which have
very large fins and canards.

4.

Stick force per "g9 may vary considerably with
airspeed, and a drastic change may occu. rapidly,
with little
warning, over a relatively small
airspeed regime.
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5.

Stores loaded considerably forward or aft of
the aircraft center of gravity can cause severe
aircraft control problems upon release.
The
sudden gross weight reduction, coupled with a
c.g. and center of pressure shift, can cause
large pitch excursions of the aircraft (pilots
call it "g"-jump or instant "g").
In trying
to overcome these excursions, the pilot may
easily overstress the aircraft.

6.

During dive delivery, releasing large, bulky
stores from only one side of an aircraft while
retaining a like store on the other side can
cause severe control problems during pull-out
when the high "g's" demand high angles of

attack.
Store Structural Integrity

"*

As previously explained, because of the store structural
failures being experienced in Vietnam, we use qualitative
captive flights to evaluate the structural integrity of both
the store and the aircraft/store combination.
Since initiation of these tests a few years ago, we have found many store
structural deficiencies which were either corrected or the
configuration was not certified. More importantly, there has
not been one reported case of store failure on a configuration
which we certified using the captive flight tests.
It should
be stressed that these failures can occur on only one specific
aircraft type or in only one configuration.
Stor____

Separation

Store separation problems are not necessarily accidental.
Many times they are built into the store or aircraft design.
I have divided some of the things we have learned in this
area into aircraft design aspects and those of the store.
Aircraft Design - Such things as high wings, low
Horizontal tails, close pylon spacing, multiple
carriage racks, flexible pylons and racks, and
low store ejector forces are prime contributors.
to store separation problems.
The flexible
ejector rack with its low force and a single
ejector piston located away from the store
center of gravity is one of the biggest problems.
High aircraft wings cause stores to remain in
the disturbed aircraft flow field longer, andto be "sucked" in toward the fuselage centerline.
Low horizontal tails present two major problems.
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The first is that they are directly in the path
of rearward dispensed store3 and debris.
The
other problem is not so obvious.
Stores which
change shape immediately after release (such as
the opening of a retarded bomb fin) radically
affect the airflow behind the store. If this
drastically disturbed air hits a low aircraft
horizontal tail, very large aircraft pitch or
Balanced against
roll excursions may occur.
these problems, however, is the low tail's
superior control performance at high "g's" and
high angle of attack.
If all of these points
are combined into a single aircraft design, the
probability of store separation problems is very
high.
Store Design - To minimize store separation problems, stores, ideally, should be both statically
and dynamically stable. Usually, to insure good
store separation, a store should have a positive
static margin of at least one body diameter and a
slenderness ratio (length to diameter) between
eight and ten. Nose fairings should be two to
three body diameters in length.
Large diameter
stores with short, or hemispherical nose fairings
almost always exhibit severe store separation
problems (absolutely blunt, or "bluff," stores,
on the other hand, usually separate cleanly).
The store c.g. should be "tuned" to the ejector
rack.
If the rack has only one ejector piston,
the store c.g. should be just aft of that piston.
If the rack has two pistons, the c.g. should be
centered, generally. As a rule, the higher the
store's mass and density, the better the separation. Moments of inertia should be kept at the
maximum possible, particularly for dispensers
which must be jettisoned empty.
Guided weapons,
because of their inherent maneuverability requirements, must be either unstable or marginally
positively stable. If such weapons are to be
released from an ejector rack (as opposed to
fired from a rail launcher), they must retain
some positive static stability in or-er to maintain safe store separation. Also, if the guided
weapon contains an autopilot, this system should
be inactive for the first
one to two seconds after
release so that autopilot failures cannot drive
the control surfaces hard over and cause an aircraft/store collision.
In such cases, the control
surfaces-should be locked into whatever attitude

{I
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In connecessary to enhance store separation.
trast to aircraft-generated store separation
problems, if the store design is the reason for
poor store separation, this trend will likely
be evident on more than one aircraft type.
SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEMS
There are many companies and government agencies
involved with aircraft/stores compatibility, and these
organizations all have theories and plans for solving the
problem in the future. We cannot, however, escape the fact
that, because of the already-designed or built aircraft and
stores, the problems of aircraft/store compatibility will
be with us into the 1980's.
We cannot wait for a full,
long range solution.
Some interim measures must be adopted
now.

The first step in reducing the problem should be to
standardize store suspension equipment (bomb racks), the
stores being used, and the testing techniques between all
services - or at least between the Air Force and Navy,
since the Army equipment and stores tend to be specialized
"for their use only. A maximum standardization of equipment
and information would drastically cut overall testing
requirements, logistic support and costs, while enhancing
flight safety substantially.
Programs should be initiated
now to determine, and subsequently control, store production
to--erances, design strengths, and mass properties.
Several years ago, the commanders of the Air Force's
Systems Command and Logistic Command, the Navy's Material
Command and the Army's Materiel Command (known collectively
as the Joint Logistic Commanders, or JLC) convened a working
group of civilian and military experts to look into the
problems of aircraft/stores compatibility. This group, of
which I am the principal member from AFSC, chartered under
the aegis of the Joint Technical Coordinating Group for AirLaunched Non-Nucleo.r Ordnance (JTCG/ALNNO), became Working
Party 12.
The Working Party recognized quickly that the
principal obstacle to overcome was the lack of directive
documents in the field of aircraft/store compatibility, and
set as its primary task the publishing of the necessary
documents.
The result of this effort has been a design
manual for the aircraft, the store, and the rack designer
(reference 1, a Military Standard which defines ground fit
tests and store clearance requirements (reference 2), and a
manual which depicts the interface now existing on all aircraft, to which stores must mate (reference 3).
The group
is now working on a document which will standardize, between
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the Navy and Air Force, ground and flight testing techniques
used for store certification purposes, and an addition to
reference 3 which will give the geometric and mass properties
of all currently-used stores.
The group is also currently
attempting to standardize data reduction of flight test film,
using the Navy-developed photo-imaging technique.
As an
aside, the JTCG/ALNNO has recently been redesignated the
JTCG/MD (Munitions Development).
All the efforts mentioned above will, of course, remove
some of the more pressing problems associated with today's
aircraft and stores.
They will also lay the groundwork for
future designers - something which these designers have
never had before.
However, all this could be compared to
a doctor treating symptoms rather than curing a disease.
The overall cure, in my opinion, lies in taking a radical
departure from our present thinking.
Our operational experiences in the past few years have shown us the utter futility
of certifying stores to limits that are less than those which
can be attained by the aircraft. A pilot inbound on a bombing run over hostile territory is concerned only with safely
dropping his load and escaping.
He is not going to worry
about -

or even remember -

arbitrary flight limitations

which tell him he must not drop his stores beyond certain
parameters.
Experience has shown that he will ignore such
limits and push his aircraft to the maximum.
But, it makes
little
sense to carry a load of bombs all the way to the
enemy's heartland - dodging flak, interceptors, and SAM's
all the while - and then have the bombs miss the target.
This is not only a waste of munitions, it unnecessarily
jeopardizes the lives of the flight crew.
Ideally, munitions and aircraft should be designed together as a weapons system. The weapons could then be
optimized to exploit the capabilities of one aircraft.
If
cost and logistic factors outweigh the advantages of the
ideal situation, as they frequently do, then the weapons
should be designed for maximum effect and minimum impact on
the carrying aircraft.
These weapons should be large,
carried singly (not on multiple racks), have terminal
guidance of some sort (preferably several interchangable
sets of different types), and be effective enough to destroy
the desired target.
Single carriage of large high-density
stores also allows realistic supersonic carriage and release.
If, for tactical reasons, smaller weapons carried in large
numbers must be employed, then these weapons should be
carried in new, more efficient ways than those currently in
use - conformal (or tangent) carriage, for example.
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In conclusion, I believe we have only scratched the
surface of a large new area of technology in aircraft/
stores compatibility. We must continue to go forward with
a vigorous and aggressive approach to solving of problems
associated with today's aircraft and stores, while at the
same time using our knowledge to precipitate drastic
changes in the design of new aircraft and stores as well
as store carriage techniques.
Although today's problems
are large and important, we cannot allow our thirst for
knowledge and zeal for an immediate solution to cause us
to expend vast resources exploring in detail a problem
which could best be eliminated through a rigorous and
progressive design philosophy.
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"THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
OF SEPARATION DISTURBANCES IN WEAPON DELIVERY SYSTEMS"
(U)
(Article UNCLASSIFIED)
by
Dr. J. S. Ausman
Chief Scientist
Litton Industries Inc.,
Guidance and Control Systems Division
5500 Canoga Ave., Woodland Hills, Ca. 91364

ABSTRACT. (U) Previous theoretical and experimental work
has identified separation disturbances to be the principle cause of bomb
dispersion, at least for low drag bombs. This implies that appropriate
compensation for separation disturbances in weapon delivery systems
can reduce the bomb dispersion error in those systems to the extent that
the separation disturbances are repeatable or systematic. The objective of this paper is to develop a practical method of compensating for
the systematic portion of bomb dispersion as caused by separation
disturbances.
The first step is to derive analytical relationships between initial
angular disturbances of the bomb and the subsequent deflection of its
ballistic trajectory away from the unperturbed, nominal trajectory.
This analysis reveals that the principle deflection of the trajectory can
be modeled as a "jump velocity", i. e., an additional ejection-like
velocity imparted to the bomb at release. In general, this jump velocity has three components, a lateral component caused by initial yawing
oscillations of the bomb, a normal component arising from initial

Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
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pitching oscillations, and a rearward component which accounts for
induced drag resulting from both pitching and yawing oscillations.
Sample numerical calculations supported by physical reasoning
indicate that initial angular rate disturbances deflect the bomb's trajectory far more than do initial angular offsets, even though the amrylitude of the bomb's angular oscillation is the same in both cases. On
this basis, one can neglect the initial angular offset effect and directly
express the jump velocity components in terms of initial angular rates.
In particular,

00F&

V

(0)
V

Fa 0

where F is a function of the bomb's physical characteristics (size,
mass, and transverse moment of inertia) and aerodynamic coefficients
(ratio of lift and moment coefficients); V. and V. are the lateral and
ia ..
J0
normal components of jump velocity, respectively; and aVo and a 0 are
the initial yawing and pitching rates of the bomb.
There are two ways of measuring jump velocities. One is
through cinematographic measurements of ýto and &0o followed by
application of Eq. (0). The second method is to calculate the jump
velocity required to make the predicted bomb impact match the actual
bomb impact.
The impact point matching technique was used to analyze MK84
(2000 lb low drag bomb) releases from A6E and Fl IIE aircraft.
Table I summarizes the resulting jump velocity measurements.
TABLE I

JUMP VELOCITIES MEASURED FOR MK84 BOMBS RELEASED FROM
FI IIE AND A6E AIRCRAFT
Junlp Velocity
Aircraft

Wing
Pylon
Station

F111E

Outbo<ard

A6E

Outboard

A6E

Inboard

Direction
Outward
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Magnitude
(fps)
1.0

- - -

Zero

Rearward

-1.3

A

II
In addition, the outboard wing pylon stations on both the F1E
and A6E aircraft Aere found to receive 20 pe'-cent less ejection velocity than normal, probably due to wing flexure and/or aircraft roll
reaction. Residual dispersion of the MK84 bomb impact points after
compensation for these systematic separation disturbances is less than
one mil, CEP.
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A

Maximum frontal area of bomb

CD2

Induced drag coefficient

CDM
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CNa

Slope of normal force coefficient vs angle-of-attack

CMq + C

Pitch or yaw damping coefficient

d

Maximum diameter of bomb

I

Transverse moment of inertia

M

Mass of bomb

Rm

Down range miss distance

q

Dynamic pressure

T

Time constant for exponential decay of angu.ilar oscillations

t

Time after release

tf

Time-of-fall

V

Velocity of bomb

VE

Ejection velocity

V8

Swerving velocity

Ik

Heaving velocity

V

Velocity component of bomb resulting from induced drag force

VJ

Pitch axis component of jump velocity

V

Yaw axis component of iump veloctty

VJ

Roll axis component of jump velociLy
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INTRODUCTION
As more accurate sensors, faster airborne digital computers,
and better software techniques continue to improve the accuracy of
air-to-ground weapon delivery systems, bomb dispersion eventually
becomes the dominant error source in such systems. Further
improvement in accuracy beyond this point can only come through
reduction or circumvention of bomb dispersion. Guided bombs are one
example of the circumvention approach. However, the high cost of
guided bombs still justifies exploration of the more direct solution,
that of reducing bomb dispersion itself.
To reduce bomb dispersiou, we must qualitatively understand its
root causes, analyze them quantitatively to separate out the dominant
effects, and develop practical methods of eliminating or compensating
for these dominant effects. The final proof will be to test it out with
actual bomb drops. This report follows the same general outline
described above.
Nicolaides in Reference 1 identifies separation disturbances as
the principal cause of bomb dispersion. In his treatise on missile
flight and astrodynamics, he states, "The dispersion of rockets,
bombs, projectiles, and other ballistic type missiles is a direct result
of ......
the random initial launching conditions". He proceeds to
single out the dominant initial launching condition to be the initial angular velocity. In particular, he states, ".. .for the case of finstabilized missiles,... the effect of initial angle of attack ...
is small,
but ... the effect of initial angular velocity is large".
Reference 2 provides experimental corroboration for these
statements and furthermore reveals the fact that a substantial portion
of the observed bomb dispersion is systematic or repeatable in nature.
In these tests, for example, the bombs released from the left wing
consistently impacted to the left of their expected impact point, while
the bombs released from the right wing consistently impacted to the
right of their expected impact point.
Combining the experimental observation of the existence of a
systematic component of bomb dispersion with the theoretical concept
that bomb dispersion is caused by initial angular disturbances, .we
conclude that there must be systematic repeatable angular disturbances
imparted to bombs at release or during their separation from the flow
field surrounding the aircraft. These systematic separation disturbances may differ from weapon station to weapon station, but they are
potentially compensable through calibration.
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In addition, there will be random angular disturbances
superimposed upon thm,, repeatable motion. These random disturbancei
are rot amenable to compensation by calibration and will remain as a
residual source of bomb dispersion. They can be attacked through
careful mechanical -and aerodynamic design of the release and separation mechanism, but this is outside the scope of the present report.
The objective of this report is to develop a practical method of
calibrating and compensating for the systematic component of bomb
dispersion caused by repeatable separation disturbances. To this end
let us first review the theoretical analysis of the physical process
through which angular motion of a bomb causes it to deflect away from
its nominal, unperturbed trajectory.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In the interest of obtaining a practical solution to at least a
portion of the bomb dispersion problem, the following treatment makes
no pretense to retaining complete generality. Specifically, it is presumed that the bombs under discussion are fin-stabilized bombs having
characteristics similar to those of the MiK81-84 series of low drag
bombs.
The theoretical analysis begins with a solution to the yawing and
swerving equations of motion. The corresponding pitching and heaving
solutions follow by analogy. Finally, a study of the induced drag
caused by yawing and pitching motions completes the analysis.
YAWING AND SWERVING MOTION
Equation (1) is the differential equation for yawing motion. It
equates the time rate of change of the yawing component of angular
momentum to the aerodynamic moments acting about the yaw axis.
There are two such moments, (1) a restoring moment proportional to
the yaw angle-of-attack, and (2) a damping moment proportional to the
angular rate of the bomb about its yaw axis. The coefficients of proportionality are in accordance with conventional aerodynamic usage
(see References 1 and 3, for example)

AWING MOMENT EQUATION
=-C

Rate of Change
of Angular
Momentum

C
Aqd

ing
Moment
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+
M

C
Aqd a

D'4
Damping
Moment

(1)

Rearrangement of terms and division by I results in
•+C

b?+

q + C.j Aqd 2z &•, + C_ Aqd
Iq

q

2IV

=0

0

a

(2)

The three types of solutions to second-order differential equations of this form are well known. In the present case, the bombs
have comparatively small damping, and the solution of interest is the
so-called underdamped or damped sinusoidal response given by
Eq. (3).

at/T

T&0 +a

=

[&,o cos wt +

s

t

sin

oT

where
41V

T=
(CGMq +

_CAdq

Aqd 2
.Mf)

1

T2
a0o = initial value of a

at t = 0

ioo = initial value of&

at t = 0

and

Substitution of Eq. (3) back into Eq. (2) will readily verify that
Eq. (3) is a solution to the differential equation of motion, Eq. (2).
Next, let us consider the differential equation for swerving
(cross-track) motion as shown in Eq. (4). It equates the rate of change
of cross-track momentum to the swerving force generated by a yaw
angle of attack.
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SWERVING FORCE EQUATION
= -(C

MV0

(4)

Aq) a

SSwerving Force

Rate of.Change
of Momentum

Dividing Eq. (4) by M, substituting for ao from Eq. (3), and
integrating, we find the cross-track velocity to be

-

CTAq
=
M

(t

fe

eo

cos

t +

T6 ,'o + a 00
sin wt) dt
wT

(5)

0
Carrying out the indicated integration yields
V0

-MC q

T\ZTZ

[1 - (coswt

+ [wT - (sin wt + wT cos wt) eJt/T

-

uT sinwt) e

]a~ o

(6)

Equation (6) shows that the swerving velocity consists of (1) a
constant cross track velocity plus (2) a transient oscillation which
decays exponentially with time. Even after the oscillatory motion disappears, the constant velocity term remains, causing the bomb to continue to diverge from its nominal, zero cross-track velocity trajectory.
From a practical viewpoint, we can afford to neglect the oscillatory terms in Eq. (6) and concentrate on the constant terms. The
basis for this simplification is that the oscillatory terms are significant
with respect to the constant terms only for short tame-of-fall trajectories, for which cases the trajectory deflection does not have time to
build up to a serious extent anyway. For the long time-of-fall trajectories (t >>T), the constant velocity terms are sufficient to describe
the predominant dispersion effects.
If one divides the constant velocity of divergence by the release
velocity, one obtains an angular divergence which Nicolaides refers to
as the "jump angle". Accordingly, let us call the divergence velocity
itself a "jump velocity". The (cross-track) component of this jump
velocity ic then defiued as
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SWERVING COMPONENT OF JUMP VELOCITY
limn

CNAq\
C

NaM

-

Jt~oove

/+ l

T

2 (2oo + T& o)
2cT 2V

(7)

Next, let us evaluate the sensitivity coefficients of ao, and ý00 to
determine their relative influence on cross-track dispersion.
NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF CROSS-TRACK JUMP VELOCITY
Tables II and III provide numerical values for the aerodynamic
coefficients and for the physical properties of the MK81-84 series of
low drag general purpose (LDGP) bombs. As a numerical example,
let us compute the jump velocity coefficients for a MK 82 bomb released
from 5000 ft altitude at 450 kt (760 fps or Mach number of 0. 69). The
dynamic pressure, q, under these release conditions is 667 lb/ft 2 .
Substituting the appropriate numerical values for these release
conditions into the definitions of T and w which follow Eq. (3), we
obtain the following.
TABLE II
AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS FOR MK81-84 SERIES OF
LDGP BOMBS

•,

Mach

CNa

CMa

CD2 2

No.

(per rad)

(per rad)

0.70
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
1.05
1.10
1.20

4.7
4.7
4.7
4.8
4.9
5.0
5.15
5.3
5.4

3.3
3.4
3.7
4.1
5.0
6.3
6.0
5.1
4. z

(per rad )

5.7
5.8
5.3
4.9
5.1
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.4

(CMq + C M)
(per rad)

125
130
175
200
215
220
225
220
zoo

data extracted from Ref. 3.

Notes.- (1) Cia, CMa and CMq + C

(2) CDZ data supplied by Mr. J. Roman of Naval Weapons
Laboratory, Dahlgren, Va.
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TABLE III
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS FOR MK81-84 SERIES OF LDGP BOMBS

Weight

Maximum
Diameter

Frontal Area

Transverse
Moment of Inertia

Bomb Type

Mg (lbs)

d (ft)

A (ft2)

I(slug ft 2 )

MK 81

274

0.750

0.442

14.6

MK 82

527

0.895

0.631

36.7"

MK 83

985

1.167

1.068

106

MK 84

1970

1.500

1.767

363

Note:

All data extracted from Ref. 4 except the figure marked with
which comes from Ref. 5.
41V
(CMq + C lý ) Aqd

4 X 36.7 lb-sec -ft X 760 ft/sec
125X 0.631 ft X 667 lb/ft zX (0.895)2 ftz

T = 2.65 sec

(8)

Ck4AqdTz

Z=

I
-21
22
/3.3
1
X 0.631 ft2 X 667 1bift >( 0.895 ft

x

(2.65 sec)2-

36.7 lb-sec -ft

wT

15.4

(9)
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Similarly, the swerving acceleration per unit (radian) side slip
angle is
CNWAq

4.7 X 0. 631 ft2 X 667 lb/ft 2

M

527 lb/32. 2 ft/sec2
(10)

per radian

= 121 ft/sec

Putting Eqs. (8), (9), and (10) together to compute the coefficient
of a0 inEq. (7), we have
CNaAq
2

I

T
I + 2T2
1+

=

21

ft/

2

2.'65 sec
1 + (15.4)2

= 2.70 fps per radian
= 0. 047 fps per degree

(11)

Similarly, the coefficient of ZtOo/w in Eq. (7) is

X 15.4
w T = 0. 0235 fps per degree
WTz
2
M M 1 + TJ
= 0.362 fps per degree

(12)

The reason for computing the coefficient of &Oo/w
0 instead of the
the maximum
to
approximation
an
is
lvo/w
is
that
&Zo
coefficient of
amplitude of the first half cycle of the sinusoidal oscillation triggered
by& 0o . This allows a direct comparison between the effect, Eq. (11),
of an initial angular offset and the effect, Eq. (I Z), of an initial angular
rate, each causing the same amplitude of oscillatory motion.
A comparison of Eqs. (11) and (12) reveals the somewhat startling
conclusion that the jump velocity caused by an initial yaw rate is an
order of magnitude larger than the jump velocity caused by an initial
side slip angle, even though the yaw oscillations in both cases have
=about, the .same, amlitude. Figure 1 affords a physical explanation for
thia seemingly contradictory couclusion.
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mu.

Figure la and Ic both describe lightly damped oscillations in the
yaw angle-of-attack, one (the damped sine wave of Fig. la) beginning
with an initial yaw rate and the other (the damped cosine wave of
Fig. 1c) beginning with an initial yaw angle. Because the aerodynamic
swerving force is proportional to the yaw angle-of-attack, the svw•.rving
component of jump velocity is proportional to the integral of the yaw
angle-of-attack curve.
In the case of an initial angular rate, the integral of the damped
sine wT curve of Fig. Ia is the damped I - cos wt curve shown in
Fig. lb. Note that in this case, the swerve velocity is always of the
same sign and has an average velocity approximately equal to one-half
the peak swerve velocity. However, in the case of an initial angle-ofattack, the integral of the damped cosine curve of Fig. lc is the
damped sine wave of Fig. ld which would have a mean value of zero
except for the damping effect which causes the oscillations to be
slightly asymmetrical.
The physical insight brought out by Fig. I reveals that even an
undamped yaw oscillation started by an initial yaw rate would generate
a jump velocity, whereas an undamped yaw oscillation started by an
initial yaw angle-of-attack would not. The theoretical expression,
Eq. (7), confirms this behavior for undamped (T-o.o) oscillations.
The above discussion leads us to the conclus'on that we can
neglect the
effect in Eq. (7) and ap,-roxiý -.Ae the swerving component of jump velocity with

VjO

...(

TZ

CrAq)

M

+W T
2

We can simplify Eq. (13) even
tions of T and w following Eq. (3) that

(1

-'..her
by noting from the '"efini-

T•

i

1+T
Z

1
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o

(14)

with this substitution, Eq. (13) becomes
APPROXIMATE SWERVE JUMP VELOCITY]

VJO

CNa

CM-

I

.

ao

(15)

Let us now proceed to analyze the heaving component of jump
velocity caused by pitching oscillations of the bomb.
PITCHING AND HEAVING MOTION
Equation (16) is the differential equation for pitching motion. It
equates the time rate of change of the pitching component of angular
momentum to the aerodynamic restoring and damping moments acting
about the pitch axis.
PITCHING MOMENT EQUATION
I0

=

0a
Rate of Change
of Angular
Momentum

C.Mq
M. + CM

_CM Aq&•

0

Aqd 26t

2V

Restoring Moment

(16)

0

Damping Moment

The heaving force equation, which equates the lift force generated
by a pitch angle of attack to the rate of change of linear momentum
along the yaw-axis, appears as Eq. (17).
HEAVING FORCE EQUATION
MVC

A

Rate of Change
ot Momeutuiu

(17)

Heaving Force

Because Eq.. (16) and (17) have forms which are identical to
those of Eqs. (1) and (4), respectively. we can anticipate their solution,
Eq. (18). by its similarity to Eq. (7).
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[HEAVING COMPONENT OF JUMPIVELOCITY
liz
V JQ = t--•
ir V•'

NCAq\

/I

T__

+~
+oT

2

(2a0+ o

T&

)

(18)

The same numerical argument which allowed us to neglect the a, 0
effect in Eq. (7) also applies to the a 0 o term in Eq. (18). Accordingly,
we can neglect the a~o term and, with the aid of Eq. (14), reduce
Eq. (18) to its approximate form given by Eq. (19).
APPROXIMATE HEAVE JUMP VELOCITY
C N11

Vi

C

I

.

Md ao

(191

With Eq. (13) and (19), we now have formulas for two components
of jump velocity. The next section takes up the thir, component, the
roll axis component.
INDUCED DRAG
Pitching and yawing os&illations of the bomb create an induced
drag proportional to the square of tCc angle between the bomb's axis
of synir if-try and its direction of travel. Equation (2(,) iu the mathematical representation o:A thi.s behavior
INDUCED [j_,-AG r!QUATION

MNV4

(CDeAq) a

(20)

where
2
The induced drag is An additional drag force acting on the bomb.
over and above the ; ro angle-uf-attack drag force Aconmted for in the
weaipon deliver• system's ballistic trajectory solution. This induced
drag, eifect will cause a rearward divergence of the bomb frow- itq
expected fight path.

Leot usk firt
the yaw angle, a

.

conaider that portiotn of the ruduced drag caused by
rom Eq. (3)
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sint
sinT

tocoswt + T&

a•2 = e -2t/T

2F
+\

2
t

wt + (T)

cos

e

ýo

00

2

Z

-Zt/T

WT

'op

(21)

Sin tit Cos Wt

Substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (20) witha 0 temporarily set to zero,
we have after dividing by M and integrating,

(VJ

•06 =0

=

t-,o

(VO)

0 =00

" t --

4

2

1

CD2 Aq T
M

f

0

W

Io+

o

+I

By applying the same approuimation maic to the other jump
velocity cotvi-po exts, namely that I is negligible with respect to UT, we
can mhnplify Eq. (Z2) to the followis"
fc2
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"A

D2

By aolalogy we can write for the part of the roll axis jump
velocity due to a'0 ,

"o2
TI

_____

Adding Eq. (23) and (Z4) to obtain. the total roll axis jump velocity, we
have
APPROXIMATE ROLL AXIS JUMP VELOCITY]
.2

(cjzA=)T(oc+

(25)

where

C
a0

2
2
a o' + ao0

and
.2

0

.z

.2
aPo +

o

Note that, contrary to the sicuation in the swerving and heaving
components of jump velocity, angular oscillations caused by initial
angular offsets and initial angular rates are equally effective in producing roll axis jump velocity. This is understandable because induced
drag depends only on the amplitade of the angular oscillations and not
on their phase.
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS THEORETICAL RESULTS
The foregoing analysis sho'-,s that separation disturbances which
cause pitching and yawing oscillations of the bomb create a trajectory
divergence which can be charac*-erized as a constant velocity. This is
an important conclusion from the standpoint of our stated goal of finding
a practical method of compensating for systematic separation disturbances, because it means that dhe weapon delivei f system can model
such disturbances simply as additional ejection velocities, albeit in
three dimensionc.
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Later on we will apply this concept to some actual bomb drops to
see if it can be used to reduce the amount of apparent bomb dispersion.
First, let us compare the jump velocity formulas with previously published theoretical results.
As previously stated, Nicolaides in Ref. (1) sfated that for finstabilized missiles, jump angle results mostly from initial angular
rates rather than from initial angles-of-attack. The foregoing analysis
supports this statement. Furthermore, the formula relating jump
angle to initial angular rates in Ref. (1) is
FROM REF.1 I

Pitch
Jump Angle

I(C

Aq)
NNMV(CMaAqd)00

ICNa
:- MVCMad a00

(26)

where the notation of Ref. (1) has been changed to correspond to the
notation used herein.
A comparison of Eq. (26) with Eq. (19) shows that the pitch jump
angle as defined by Nicolaides is equivalent to the jump velocity divided by the total velocity. Thus, the two formulas are completely
reconcilable as regards the swerving and heaving components of jump
velocity.
Reference (5) reports results of a 5 degree-of-freedom (5DF)
computer simulation of bomb trajectories in which the bomb receives
an initial angular disturbance. It will prove instructive to compare
the simplified solutions afforded by Eq. (15), (19) and (24) with the
more elaborate analysis included in that reference. One of the cases
included in Ref. (5) is that of a MK 82 bomb released from 5000 ft altitude in level flight at 450 kts, a Mach number of 0. 69. Figure 2 shows
a plot of the cross-range miss distance vs the "maximum yaw angle
as taken from Ref. (5).
for the first half oscillation", 6 0/,
For comparison, the swerve jump velocity calculated from
Eq. (15) in terms of

00 /)

is

V

(CNaIo)&

(27)
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Substituting the appropriate values from Tables I and 11 and
Eqs. (8) and (9), we compute
4.7 x 36.7 lb-sec -ft X 15.4 Y 32.2 ft/sec 2
3.3 X 527 lb X 0.895 ft X 2.65 sec

VJO

.
=-20.

7 fps/radian ( io)

=

.

0

(28)

-0. 362 fps/deg ((W

In order to compare this figure with the corresponding miss distance plot of Ref. (5), we must multiply the swerve jump velocity of
Eq. (28) by the time-of-fall, which is 16. 8 seconds in this example.
Figure 2 shows this result, 6. 1 ft/deg, plotted as a straight, dashed
line. The comparison shows Eq. (28) to be somewhat pessimistic relative to the 5DF simulation reported in Ref. (5).
Reference (5).also reports the downrange miss distance resulting
from a yaw oscillation. Figure 3 displays this result along with the
corresponding prediction based on Eq. (25) which is

R

....

=V
m

J(ptf

-T
2 ft2

5.7 X 0.631 ft 2

S-1,

667 lb/ft

)
X

x

2.65 sec X 16.8 sec
2X 4
527 lb/32. 2 ft/sec

631 ft/(radian)

(29)

2
=o-0.497 ft/(deg)

The parabola represented by Eq. (29) follows Ref. (5)'s simulation results but, again, is slightly pessimistic with respect to those
results.
As one more comparison with the 5DF simulation results, we can
compare the downrange miss sensitivities to pitch oscillations as
reported in Ref. (5) and as computed from the jump velocity components
of Eqs. (19) and (25). The 5DF simulation result appears in Fig. 4.
For the level release example, the miss distance computed from the
jump velocities is
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iTPROy O&C b4aDff
y iD
(5)
C-9it Th,ýor
toeI

R m= V 01 ~R\+VJPtf(0
m

V j\

E(

VjcV

where 6R/6VE is the miss distance sensitivity to ejection velocity and
is equal to 22 ft/fps (Ref. 5) for a 5000 ft, 450 kt, level delivery of a
MK 82 bomb. Because the equations for computing Vj- and VT- from
10o/w are numerically the same as for computing Vj0 and Vj 4 from
1Po/w, we can utilize the numerical results of Eq. (28) and (29) directly
in evaluating Eq. (30). Accordingly, numerical evaluation of Eq. (30)
results in

R

= 0.362 fps/deg X 22 ft/fps ×(

= 7.96 ft/deg(--

)-

0.497 ft/(deg)Z(

- 0.497 ft/(deg)2

02)

(31)

A plot of the parabola represented by Eq. (31) appears in Fig. 4
for direct comparison with the corresponding result published in
Ref. (5).
The two curves in Fig. 4 do have the same general characteristics, although they differ somewhat numerically, especially for
large disturbances.
Considering the simplicity of the jump velocity concept in comparison with the more comprehensive 5DF simulation technic,,e, the
agreement displayed in Figs. 2, 3 and 4 is reasonably good, especially
in the important region where angular disturbances are of the order
of 5 deg or less. Certainly, the agreement justifies an attempt to
apply the jump velocity concept to some actual bomb drops to see if it
can successfully compensate for at least a portion of the apparant bomb

di sper sion.
APPLICATION TO ACTUAL BOMB DROPS
Having reached the conclusion that we can probably account for
systematic separation disturbances by introducing an add tional,
3-dimensional, jump velocity or pseudo-ejection velocity into the
weapon delivery equations, the next question is, "How do we determine

the jump velocity?"

The direct way would be to instrument some bomb
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drops with high speed cameras so as to measure the angular
disturbances imparted during release and separation. This data in
conjunction with Eqs. (15), (19), and (25) would suffice to determine
mean values for the jump velocity components.
A second, more indirect method is to measure the release conditions accurately, predict the impact point of an unperturbed bomb,
and then infer the jump velocity based on the actual impact relative
to the predicted impact. Ideally, both methods should be used on the
same bomb drops as a cross check, but the author knows of no such
available test data.
iChe MK 84 bo:1nb drop tests reported in Refs, (6), (7), and (8)
provide the best set of available data for the impact point matching
method. The reason is that the release point was instrumented very
accurately with a bomb scoring pod carried by the aircraft, which measured release position and velocity (verified by cinetheodolite and
laser tracker data), aircraft attitude, air speed, air density, and
bomb lever arm effects caused by aircraft rolling or yawing at the
moment of release. With all the major release conditions measured
except for ejection velocity uncertainties and separation disturbances,
"theactual bomb impacts relative to the computed or predicted impact
point should provide a gooa measure of the jump velocity.
Under the conditions of the tests reported in Refs. (6), (7) and (8)
(MK 84 LDGP bombs released in level flight from 1500 and 5000 ft
above ground level at 400 and 500 kt) the bomb scoring pod has a
reported bomb impact prediction accuracy of about 12 ft (CEP), based
on release point measurement accuracy alone. This means that the
impact data from these tests should allow us to determine the horizontal
components of jump velocity to a probable accuracy of 12 ft divided by
the time-of-fall, which was about 18 sec for the 5000 ft drops and about
9 sec for the 1500 ft drops. Similarly, the probable accuracy of the
vertical component of jump velocity obtainable from these test data is
1? ft divided by BR/BVE, which was about 25 sec for the 500 kt drops
and about 20 sec for the 400 kt drops. On this basis, we should expect
to be able to measure jump velocities to probable accuracies between
0. 7 and 1.3 fps for the horizontal components and between 0. 5 and
0. 6 fps for the vertical component.
Figure 5 shows the bomb impact pattern relative to the predicted
impact for the 22 MK 84 bomb drops reported in Refs. (6), (7) and (8).
For the purpose of this figure, all predictions are based on standard
ejection velocities of 10 fps for the FlllE and 15 fps for the A6E, with
no jump velocities included. This differs from the original data wherein
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the predicted points were modified by jump velocities which changed
during the course of the test series as more and more bomb impact
data was accumulated.
The shape of the symbols which mark each impact designate the
weapon station. The shaded symnbols signify the high altitude (5000 ft)
releases; the open symbols signify the low altitude releases.
A perusal of the impact pattern for each weapon station reveals
definite correlations. The FII1E bomb impacts are all long and to the
left of the predicted impact with little or no difference between the
high and low altitude deliveries. The A6E bombs released from the
inboard wing stations are mostly short of the predicted impact, especially those released from 5000 ft altitude. The outboard station
releases from the A6E, on the other hand are all long with respect to
the predicted impact point, and there is little or no difference between
the high and low altitude drops.
In level deliveries of low drag bombs from different altitudes,
the miss sensitivity to variation in horizontal release velocity varies
directly as the time-of-fall, while the sensitivity to variations in
vertical release velocity is nearly independent of altitude. This fact
tells us that the appropriate component of jump velocity to use for
downrange compensation of the outboard station releases from both
types of aircraft is the vertical component, Vjp. On the other hand,
Vjp is a better component to use for compensating the A6E inboard
station releases, because those impacts did exhibit downrange misses
which were correlated with release altitude. For the left-biased Fl1IE
impacts, a Vj0 component is needed. Table IV shows the numerical
values of the jump velocities as determined for each weapon station.
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TABLE IV
JUMP VELOCITY FOR MK 84 LDGP BOMBS BY WEAPON STATION
Jump Velocity (fps)
Weapon Station

V J (,

FlI1E, Left Outboard
A6E,

-1.0

V J.

VJ"

2.0

0

Left Inboard

0

0

-1.3

Right Inboard

0

0

-1.3

Left Outboard

0

3.0

0

Right Outboard

0

3.0

0

Applying the above set of jump velocities to each of the impact
points plotted in Fig. 5, we obtain the corrected impact plot of Fig. 6.
DISCUSSION
A comparison between Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows that apparent
bomb dispersion can be reduced aignificantly by calibrating and
assigning a "jump velocity" compeusation for each weapon station on
an aircraft. The example illustrated herein revealed a reduction in
apparent dispersion of MK M4 LDGP bombs from 47 ft (CEP) to 20 ft
(CEP). This residual ground plane dispersion of 20 ft (CEP) represents
an angular dispersion of less than 1 mil for those bombs released from
5000 ft above ground level.
In order to account for the long impacts frorm the outboard wing
station, it was necessary to postulate an upward jump velocity comnponent Vj3 of 2 fps for the FlllE
and 3 fps for the A6E. These upward
componets cannot be attributed to angular oscillations of the bomb as
theorized in the preceding analysis, because such oscillations should
also produce induced drag and an associated rearward jump velocity
component.
Because these upward jump velocities occur only on the outboard
wing stations and amount to about 20 percent of the total ejection
velocity (10 fps for the FlIuE and 15 fps for the A6E) in each case. the
best explanation for their occurence is that they really represent a
20 percent reduction in the effective downward ejection velocity. Sach
a reduction could be caused by an upward reaction of the wing or a
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000

roll reaction of the whole aircraft when ejecting a 2000 lb bomb off an
outboard wing pylon station.
The leftward jump velocity (Vj(j = -1 fps) observed for the MK 84
releases from the left outboard station of the Fi l IE can be attributed
to a systematic aerodynamic separation disturbance such as outflow
along the wing. The amplitude of the initial yawing oscillation necessary to cause this outward jump velocity can be estimated from Fig. 2
to be about 3 deg. Figure 2 actually pertains to ýt MK 82 LDGP bomb
instead of a MK 84, but a simple dimensional analysis of Eq. (27) will
demonstrate that for similar bombs the slope of the straight line representing the jump velocity theory in FIg. 2 is indeptn-erat of bomb size.
The same type of dimensional analysis shows that Fig. 3 applies
equally weP to _Tkny bomb in thý MK 81-84 series as long as the aerodynamic coefficients remain the same. Hence, the 3 deg yawing
oscillation should produce a slight, :earward jump velocity amounting
to 0.2 fps (4 ft range decrement divided by an 18 sec timne-of-fall) to
account for the induced drag effect of the yawing oscillations. However,
such a small magnitude is less than the measurement error previously
ascribed to these particular test data. In the interests of simplicity.
VJO was left at zero and is so listed in Table IV.
Although no bombs were released from the right wing of the
FI IIE, we can anticipate a symmetrical outflow of air away from the
fuselage to cause an outward jump velocity of Vio : +I. 0 fps for MK 84
bombs released from the right outboard pylon station of the FI 11 .
The rearward jump velocity (V30 = -1.3 fps) attributed to the
inboard station releases of MiK 84 tq from the A6E has no corresponding
Vj( or V3j components. This can be explained as being an initial
angle-of-attack effect rather than an angular rate offect. but the initial
angle-of-attack would have to be 7 deg (see Fig. 3) in order to accownt
for trie 23 ft average range decrement observed in the 5000 ft drops.
Perhat.s a more accur:Ate model would include a V%) conmponent ,ts well
as a VjO cornponent and follow a characteristic similar to that shown in
Fig. 4, where a -2. S deg initial oscillation amplitude accounts for tho
23 ft range decrement.
This points up one shortconiing of the L.)npact point method of measuring jump velocities. It is difficult to split the observed downrznge
discrepancies into Vj•; and Vj,. In effect, there are two unlk.zwns and
only one observable. 14aleases from different altitudes coupled with the
theoretical equations which predict the jump velocity interelationships
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and their variation under different release conditions can hell) to clarify
the picture.
CONCLLSIONS
1.

Initial pitching or yawing rate of a bom-b has an order of magnitude larger effect on the angular dispersion of the bomb than
does an initial pitch or yaw offset angle even though the angular
oscillations have the same amplitude.

2.

Rearward dispersion due to induced drag, on the other hand,
depends only on the amplitude of the oscillation.

3.

Systematic separation effecs causing a bomb to diverge from its
nominal, unperturbed trajectory, can be adequately de.cribed by
jump velocity, a 3-dlimensional ejection-like velocity imparted to
the bomb at release.

4.

Analysis of actual bomb drops sho, s that jump velocity compensation for systematic separation effects can reduce the apparent
bomb dispersion by more than a factor of 2.

t34
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SYSTEM SAFETY
(ARTICLE UNCLASSIFIED)
BY
James C. Phillip
System Safety Engineer
McClellan AFB, California 93652

in some circles,
is no: good.
"It

safety is

a dirty word.

No one says safety

That would be like you're against wmtherhood,

costs roney!"

"It

But:

takes time."

Engineers particularly resent itasince everyone knows their
whole objective is

to be safe.

Manufacturers claim,

"We build safe

systems."
Yet,

accidents do occur, and malfunctions continue to plague

us, costing money,

time, and lives.

This morning, Ladies and Gentlemen, I'd like to tell you about
a new concept in safety.
approach; "It's

It's

not the hard hat/steel toe shoe

a new science called the System Safety Engineering

Concept. "3
System Safety is

defined as the optiusm degree of safety

within the constraints of operati Val effectiveness,

tim,. and

cost, attained through specific application of system safety
mansgamnt and engineering principles throughout all life cycle
phoses of a system.
provides a

Proper agplhcatiou of the system safety cucept

umdameutnal approach to accident prevention.

lHost of the folloving text is
_______

Courrse.

taken, f_% Dr.
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In the past, safety programs have been established entirely
on an after-the-fact philosophy of accident prevention which is
commonly referred to as the "Fly-Fix-Fly" approach.
accident occurs,
cause.

When an

an investigation is conducted to determine the

Accident data are thus reviewed and discussed in an effort

to determine what is

needed to prevent similar accidents from

occurring in the future.

The resulting system modification,

retrofit,

or other after-the-fact correction of design is made to the existing
operational equipment.

The system safety approach to accident

prevention involves a before-the-fact process which is
as being identify-analyze-control

safety.

characterized

The emphasis is

placed

upon an acceptable safety level being designed into the equipment
prior to actual production.

The system safety approach provides

for the early identification andanalysis oi potential system hazards
and subsequent synthesis of controls for residual hazards to provide
a system which can be produced, test"4,
safely.

operated, and maintained

Required corrective action iS made before-the-fact.

application of the system safty

Proper

concept requires an understanding

of the technical aspects of system safety as a systems engiueeriug
element, together vith the manapgment controls necessary to assure
its tiely

and econoacal complett"o.

A little

safety might be beneficial at this point.
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history of system

In September,

1947, a paper entitled "Engineering for Safety"

was presented to the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences.
paper,

it

airplanes,
integrity.

In this

was stated that "Safety must be designed and built into
just as are performance,

stability, and structural

A safety group must be just as important a part of a

manufacturer's organization as a stress, aerodynamics, or a
weights group."

This technical paper provides one of the earliest

recordings of the system safety concept.

It was not until the

early 1960's that the system safety concept was formally applied
by contractual direction.

This formal delegation of safety

responsibility by contractual requirement replacedi the familiar
practice in which every designer, manager, and engineer presumably
assumed his share of the responsibility for safety.

The growth

and development of the system safety approach to accident prevention
can, in fact, be keyed to the publication of exhibits, specifications,
and standards,

The Ato-sic

energy Co=O~ssion had established very

strict safety controls on the use and exposure to nuclear material.In April, 1962, the Air force published a document,

"System Safety

Eugineering for tha Development of Air Force Ballistic Hissties,"
applicable to ballistic systems division programs.

This documet

established system saf4ty requiremuts for the associate Contractors
on the Hinutesan mitaile program vhear
groundwork was do"e.

In September,

the first teal system safety

1963, the document va

revised
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into an Air Force specification, "General Requirements for Safety
Engineering of Systems and Associated Subsystems and Equipment."
With very minor revision,

in June,

1966, this specification was
Finally, in July,

made a Department of Defense requirement.

1969.

the specification was further revised and became what we now use:
MIL-STD-882,

"System Safety Program for Systems and Associated

Subsystems and

equipment:

Requirements For."

Department of

Defense approval of MIL-STD-882 for use has produced a mandatory
requirement for a system safety program on all procured material.
In order to comply with all facets of this military standard,

the

Department of Defense agencies must provide trained personnel
to efficiently manage the system.

Safety portion of procurement

and contractors must provide trained, experienced personnel to
manage and perform the required system safety efforts.
This redirectioo of safety efforts from the later operational
phases of the system life cycle to the earlier design phases has
resulted from a growing avaraoness that utilization of the system
safety concept is the uost effective a&d ecotmical 4pproach for
accident preventionlcontrol.

The uajor rea,

.,-

this evolution

w"

of system safety philosophy 'tuto effective, thorough, analytical
safety deciliooaasklug risk maaag

t programs Include, ta part:

(a) C0ot.
XIn

the tuenty-year period from 1953 to 1972* the USA?

4trcraft uccident iate va
acci4-aat

per 100,000 flying houms.
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Improved from 24 to 3
n

number of

aircraft destroyed annually decreased from 900 to
137.

The pilot fatality rate improved from 4.8 to

approximately 1.0.

The total fatality rate improved

from 11.1 to approximately 3.0.

The cost of aircraft

accidents, both major and minor, in 1972 was three hundred
twenty-eight million dollars which represents airframe
cost only.

This dollar loss is more than double the

annual loss of twenty years ago.
(b) Complexity.
System complexity is increasing rapidly in order to
meet changing mission requirements.
progress has been phenomenal.

Technological

Today's highly automated

systems incorporate instant coazmmications, high speed
transportation, information storage and retrieval, high
energy sources, micromLuatu•ization,
facturtug techniques,

advanced menu-

etc.. As we design, develop,

produce, and use these increasingly complex systems,
we =ast concurrently develop the capability to ana17e
and understand thei.

(c) Specializetion.
Vasuntatioo of assignamt and. respotbilitv to desigo

groups is asking uttlitatioa of the Oystias cancept
iunceaInsly

more dif-fiult.

System safety euslasau'ing

should be a ptotees vhicb to fully capable of aeuains

a leading role in soytemsd6*1p .&alyeis.

(d)

Liability.
The legal considerations or product liability
cases is causing an awareness of system safety
principles in industry.

Lawyers are becoming

more cognizant of the safety aspects of product

design, manufacture, test, transportation, and use.
(e) Response to Failure.
The response of government, the company, and the
general public to failure/accident Is becoming

more critical.

This responsiveness is due In part

to a public which is easily aroused by consumer
groaps/advocates and is producing an Increased
management awareness of the safety Implications
nf failure.

(0Nature of Events.
Technological change has produced the discovery
of energy sources which create hazard event
potentials with wSt catastrophic effects.

The

effects of au inadvertent *-*silo launch, nuclear
explosion, or inadvertent boatb drop awe* so serious
that even one of Ottee events cannot be tolerated.
Purther, testing or otherwise assuring Goprational
capability Vith these system. Is li0itMd.

Theretorei

W, Itcatioc of system 5±!c1'ty principles during
design and denelojmast of these syscwto.
itiwerativs.
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Now,

I'll

talk about system acquisition.

The systems

acquisition life cycle consists of five major phases, with highlevel decisions required before proceeding with the second, third,
and fourth phases.

The phases and devision points are as follows:

Conceptual Phase - Program Decision.
Validation Phase - Ratification Decision.
Full-scale Development Phase - Production Decision.
Production Phase.
Deployment Phase.
System safety should be applied throughout each phase before
moving to the next phase:

Undoubtedly, the most Important phase

is the conceptual when the preliminary hazard analysis (PHA) should
be completed as this PH& will be the road map for all further.
investlgation.
The degree of safety achieved in a systes is directly dependent
upon inman"eA

t emphasis, i.e., the ability of the procuring agency

to.clearly state system safety objective.s and requiremeate end the
contractor's ability to translate these
fuactiona

hardvare.

equitreaoe into *afet

An effective systm safety program should

texult it the following

mataement end tochnical Informatiou for

docielou-makia:
(a) System Safety Plane.
(1)

Sytst

Safety frogran PILn*.

(2)

Syet"

Safety E04glaiog Pl.ane.
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(b)

(c)

System Safety Inputs to Specifications.
(1)

Facilities.

(2)

Equipment.

(3)

Procedures.

System Safety Support to Design Reviews.
(1)

Pre.iminary Design Reviews.

(2)

Critical Design Reviews.

(d)

Documented System Safety Analyses.

(e)

Documented Reviews of Test Plaus and Operating Procedures.
(1)

Developmnt Test.

(2)

Qualification Test.

(3)

Acceptance Test.

(4)

Special Safety Tests.

(5)

Potentially Hazardous Operations.

(W) Special Safety Studies.

(1) Htzardous iKaterials.
(Z)

Special Procedures.

(3)

Safeoty Devica..

(4) 9dasry sourcee.
(i)

lsk Assessusat.

.
bl.

trobawbiUty.
Severity

(2)

Idmutifketioa.

(3)

Zvolua•o.
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Now, we get into the management side of syr.tem safety which
is primarily the same as any management program.

I'll

dispense vith

that and get into some of the primary analyses that are used to
identify hazards before the fact, prioritize them so that emphasis
can be taken where needed, or where it can be afforded,

and show

how these analyses can be employed.
System Safety Analyses.
This section is used to identify the methods sad the types
of analyses that will be used to evaluate potential design and
operational hazards.

First let us define:

Hazard Identification.
The identification of hazards encompasses both surveillance
and monitoring, as well as saaety analyses.

St4vill4Ace and

monitoring normally consists of an on-site review of the- mnufacturins,
tes•ing, handling, storage, transportation, and operation facilities,
as well as determination of conformance with safety standords and
requirements.

Safety analysts is
t

detailed study of the deeip:

and har&are-performed on a total system bais.

It is this analysts

which serveas " the fundamental system Mdety baseline alaiost which
harduare changes. pvocaduroe chafes. ant the persomaal tiflueate
be nasured to damnatt•ate an isprovmeist or
ak rwvlc

of the t•caJtcal

afety act•ity

cam

oa* -t total safety.
all lovels siv Id

determine chat:
a.

Safety auvallcava

and

itoriag to provided for all

,5

ctivtl".

b.

Results of these efforts are reported to management.

c.

Hanagement responds to the hazard reports in an appropriate

=aae r.

d.

Ilethods have been developed and imposed for safety analysis

to be performed.
e.

Aualytical method used is adequate.

f.

Effort is consistent amoog the various programs.

4. Hazard identified by safety analysis are reported in e
suitable medium.
h.

Corrective action recommendations influence the design.

I.

Closed-loop hazard identification and corrective action

systems a3re used.
Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA).
A preliminary hazard analysis is aa inductive process vhich
should be conducced early In the desit ;phve of the system life
cycle to identify to broad or gross terms the potential hasards
associated vich the poatula.teA
It a co"C*eusive, qualitUact

ea-rlstocow

.

Thoe
•
v

ysts

, evsluatioo of the system vhith

coustdors the system from the viewpotat of its Mwratlo*io
eaviTuv*mt.

"d desIsn

As po•tutially batatdous op*attioc,

materiAis,

are Idatidte4d, this tafortttoa should be used tin

the dovt1owat of safety criteria to be

doelp2 opecificatiooa.

qo"ed to the pArforimwx/

I'tll~ml*ary haad4714thit'oors.

becomes a acesasary systa. safety program olesmt to Vrovde
essuranco that thbe systm safety rtquir•"mte

become au Integral

part of the o-rall teclabical dealta xquirewat*.
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The preliminary hazard analysis should include, but not be
limitnd to, the following activities:
(a)

A review of pertinent historical safety experience data.

(b)

A categorized listing of basic energy sources including

an identification of possible causes in each category.
(c) An investigation of the various energy sources to
determine the provisions which have been developed for their
control.
(d)

Identification of energy sources for which inadequate

control has been provided in the proposed design/procedures.
(e)

The provision of specific safety requirements/criteria

which should be incorporated into the program documentation to

"ensure control of the energy sources which present unacceptable
hazard levels.
A general listing of areas in the system design to be considered
should include the following:
(a)

lsolation of energy sources.

(b)

Fuels and Propellants:

Their characteristics,

quality distance constraints, handling,

hazard levels,

storage and transportation

safetý features, compatibility factors, etc.
(c)

Exvlosive devices and thefr hazard constraints.

(d)

Material tompatnbility.

Subsyst.zm/System Hazard Analysis.
These are described in MIL-STD-882,

and several techniques,

±ncludiv& the fault tree analyses (FTA) may be employed.
is

The purpose

to verify design criteria prior to the zritical design revie

(CDR).
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To be effective there must be a very close working relationship
between the SSO and designer.
Operating Hazard Analysis (OHA).
The OHA covers the safety critical aspects in such areas as
testing, maintenance, storage, shipping and handling, training,
facility operations and deployments.

The OHA should be initiated

sufficiently early to provide inputs to test requirements,

preliminary

technical orders and. shipping/storage criteria.
An example of a hypothetical, s-ngle hazard, preliminary
hazard analy4il entry would be Figure Number 1.. Figures Number
2 and 3 depi#..

a system and a fault tree analysis of the system.

These are only a few of the tools used by the latest System Safety.
Engineers.

Unfortunately, this paper barely opens the doors, to the

possibilities of system safety engineering.

Be piepared, it'* on its Way.

The growth of consumerism has recently brought about an almost universal
concern with system safety aspects of most all equipment and activtities
that touch upon human affairs.

If you, the designers and managers

work closely with your System Safety Engineers you viii find that
everyone will benefit as there is much to be gained from a wellconducted system safety aegineeriag program.
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PREDICTION TECHNIQUE TO DETERMINE EFFECTS
OF EXTERNAL STORES ON AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE

(U)
(Article UNCLASSIFIED)

by
R. D. DYER
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433
and
R. D. GALLAGHER
Vought Systems Division
LTV Aerospace Corporation
Dallas, Texas 75222

ABSTRACT. (U) The Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL)
is currently developing under contract with the LTV Aerospace Corporation, an analytical technique to provide design, development, and
certifying engineers with a rapid, and accurate means of determining
the interference effects of external stores on the parent aircraft in
the subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speed regimes. This paper presents the formulation and application of generalized techniques for
predicting the aerodynamic effects of external stores on the lift, drag
and side force as well as the pitching and yawing moment of the carrier
aircraft.
An earlier AFFOL contractual effort verified the feasibility of
using an empirical approach for technique development for the lift,
drag, and pitching moment terms. At the conclusion of this effort the
predicted accuracies of the force terms were generally within ten percent of the incremental loads, with neutral point prediction accuracies
less than one percent of the mean geortitric chord. The current technique development refines the performance equations originally derived
and extends their applicability as well as deriving new correlative
techniques for side force and yawing rioent.
Due to the complex flow patterns associated with the various aircraft/store configurations, empirical relations must be developed
since there are no theoretical techniques available at present for

(Article 'Unclassified)
Approved for public release; distribution unhimited.
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handling the local shock waves, viscous effects and flow separation.
The method development is based upon a parametric correlation of extensive test data of many aircraft types obtained from a comprehensive
data search of both contractor and military facilities as well as data
from a parametric wind tunnel test of the A-7 and F-4 aircraft. These
wind tunnel teits enabled the developers tz readily define the correlation parameter trends. By perturbing only variable independent of
the other geometric and flight parameters, detailed flight correlations
were developed. This method of development although costly with respect
to test time enabled reliable correlations and well qualified prediction
techniques.
All techniques-are capable of calculating the parent aircraft performance for both single and multiple carriage on arbitrary aircraft
configurations for any number of store stations. In addition the prediction equations can determine performance decrements for parent aircraft with leading edge sweeps up to 750 and for high, mid, and low wing
placement aircraft. The paper presents sample formulations and accuracy
comparisons for various store configurations. Each equation delineates
the interference Variables of importance which will enable designers of
future aircraft to better determine store/hard point placement.- This
new methodology will be available for application in September 1975.,

.

Approved for public release; distribution unlimitedi.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
CD

Drag coefficient, (Drag)/(q'SREF)

CL

=

Lift coefficient, (Lift)/(q.SREF)

CM

=

Pitching moment coefficient, (Pitching moment)/(q'SREF.)

Cy

=

Side force coefficient, (Side force)/(q.SREF)

Cn

Yawing moment coefficient, (Yawing monent)/(q-SREF-b)

Ci-

Rolling moment coefficient, (Rolling moment)/(q'SREF'b)

q=

Free stream dynamic pressure, lb/ft2 .

SREF

=

Aircraft wing reference area, ft 2 .

E

=

Aircraft Wing mean geometric chord, ft.

b
ACD

=

Aircraft wing span, ft.
Basic store installation incremental drag coefficient

=

at zero lift coefficient.

0
AC D
oA
ACD
OAF
4CD
•
PFA

Additional incremental drag coefficient at zero lift
coefficient due to the mutual interference of adjacent
store installations.
Additional incremental drag coefficient at zero lift
coefficient due to the mutua, interference of store installation and fuselage.
Additional incremental drag coefficient due to lift, as
a result of adding externalstort installations to the
clean aircraft.
Pylon frontal area, inW

XAFT

Longitudinal distance from the local wing trailing
edge to the trailing edge of the given store, in. The
reference point is thewing T.E. and distances upstream are negative.-

XFWD

Longitudinal distance fivo the local wing leading edge
to the nose of the given store. inch. The reference
point is the wing L.E. and distances upstream are
negative.
Maximum pylon thickness, in.
Pylon chord leitjth at the wing-pylon juncture, in.

PIMAX
PC.TOp
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Continue!)
PCLOW

=

Pylon chord length at the bottom edge, in.

c

=

Local wing chord length, in.

CDT=

Drag coefficient based on maximum cross-sectional area.

S=

Store maximum cross-sectional area, ft.ý

CDB

=

Ballistic store drag coefficient based on maximum
cross-sectional area, ft. 2

CE

=

Effective wing local chord, inch. Obtained by the
vertical projection of the store installation on the
aircraft wing.
Maximum width of a store installation, in.

=

Maximum store diameter, in.

DW
OS
G
L

=

TN

=

Store-to-store minimum clearance,in. Applicable to
multiple store installations only..
Total store installation length, in. Distance from
the nose of the forward store to the trailing edge of
the aft store. For single store installations, L is
equal to the length of the store.
Tail to nose longitudinal distance for adjacent store
installations, in. That is, the longitudinal distance
from the nose of the aft store installation to the tail
of the lead adjacent store installation..
Total number of stores attached-to a multiple or triple
ejector rack.
Wing spanwise distance between two given points, in.

=

Minimum clearance between adjacent store installations,
in,

NS

S

Y
Ay
AR
Z
PH

Geometric aspect ratio of the aircraft w109.
aximam depth.of a store installation (pylon.included),
in.
Reference pylon height
1.883 ft.

Ph

Average pylon height,, in.

DEPTH

=

-

Z - Ph

Aircraft modOl angle of attack, degree.
Aircraft model angle of yaw, degree.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Continued)
AWA

Affected wing area, the area defined by projectina
that portion of the store installation beneath 2 the
wing vertically upon the wing chord plane, in.

a.c.
NP

A
Aerodynamic
center of a body, -in.
Aircraft neutral point location reative to the aircraft wing leading edge at the MGC, in.

MER
TER

-

Multiple ejector rack.
Triple ejector rack.

SCLoS

Lift curve slope of an isolated store, per degree.

CLA

Lift curve slope of an aircraft model, pet- degree.
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INTRODUCTION
Performance anaiysts are continually faced with the problem of
determining the interference flow field between the attack aircraft
and its external stores for mission analyses. The inability to predict the interference performance losses is particularly evident when
considering the non-linear aerodynamic effects in the transonic speed
regime. There are no known theoretical techniques available which
predict aircraft performance while carrying external stores in the
complex flow field. Therefore, the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL) initiated a program in 1970 to determine if it was possible to deteiminc the symmetric forces and moments on attack aircraft
in the subsonic, transounic, and supersonic speed regimes, by developing empirically based wiethod!, from existing data. The results of
the effort described in AFFOL TR-72-24 entitled, "Technique Development for Predicting External Store Aerodynamic Effects on Aircraft
Performance", displayed the fact that it is feasible to develop prediction techniques with reasonable accuracies (10-20 percent of the
incremental load) for the lift, drag, and pitching moment terms.
While these accuracies were considered generally good within the
limitations imposed by the data available for method development,
areas existed where improvements were needed. Consequently the
AFFOL initiated a follow-on program with LTV Aerospace Corporation,
Vought Systems Division to refine and extend the range of application
of the original baseline prediction techniques and to develop new
techniques for side force and yawing moment. The follow-on effort
had as its objectives to develop prediction methods for all aerodynamic performance variables and to increase the accuracy and extend
the applicability of the init;al programs techpiques. In addition,
AFFDL desired a performance prediction method that could be applied
to both single and multiple carriage for both wing and fuselage
mounted stores and a method capable of predicting the influence of
partially loaded m1ltiple store rack installations on aircraft
performance. This paper briefly describes the results of
the current effort and presents the equations developed, etmphasizing
the important variables, and presents um of the significant findings.

log

DISCUSSION
At the initiation of this program, a literature search was performed whose objective was to gather specific types of data identified
as needed from the previously mentioned 1970 effort. The original
baseline techniques were developed from existing data and the definite
shortage of data imposed limitations on accuracies and capabilities.
In this program specific areas of data deficiency were concentrated
on. These data concentrated on higher Mach number, wing sweep, and
angle-of-attack data as weil as conformal stores data. As the result
of this literature search and data retrieval an aerodynamic data
catalog on both aircraft and store installation airioads was compiled for many tactical aircraft. These data are indexed according
to data type(s), aircraft type(s), store type(s), etc. accompanied
by the corresponding title of the reference. The catalog contains
some 600 references. This data catalog is a valuable tool for obtaining airloads data on arbitrary aircraft/store configurations.
This data index is included in the final report of the subject pr•gram which is available through the Air Force.
The data from the literature search did not permit independent
variable isilation due to more than one test variable changing at a
time. Therefore, two wind tunnel tests were performed to systematically "isolate" the variable effects. One major problem associated
with correlating existing data from, the literature is that these data
entail different aircraft/store configurations and flight conditions.
Therefore, the parametric wind tunnel tests enabled the engineer to
control the aircraft configurations and testing parameters for the
explicit purpose of better defining correlation parameter influence.
The tests were performed on five percent scale models of the A-7
and F-4 aircraft. The stores and racks were identical for both models,
as well as the test conditions. The tests were perfoned in the
Arnold Engineering anid Developmeit Center four foot trisonic test
facility. From the testing, both parent model and store pylon installation loads were obtained by use of strain sage balances. Fig. I
and 2 are photographs of typical installations of the F-4 and A-7
aircraft in the test section. Fig. I displays thle various store
stations tested on the F-4, with clean pylons visible "n the left wing
(inboard and outboard stations) as well as the fuselage centerline.
A fully loaded RER with N-11 bombs is discernable on the right wing
inboard station. Pareiot aircraft data were obtained in the wind
tunnel test foe many different variable changes, Table I Summarizes
the types of conditions tested for each aircraft. The main qeometry test variables included spanwise store location shifts, pylon
height variations. chordwise movew-ot of the store-pylon installation relative wing, store chordwiSe shifts relative to pylon, store
nose bluntness, and adjacei.'t store variations. As can t seen from
Table I a wide variety of flight Conditions, aircraftistore Configurations and store/rack types were considered.
This
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broad variable coverage was tested due to the desirability of isolcting and ranging as many primary interference variables as possible in
the limited test time provided. The A-7 and F-4 aircraft models were
chosen as candidate airplanes due to their availability, performance
capability differences, and configuration differences. These aircraft were also chosen for testing because of the extensive amount of
existing data on these two systems for the parameters analyzed.
From the airloads data obtained in the wind tunnel test and from
the data survey effort, detailed data correlations were performed
with identification of pertinent correlation variable trends. Prediction
techniques were then developed based on the previous correlations.
The following sections give the final developed equations for each of
the performance variables.
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TABLE I
TEST PROGRAM VARIABLES
A-7 and F-4 Aircraft Models
*

*

FLIGHT CONDITION - (WIND TUNNEL
AND FLIGHT TEST DATA)
- Angle of Attack - -4 to
+ 16 Degrees
- Angle of Sideslip - -8
to + 8 Degrees
- Mach Number - 0.6 to 1.2,
1.6, and 2.0
- Reynolds Number - 3.9
to 4.9 X 106/ft
AIRCRAFT-STORE INSTALLATION
DESIGN -

Relative Wing-Fuselage Design
Wing or Fuselage Mounted
Tangent or Pylon Mounted
Relative Spanwise, Vertical
or Longitudinal Placement
Adjacent Store Presence
Horizontal Tail Influence

* STORE AND RACK DESIGN - Store Diameter
-

Store Type
Nose Bluntness
Rack Type (MER,

6 Loading Arrangements

TER, Singie)

-

6 Wing Stations - Six (A-7);
Four (F- 4 )
* Fuselage GL Stations - Two
(A-7);.: O•e (F-4)
SSYnetrical and Unsymetrical
* WithIwithout Adjacent Stores
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PREDICTION EQUATIONS:
In the following paragraphs the prediction equations will be
summarized for all the performance variables. However, only the
drag force and neutral point prediction equations will be presented
in sufficient detail to enable the reader to understand the technique
development.
Drag Equations:
The basic technique approach for the drag equation, consists of
obtaining incremental drag "build-ups" to account for each of the
various ýtore installation hardware items carried externally on the
aircraft model such as pylon, rack, store, etc. The summation of
these drag increments yields the individual store installation drag
contribution. These drag contributions for all individual store installations can be combined with the clean aircraft drag to determine
the total aircraft-with-stores drag. The method presented here is
an extension to that developed earlier. The additional data from
the wind tunnel program permitted a more comprehensive correlation
to improve accuracy and include additional types of store carriage.
The present method has equations for the following aircraft-store
installation cases: wing pylon-mounted single and multiple stores,
fuselage tangent-mounted single and multiple stores, and fuselage
"pylon-mounted single and multiple stores. A more detailed explanation of this buildup is provided in the following delineation which
explains the drag make-up for generalized aircraft-with-stores configurations. Consider aircraft with external store installations in
a steady-state flight condition, that is, in equilibrium flight at
a constant altitude and speed. The total aircraft-with-stores drag
coefficient for this steady state flight condition is:
= DRAGAIRCRAFT/(q • SREF)
DTOTAL
WITH
STORES

C

The equations developed for each loading case are presented
below in generalized form as Equations (1) through (6). In each of
the aeLationz. p.'esented the value calculated is the incremental
drag coefficient due to the addition of the store installation to the
aircraft.
Remember, our definition of store installation is
any amament-associated hardware which are external to the clean
aircraft. Thus an empty pylon or a pylon with an empty MER/TER rack
is considered a store installation. The K-terms used in defining
som of the equation terms identify that an equation or relationship has been developed to account for that specific variable.
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Case 1:

Wing Pylon-Mounted Single Store(s)
AC Installation = ACD0 Pylon

+ AC0 Pylon-+ ACD Isolated
Rack

+ ACD yo~tr~

Store

+ ACD

ACPylon-StoreAircraft

0Adjacent

Store (1)
Itreec
Interference

Interference
+

AC0

+ ACD.

+Adjacent

+

Drag Due
to Lift

Fuselage
Interference
Case 2:

Wing Pylon-Mounted Multiple Stores
ACDStore

AC0 0
°

Installation

+ ACD

AC0
oPylon-

+ACDs0

°StoreRack

"Rack

+ NNo. of

ACDo0

Stores

isolated
Store
(2)

Braces

+ACD 0

+ AC
0

Store-Rack-

0

Aircraft
Interference

tACo

+AC~o

+ac

CAdjacent

+CDrag

Fuselage
Interference
Case 3:

Adjacent
Store
Interference
Due

to Lift

Fuselage Tangent-Mounted Single Store (s)

"0Store
InstallationSte

Insallatie
n

ACD0

A

"
lsolated

"Kstoe

o.of
Stores

KStore

Tandum
Spacing

Lateral
Spacing

o

NKing-Fuselage
-Position

K

of KNO. of (3)

Store
Rows

Stores
Per Row

...

Case 3 (Cont'd)

+ NN~o. of.

•KStore

.
.10O~se
0 Fuselage

Longitudinal S'Lores
Location
Case 4:

Fuselage Tangent-Mounted Multiple Stores
ACs0 tore=

ACD

+ ACD

-ACD

+ NNo. of
Stores

Sway
Braces

°Stre
Rack

Installation

Case 5:

Rack

• (1 + KstoreRack.)
0I sol ated
Aircraft
Store
Interference

(4)

Fuselage Pylon-Mounted Single Store(s)
ACDStore= ACD

" KNo. of
Isolated
Store

Installation

KwingFuselage
Position

Stores

" KStore
Tandum
"Spacing

KStore
Lateral
Spacing

" KNo. of
Stores
per Row

KStore
•KStore
Longitudinal
Depth
Location

KPylon
K
+ (ACo
Depth
Pylon

KNo. of
Store
Rows
(

+ACD 0
Fuselage
Rack

* NNo. of
Stores
Case 6:

Fuselage Pylon-Mounted Multiple Storem.
AC=treAC
+ AC0
0
AC Dstore
= °ClPyl on + °clPyl onInstallation

Rack
+ ACD

+ ACD
Store
Rack

OSway
Braces
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(6)

,

Case 6 (Cont'd)
ACD

+ NNo. of

al solated
Store

Stores

Some identical terms appear in both the wing mounted (Equations
(1) and (2) and fuselage mounted(Equations (3) and (5) store cases.
This is the result of numerous cornaonalities in pylon-store geometry
and placement that are relatively independent of whether the store
installation involves a single, multiple, pylon or tangent mounting
arrangement. By proper sunnation of the drag increments (from
Equations (1) through (6) into Equation (7) below, the total drag
coefficient of the aircraft with stores can be determined.

CDAircraft with C0Clean
Stores

+

i=l

C Store

)

(7)

Installation

Aircraft

where NI is the total number of store installations.

Empirical curves are provided to permit the engineer to manually
determine the incremental performance values. The general nature of
the correlation efforts and the variables involved in evaluating the
various drag contributors are suggested by an examination of Figures
3 and 4. Figure 3 is the basic correlation for predicting the pylon
drag increment for wing and fuselage pylon-mounted single and
multiple store cases. As evident from the figure, the geometric and
flight condition variables involved in deriving the correlation are
the pylon frontal area (height and thickness) and Mach number. The
data presented in this figure represent slopes of the parameter OXX
as a function of pylon thickness-to-length ratio. Therefore, the
parameter BXX can be computed for many values of pylon thickness to
length ratio. The aer3dynamic data used in developing Figure 3 involves ten different aircraft types selected to encompass as many
variables as possible, i. e., spanwise and longitudinal amarent
station location, relative wing-fuselage position, etc. Wind tunnel
test data points for the A-7 and F-4 aircraft are shown in this
figure. The correlation shown in Figure 4 predicts the single storedrag increment due to longitudinal location along the wing charl.
Test data for tl!K-84, 300 tank and Mk-82 stores carried on A-7 and
F-4 aircraft models are shown in this figure. These data are for
pylon heights of 11.5, 17.0 22.6 and 28.2 inches. In sumarizing the.
total correlation task involved in the development of the resultant
drag equations, over 70 final correlation plots involving approxi-

mately 240 data curves were prepared.
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Neutral Point Equations:
The neutral point of an aircraft defines the longitudinal position of the aircraft center of lift. The neutral point, NP, position
relative to the aircraft center of gravity can be used with the lift
coefficient to determine the aircraft pitching moment. The aircraftstore loading types to which the method applies include wing pylonmounted single and multiple loadings as well as fuselage pylon and
tangent mounted single and multiple loadings.
The equations were developed entirely from wind tunnel data for
various symmetrically loaded aircraft. The correlation approach is
basically the same as the previously developed effort. However,
the expanded data base has provided the increased capabilities herein.
The basic definition of neutral point is as follows:
dCm ), inches

NP;Xcg
where
,

Aircraft c.g. location relative to the leading
edge of the mean geometric chord, inches.

X
XC'"
(' ~dCmm
Cm)

Slope of the

figuration.

CL curve for the particular con-

The neutral'point can be broken into parts given by
(PP)Aircraft
with Stores

=(N 4 )Clean A/C + A(NP)Stores

(9)

is to be separated into three parts defined

W~tIP)st
as follows:
4(NP).,

An irrenment obtained by transferring thte lifting
charactewistics of th" variOus stores to the
clean airtraft aerodypiaic center.

A(NP)z - An increment ize to the interference effects of
the store configuration ov the wing flow field.
A(NO) 3

-

An
increent developed fr-vu a gain/loss of horizontal
t•i 'l effectiveress generated by the store

loading.
The developed. equations for tI* individual increments are as follows:

riiN

Z¢
Si

Sj=l

AMP)I =

WC
I
L .INST

'ST

XA/CJ

I

(10)

(CL OLi=l
+)A/C
+I

rA(NP)2

(CST
(LSi

j=l

REF)

Ei
-I

(CL

1

I' s

T

sij
(11)
OLS ijiI

l

(11)

[A(NP) 2
+ K, (Ui)'K2 ({•Li)-K3 (M)]
A/I
BASIC
N
A(N)3= I
A(NP) 3
]iK )i'2
{Ti
(12)
i-I

Where

N

Number of store installations on the aircraft.

NSi
SXS

BASIC _.

ij

SXA/C
"(Ck

=umiber of stores on installation i.
Distance from aerodynamic center of store j on
store installation i to the leading edge of the
aircraft mean yee-metric chord (the aerodynamic
center of each store is asswued to be its mid-lug
point).
Aerodynamic center of clean aircraft.
)INT = Installed value of Ct

of store i on store

installation i (The subscript

freestrea value),

4C

of ciean aircraft.

LL
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lw
iioies
m

Yi

= Span location of installation i (non-dimensional
with respect to wing semi-span).

X

-=Distance from local wing leading edge to mid-lug
point of store installation i (non-dimensional
with respect to the local wing chord).
T
i

2T

= Span location of store installation i (nondimensional with respect to horizontal tail semispan).
= Distance from wing lower surface to horizontal
tail mid-line of store installation i (nondimensional with respect to local wing chord).

The functions A(NP) 2

and A(NP)

are correlation curves which

3

BASIC
BASIC
depend upon loading type and Mach number while the functions K11 K2,
and K3 are correction factors which depend on the independent variable
cited.
The major portion of the correlation effort was devoted to the
A(P) Iterm. This increment is analytical in concept and represents
the transfer of the lifting characteristics of each store to the clean
aircraft aerodynamic center.
One of the most difficult and time consuuwing developmntal
efforts on A(NP), was for the calculation of installed store C.O
These quantities were calculated as follows:

(CL
Where (CL

)14ST

%ij
)•

K

(CL

(13)

%tj

is the-freestroam value of the store C" curve

aod KSij is a correction factor to produce the installed value..

KS

depends on the store positiov relative to the aircraft wing, store
geoaetry, and Mach number. Friure 5 gives the variation of % at
14 0.6 with the distance from the local wing leading edge teo the
store nose. -Note the large variation in K, for stores placed on
KER shoulder stations. In fact, negative Values of 1ý are compan.
However, in absolute
tagnitude, the aft store stationf; have

"S~3

values approximately half the forward stations. The data points
which do not agree well with the faired curve were brought into line
with a pylon height correction.
The A(NP) term assesses the effects of the store installation
orn the aircraft flow field. This term is difficult to develop
directly due to the large number of significant independent variables.
For this reason this increment was developed in a strictly empirical
fashion. The equation indicates the influence of four basic variables: Mach number, store size, store longitudinal position, and
store spanwise location. Both A(NP) 2 and K3 depend on Mach number
BhSIC
while KI and K are functions of span location and position relative
to the wing le~ding edge respectively. The effects of store size
are reflected in the (C
)= terms.
Sij

The horizontal tail increment, A(NP).,, was developed from an
extremely limited data base (A-7 and F-4 gircraft). Evaluating
this increment for specific aircraft configurations is often difficult. Finding enough data to correlate a general method was not
possible. Tail effects data were not included in the wind tunnel
program because of compromises necessary to meet tunnel allocations.
This term depends on Mach number (A(NP) 3
) and position of the

BASIC
store installation relative to the horizo;.tal tail. Although these
parameters are certainly reasonable, insufficient data were available to precisely define their effect. Care most be exercised in
applying this correction to aircraYt having tail spans and longitudinal and vertical tail locations differing substantially froIm
the two reference aircraft. However, even with the neutt-al point
tethod limitations, quite acceptable results were obtained as will
be seen later in the 'Accuracy" section.

?
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Lift, Side Force and Yawing Moment Equations:
Time only permits presenting a summary of the developed performance equations for the lift force, s 4 de force and yawing moment,
accompanied by a brief definition of what variables are in each
equation.
Lift Force Equations:
The general form of the lilt coefficient equations for an aircraft with stores .onfiguration is the algebraic sum of the clean
aircraft lift coefficient and the increments due to all store installations carried i.e.,
CLAircraft = CLClean

+ ACLStore

With
St ores

(14)

Installations

The incremental lift due to all store installations consists of the
sum of the individual lift effects from each pair of symmetrical
store installations. The prediction equations for the various loading cases are presented below.
Wing-Mounted Single Stores:
ALC

ACL

(KA

' KpYLON + KUSE) + ACL ~ - 4)

INSTALLATION

(15)

Wing-Mounted Multiple Stores:
AcL STORE

((ACLBASIC + ACLLoNGIT * KAWA)

INSTALLATION
(KA.

EFFECT
KpyLON +

+

CL ((FUSE)
- 4)

(16)

Fuselage-Mounted Stores:
AC LsToE

ACLBisIC (KWING

KSPAN)

tACLL

4)

INSTALLATION

Where

AC L
BASIC

Basic lift effect of the store installation at
40 angle of attack. The term is a function of
store instfllation type, store installation
planform, location And Mach number.
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(17)

KA

= Parameter to account for aircraft wing sweep
effect, function of wing leading edge sweep
and store installation.

SKpyLoN

= Parameter to account for pylon height effect;
function of pylon height, store installation
location and Mach number.
=Parameter to account for the effect of store
installation proximity to the fuselage, func-

KFUSE

tion of minimum lateral clearance between the
store installation and the side of the fuselage and Mach number.
ACL
a

= Effect of aircraft angle of attack relative
to the reference case of 40 , function of
store installation location and Mach number.

ACoL

= Effect of longitudinal location of multiplemounted stores along the local wing chord;
function of store installation planform and
location, and Mach number.

LONGIT
EFFECT
KAWA

Longitudinal location factor; function of
store longitudinal placement on the aircraft
wing, local wing chord and Mach number.

KWING

Parameter to account for the effect of wing
location on the fuselage, function of the
percent of fuselage height from the top of
the fuselage to the wing center line at the
chord plane.
Parameter to account for the effect of lateral
placement of the store installation, function

SPAN

iK

of percent distance from the fuselage center
line to the side of the fuselage.
Side Force Equation:
As a result of the small quantities of correlatable data available on other aircraft-store configurations, the correlations are
predominately based on F-4 and A-7 experimental data. Thpse data
were almost exclusively obtained at an angle of attack of 5 degrees
for the angle of yaw range of .6 to +8 degrees. Equations were
developed for essentially all conventional Store installatioo cases.
The resultant equations wili predict either the incremental aerodynamic effect of the store installation or the combined aircraft
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with stores configuration. The store loading cases for whifth these.
equations are applicable are: wing pylon mounted single and. multiple
stores and fuselage pylon and tangent m~ounted single and multiple
stores. The procedure was developed on the concept of combining
individual effects to predict the resultant side force. The general
form of the prediction equation for a reference angle of attack is
presented below.
""
(ACV)
+ (ACY)
+ (ACY)
STORE
INSTALLATION

BASE
+ (ACV)

Z BASIC

X

SY

(ACy)
BASE

(ACY)
S.stores
(ACy-)=
SX"along

STORE-TO-STORE
INTERFERENCE
Base .3ide force coefficient computed for
a reference spanwise and longitudinal
store location and flight condition,
f(tp, store diameter, store fin span,
store fin configuration, rack type, store
cluster span, store-to-store spacing
within a cluster)
Effect of pylon height, f(pylon height,
installation type, i)
Effect of store longitudinal placement
the local wing chord, f(store
diameter, store .installation type,
longitudinal location of the store,
ACYB~E
)-

BASE
(ACy)

Y "wing,

Effect of store spanwise location on the
f (store installation depth, spanwise location of the store, 0)
Effect of Mach number relative to a
reference Mach number of 0.60, f(Mach
number, spanwise location of the store)

ACy
STORET,STORE
INTERFERENCE

(18)

KM + (ACy)

=Effect of mutual interference due to
adjacent store installations, f(Mach
number, relative longitudinal location
of adjacent stores, relative spanwise
location of adjacent stores, length of
adjacent stores, AC romputed for each
of the adjacent store instal lations)
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By using the store installation component build-up feature of
these equations, the incremental side force contribution of pylons
alone, the pylons plus racks, or the complete store installation
may be computed. Prediction of the total aircraft with stores side
force coefficient is determined by summing the total increment predicted due to stores and the clean aircraft side force.
Yawing Moment Equations:
The yawing moment is considered the product of incremental store
drag and side forces times a moment arm, tM" Though there is some
unsymmetrical lift and drag induced by sy' ietric store loadings,
this is normally very small and most of it can be related directly
or indirectly to side force. Therefore, yawing moment has been
correlated as a function of incremental side force times the moment
arm, ZM"
(AC STORE

)

(ACYSTORE

INSTALLATION

)

(/b

REF)

(19)

INSTALLATION

The am,
is defined as the longitudinal distance from the airplane
c.ga.to A point of side force application. In this way, the incremental yawing moment contributed by an element of the store installation (store fin, nose, pylon, etc.) is the product of 9M times
the incremental side force due to that element.
Wind tunnel test data for metric pylons, racks, and steres were
used to derive methods for predicting the distance X.. The procedure
to predict the distance kM requires three basic pred9'ctiens; the
first involves prediction of the incremental forces acting on each
individual hardware item comprising the store installation such as
pylon, store nose, store fin, store rack, etc. Second, the point
of force application for each of the contributing elements noted
above must be predicted. Finally, the distance £ can be computed
by dividing the summation of moments about the aircraft c.g. due to
the predicted incremental forces described above by the sum of these
same incremental forces. In equation form,
I
r:~

(AFi"•i

J.t4

i
(20)

E

i=l1

(AFi)
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Where AF. is the estimated incremental force due to an element of
the stor! installation such as a store fin, store nose, etc., and
91 is the distance from the point of force application of that incAemental force predicted for the element, to the aircraft c.g.
location. The variable I is the total number of elements for the
given store installation.
The general form of the prediction equation for yawing moment
coefficient is,
CnAIRCRAFT

: C
= CLEAN

WITH
STORES
Where,

+ AC
nDUE TO EXTERNAL
STORE INSTALLATIONS

AIRCRAFT

AC

(21)

NI
nDUE TO EXTERNAL
STORE INSTALLATIONS

E (eVC
i
i-1
nINDIVIDUAL
STORE INSTALLATION (22)
+

AC
nINTERFEREUCE
+

for NI number of store installations carried on the aircraft. Correlation curves have been generated to obtain the incremental yawing
moment due to the individual store installations and interference.
That is, for a given Mach number,
AC

And

nINDIVIDUAL
STORE
INSTALLATION

= Function of pylon geometry and pylon
location, store geometry and store
location, rack geometry and rack location,
and aircraft center of gravity location.

nINTERFERENCE

= Function of AC for individual store
installations as noted above, and their
proximity to other store installations.

6C

The equations are generally applicable to pylon-mounted stores
on the wing, as well as pylon and tangent mounted stores on the
fuselage. The procedure is intended primarily for symmetrical store
installations.
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ACCURACY:
Accuracy assessment is performed by comparing the actual test
data with that predicted by the developed equations. Figs.6 to 10
provide the accuracy assessment for all the perfurmance variables
considered. Comparisons are presented for numerous wing and fuselage mounted store arrangements involving various aircraft at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic Mach numbers. Single, MER, and
TER store loadings are included in the data shown.
The drag force and side force accuracies Fig.6 and 7 rebpectively, display overall accuracies of approximately 10 to 15 percent of the incremental value. The drag predictions are equally
accurate for both single and multiple store Ieadings. When compared
to the total aircraft airloads, these accuracies are usually much
less than ± 5 percent. Prediction errors for lift (Fig. 8) are
nominally 20 percent of the incremental load but only about ± 2 percent of the total aircraft lift. Similar incremental errors are
noted for yawing moment (Fig. 9) as for the lift term. However,
yawing moment is very dependent on the aircraft configuration of
interest i.e. the distance from the airrraft center of gravity to
the point of application. The neutral point shift accuracies are
shown in Fig.l0. Generally most of the comparison data lie within
a ± 1.0 inch (full scale)error band with over 90 percent of the
data within a ± 4.0 inch band. With respect to the mean geometric
chord of most present day aircraft, these accuracies are generally
less than ± 3 percent and usually on the order of ± 1 percent or
less. As expected, the general accuracy of this method decreases
with increasing Mach number, due to the ffow complexity at transonic
and supersonic speeds. The data indicate neutral point predictions
are more accurate for the higYher density loadings.

"*

PREDICTION CAPABILITY:
Fig. 11 provides a good summary of the overall Mach number capability of the prediction nethodý. As noted for the performance
variables, most carriage Zonfigurations display a supersonic prediction capability. In addition the methods will predict the lift for
angles of attack of 00 to 80, drag and i'eutral point at cruise conditions (generally 20 to 60, but will provide acceptable accuracies
for small variances on either side of this band) and side force and
yaw at +50. 'he directional terms are able to be predicted for
angles of sideslip between ±80. The method can handle high, mid and
low wing aircraft, with wing leading edge sweep angles up to 75o0
The methods are applicable to any aircraft of conventional design
provided no prominent flow disrupting devices exist either forward
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,.

or closely adjacent to the
store stations. In general
can be used with and without
most stores
fins. The technique can determine
interference terms for any number
of store stations per aircraft the
side. In addition the program
accounts for the interference
effects
between both single and multiple
loadings or even mixed loadings.
Whereas the 1970 prediction
method was computerized with
manual technique supplement.
a
The performance prediction from
this
effort is presently in manual
technique only. This will enable
compatibility engineer to observe
the
prediction trends for his particular airplane/external store
configuration.
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CONCLUSIONS
A prediction technique has been developed which can determine
the aerodynamic interference effects caused by the cdrriage of
external stores on aircraft lift, drag, and side force, neutral
point, and yawing moment. These empirical methods provide the aircraft/store compatibility engineer with a design tool to predict the
incremental aerodynamic effects of adding external storcs to arbitrary aircraft. The empirical approach taken proved to provide
adequate accuracies for preliminary design and in most cases even
for engineering development application. Accuracies for most of
the performance variables are with 10-20% of the incremental value
and generally within 1.0% MGC in neutral point shift. Whereas the
prediction accuracies from this effort are comparable to the previous program accuracies, t:,e current techniques are broader in
scope with fewer limitations, as well as providing additional performance prediction capability. The technique(s) are applicable to
high, mid, and low wing aircraft at subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic speeds. The technique can handle both full and down
loaded configurations and aircraft with wing sweeps from 150 to 750.
The technique is in "handbook" form where as noted in the above
discussion, figures and charts will provide the necessary dependent
variables based on the aircraft configuration. The parametric test
data and the bibliography of aircraft/store, pylon, rack, and store
aerodynamic data compiled and indexed through this program provide
the aircraft/store compatibility commurity with a unique data base
for performing related efforts.
When applying the technique to advanced systems, the dependent
variables may not be within the given bounds of the ordinate or
abscissa. However, sufficient data is provided that will enable
reasonab"h extrapolation to provlde minimal prediction error for the
cesired dependent variable.
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THE REDUCTION OF THE INSTALLED DRAG OF MULTIPLE STORE CARRIERS

(U)
(Art cie UNCLASSIFIED)

by
A.B. Haines

Chief Aerodynamicist
Aircraft Research Association Ltd.
Bedford, U.K.
(U) During the past few years, ARA has condur: ed various
ABSTRACT.
research progranmes with two main aims: to improv_2 the methocs for
predicting, and to find means for reducing the installed drag of external
stores. This paper concentrates on one particulac area where the research
Evidence is presented
has shown that striking improvements are possible.
to show that the installed drag of multiple carriers particularly in
underwing locations can be reduced substantially by
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

better aerodynan•c cleanliness:
typically, an excrescence
that is estjzated to give one 'drag count' (i.e. ACD = 0.0001)
on an empty carrier can give '11 counts' on the loaded
assembly and 21 'counts' when the loaded assembly is installed
k,nde rwing,
fore-and-aft

stagger of the stores,

slightly increased lateral spacing of the stores.

Proportionately, (i) is most effective at the lower Mach numbers
at high subsonic speeds but all give major reductions
and (ii) and (iii)
in drag that should be ,ighly significant in terms of the operational
capability of a strike aircraft.
The modifications are based on simple established aerodynamic
principles; some pictures from oil flow tests are included to show why
and how they are successful.

Approved for public release;
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i.

INTRODUCTION

The Aircraft Research Asaociation Ltd. was set up in 1952 with the
prime purpose of building and operating a large 9ft x 8ft transonic
tunnel. The tunnel first ran in 1956 and since then, has been used
extensively for research and development tests for member firms in the
The facilities and activities at ARA
U.K. and for customers elsewhere.
have also been extended to include several additional subsonic,
supersonic and hyperscnic tunnels, groups working on theoretical
aerodynamics and in particular, in the present context, a Drag Analysis
Group which is engaged in comparing model and flight test drag data with
The drag of external
the aim of improving drag prediction methods.
stores has figured as a high priority item in the work of this Group;
also, in the last few years, various systematic research programmes
have been undertaken in the transonic tunnel to find methods for drag
The present paper is concerned with the achievements in
reduction.
one particular area viz. the reduction of the installed drag of loaded
multiple carriers particularly when mounted in underwing locations.
Fig.l is a convincing illustration of the importance of the problem
as seen some years ago. The curves in Fig.l are based on actual
measured results for a complete aircraft model in the ARA transonic
tunnel. The figure presents a comparison between the drag increments
due to two No.2 Mk.l C.B.T.E. triple carriers (i.e. one per wing panel)
fully loaded with Mk.lO 1000 lb bombs, the increments due to two single
Both the carriers
bombs and the drag of the clean model without stores.
and the single stores were pylon-mounted under the wing of the aircraft
It will be seen that the drag increment of the
at about mid-semi-span.
loaded carrier is far greater than three times the increment due to the
single bomb/pylon and iideed, above M - 0.75, it is greater than the
Three factors
drag of the clean aircraft modei without stores.
contribute to these high drag values: the aerodynamic dirtiness of the
carrier installation, the mutual interference within the store assembly
and third, the interference between the assembly and the parent aircraft
The evidence presented in this paper shows how the drag can be
wirg.
reduced substantially by better aerodynamic cleanliness, by fore-and-aft
stagger of the stores and by slight increases in the lateral spacing of
the stores.
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FOR MULWIPLE AND SINGLE
ONDEiR41NG INSTALLATIONS

2. THE DRAG OF A STANDARD TRIPLE CARRIER (NO.2 MK.1 C.B.T.E.)

Much of the research has been undertaken by testing relatively
large, e.g. I scale store assemblies mounted in the tunnel below a long
slender body as shown in the photograph in Fig.2. At this scale, most
of the detailed features of the full-scale store assembly can be
adequately reproduced. For example, Fig.3 shows the I scale standard
triple carrier as tested on this rig. It will be seen that not only are
major items e.g. the pylon adaptor and thi' ejection release units fully
represented but also details such as the erutch arms, crutch pads and
crutch pad rests. Tests hive confirmed that the store assemblies are
mounted well clear of the body boundary layer and sufficiently far aft
of the body nose to be ia essentially an undisturbed stream.
Interference effects from the body can therefore be treated as trivial
at least at subsonic speeds. A sensitive balance inside the body
measures the drag of either the store assembly or the store/pylon
combination ad for the purpose of this paper, the data from this rig
are described as "isolated drag data".
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Tests were made on the standard triple carrier of Fig.3 with
Fig.4 presents the data in a form
various loads of Mk.AO 1000 lb bombs.
that enables one to appreciate how the mutual interference effects
within the assembly - at least at the test Reynolds numbers - become
ACD in this
more serious as extra bombs are added to the carrier.
a
single
bomb
either to a
due
to
adding
is
the
drag
increment
picture
with one bomb
or
to
a
triple
carrier
pylon or to an empty triple carrier
present.
with
two
bombs
already
to
a
triplP
carrier
already present or
The first and most obvious point is the steady increase in ACD through
this progression.
Second, with a given number of bombs present, AC
due to adding a
due to adding a shoulder bomb is alway.r, greater than C.CD
between
the shoulder
bottom bomb thus implying significant interference
bombs and the body of the carrier. Third, it will be noted that the
rate of increase with Mach number it, the adverse interference is greater
for a shoulder and a bottom bomb than for two shoulder bombs.
It has been common practice at ARA to express the data at low speed
as either an "assembly factor" (A.F.) or an "installation factor" (I.F.)
where
AF
Measured drag of store assembly
Estimated drag of individual components
Measured drag increment of store installation (on aircraft)
E Estimated drag of individual components
"Components" in this context implies not merely the stores, carrier and
If the estimates are
pylon but also the individual excrescences.
accurate, A.F. and I.F. are a measure respectively of the interference
within the assembly and the interference between the assembly and the
parent aircraft. Any inaccuracy in the drag estimates obviously
confuses the issue and in the present casa, it is known for example that
If
the ARA methods tend to overestimate the drag of tile empty carrier.
one then replaces this term in the denominator of the expression for AF.
by the measured drag of the empty carrier, one finds that the low speed
assembly factors for the results just discussed vary from 1.0 for the

empty carrier (by definition) to values between 1.1 and 1.2 for the
single bomb cases, to values between 1.4 and 1.5 for the two bomb cases,
and 1.75 for the fully loaded carrier, these figures thkis giving an idea
of the increase in ýhe lou speed interference withio the assembly.
Further increases occu'f with Mach nuaber as shown in Fig,4. For exaple,
by M - 0.9, the drag due to adding a single bomb expressed as a

percentage of the drag of a pylon-mounted bomb has increased to 190% for
a bottoM bomb or 250 for a shoulder bomb in cases with only one bomb
fitted or to figures as high as 400% and 5002 for the shoulder bomb in
two-bomb and three-bomb configurations.
In an attemjpt to interpret these high drag valuet, oil flow tests

4

vere made on the fully loaded standard carrier.
are p-hotographs of the oil flow. at H - 0.75.

bomb has been reoved to ihow the oil floe
by the three bombs ad the carrier.

.igures 5(a) and (b)

In Fig.5(b) the bottow

pattern in the channel

oremed

As might be expscted, the flow is
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very complicated and, before discussing in detail, it may be helpful,
for the purpose of identifying the features associated with high drag,
to note some relevant features of the flow about a single isolated bomb
of this type.
The bomb has a clearly defined forebody, parallel
centrebody and boattailed afterbody.
A calculated inviscid pressure
distribution is characterised by marked suction peaks, followed by
strongly adverse pressure gradients, at the start of both the
centrebody and the afterbody. A reduction of surface shear stress would
be predicted for these regions of adverse pressure gradient and this is
indicated in Fig.5(a) by the thicker oil deposit in the region of the
shoulder bomb centrebody, with virtually straight streamlines, not
notably affected by the other bombs or by the carrier.
It can be
concluded that the boundary layer would be highly sensitive to any
further increases in local velocity, cross-flow or local disturbances
in these regions,
and would be particularly liable to separate on the

Fisure 5a.

OIL FLOW AT M
0.75; a
0
FULLY LOADED STANDARD C.B.T.E.
SIDE VIEW
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Figure 5b.

0
OIL FLOW At MO075;
ALLY LCAMDO STANDARD C..T.E.
VIEW WITH BOTTCM 634 REMOVED
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boattail and afterbody. Returning to Fig.5(h) and starting at the nose
of the bombs, the flow diverts away from the s~mall passages between tI.e
bombs and C.B.T.E. body. Between the bombs at the nose-parallel portion
junction, a combination of the high diversionary flow angles and the high
local velocitics due to both the bomb shape and proximity, cause a small
region of shock-induced separation to be present even at this relatively
The effects of these separations convect
low Mach number of M -0.75.
downstream in the channel to produce very extensive separations and
rolled-up vortex type flows over the rear of the bombs. The flow out of
the channel creates a marked cross-flow over the top of the shoulder
bombs. The shoulder E.R.U. forward crutching arms form a bluff
excrescence situated directly in this cross-flow and in the region of
strong adverse pressure gradient at the crart of the bomb centrebody as noted above, an ideal location to induce boundary layer separation.
Fig.5(a) shows the separation spreading behind the forward crutching
arms, and causing a large area of separated flow over the top and inside
surfaces of the shoulder bomb afterbodies. The top and inner fins of
the shoulder bomb and the top fins of the bottom bomb are apparently
immersed in a highly confused wake. These oil flow pictures demonstrate
how the separate direct drag-producing effects, i.e. the proximity of
the bombs and bluff crutc~hing arms, probably combine to magnify the
total drag of the store plus carrier assembly. In particular, consistent
with the drag data, one can note the greater extent and severity of the
separations on the shoulder bombs compared with the flow over the bottom
bomb.
3. IMPROVLEY'I-~S D~UE TO CLEAN lN.-UP THlE TRIPLE CARRIER
The cleauing-up, exercise on the isolated z"scole t-ri-ple cairrior was
two stages. First, the crutch arms and Ye~sting pads'were
undertak n
removed from the E.R.U. utait!s and thu_ pylon i1dpt~or and then second, a
fully cleaned-up design with the E.1R.Us -completely faired int,? the
C.B.T.E. b-ody was devisend as sho'tn 4r the picture for thvestgre
cleaned-p ;assembly in FiS.6, It -is thought that both th;aae tlealled-u~p
-versions (utte.; tago is not yet beiig r-o.,derd "are completely
thit
bey
of the origi-nal -standzird c~arrier wu!
practicaldevais
.pe.nWity.,
weight
i-io
ot
tould be achieved with little
Fig.1 ahwws that the isolated dr., of the triple asnembly ir,
4ubstantially rpd4u.ed _;)t both stages of this 4ý~cv, Yhw'4xag of the
fully zjtie4-up ve-rsion is enly about 5~of the drag of the standord
cgarri cr o t t he l ove r MIach. t hbe r . it M.66er Mach rn=!hrs, rhto
improvement becof~o- lessi Pronouned, this ratzio ritios to more than 80
nd this Implies that in Q%- higher Wich ntoben4 r m-ovingz
0,9 aiO.
not
the excrcsac-e~t o-td ahvs refi-itig the passages betuccu thev- ~tOor
the basic store-store interfearence hea t-ibe redapCe.
suffiin.
rst%4e, the- rmuova of the
l~eere~lesthrooghoot thvMh-~o
~ ~ ajo~abAievdent.
~eht
t!rI~
excrec~uc1s
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(iv)staggered carrier
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REDUCTION OF DRAG OF LOADED
TRIPLE CARRIER tASSEMBLY'
BY REMOVING EXCRESCENCES
A•D BY STAGGERING BOMBS

In Fig.8, the drag reductions are compared with the estimated low
One has to distinguish here
speed drag of the deleted excrescences.
between the drag saving (B) from removing the crutch arms and pads and
In the first case, the drag saving is
from the final fairing (A - b).
substantially greater than the estimated low speed drag cf these items.
This implies that when they are present, there is noL only a di,'ect drag
force on the actual excrescences but also severe adverse interference
effects on the flow over for exa.iple, the rear of the bombs as suggested
On the other hand, the extra drag ,paving
by the oil flow pictures.
(A - B) due to removing excrescences other than the crutch arms and pads,
The
is only about half the estimated extra saving from these items.
contrast between these two results illustrates the weakness of an
estimation technique in which one merely adds the drag of the
In general, it is found that this simple
individual excrescences.
technique provides an overestimate of the excrescence drag for cases
where some of the excrescences lie dow:.nstream and in the wake of other
excrescences or an underestimate in cases where the excrescences Induce
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ISOLATED DRAG DATA
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B: crutch arms and pads removed
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DRAG REDUCTIONS FOR TWO STAGES OF
CLEANING UP ThIE C.3.T.F. ASSEMBLY

flow separations on major componefts of a store assembly.
It should be noted that if the interference within the assembly
had not been improved by the dejetion of the excrescences, the assembly
factor as defined earlietr would be higher for the cleaned-up assembly.
In fact, the assembly factor for the fully loaded carrier has improved
fromn 1.75 to about 1,50, thus implying as would be expected, reduced
interference.
4.

EFFECTS OF FORE-Ai4D-AFT STAGGER OP TIlE STORES

The results of the clean-up exercise above were impressive but
Other concepts
nevertheless somewhat disappointing at high Hach number.
One of these is Lo stagger the stores
are therefore needed.
longitudinally relative to each other. Tests were therefore made on a
I scale model of the staggered faired assembly shown in Fig.6. The
bombs in the shoulder locations were staggered forward and aft of the
bottom bomb by 0.92 calibre. This distance is near the practical
It is
maximum available without a compleLe redesign of the carrier.
sufficietit to give a notable improvement in the longitudinal crosssectional area distribution of the store assembly a shown in Pig.9.
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The drag data for the loaded staggered carrier are given in Fig.7.
kHt:.cticns in drag are obtained at all Mach ntm~bers; they become
greater a5 the Mach ntmiber is increased until by M = 0.90, they are of a
gimilar order to those obtained from cleaning-up the carrier. The ratio
of the drag of the staggered cleaned-up carrier to the drag of the
original standard carrier varies from about 50% at M - 0.4 to about 65%
at M = 0.9.

No attempt was made to optimise this staggered carrier. Indeed,
oil flow tests suggested that the version might be far from the optimum.
The pictures suggested that the high velocity region near the junction
of the nose and parallel portion of the most rearward bomb is too close
to tue maximum thickness of the particular pylon used for this
investigation and that as a result, a shock wave is present between the
pylon and this bonib even at M = 0.75.
It is possible therefore that
repositioning the starboard rearward bomb relative to the pylon or a
change to a thlinner pylon of different shape could further reduce the
interference drag at high Mach number.
Nevertheless, in other respects,
the oil flow tests confirmed that the general flow over the stores was
far better than with the original standard carrier. The flow over the
noses of the bombs still
tries to avoid entering the channel between the
C.B.T.E. and the bombs but the deflection of the surface streamlines is
considerably smaller. There is still
a shock-induced separation near
the high velocity peak at the rear end of the bomb nose and also the
forward fixation of the bomb to the carrier still
causes a disturbance
over the top of the shoulder bombs.
However, both of these are very
much smaller than with the standard carrier and there is a much reduced
effect on the flow over the tail cones of the bombs.
To sum up, much

has been achieved but further improvement should still be possible.
5. RESULTS FOR INSTALLED CARRIERS
The results discussed in sections2-4 above have been for carriers
tested "in isolation" on the rig shown in Fig.2.
Both the standard and
the fully faired trirle carriers (but not the staggered carrier) have
also been tested as pylon-mounted installations below the wing of a
typical aircraft complete model,
Naturally, this model was to a smaller
scale but it was still
possible to make a tolerable reproduction of the
details of the carrier assembly.
The smaller scale model was in fact
tested on the isolated rig and the values of drag coefficient were very
similar. The results from the installed and isolated tests are compared
in Figs.lO 6 11. Clearly, vitih the standard triple carrier, Fig.l0,
there ic considerable excess drag due to interference between the store
assembly and the parent aircraft wing. This is observed both at low CLl
and at high Mach number at all values of CL.
The excess intetfetence-

drog is only trivial near CL - 0.4 or, expressed more gpne'rally, near CL
for (ACI)m)n and up to N - 0.7 i.e, up to a Mach ntmber about 0..l below

the drag-rise Mach number at this CL for the cleaircrdt.
typical cruise condition for the aircraft-store combination,
in UjD with Mach number from the low speed value is

as given by the isolated data,

i~i,
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Comparison of Figs.lO & 11 show that the excess interference drag
for the installed case can be reduced considerably by cleaning-up the
carrier. This improvement is particularly noticeable at low Mach number
and low CL as can be seen perhaps more clearly from Fig.12 which compares
the drag reduction from cleaning-up the carrier for the installed case
at different values of CL with the isolated data and with the simple low
The problem
speed estimate for the drag of the deleted excrescences.
area at low CL is almost solved at low Mach number by cleaning-up the
at CL = 0, one can sum up the results by saying that an
carrier:
excrescence which is estimated to give one drag "count" as a separate
item contributes li drag counts when part of the assembly and 2J drag
counts when the assembly is installed on the aircraft wing. At high
Mach number, however, as with the isolated data, the improvements are
still
disappointing.
It should be stressed that this does not mean that
the excrescences in their effects are unimportant at high Mach number.
Rather, it implies that the drag is then determined primarily by the
proximity of the stores in the assembly and by the proximity of the
If the basic interference between the
assembly to the aircraft wing.
major components could be reduced or if one was considering the drag
of merely a partly loaded multiple carrier, it is probable that one
would then find that the deletion of the excrescences was more rewarding.
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ISOLATED DRAG DATA
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EFFECTS OF LATERAL SPACING
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1.0

1.1 M 1-2

6.

EFFECTS OF STORE LATERAL SPACING

The last remarks in the previous section suggest that it would be
possible to reduce the effects of the lateral spacing of the stores
within a triple assembly.
This has not been specifically investigated
but some related experiments on idealised twin carriers have been made.
The arrangements tested are shown in Fig.13; the aim in these rests was
to use carriers that would create minimum interference so that the data
would give a clear idea of the interference between the actual stores.
Measured results are presented in Fig.14. This figure also contains for
comparison, data for the standard triple carrier with two shoul.der bombs,
for the cleaned-up triple carrier with the bottom E.R.U. removed also
carrying two shoulder bombs and finally, for two bombs on separate pylons
assuming there is no mutual interference between the bombs.
it will be
seen that throughout the test Mach-ntumber range, increasing the lateral
spacing in the idealised twin carrier from the minimumn value (0.0151)
separation of bomb surfaces) to the mid-spacing (0.5OD) reduces the drag
significantly but the further increase to the maximum spacing (1.00D)
has little effect.
It should be remembered however that since the length
of the twin carriers was altered as the spacing was changed, the results
in Fig.14 contain an element due to the different drag of the carriers
and when one allows for this, one finds that there is actuhally a small
reduction in interference drag between the mid and maximton spacings.
The results still suggest however that little further reduction would
come from increasing the spacing further and it is intriguing to note
"that the apparently asymptotic values that have heon attained are still,
at high Mach number, much greater than the values for the two boibs on
separate pylons. This suggests that probably, even with these idealised
carriers, there is some major interference at high Mach number due to
the pylon adaptor and carrier struts. Alternatively, it is possible
that the variation of drag with lateral spacing is not a smooth
monotonic curve qnd that the results for the widest spacing shown here
are near a second local maximum in this curve.
It should be stressed that as plotted (00d measurcd), the data in
Fig.14 does not include the drag of the Tylon(s)., This means that, Vig.14
is meaningfol in showing the aerodynaic interference of the t-in carrier
installations but for the practical designer, the separate pylon ease
would have to bear the penalty of the drag of the extra pylon. This
could be sufficiett to offset the apparent drag advainage of this ease
at low Mach number but would have little effect on the more striking
differences in the variation of drag with M40h ti~bar.
Many existing carriers provide l•teral, spacing between the store
centres in the range 1.05 , Y/D c 1.25 atd so Pi~gXl suggests that if
these lateral %pacings could be in teased slightly, there would he
uignifiX
ttly less store-store interference drag. it see=, po-sible
that the savings in drag would be isore imporLant tha# any associated
increase in the weight of the carrier.
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Evidence has been presented showing that appreciable reductions in
the excessive drag of a standard triple carrier should be feasible by a
combination of improved aerodynamic cleanliness, fore-and-aft stagger of

the stores and increased lateral spacing of the stores.
It is not
unrealistic to think in terms of installed drag increments for a good
fully loaded triple carrier that are only about a third of tOose for
the original standard carrier and which therefore are comparable with
or perhaps even better than the original carrier loaded with merely a
single bomb. Also, many of the modifications would not lead to any
significant weight penalty.
The examples in the paper show that the application of simple
established aerodynamic principles, involving relatively minor
modifications and redesign of existing store carriers and assemblies,
can achieve large reductions in the installed drag increments that are
highly significant in terms of the total drag and operational capability
of a strike aircraft.
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INTRODUCTION
The flutter clearance of modern aircraft carrying external stores
An -arlier effort, Refercan be a costly and time consuming effort.
ences 2 and 3, was aimed at providing a rapid analytical means for improving store flutter clearance.
This approach has been extended in
both the engineering idealizations and the associated computer pTograms,
see Reference 1. A finite section approach was again used as the main
The addition of control surface and flexibJe
computational method.
fuselage dynamics including an improved pylon representation has been
made to the computer program.
The computer program was also simplified to improve the handling of multicase analyses.
The original job
stepped doublet lattice aerodynamics was put in modular form to expedite use, and a routine for interpu,.ating aerodynamic forces versus 1/K
was added to reduce analysis costs.
Single pass vibration and flutter,
storage of results for future work, flutter estimates of new stores
from exi3ting data are still
retained.
The modifications made were
only in the vibration and flutter routines.
No changes were made in
the routines related to data storage, retrieval, and diagnostics.
Data
is passed to the storage and retrieval system as it was in the original
program, see Refe~rences 1 - 3.
Batch and graphics version for CDC and IBM computers again are
available.

1

Jj

DYNAMICS IDEALIZATIONS
VIBRATION METHODS
The original concepts embodied in the earlier program have been retained.
Flutter computations can be accomplished in one of two processes. One process uses vibration data computed external to FACES employing any method including finite element dynamics.
The other process is
a single pass, highly optimized vibration and flutter operation with the
vibration data computed inside FACES using an extremely rapid, finite
This latter method is the core of the FACES technique.
section analysis.
It operates directly with basic data, and is called the Calculated Vibration Module.
Figure 1 shows the basic idealization of mass and structural modeling, degrees of freedom and geometry.
The wing is allowed to have up to
14 sections per semi-span with a serially kinked elastic axis (EA), i.e.,
the EA may have a different sweep in each section. Each section may have
mass, roll, pitch and yaw inertia about its c.g. The mass and inertia
can be based on streamwise cuts through the wing, or cuts perpencicular
to the EA.
Wing EA stiffness data can be directly used, employing the
bending and torsion rigidities, E1 and GJ, or it can be based on deflec-tion methods.
Alternately, the corresponding influence coefficients
referred to the EA can be used.
If a reference axis rather than the
EA is employed, the coupled wing influence coefficients can be used.
Root springs or influence coefficients defining the fuselage/wing root
restraint ar- permitted.
Thi-. relative bending and twisting motions
between secrio.; are used as the wing degrees of freedom (D/F).
These
quantities are respectively denoted by qbn and qtn in the figure. The
wing roll and pitch motions relative to the fuselage are denoted by qr
and qp in the figure.
Up to two control surfaces pez side can be included with a total
of 14 sections allowed.
Each section may have mass, and roll, pitch
and yaw inertia about axes aligned either streamwise, or at the angle
As from streamwise.
A straight elastic axis with sweep Ae is considered, with stiffness defined by E1 and GJ data or by deflection methods,
or by influence coefficients.
The hinge axis is treated as a straight
line with sweepback angle AH.
Either continuous hinges (piano hinges)
or discrete hinges at two more points are allowed.
An actuator can be
included at each control surface section, with the rotary stiffness
defined perpendicular to the hingeline.
Control surface relative bending q U and relative torsion q~j freedoms at each section are allowed
along with one rotational freedom qH relative to the wirg. A constraint
technique is used to couple the q and qý terms to account for hinge attachment to the wing.
See Appendix A of Volume I, Reference 1, for more
details on the method.
Up to 24 fuselage sections can be allowed with each section having mass, and roll, pitch and yaw inertia, which are all based on
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streamwise section properties.
A serially kinked elastic axis with up
to 24 kinks in the vertical plane is allowed, with the EA defined as a
straight line in the horizontal plane.
Fuselage stiffness data can be
based on simple El and GJ data, uncoupled stiffness from deflection
methods, or influence coefficients.
If a reference axis rather than
an e.a. is used, then coupled influence coefficients can be used.
For
symmetric analysis, the elastic fuselage freedoms are vertical bending
freedoms qVBr.
For antisyrnnetric analyses, the elastic freedoms are
lateral bending qLBj and tortion qTOj.

Tue equations include provisions for one to five pylons per side,
with single, TER or MER carriage of multiple weapons.
Each pylon is
idealized as having from one to five freedoms relative to the wing.
These freedoms are roll, pitch and yaw relative to the wing at the upper end of the pylon, and roll and pitch of the rack/store relative to
the lower end of the pylon.
These D/F are respectively denoted by qyl,
qe!, qý, qý2 , q82. The upper and lower pylon roll axes can be arbitrarily located vertically along the pylon. The upper pitch axis can now
be arbitrarily located along the upper roll axis, and the lower pitch
axis can now be arbitrarily located along the lower roll axis.
Pylon
stiffness or influence ciefficientR can be directly used.
Elastic
coupling between the freedoins of each pylon is permitted, but none is
allowed between d.ifferent pylons nor between the pylon and the wing.
Pylon mass, moments and products of inertia are u'tied. Single store
mass and inertia can be Pncluded.
Figure I also highlifhtb the idealization fur multiple store carriage (MER's, TER's).
Each rack is id~elized as havin.B from one to
six relative degrees of fredom; namely, roll, pitchb, and yaw angles
for the front •ad aft eade of C~ie rack relative to the centr.
These
D/F are respectively noted s q+,3 , 43,$ qm, %Y49 q,
qý4 , Rack
springs or influance coefficients inaty be used to ditine elastic properties. Elastic cuulping 13 permitted between 6M,• fLteedomso at each end
of a rack, but not between various racks, nor the pylons, nor the wings.
Mass and inertia of the rack ond DIER (ER)
storeo can be Included.
For symmetric v.brsatiouu

the rigid arerraft

freedoms of transla-

tion, qAT, and pitch, qAp, were used. For ?ntisy1Ietiic vibeatior,
the rigid aircraft freedoms of lateral tra tlat-on, qn , roll, qAR,
and yaw, qAY, were used,
The coupled vibiiation for flexible wA'g/c,,;ýttro) surf ace/pylons/
stores/fuselage were obtaianmi in a aubsteaLut' iuetbhod from two unoupled solutions; namely, (a) the uncoupled vibraLioii r&e0 if flexible wing/control surfaces/pyljn/stores wltlh rigid iuoniage, 6nd (07)
the uncoupled case of flexible fw•elage with rigid wingicon~fol Oorfaces/pylons/stores.
This is depicted it,Vigdre 2. This approach was
used to keep the total vibration solution sizu eual. to or lear, than
the uncoupled solution sizes, viiich thus roquireu no larger computer
core size than that used for the uknoupied cases,
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The program is designed only for symmetrical carriage of storeb
Within this constraint, any combinafrom each side of the aircraft.
tion of single store carriage and MER (TER) carriage can be accommodated for up to five pylons per wing semispan.
AERODYNAMICS
Three types of aerodynamics are used in FACES, and are described
in detail in Appendix C of Volume I, Reference 1. A Modified Strip
Theory method is available as a basic aerodynamics approach for the
It is used to calculate wing and control surstandard application.
face aerodynamics based on streamwise aerodynamic strips when employThe sectional values of the
ing the calculated vibration approach.
lit curve slope and aerodynamic center location must be submitted in
the analysis.
Thie corresponding control surface parameters can be
These quantities
submitted or used as two dimensional quantities.
can reflect values applicable to either two or three dimensional inEither the average values of the
compressible or compressible flow.
lift curve slope and aerodynamic center for the complete wing or the
local values can be used. For cases where predetermined vibration
data is input, streamwise aerodynamic strips can be used, as can those
The
cut perpendicular to the elastic axis (or a reference axis).
pylons, racks, stores, and fuselage can be accounted for by use of
equivalent flat-plate or primary surface elements.
The Doublet Lattice Method (DLM) from Program N5KA of Reference
(4) is available fok computation of lifting surface aerodynamics for
This program is now available as a
all lifting surfaces and bodies.
It interfaces with FACES via the Surface
module to simplify its use.
Fit Program, SURF, which is now a module. The SURF program calculates

the polynomial surface fit coefficients required in DLM. SURF is now
expanded to include control surface and fuselage coefficients computations. Both calculated and predetermined vibration data can be used.
Calculated vibration data is always taken through SURF to DLM to maintain single pass flutter. Predetermined vibration data whether finite
element or finite section can be handled in SURF if the polynomial coIf the polynomial coefficients are also preefficients are needed.
determined, SURF is bypassed. Appendix B of Volume I, Reference (1.),
presents the analytical methods in SURF. A method for interpolating
the aerodynamic forces versus reduced frequency (1/k) was added to reduce the cost of using the DLM option.
The Piston Theory method is included for supersonic aerodynamics.
This version is based on the third order type of approximation applied
to airfoils with control surfaces, but is not applicable to thick bodies
This method is directly applicable to
such as a fuselage or stores.
For obtainboth finite section and finite element vibration modeling.

ing best reaulLs, it
2.

is not advised to use the Piston Theory below Mach
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FLUTTER EQUATION AND SOLUTION
A standard V-g solution is used to determine flutter speeds and
frequencies.
The standard formulation of aerodynamic derivatives
(P. + il) is combined with generalized mass and stiffness to form the
flutter equations of motion.
Either predetermined data which is dir-,
ectly input, or calculated vibration data which is passed internally
is used.
A mode tracking method is used to locate flutter crossings
to aid the user in reviewing results.
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THE FACES COMPUTER PROGRAM
The FACES computer program is a system of modular computer proThe four procedures are: a) Fast
grams divided into four procedures.
Flutter Routine (FFR), b) Data Sotrage and Retrieval System (DSRS),
c) Diagnostic Process (DIAPR), and d) Calculation-Interpolation-DeciThe first procedure is the Fast Flutter Routine
sion Process (CID).
which is a collection of modules under the control of a main program.
This allows for a selection of various flutter analysis methods with-.
out the necessity of changing the program or the job control cardzi.
The second procedure is the Data Storage and Retrieval System Which
allows for the accumulation of large quantities of calculated and experimental flutter data for an aircraft system with a multiple of external stores cn varicus pylon/rack combinations, and retrieval of
user selected cases.
The last two procedures, the Diagnostic Process
and the Calculation-Interpolation-Decision Process, provide engineering information obtained from the DSRS data for use in flutter analyCID allows estimasis, flutter clearance and other design purposes.
tion of flutter characteristics for new stores while DIAPR checks the
accepta.bility of the interpolated data. References 1 and 3 give a
detailed account of the DSRS, DIAPR and CID procedures.
The Fast Flutter Routine (FFR) is a procedure containing modules
for calculating vibration results, surface fit coefficients, oscillatory aerodynamics, an aerodynamic interpolation procedure, and a V-gflutter solution.
Figure 3 shows a program schematic of the Fast Flutter Routine.
Each module has been assigned a number for internal usage.
The Calculated Vibration module (050) provides a rapid means of
calculating vibration characteristics of a wing/fuselage/control surface/pylon/rack/store system based on the direct input of basic data.
The module utilizes programmed equations for a finite section wing
with control surfaces, pylons and stores; and for a flexible fuselage
having symmetric and/or antisymmetric rigid body motion. The input
consists of the wing, control surface and fuselage sectional mass,
geometry and stiffness along with the mass, geometry and stiffness
for the pylons, racks and stores. The substructure vibration soluThe uncoupled wing vibration solution is made for
tions are computed.
the wing system, and the results are passed to the flutter modules, or
The Calculated Vibration module
to the coupled vibration solution.
will calculate the uncoupled vibration properties of the fuselage and
will pass the necessary data to the coupled flexible fuselage/flexibl&
wing vibration solution.
Once both sets of uncoupled vibration properties have been calculated, then the coupled vibration solution is made and the results arc

passed to the remaining user specified aerodymamics and flutter module..
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Three aero'ynamics modules are shown in Figure 3.
Th1ey are the
Piston Theory Module (203), the Modified Strip Theory Module (207) and
the Doublet Lattice Unsteady Aerodynamics Module (213).
In addition
to these three modules, an option is available whereby aerodynamics
calculated externally to the program may be input.
Modules 065, 213, and 302 have been added as a block so that
Doublet Lattice Unsteady Aerodynamics may be more easily obtained than
was originally avn•iable in the earlier 'ACES program.
Instead of a
three job step procedure, Doublet Lattice Aerodynamics may now be obtained in a simple one step submittal.
The Surface Fit module performs
a least squares polynomial surface fIt on data passed from the Calculated Vibration module to obtain the polynomial coefficients required by
Module 213.
Module 213 can calculate data Oor only a limited number of reduced
frequencies because of the size of the program and the cost of calculating the unsteady aerodynamic derivatives.
The Interpolation of Aerodynamic Derivatives Module (302) has been added to allow the user to
obtain more reduced frequency data at a fraction of the cost of obtaining the original Doublet Lattice data. Module 302 can also use aerodynamic derivatives obtained externally to FACES, interpolate them and
add them to the derivatives computed by the aerodynamic modules within
FACES.
The classical V-g flutter solution is carried out in Module 401.
A root sorting routine in 401 enables the program to track modes with
airspeed, allowing flutter speeds to be extracted automatically from
the V, g, w data.
Printer plots are also generated which show the V-g
and V-ac plots with the points given mWd numbers so that g and w can
be followed on the plots.
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THE FACES INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS PROGRAM
In addition to the standard batch process version (FACES 1B), the
FACES system has been interfaced with a CRT interactive graphics console. The CRT program (FACES tuIB) provides the FACES capabilities
under the direct control of thle user at the console so that rapid
changes in parameters can be made with their effects on flutter rapidly seen.
FACES IIIB has been made available on two computer systems:
the
CDC 6600 driving a 274 graphics console and an IBM 360 driving a 2250
graphics console.
Printer output is available in bot0
cases.
The main graphics feature is that the user/engineer is in the
flutter calculation loop for efficient computer utilization and rapid
turnaround.
Figure 4 sh-ws a schematic of the: FACES FFR/CRT program.
The four blocks within the FACES prograia which contains CRT console
displays are shown on the figure.
They are: a) the uncoupled wing
vibration solution, b) the uncoupled flexible fuselage vibration solu0c'r.s. c> th-4 -ýuý.led vibration solution, and d) the V-g flutter solution.

The FFR/CRT program starts by calculating the uncoupled wing vibration properties in the Uncoupled Wing Vibration Solution.
The vibration frequencies are displayed on the CRT.
After trey have been
examined, the user has a number of option; to choose from.
They include:

"o
"o
"o
"o
"o

Displaying the eigenvectors
Displaying the numerical values of the defleCtioll data
Plotting the deflection data
Changing input matrix data to do a parametric vibration anulysis
Continuing to Lte next part of the analysis.

The ne-xt analysis the user can choose is the uncoupled flexihle fuselage solutioll. The program calculates the uncoupled fuselage vibration
xrtequeuctes and displays then on the CRT screen. After they have been
It
exanined, thie user again ha, a number of options to choose from,
includes options sinilar to the- list shown i:zmdiately above exccpt

that they pertain to a flexible fuselage. After eximining any data lie
wishles to see, the user =ay return to clange data for a par-attric
study or 11 =ay continue to the coupled vibrAtion solution,.

"Til coupled vibration solution calculates- the eoupled frequencies
and displays thc.
Again, the user has several options to choose from
once tiW has exwtnad the couplUM frequencie.

o
o
o

":

These ihclude:

Displaying the coupled spng detflections
Plotting the coupled wing deilections
Displaying the coupled fuselage deflections
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"o Plotting the coupled fuselage deflections
"o Changing the input matrix data and rerunning the vibration
analysis

"o Continuing to the V-g flutter solution.
If he chooses to go to the V-g flutter solution, a summary of flutter
crossings is displayed on the screen and plots of V-g and V-w can be
examined.
After the results of the Flutter Solution has been examined,
the program may be recycled back to the Calculated Vibraticn Analysis
module to run another parametric case, or the program may be terminated.

..
...
1

APPLICATIONS
The FACES method has been applied to three modern military aircraft
considering cases with a variety of stores, and with and without flexible
control surface freedoms, and with and without flexible fuselage freedoms.
This is summarized in Table I.
These studies employed only the FFR procedure while earlier studies also investigated the DSRS and DIAPR/CID
procedures, see References 1 - 3.
Independent corroborating studies
based on the McDonnell General Flutter Program and the earlier FACES
programs (IA and IIA) were used to check the new FACES Satch and graphics versions (IB and IIIB).
Some GVT results were used to gauge dhe
theoretical results. Only a few results are given here, while many more
are ct.vered in Refirence 1.
Aircraft 1 is a fighter bomber of aspect ratio 2.76 and is normally
equipped to carry stores from two -ylons at 35.7% and 57.3% of semispan.
This aircraft was used to check clean wing, single store carriage, flexible control surfaces, aud flexible fuselage using the FFR option. Earlier use was made of thia aircraft for DSRS and DIAPR/CID studies.

.

Aircraft 2 is a variation of aircraft 1 and has an aspecL ratio of
2.8.
This was used to check single and multiple pylon carriages with
up to three hypothetical pylons added at 75.2%, 82.2% and 92% of semispan.
Cases with flexible fuselage were investigated.
Aircraft 3 is a fighter and wai used to investigate a wing with
streamwise mass section s for taree co-,figurations, namely, a wing with
flexible fuselage, a wing with flexible control surfaces, and a wing'
with single store with flexiole fuselage.
Table II shows results of FACES IB and corroborating studiev of
symmetric vibraci3n and flutter of aircraft 1 with a clean wing and a
flexible control surface having a continuous or piano hinge attach|ent.
The actuator was attached in the second control surface section.
The
FACES 1B results are shown for all substructure cases, while the corroborating study results are given for only the uncoupled wing with
control surface. Gocýd agreement is shown between FACES IB and the corroborating study for th!P umnoupled wing with control surface cases. An
uncoupled control surface rotation frequency of 40.6 lIz was used.

Flutter results are shown for both studies. These used two dimensional flow aeradynfatics, i.e., an average lift curve slope CLa
Z-.
and an average aarwynamic center location ýt thi quarter chord, AC
.25C.

FAM

1B resulta are shown ior the uncoupled case of flexible

wing and control surface and for the coupled case of flexible wing/controul surface/fuselage. Corroborating study results are shown Zor the
uncoupled flexible wing-control surfece cae. Good agreezent between
the two studiea Ls shown for the uncoupled wing case. The effect of
fuselage flexibility in the coupled FAS 1B tosults is slight.
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TABLE I APPLICATION CASES

AIRCRAFT

2

3

PYLONS/STORES

NO. OF
CASES
2

CLEAN

2

CLEAN

1

FUSE L
FLEX
CONTR. FLEX RIGID
X

X

X

X

ONE PYLON WITH A TANK

X

X

3

CNE PYLON WITH MERS

X

1

FOUR PYLONS WITH TWO SINGLE
STORES, ONE TER, ONE MER

X

X

I

FIVE PYLONS WITH, THREE SINGLE
STORES. ONE TER. ONE MER

X

X

2

CLEAN WING

X

X

1

CLEAN WING

1

ONE PYLON WITH 600 GALLON TANK

X

X

x
X

X
G11146"? 10
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Table III shows results of symmetric vibration and flutter for airThe actual
craft 2 ccnsidering store carriage from four pylons per side.
pylons at 35.2% and 57.3% are supplemented by two hypothetical pylons at
75.2% and 92% of semispan.
A TER is carried at the 35.2% pylon, a MER at
the 57.3% pylon, an MK81 at the 82.2% pylon, and a LAU 32 A/A at the 92%
pylon.
The TER and MER loading configurations consist respectively of 3
M117's and 4 shoulder mounted M117's.
Table III shows symmetric vibration and flutter results for FACES IB, FACES IA and corroborating studies.
The FACES IB vibration results shown, cover all three substructure solutions.
FACES IA vibration results are shown for the uncoupled
flexible wing/stores case and show close agreement with those of FACES
IB.
Existing corroborating studies presented for the earlier configurations of Reference 3 are shown and correlate well.
FACES IB flutter results are shown for the uncoupled flexible wing/
stores case and the coupled flexible wing/stores/fuselage case.
Close
agreement between the FACES IB results and the FACES IA results for the
uncoupled wing cases are seen. The corroborating study results of Reference (3) for the uncoupled wing/stores case shows good agreement.
Note that these flutters are very sensitive and that closer agreement
would be difficult to establish. The coupled FACES IB flutter results
show reasonable effects of the inclusion of flexible fuselage modes.
Thus, close agreement is seen between the vibration and flutter
results of the studies, considering the overall complexity and sensitivity. The extreme sensitivit', of flutter speed to damping for the
flutter crossings is flagged by the symbols M and N. The latter, in
particular, is so sensitive that its V-E plot would be difficult to
separate from the V axis in any normal V-g presentation.
Figure 3 shows typical CRT graphics results for Airczaft 1. Part
1 shows coupled sy~etric wing-store vibration and coupled symetric
fuselage vibration for a case with single pylon carriage of a large
fuel tank.
rhe upper picture shows the mode number, frequenay, bending and "orsion shapes and a tabulation of pylonlstore deflection data.
These latter quantitieos are arranged to show three linear deflections
and three rotations at the pylon e.g. and store c.g. for each "store
station". The first six numbers are pylon fore-aft, lateral and vertical translations, and roll, pitch and yaw angles. The next ýix are

single store displacements and angles. If a MA is used, then there
are two sets of six aombers followisig the pylon data, one for the froet
store cluster, and one for the aft store cluster. The lover picture
ghowý the coupled symetric fuselage vibration results. Note that only
the bending deflection is given since there is no torsion for this case.

In the ancLsytaetric case, both are shoys.
Part 2 showas vibratiun resuits for the uncoupled wing with control surface vibrationreisp. The
resautt are, siilar
to those of Part 1 excopt that control surrace cation is shown in the torsion plot.

the first CAT example in Part 1.

Part 3 shows flutter results for

The upper part shous the flutter sum-

vary table which lists flutter crossing apeeds and frequencies for
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various values of structural damping. The lower part shows the graphic
display of the V-g-w data. The damping versus speed (g vs V) and frequency versus speed (wý vs V) are shown. A user's menu showing various

options for console operation (keys) is showu at thie upper left.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The current extension of the FACES method retains the same basic,
rapid features of the earlier version, and gives much wider configuration coverage with a corresponding reduction of engineering effort.
It
is now possible to analyze the flutter properties of a general wing or
lifting surface with or without control surfaces, and with or without
pylons/stores.
Flexible fuselage effects can bu included in all analyses. The unique features of rapid single pass vibration and flutter,
data storage and retrieval, data diagnostics, and estimation of new
The computer programs
stores from accumulated data have been retained.
have been improved to enhance usage and are again available in both
batch and CRT graphics versions for both IBM and CDC machines.
liaproved riulticase capzbility with the option for back to back symmetric
and antisymmetric results will provide a reduction of user labor.
The
employment of preprogrammed equations requiring only basic data input
will free the user from much tedious effort. The CRT option provides
a version with significan. visibility to the user.
It allows for direct and rapid data changes, and the ability to assess results between
data changes.
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ABSTRlACT. (U) A technique has been developed under Air Force
sponsorship for predicting six-component airloads on captive stores
for single and multiple carriage configurations, The prediction
method includes techniques for predicting the basic airload as well
as the incremental airloads due to aircraft yav aad adjacent store
interfererf•e.
The basic approach to the prediction technique was an empirical
correlation of a large experimental data base consisting of literature survey data and data obtained from a parametric wind tunnel test.
This paper summarizes the study program, presents the approach
used and major variables considered in the technique development, and
"discusses the prediction results achieved.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Determination of the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on individual components of an aircraft is a part of the design process to assure
that adequate load carrying structure is provided for all design flight
conditions. Accurate information on the aerodynamic loads is important
to achieving aerodynamic compatibility between the aircraft and stores.
The flow environment in which external stores are immersed is generally
highly complex and affected by many variables; e.g., flight conditions
and physical characteristics of the aircraft, store installation, and
adjacent stores. Successful theoretical prediction of quantitative data
has proven to be difficult, although some techniques have been used successfully to predict qualitative trends. The strong influence of viscous
flow, particularly at transonic speeds with multiple carriage store arrangements, has made current methods inadequate for many applications.
The most reliable method by which the engineer can provide store airloads
continues to be through wind tunnel testing. This latter process is
normally complex and expensive and too often provides airloads data
late in the design effort, after many decisions influencing aircraft/
store compatibility have already been made.
A study program was conducted by Vought Systems Division of LTV
Aerospace Corporation under the sponsorship of the Air Force Armament
Laboratory (DLJC), Eglin AFB, Florida to develop a generalized technique
to predict aerodynamic loads acting on airborne external stores. As a
consequence of the relatively low effectiveness and inherent limitations
of present theoretical methods, an experimental data correlation approach
was selected for developing the prediction technique. The major objective of this program was to provide a prediction technique that is rapid
and easy to use, versatile in application to various aircraft and store
configurations, applicable to maneuvering flight conditions at subsonic,
transonic, and low supersonic speeds, and sufficiently accurate for
store/store installation design purposes.
The objectives of this program were accomplished in two phases.

The

initial phase involved the collection, documentation, and correlation of
existing airloads data upon which to initiate the technique development
anl• preparations for wind tunnel testing. The second phase of the program

consisted of conductin% the wild tunnel test program to complete the required supporting data, performing detailed data correlations, and devel-

Soping the final prediction technique.
This paper describes the work performed and the results obtained during all phases of the study prograin. The various sections Aelineate specific tasks which were performod. Descriptions of both the technical inforplanning and preparations are included.
mation survey and wind tuntel to
A discussion of the approach to the prediction technique including the dominant parameters is 'alos presented. Finally, the capabilities end nowinal
Isons with exacouracies of the metv.d are assessed, inclading sme co
perimental data.
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2.0

TECHNICAL INFORMATION SURVEY

An extensive data survey was performed by Vought Systems Division to
locate and acquire data and re.lated information on captive store and
store installation airloads. Acquiring these data was necessary to develop correlations essential to the prediction technique development and
to provide guidelines in planning the wind tunnel test program. Although
data were known to exist on numerous store types and store installations,
These problems
problems in acquiri-t 1,reful airloads data were apparent.
included: the inter-industry and inter-service dispersion of data, the
diverse origin of airloads data, and the assorted approaches used in measuring airloads. The following paragraphs explain the general survey
approach, the type of data solicited and the broad survey results.
2.1

SURVEY PROCEDURE

Early survey planning indicated three primary avenues by which the
required technical data could be identified. Selection of these avenues,
which were chosen to encompass the majority of data sources, also provided a built-in cross-reference system which minimized the possibility of
overlooking pertinent data. Listed below are the primary approach avenues
followed:
o

o
o

Airframe and weapon contractors and government agencies
Aircraft/weapon system program offices
Technical literature surveys.

A comprehensive stores data bank had been previously compiled by
Vought Systems Division largely through in-house efforts and as a result
Hence, data sought through the
of a previous Air Force study contract.
survey were largely data which had become available since the previous
survey. Although all the data identified through the survey were not
obtained, efforts to acquire those data deemed most relevant to the program were highly successful.
2.2

NATURE OF DATA SOLICITED

Aerodynamic data and information as summarized in this section were
requested to support the study. The desired data involved stores, store

installations, and parent aircraft. This information is classified in
three broad categories: experimental data, existing prediction methods
and data correlations, and related literature on the subject. A further
breakdown of the experimental data includes aerodynamic force and moment
data, both wind tunnel and inflight, and flow field information. The
aerodynamic force and moment data include those obtained for individual
stores, racks, pylons, or aircraft, such that airloads on individual
installed stores can be defined. Free-stream store data were also sought
to be used as a base in isolating store-aircraft initerference effects.
Data for all types of store loading arrangements were solicited. These
included data ror stores mounted singly or on M or TER racks, single
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and multiple rail launchers, conformal pallets, etc.,
and fuselage stations.

on both wing

Techniques capable of predicting airload components for stores
carried in the flow field of aircraft were also solicited. In general,
these prediction methods were found to be limited in application.
However, most techniques present an approach to the treatment of certain
parameters which are considered primary independent variables influencing
the store airloads. These include such parameters us aircraft attitude
and flight condition, store geometry, location and installation, and
adjacent interference.
Hence, these correlation and prediction techni.ques were a useful aid in the formulation of the general prediction
method.
2.3

SURVEY RESJLTS

The data survey resulted in the acquisition of a considerable amount
of data pertaining to stores and store installations which was not in
the original VSD data bank.
Much of the experimental data acquired
provides total aircraft airloads due to the combined aircraft-store configuration.
While useful in determining general store effects, it is
difficult to isolate individual store or store installation airloads from
these data. Extensive individual store and store installation airloads
data were made available on the A-7, F-4, and F-111 aircraft. The
majority of data on these aircraft consists of metric store and metric
pylon airloads where a balance mounted internal to the store or pylon
Other
installation measures the applied aerodynamic forces and moments.
aircraft for which store airloads have been acquired are the A-4, A-6,
F-5, F-86, F-105, F-100 and various wing-fuselage combinations.
The following summary observations are made concerning the specific
flight condition and geometry variables encompassed by the survey data
and the general nature of the data. The significance of these observations is best realized when it is understood that the developed prediction
capability for a given variable and the selected conditions/configurations

for wind tunnel testing are a direct function of the available data

quantity and quality.
Data coverage for the desired subsonic to supersonic Hach number
ranZe was generally acquired with lesser quartities being available for
the supersonic region. The majority of acquired data defines airloads
in the subsonic flight regime. In the supersonic flight regime data are
generally limited to single store carriage installations; however, substantial multiple store installation data werý obtained well into the
transonic region. F-L and F-ill store airloads data comprise the majority
of the supersonic drita. The available A-7 store airloads data are
limited to subdonic and transonic flight although considerable A-T
supersonic data were acquired in viMt tunnel tests conducted as part of
this study.
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Store and store installation airloads were ackuired for a variety of
store types. However, there has not been a grea.t quantity of' data ac-'
quired for any one store type mounted on various aircraft. These data
are necessary to isolate the effects of certain vrariables, or at least to
remove the variance in store geomnetry as an independent variable. Considerable free-stream store aerodynamic data were also obtained 1ihich
were useful in isolating aircraft/store interference effects. ',"I
regard
to store installation type, the bulk of the data acoujired consisted of
wing pylon singly and multiply carried stores. Limited data are available on fuselage mounted installations, including multiply and singly
carried stores, both tangent and pylon mounted. Sparse data exist for
TER, wing tip mounted, fusel~age semi-submerged, wing tangent and semisubmerged, and conformal store installations.

3.0

WIND TUNNEL TEST PROGRAM

Early in the study planning it was recognized that sufficient airloads data did not exist for developing the prediction techniques fromn
empirical correlations. Also, it was impractical to expect that data
accumulated from the varied sources would be thorough enough to establish
predictable trends for all priority variables whose contributions collec-cively define captive store airloads. The practical solution seemed
to be to compile all available airloads, data, review these data to iden.
tify voids where additional data were needed, and then perform a wind
tunnel test program to acquire ccmpleuentary airloads data through a
systematic approach. VSI) possesses unique wind tunnel model instrumnentation and hardware capable of acquiring extensive store airloads data
in a single run. Much of the model hardware needed to test a wide variat ion of instrumented store arrangements was already available for high
speed testing. It was decided to adapt this hnardware to existing F-4
and A-T wind tuitnel models for a test program which would technically
and economically satisfy the current study needs. The following sections
describe the test program and include a deacriptior. of test hardwares
variables eno-cmpassed, and related test preparation.
3.1

PROGRAM DESWRIPTION ANDTEST CEAPJILITIS

The wind tunnel test program consisted of instrumenting 0.05 scale
rvadels of both the A-T &nd F-4 aircraft to measure individual store airloads for both single end m~ultiple carriage stores. In addition* the
A-7 parent aircraft model was instrumented to obtoai six-component aircraft force and aaaeat-data sizultaneously with the instreumeted store
data.
Five component balances (excludes dreg) were used on both F-4 and
A-li test programs to obtain multiple carriage store airloads data. The
instrimoi~ted NRD in designed to carry six of these talernces simultaneously. one on each or the six NOR stations. Data were obtsioed at all six
NO stfktions -continuously during a run. The M117 (I$AV-103A/D fin) and
BW-IC/ (finned and unfitmed) firebomb stores vere utilized in obtaining
multiple carriage rack ainloada. l nstruaenfzd multiple carriage racks
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were capable of being tested on all r~ght-hand wing store stations end
oC, fuselage centerline store stations on both the A-7 and F-4 aircraft
models. The instrumented MER/store/balance arrangement is illustrated
in Figure 1. All multiple carriage store airloads data for the wind
tunnel test program were obtained using an instrumented MER since no
instrumented TER hardware currently exists. Six component balances
were used on both aircraft models to obtain individual store airloads
for the single carriage stores. The 300 gallon fuel tank and the Walleye
(AGm-62A) store models were used to obtain the single carriage airloads.
Instrumented single carriage stores had the capability of being mounted
at any wing store station on both the A-7 and F-4 models. Figure 2
illustrates the single store-balance hardware arrangement while Figure
3 depicts a typical multiple carriage test configuratioL. The illustrations presented in Figure 4 provide a summary description of
instrumented single and multiple store testing capabilities.
Another test capability, which is not obvious from Figure 4,
permits ±12 inch (full scale) longitudinal shift relative to the
pylon in the instrumented F-h single carr-iage store position for
both inboard and outboard wing pylon stations. It provided additional
parametric type store airloads data for the 300 gallon tank and
Walleye stores by providing captive airloads data at several chordwise positions.
development.

3.2

These data were of considerable value to the technique

TEST VARIABLES
Any prediction technique derived through an empirical correlation

of data requires an adequate data base to be meaningful.
The data
base must span the range of variables that dminate captive store

airloads. These doinant parameters include store configuration;
store spanwise, chordwise, and vertical posJtion; aircraft configuration (wing sweep angle, high/low ving, etc. ); aircraft attitude;
and flight conditions.

Many of the variables examined during the wind tunnel test program
concerned with aircraft/atore configuration effects were included in
the discussion of test capabilities above (aircraft type, chordvise

position, spanwisc position, etc.). Remaining variables include the
range of f!lght conditions tested. The Mach number range for single
carriage coanigurations varied from 0.5 to 2.0 with data obtained
speclfically at !4'0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.05s, 1., 1.6, an 2.0. The Mach
number range for multiple carriage configations varied frot 0.5
to 1.6 -- ith data obtained at the same Mach numbers as single carriage
exciudirg Mach 2.0. Difficulties were enou.tered with codel
dyn•aics when testing mltiple carriage configurations at Hach 2.0;

therefore, this higher Mach n=ber was deleted from the test program.
The angle of attack rarge for all test data varied from -4 to +12

degrees while the yaw amgle

rwage varied t-oz -8 to +8 degrees in

four degree iwrements.
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NOTES
1. INSTRUMENTED MER RACKS CAN BE CARRIED AT EACH OF THE PYLON
STATIONS ON THE A-7 AND F4 AS SHOWN ABOVE, BUT NOT AT MORE
THAN ONE STATION SIMULTANEOUSLY
2. THE INSTRUMENTED SINGLE-CARRIAGE STORE CAN BE CARRIED AT
THREE A-7 OR TWO F-4 PYLON STATIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY
Figure

4

A-7 and F-4 Instrumented Store Test Capability
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PREICTION TECHNIQUE

4.0

Development of the prediction technique was approached as an
empirical correlation of existing airloads data combined with the
parametric type wind tunnel data obtained from tests conducted as
part of this program to complement the existing data.
The question of how to correlate these data into a prediction
method that is both simple and accurate was answered by preliminary
comparisons of captive and isolated store data. Aerodynamic
characteristics of the captive stores were observed to possess
much the same linear nature as isolated stores. The isolated
characteristics are presented in Figure 5 for the same store
whose captive side force characteristics are shown in Figure 6. The
linear apprcximation is indicated in each figure by a dashed line
and is an adequate representation of the actual quasi-linear data.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA
LINEAR APPROXIMATION

-,

C0,
-

--

4.0

%I

2.0-

8

4

0

-4

-

12

D-EG

-2.0
Figure 5

Typical Isolated Store Aerody,vnsmic C3hartteritsics
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA
LINEAR APPROXIMATION
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-4

8

12
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-2.0
Figure 6

Captive Store Side Force Characteristics

This linear characteristic found in most of the data greatly simplifies
the mathematical expressions needed. Unfortunately, the quasilinear relationship displayed by the captive side force component
does not extend to all components for the angle of attack range
The captive
desired for the prediction technique (-4/12 degrees).
yawing moment component for the subject store -s presented in
Figure 7 along with the linear approximation covering the largest
portion of the desired angle of attack range. As shown in the
figure, significant errors will result using the linear approximation
above approximately 8 degrees angle of attack. Even so, there is a
linear region to represent a significant part of the airplane's
flight envelope, and the advantages of using the linear approximation
for each component far outweigh the disadvantage of some loss in
It should
accuracy in a portion of the desired angle of attack range.
be noted that if the isolated aerodynamic characteristics of the store
are non-linear in nature, then this non-linearity should be expected
in the captive airloads. The advantages of linearizing the data
base are (1) a simple representation of the component airload by a
y=mx + b type equation and (2) a major variable, aircraft angle of
attack, is built into the mathematical component airload representation.
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Captive Store Yawing Moment Characteristiqs

As a result, the data base was linearized so that each airload
component could be expressed as a slope (force or moment as a
function of angle of attack) and an intercept at zero angle of
attack. As a result of the linearized data base, all predictions
are accomplished in the form of a predicted slope and intercept
for each of the airload components. Because of increasing nonlinearity at the larpger aircraft angles of attack and yaw angles,
significant errors are likely outside the range of applicability
atated for these variables. A summary of nominal method accuracy
including some comparisons with experimental data is presented

in Sectiou 5.0.
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4.1

BASIC APPROACH

A theoretical method must rely on mathematical descriptions of the
aircraft components, pylons, racks and stores to implement potential flow
solutions of the store airloads. Any corrections for viscous effects must
be handled separately. An empirical method allows much simplification to
that approach. The basic approach used in this method applies the concept that captive airloads are the result of a free-stream flow plus the
interference effects.
In this way, work that has been previously accomplished for free-stream aerodynamic predictions can be used as a base on
which to relate captive airloads. This permits the prediction procedure
to be a summation process as indicated below.

"P

Captive Store Airloads = Isolated Store Airloads
+. Interferenre Effects
Applying the summation approach to interference increments depends
first on airlofds for some base configuration.
Corrections can then be
added to these initial airloads to account for differences between the
base configuration and the desired configuration. Predicting these initial airloads is called the initial prediction.
It involves assuming the
store is in the flow field of a base wing with 450 sweep and installed at
a specific spanwise. chordwise, and vertical location. The next step is
to obtain a final prediction by applying empirically derived corrections
to the initial prediction to compensate for aircraft configuration differences and to account for the effects of the store being in the desired
spanwise, chordwise, and vertical location.
This approach was used in correlating the experimental data to develo. the prediction method presented here. Correlations to identify airloads for the base configuration implement the initial predictýon procedure and were basic to the entire development process.
These correlations
were performed with M=O.5 data to avoid the increased complexity of compressible flow corrections and shock induced effects. This is the lowest
Mach number of the test data from the wind tunnel, tests of this program.
Because compressibility effects are normally small at speeds below M=0-.5,
the method is considered valid for low subsonic speeds without Mach
number corrections.
Correlations of the data to identify corrections needed to account
for Mach number and con£iguz'ation differences were much more d' fficult
tnan those for the base data. This greater di fftiulty results from the
many factors which contribute to the aerodynamic differen'es between the

various store installation configurations. Some of these ftctors are the
reason rigorous mathematical soiutions are not yet practiZ1 forprdic-

tion purposes on many installation,., particularly for multtple carriage
racks. Fortunately, experimental deta indicate that same of t.iiese dlf-"
ferences are either small or couebasting so %}at ppifrical expressions

are possible without including.terms which evaluate-eeah contributing
parameter. A method has been developed by- using the
4at. to
to'ilabl'.
establish predictable trewls aud tbse%
tr4wd- ýr* exp essed muitbematicaU...
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To apply the method, the initial prediction of captive airloads is
always made first at M=0.5 by assuming the store is inserted into the
The initial prediction is made
flow-field of the base wing (45' sweep).
for the basic airload case (i.e., the captive store airload generated by
The incremental capa zero-yaw pitch excursion of the parent aircraft).
tive airloads due to aircraft yaw and the effects of adjacent store interference are predicted as increments to be added to the basic airload.
The effects of Mach number are treated as an increment to be added to the
prediction at M=0.5. At a particular Mach number the total captive airload experienced by a store can be obtained from the following generalized
coefficient expression:
C

TOTAL

C

+ AC

8+

AC

INTF

BASIC

where:

x

-

N, M, A, k representing side force, yawing moment,
y,
yn,
normal force, pitching moment, axial force, and rolling
moment, respectively.

C
Bx
BASIC

-

Basic captive airload generated by a zero yaw pitch
excursion of the parent aircraft.

AC

-

Incremental airload due to aircraft yaw per degree
store yaw angle, 0.

-

Store yaw angle equal to TA/C for a right wing store
installation and -TA/C for aleft wing store installation.

AC

-

INTF

Incremental airload due to the effect of adjacent store
interference

In summary, the total captive airload experienced by a atore can be
calculated by incrementing the i9olated store aerodynamic characteristics
through the initial prediction summation procedure for the base wing (45'
sweep), applying empirical corrections 'to arrive at the final prediction
for the subject wing, and using the generalized coefficient expression
above to our the major contributions to the installed airload.

4.2 PiREDI(CflOLNQUAT IONS
The variables used in deriving the final prediction equations for

both single and multiple carriage configurations were essentially the
same. These variables accounted for store configuration characteristics
(both physical and aerodynamic); store spanwise, chordwise, and vertical
location in the aircraft flov-field; the interference effect of the aircraft fuselage and adjacent stores; parent aircraft attitude (pitch and

yav); and Mach k.mber.
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As a result of the similarities in the equation forms, only the single carriage M=0.5 side force slope prediction equation !i presented and
discussed here. The intent is to describe typical procedures used in developing the predict ion method.
4.2.1

Initial Airload Prediction

Initial prediction calculations begin by assuming the store is inserted into the flow field of the base wing (450 sweep) at the midsemispan (nO0,5) position. Longitudinally the store is placed at the true
captive position and the local wing chord is assumed to be the same as the
captive position for the subject aircraft wing. The sidewash characteristics of the base wing are known from an analysis of the flow field data
presented in Reference 1. This analysis yielded the rate of change of
sidewash angle, a, with respect to augle of attack, a.
This term,
a, is known as a funiction of x/c for the base wing, Figure 8.
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Several definitions concerning the store and aerodynamic characteristics must also be made. The total store planform area is divided into
nose area, body area, and wing area as shown in Figure 9. The distinction

AREA SEGMENTS

NOSE
BODY

Z

WING

Figure 9

Area Segments for a Typical Store

in planform areas is required since aerodynamically the nose and wing are
more efficient producing lift
(or side force in this case) than the store
body. Because of this efficiency distinction, factors have been defined
using Reference 2 for the store nose,
,o and Ving(G), KWIUG, to
veight their respective planform areas in relation to the store body planIform area.
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With a knowledge of the store geometric and isolated aerodynamic
characteristics, a summation procedure is performed along the store in
the aircraft flow-field to obtain an initial prediction of side force
slope. The store is positioned in the aircraft flow field as shown in
Figure 10. The planform area of the store is projected into the XB, ZB

SIDEWASH
-~=-0.8

-0.6

-0.4 -0.2

Figure 10

0

0.2

OA

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

I4

Typical Store Immersed in Aircraft Flov-Field

plane and is defined as side projected area, SPA. The store is divided
into constant length segments from nose to tail, Figure 9, and the SPA
is

computed for each of the segments with distinction made as to nose,

body, or ving areas.

With the segmented side projected areas defined and the store inserted into flov field of the base wing, the- sueation procedure is
given by the following relationship.
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-

Z.

!

m

ADJUSTED SPA

xK 'ýO
n1~nn

SP
(TAIL)~

where:
m

- Number of constant length area segments as computed
from store nose to taiJ

Ka
K°

-Rate

3a

of sidewash variation with angle of attack,
Figure 8.

NOSE

- Store nose lift

KIWING

- Store wing or tail lift

effectiveness.
effectiveness.

(TAIL)
SPA

- Store side projected area, in.', Figure 9.

then:

SPA
SPA--

-ADJUSTED

Il
where:.

ADJUSTED SPA - Adjusted side projected area of the store as given
by the summation equation above.
SPA

- Total side projected area of the store. The sum of
nose, body, and wing side projected areas.

The initial side force slope prediction is given by the following
equation.

doMIT=

SF 41SO

vhere:

-

Eqolated aerofrati
Euul
C.
to
Re~erenoe 2.

e btacteristics of the subject store.
-C(Miuted rfrom the method of
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It should be noted that if experimental isolated store characteristics are used in the above equation, the user must still
perform most of
the computations of Reference 2 since many of the terms of the computation
are used in defining the store nose and wing weighting factors.
The discussion in this section has been limited to the single carriage side force slope initial predictions.
Initial predictions of normal
force, pitching moment, and yawing moment slopes for both single and multiple carriage, are similar. An additional term is added to the summation
procedure for the moment terms to account for the displacement of the
area segment with respect to the moment reference point.
Initial predictions of axial force and rolling moment are somewhat different with a complete discussion included in Reference 3.
h.2.2

Aircraft/Store Interference Prediction

The single carriage side force slope prediction equation is

presented

below.
ISF\
PRED
The initial term, KCc

-'

ISO

(/)•

,

in the above equation is the initial

ISO
prediction discussed in Section h.2.1. The remaining factors are empirical
corrections to the initial prediction to compensate for the effects of the
parameters previously mentioned in this section.
The first empirical correction,term, K1, is a factor to compennate
for the opanwise position of the subject store. This factor was derived
from t'ree independent data sources, all of which were contained in the
data bate• consisting of the survey data and the wind tunnel test data.
In order to derive a spanwise correction factor, it is desirable to have
captive airloans data for several store types on all wing pylons for as
many parent sir:.raft as possible. Two of the previously mentioned data
sources came froz, the survey. One source, Reference 4, contained the
VJLLP•JP "A" missilh- on F-h inboard and outboard wing pylons.
A second
source, Reference 5, c.-ine from the test program in which the 300 gallon
tank and Walltye stores yere tested on all wing pylons of both the A-7
and F-4 air'raft.
The thirl and final data source was a flow-field investigation of a wing-body combination at low subsonic speeds reported in
let'ereuce 1. The flow-field investigation reported flow angularities
both in the lateral and vertical planes for semi-span stations n= 0.25,
•50, and .75 for a number of chordwise and vertical locations bagneath the
test wing* Hatioing the sidevash flov angularitier, from the flow-field
data, assuming the mld-cemispan position, ir0.5, as the base, the solid

curve in Figure 11 van derived.

Through a simili•r abalysis the data

Il
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Figure 11 Derivation of Side Force Slope Spanvise Correction

points represented by symbols were derived as also shown in Figure 1i.

Hence, from three independent data sources, essentially the same spanvise
trends
were obtained
for single carriage side force slope. The final
correlation
curve presented for this term is basically the average of
the solid curve and the data points shown in Figure l1The next empirically derived correction to the initial prediction is
the factor K•F
This term accounts for the interference effect cf' the
fuselage on the captive store side force slope for high-wving aircraft.
The presence of the fuselage near the installed store prevents the Call
development of a sidewash flow-field and, therefore, modifies the apanwise

trends established earlier.
i

~

Thebyterm
an empirical
on the length of tho store
divided
the KL/C
localis afrcraS•
wing factor
chord. based
In addition
to the obordw'ice
location of the captive store, this factor gives an indication of the

amount of the store contained in the non-uniform wivg flow-field.
The uezt trm,

ýt, in the side force slope equation is a factor to

account for pylon height viritlion. Sidevash angularity bencath a swept
vwit ia strongest uear the ving surface and decays to zero at some dlatancep on the order of a local wing chord length, beneath the viza.
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Experimental flow-field data indicate that the decay is exponentially
shaped. Other investigators (Reference 6) have developed an empirical
pylon height correction factor for side force slope which is presented in
Figure 12 as a function of vertical distance beneath the wing surface to
the store longitudinal axis. Figure 12 also presents the pylon height
correction factor for side force slope developed from the present study
for comparative purposes and is presented as a function of vertical displacement from the wing lower surface to the pylon rack mid-lug point.
The exponential variation with pylon height is apparent in both cases.
The final empirical factor, KA
aircraft wing sweep angle.

,

is

The factor is

a first order correction for
defined as sin A/sin ABSE where

A is the quarter chord sweep of the subject aircraft wing.
The base sweep
angle, ABASE' for this factor is 450 since the initial prediction discussed in Section 4.2.1 was made for a base wing with 450 sweep angle. This
factor has been suggested by several investigators including those of
Referene 6 and is adequate for wing sweep angles that do not vary significantly from the base wing sweep (450). For this reason the range of
sweep angles for which the technique is recommended is limited to quarter
chord sweep angles between 30 and 60 degrees.
The discussion is in this section has been limited primarily to
those empirical factors pertaining to the single carriage side force
slope prediction for M=0.5.
Presented in Reference 3 are the prediction
equations for all applicable rack types, stere carriage locations, and
aircraft speed regimes.
Inspection of these equations reveals a large
number of empirical correction factors which have not been discussed

here. However, the development of those terms was similar to those
presented here, and detailed descriptions of these terms are included in
Reference 3.
5.0

ASSESSUM*T OF APPLICABILITY AND ACCUPACY
OF TKE ?MICTIM MMUOD

In undertaking this research program, there was some question r.tgardirg the degree of success that could be expocxd from a data correIation

approach to developing a store airloads prediction teelnique.

Experi-

ence in developing ether empirical methods gave reasonable assurance that

a method was possible.

Jtowever, the goal for this program vas a method

that was easy to use'and would provide, surficient accuracies to cake the

predictions suitable for prelimiuavr design purpoges.

The results repor-

ted in Reference 3 indicate that this goal was achieved. One of the important factors .isoluenig these results wat the quantity ard quality of
data ueed in the correlation.
Because of the limited data obtained in
the survey, the virA tunnel dAta produced as Wert of the proram maAe
possible the versatility Vwich vs-. asccoplishead.
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Simplicity was a'chieved in the sense that there are no complicated
steps required to apply the method.
There are many factors to be evaluated, but the process is outlined in a systematic sequence of simple
steps.
Because there are numerous calculations required for a complete
prediction of six component airloads for multiple store installations,
computerization of the method for practical applications appears appropriate.
The method has a wide range of applications and capabilities.
The
method is capable of predicting the captive airloads for single carriage
and multiple carriage store configurations for a generalized aircraft including the basic airload (that airload generated by a zero-yaw pitch excursion of the parent aircraft) and the incremental airloads due to aircraft yaw and adjacent store interference.
Establishing absolute limits
of applicability is difficult since this is often a function of the accuracy that is acceptable.
Recbmmended limits are submitted, and sufficient data are presented to implement the method for those limits. Applications beyond the stated limits will normally mean a decay in
accuracy.
The single carriage method is valid over the Mach number range 0.5 to
2.0 while the multiple carriage Mach range varies from 0.5 to 1.6. Both
single and multiple carriage prediction techniques are valid over the
angle of attack range of -4 to +12 degrees and the aircraft yaw angle
range of -8 to +8 degrees although best accuracy for the increments due
to aircraft yaw are for the range -4 to +4 degrees. The aircraft wing
sweep angle (quart,. chord) range of validity is from 30 to 60 degrees
although the method can be applied, to a wider sweet angle range (say 20 70 degrees) with decreased acculacy.
The method is applicable to all
wing/pylon and fuselage centerline carriage configurations.
it is not
intended for fuselage configurations off the centerline nor to semisubmerged or conformal carriage.
An assessment of the accuracy of the method has been conducted
tlrough comparisons with the data base used in the technique development.
The first accuracy check, and possibly the most meaningful, was a comparison of predicted values of individual alrload components with the linearized representation of the data obtained from the test of that configuration in the wind tunnel. This check is meaningful because accurate
linearized representations, like those shown in Figures 5 and 6, are adequate for most engineering applications,
Wind tunnel tests for airloads
data can ofter be avoided if this type prediction has sufficient accuracy. The accuracy comparicons vith the linearized data base indicate
that all components for both single end multiple carriage confIguratioas
are nominally within ±10% of the base value.

221
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Additional comparisons were made to check predicted values with
specific data points. This check does include the effects of scatter
in the wind tunnel data which is not necessarily a true test of the
However, it does indicate something of the data non-linear efmethod.
Coriparisons with the experimental data base for two
fects on accuracy.
single and tvo multiple carriage configurations are presented in
Figures 13 through 18.
These comparisons allow the reader to see the
effects of data non-linearity on accuracy in portions of the angle of
attack rang3e.
6.0

CONCwSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

With the conclusion of the program we are left with a few summary
comments and observations which are mentioned here.

"

It is possible to take experimental captive store airloads data
and correlate these data into mathematical expressions for predicting store airloads for the generalized aircraft/store configuration.

"OAccuracy is sufficient for preliminary design.
"o The number of steps required for a six-component airloads solution
suggests that computerization of the method is desirable.

" Better accuracy is attained for the force components than the
moment components due to the sensitivity of the moment components
to the factors affecting the local flow-field such as viscous
effects and adjacent store installations.

"o Further work should include parametric data obtained on a generalized wing/body aircraft iwodel utilizing generalized store
shapes to geherate larger ranges of data for the most influential
variables. An improvement in accuracy should naturally result.

"o Additional work should consider using higher order curve fits of the
data base for possible accuracy improvements.
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ADVANCED LAUNCHING AND SUSPENSION TECHNOLOGY (ADLAST)
PROGRAM PLAN
(U)
(Article UNCLASSIFIED)
by
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Naval Air Development Center
Warminster, Pa. 18974

ABSTRACT.
(U) Based on projected Navy aircraft development
efforts, a compatible weapons suspension equipment research and
development program has been formulated to complement the conventional and nuclear weapon attack missions.
The Navy weapon carriage
philosophy requires that four distinct classes of suspension systems
be developed as follows:
a.

2000-lb Gravity Release System for low performance
ASW, sea control and reconnaissance aircraft.

b.

2000-lb Ejector Bomb Rack for high performance attack
and fighter aircraft.

c.

2000-lb Ejector Bomb Rack for use in multiple carriage installations on all aircraft.

d.

4500-lb Ejector Bomb Rack for high performance attack
aircraft and ASW mining operations.

All of the above systems should exhibit features acceptable to
or readily adaptable to nuclear and conformal carriage in addition
to their conventional role. These systems would also exhibit a high
degree of atandardization as regarding aircraft fit to negate the
requirement for different models within each class.
Additional now system features will include: adjustable dual
store release attitude,
ejection (where applicable), prograble
quick adjust away braces, built-in-test (BIT) capability and store
statis monitor. Ceneralized design objectives will exhibit: rapid
turn around capability, low maintenance requirements, high interchangeability mudsx, standardized interfaces, high mission reliability.
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improved mission safety characteristics, multiple mode capability
and minimal skill opteations.
In order to attain the gozls of the above systems at a minimum
cost and maxf•.i efficiency Co the Navy, the following multi-faceted,
flexible program will be pursued on a priority basis as dictated by
Navy aircraft requirements:
a.

Development of Individual detail desigu guidelines for
each class of equipment.
These documents shall define
the performance and operational criteria required for
each system.

b.

Preparation of request for proposals (RPPs) for solicitation of industry and Navy proposals for the design
and development of each system.

c.

Evaluation of all responses to the RFPa to decide the
optimum course of action in pursuance of the programs,
i.e.,:
(1)

Contractor developed with Navy monitor and
control.

(2)

Navy developed.

(3)

Combination contractor/Navy development with
Navy monitor and control.

APROM MR PUBLIC
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INTRODUCTION
The basic problem facing the Navy in the area of weapons
suspension equipment is one of operational limitations and penalties
imposed by lack of state-of-the-art equipment and the carrent philoCursophy regarding research and development in this critical area.
rent suspension equipment available for use on new and proposed
This
aircraft is of L "ic design and 1955 state-of-the-art vintage.
is not weant to indicate that the Navy faces a catastrophic or
However, it
unsolvable situation in its current daily operations.
does point out that, in light of current aircraft technology, the
weapons suspension equipment is marginal and, as such, does impose
rather heavy restrictions on the system. In its daily ý,porations,
due to this situation, the fleet faces:
a.

Personnel and mission safety hazards.

b.

Excessive turnaround or reaming time.

c.

High volume maintenance cycles at all levels.

d.

High volume preoperational checks and tests.

e.

Frequent component replacement and redesign programs.

f.

Restricted flight envelopes.

g.

Restricted delivery envelopes.

h.

Restricted weapons carriage requirements.

L.

Zxcessive administrative controls.

*3 Excessive on-site support equipmewat and spares
requirements.
k.

Excessive minor failure rates.

I.

Continual -tad for U•roveagnt and maiification via

UP to W.44 requirements.
a.

Lower delivery accuracy and reliability lavcl than
would be desired.

The above indicates th extent of penalties the Kavy pays in
iastitn
tamas of cost, time amd delivery accuracy dua to uzs of
This overall problem can be directly related to the curequipuent.
rent researct, and developmsnt approach to weapons suspeonion equipseat design that only allows a hindsight, minor development effort
rcak to meet the requirwAte of a nam aircraft.
to modify an exzetat
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This philosophy is purportedly based on the fact that inde.endent
R&D funding is not available in this area and amst wait until an aircraft is designed and funded prior to receiving any support. This
philosophy has its obvious drawbacks as can be seen with the Navy's
two newest aircraft, the S-3A and the F-14. The prime aircraft
bidders are forced to bid their proposals based on using an existing
item of government furnished weapons suspension equipment and by the
time funds are available for development, the airframe and avionics
designs are too firm to accept the cost and time impact of incorporating newly designed equipment.
The S-3A aircraft which is the Navy's prime carrier based ASW
threat was saddled with modification to two racks:
a.

The Aero-65AI/B3

in the bomb bay.

b.

The MAi-9A/A on the wings.

The modifications resulted in two racks, the BRIU-14/A in the bomb bay
and the BRD-1IA/A on the wings that will perform the functions required of the aircraft. However, the S-3A has been penalized due to
this philosophy with:
a.

Excessive prograa costs and delays to cope with the
out of specification electromagnetic coq~atibilicy
outputs of the racks.

b.

Highly restricted delivery envelopes in the bomb
bay installations.

c. Excessive weight penalties on the wing stations.
4.

Relatively high equipment maiotensace cycles.

e.

Tedious loading requirements.

f.

Uxcessive administrative controls for naiclear afety.

A very stimler situation has occurred with the r-14 aircraft in that
it has been forced to utilize two racks, the RU-19110A (KMA-9A/A
modified) and * medified AXA-79 in instullations for ubich they ware
not desiga*d. The results hsve bean:
a.

An extrt1ly cmbrosowe and trouble proae oWratioa
iuterfacte lin.Wie on the MU-19.

b.

A questlonabl.e ua of the "econdary relase syestm
on the 50-19.

c.

Tht d*1%i* and in•r-poratiou of am •ircraft pylon
to provide the structural lateticy missing in the

Ma-Z79.
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d.

Excessively low ejection forces on the MAK-79 stations.

o.

Questionable safety and reliability of the MAK-79 stations.

f.
A comlicated and time-consuming loading procedure for all
stat ions.
g.

Restricted delivery envelopes.

The Navy has been slow to learn its lesson and is approaching a
situation similar to those outlined above in its implementation of the
F-18 or NACF program.
Two specifications, XAS-3759 and XAS-3760, have been developed to
outline the guidelines for development of future weapons suspension
equipmw.nt and update the state-of-the-art to match the aircrafe and
However, unless a design program
the balance of the avionics system.
is implemented on an independent basis, and sufficiently funded, new
equipment will continually lag service aircraft by as much as two decades.

BACKGROUND
R&D effort and funding in recent years for design and development
of new suspension and release mechanisms to fulfill the Navy'o conventional and nuclear attack bombing role hat been miniv-al.
This has
created a situation where the use of prior art in fleet oper.itions has
resulted in massive inefficiencies and failures in both tactical and
logistic operatioui. No bomb rack to date has been developed specifically to fulfill the stringent nuclear carriage requirements.
No new
nonejector rack has been developed in over 20 years. The fleet has had
to exist with utilization of modified in-service conventional racks to
fulfill their nuclear role. The problems that have and are currently
plaguing the fleet are of such a nature that each could frobably be
solved by modification and or adoption of current state-of-the-art techniques.
However, to fully optimize the weapons suspension and release
system and maximize fleet efficiency, a ncvel future state-of-the-art
system integration of multiple current state-of-the-art techniques is
required.
Although the need for this type of improvement has been well
recognized by many lab and fleet activities, it has not, in the past,
been supported by the magnitude of funding required to even approach
final problem oolutions.
To attain the projected fleet objectives reculting from a reduction
in manpower, future weapone suspension eqaipment will have to exhibit:
a.

Rapid turnaroun! capability.

b.

Low maintenance requirements.
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c.

High interchangeability index.

d.

Standardized interfaces.

e.

High mission reliability.

f.

Improved mission safety characteristics.

g.

Multiple code capability.

h.

Minimal skill operations.

To the maximum extent possible, the requirements of the Navy and
Air Force should be addressed in an effort to attain Joint service
standardization,
DEVB-WOENT HISTORY
Although recent funding has not been sufficient to support a full
R&D effort on weapons suspension equipment, expertise and maintenance
of state-of-the-art has been attained through minor design efforts to
provide the fleet with equipment that sould, at leaatt meet their
mfnimal operational requirements, The latest available systems
(BIU-10, BRXU-11, BRU-14, BRU-15 and BRU-19), although they have received flight and in some cases nuclear certifications, are basically
updates of twenty plus year old bomb rack designs. 7he modifications
performed on these systems and the extent of the effort required to
make them flight worthy have allowed the Navy to maintain, practice
and utilize latest state-of-the-art aubsyats and concepts at a relatively low research and development cost, but the overall operations
and performance to the fleet are marginally acceptable as previously
En addition, the overall logistics cost and borden, due to the
noted.
proliferation of racks, are horrendous.
oBECTIMVS
The phti"wohy of the Navy requires that four dietinct types of
wapous tuspenoon ayotema be developed for future aircraft:
a.

2000-lb Gravity kele,.se System for low perfDormance ASW,
sea control 4nd roconnaissance sircraft, Ults type of
system vould alao be uses inside sealed bomb boy
aircraft.

b.

2000-lb Xjector Bomb Rack for high performance attack
and fighter aircraft. This wauld essentially be a
li1ghweight rack vith low drag characterlatics.

c.

2000-lb Ejector Somb Uck for use in w-Itiple carriage
Installations on all sircraft, This rrck should essentially be a deriWative of the 2000-lb system distcAued
above.
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d. 4500-lb Ejector Bomb Rack for high performance attack
aircraft and ASW mining operation. This rack would be
a heavy parent rack capable of supportiug individual
stores or multiple carriage systems,
All of the above systems shoul.d exhibit features acceptable or
readily adaptable to nuclear and conformal carriage in addition to
their conventional role. These systems would also exhibit a high
degree of standardizattoa as regard* aircraft fit and will thus do
away with the requirement of differeat models within each class and
the continuing proliiferation of type and series of each rack, resulting ina reduced costs.
APPIW&CM
In order to attain the goals of the above systesus at a minimum
cost and maximum efficiency to the Navy, the following mulLifacet
flexible program shall be employed;
a,

Eatablish liaison with the cognizant Air Force
Suspension Equipment Design activity.

b.

Development of individual detail design guidelines
for each category of equipment. These documents shall
define the performance and operational criteria required for each system and shall be coordinated with
the Air Force to insure that all their requirements
are Included.,

c.

Preparation of request for proposals (REPs) for
solicitation of Industry and in-house proposals
.for the design and development of each system.

d, Joint Air Force/Navy evaluatiou of all respnues to
the MF'to decide the optimum course of action in
puruaceog thae ptvgram, I.e.,
(1)

Contractor developed with Navy monitor
and controil.

(2)

Joint Servicoes 4dveloped.

(3)

CombinatIon contractorlJoi at Services

L. Development of, the syeate with a major emphasis on
the resea4rcb, development, toot *ad evajuaý.Aon
R1YX'& *ad Re tabiltity/aluat.Sinability development
programe to xubsutlb144y. reduce. risk.
-All design a4M opecifilcation~ Suid.elims to be uti-lized In the
above prograss would be based ca the AtdIradig and direction, of
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Specifications XAS-3759 and XAS-3760. These documents are general
design guides developed by a team of Navy personnel considered as
experts in the field of weapons suspension equipment, and address
all past, current and foreseeable future problem areas of this
equipment. These industry and tri-service coordinated documents may
be invaluable in determining the detail requirements and specifications for each of the above classes of racks and should considerably
lower the risk factor of the overall program.
The actual approach for the design of the 2000-lb Gravity Release
System would be to design, develop, fabricate and test a new 14 - 30
inch nonejector bomb rack with conventional nuclear carriage capa"bility for ASW, sea control, reconnaissance fixed and rotary wing
aircraft. This rack would incorporate features such as: 2000-lb
store capacity; integral, quick adjust, indicating sway braces; new
high reliability low cost release unit; inflight operable locking
system, secondary independent release and unlock systems; manual
ground operational capability; and built-in-test (BIT) adapter Jack as
a minimum. The purpose of this program would be to replace current
racks such as the BRU-12, BRU-14, BRU-15 and MK-8 shackle, and thus
vastly improve the Navy ASW patrol aircraft capability.
The 2000-lb ejector bomb rack would incorporate all of the
criteria of the nonejector rack, but in addition, would have a dual
ejector pitch control system and low profile for use on high speed
light attack aircraft in a wing mounted, multiple or conformal carriage installation. Semi or fully automatic features would be
stressed to reduce uanFower and turnaround time requirements.
The 4500-lb ejector bomb rack would have essentially the same
basic design requirement as the 2000-lb ejector rack with a proportional increase in payload and performsnce characteristics. Its primary mission would be for heavy air-to-ground attack missions but
consideration will be given to the incorporation of an air-to-air
miasile carriage role.
Although the two specifications, XAS-3759 and XAS-3760, have
been Odevloped to outline the guidelines for development of future
weapons suspeanion equipment and update th2 state-of-the-art to match
the aircraft and the balance of the avionics system, unless a design
progran is implemented on ab independent basis and sufficieutly
funded, new equipment will continually lag service aircraft by as
much as two decades. In addition, ase fleet will of necessity continually be plagued with the horrendoug logistic and operational
nightmare caused by the unending march of rack models, makes.,
ries,
types, etc*
The tine is now to grasp the situation and aoroach the solution
by detaigni
and i/lementiug a new weapons *uspeaion system for
future use in its true perspective - that it is a majot aubsyzaens,
one that is the primary system in many •issioma - by funding nad

7
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controlling its development on an independent and self-sustaining
basis. It is only in this manner that the Navy can ever hope to
attain the standardization and reliability within its own house that
it is recouending to all outside contractors and foreign nations.
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ABSTRACT.

With the maturing role of the attack helicopter in the

mid-intensity conflict environment, high impulse armament is desired to
maximize mission effectiveness.
This paper will report on the Army's
efforts to develop a hydraulic recoil control system for use in integrating
weapons with high recoil loads on helicopter structures.
Past and present
airborne armament systems employ automatic weapons using spring-type recoil

adaptors to absorb the impact of the weapon impulse. This typically
generates a high peak load at firing, a counter-recoil load as the weapon
comes into battery, and resultant structural ringing.

This type of loading

not only results in localized structural flexure, causing weapon inaccuracy,
but generates structural vibration throughout the aircraft that contributes
to control and reliability problems.
The hydraulic servo unit being
developed integrates the impulse over the entire firing cycle resulting
in a constant load at a minimum level as much as 80% lower than peak loads
now experienced.
In addition, the unit senses and compensates for other
system variables, such as ammunition impulse variation, acceleration loads
due to aircraft maneuvers, and weapon misfires. A state-of-the-art
development is required in the central servo control valve that combines
rotary and longitudinal notion to sense and meter the working fluid within
the servo loop,
The rotary motion determines the weapon position in the
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firing cycle while the longitudinal displacement measures the recoil
stroke during firing. Also designed into the same valve is the misfire
compensation network that assumes control when a round falls to fire
during a burst. This unique control device rep:'esents a breakthrough
in servo valve development with wide application potential in fields
other than armament systems integration. Design studies, computer
simulations, and critical components testing have demonstrated concept
feasibility. A flight-worthy prototype is currently being developed
using the 20imn M197 automatic cannon as the test vehicle.
Flight test
evaluation is planned in FY76 on the Army's Multiweapon Fire Control
AH-lG helicopter.
Successful demonstration of this concept will have
the following benefits for future attack helicopter development:
a.

The ability to mount higher impulse gun-type weapon systems.

b.

Reduced structural requirements in the helicopter airframe.

c.

Increased system accuracy due to reduced structural flexure.

d.

Reduced stabilization requirements in sighting and turret
systems.

e.

Reduced flight crew stress during weapon firing operation.

f.

Increased aircraft component life and reliability due to reduced
vibrational disturbances now generated duri-ag weapon firing.
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INTRODUCTION
The attack helicopter is proving to be an effective weapon system in
the mid-intensity conflict; furtb-.r increases in mission effectiveness
can be gained by increasing the fire power of the automatic weapons.
This increase can best be gained through automatic weapons firing
However, the more
larger projectiles at greater muzzle velocities.
powerful weapons cannot be mounted on the lighter weight helicopters
This paper is a report on
because of their large cylic recoil forces.
the Army's effort to develop a hydraulic recoil control system to overcome the recoil problem.
THE PROBLEM
Past and present airborne armament systems employ automatic weapons
using spring-type recoil adaptors to absorb the weapon recoil impulse.
These adaptors typically transmit a high peak force during firing and
"a counter recoil force as the weapon comes into battery. Figure 1 is
"a typical force-time history measured during the firing of the 3-barrel
This type of
200M M197 gatling gun at a rate of 750 shots per minute.
force loading not only results in localized structural flexure, causing
weapon inaccuracy, but also generates vibration throughout the aircraft
that contributes to helicopter control and reliability problems.
ARMY PROGRAM
The Army is investigating mechanisms that will reduce the transmitted
recoil forces to a much lower level than presently obtained from the
spring-type recoil adaptors. One of the mechanisms being studied is
the hydraulic recoil control system described in this paper. It is a
hydraulic servomechanism that reduces the transmitted recoil forces
from firing the M197 weapon to a near constant level over the entire
Figure 2 shows, the measured transmitted force from the
firing cycle.
laboratory model this recoil control mechanism and the forces from the
conventional recoil adaptors, repeated from Figure I for comparison.
As can be seen from the comparison, a four to one reduction in peak
recoil forces was obtained with a total uplitude reduction of five to
one.
A test prototype model is presently being developed by the Government
This prototype will
and Aeronautical Products Division of Honeywell.
undergo extensive ground firings and then flight tested in the AU-IG
helicopter.
A complete system that can be mounted in the 2JV97 turret, it requires
only electric power lead in parallel with the gun motor and hydraulic
power from the helicopter secondary hydraulic system. It uses approximately one pint of oil for a 20-round burst. (Other than requiring a
power lead and tuo additional hydraulic lines the %eapon system function
will not be altered.
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This paper will describe the function of the system, a hydraulic
servomechanism that controls the recoil forces and the weapon movement.

FUNCTIO•NL CONCEPT

REQUIREMENTS
The test prototype recoil control system meets the following program
requirements:

" Reduce transmitted recoil force to near constant level
- Control weapon recoil travel
" Compensate for
- Weapon elevations +50 to -90 degr-.es
- Firing rate variations of +10 percent
- Ammunition impulse variations of +10 percent
- Random misfires, including two consecutive misfires

" Consume less than 3 GPM hydraulic flow, average
TECHNICAL APPROACH
Many combinations of passive and active recoil systems were examined
In addition to indicating that the forces,
through computer simulations.
rates, and cylic frequencies encountered were well within the capabilities
of hydraulic servomechanisms, the simulations showed that the following
were necessary if recoil forces were to be constant:
* Weapon must be fired "out of battery"
* Net cycle displacement must be zero
* Net cycle velocity must be zero
The analysis
These rules are illustrated graphically in Figures 3 and 4.
is based on the asstuption Utat the transnitted recoil forces are constant.
if the dynamics of a given weapon are examined, definite relationships can
be established betwAeen weapon recoil position, velocity, acceleration and
firing rate, and ammmition impulse. These relationships are:
Recoil force (1b)

- Impulse (lb

coilL disptacezent (in)

-

-

sac) x shots per second

(1)

1.5 xiEulse
recoiling mass (slugs) x shots per secoud

By usirn these relationships, the basic characteristics of a hydraulic
system that ,•ili enable the weapon to recoil in a predictable manner can
If hydraulic coo onents witb Ote proper specifications
b* deterv-daed.
V re utod, the system requirements can be met by a hydraulic servoothaanism

uhich;

2.47

(2)

t

WEAPON FIRES
FIRING RJAE SSP

Figure 3. ]Recoil
VelR~eoity vs Timte
for Constan
ReoiForce
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Commands weapon recoil motion to follow a prescribed position
and velocity pattern
Senses errors between actual and prescribed position and
velocity
* Adjusts recoil forces to reduce these errors to zero
INITIAL CONCEPT
Figure 5 shows the first concept of which a laboratory model was mounted
The mechanization
on the M197 gun and fired on the Honeywell range,
consists of a simple unequal area hydraulic piston connected to the weapon;
forces on the cylinders are transmitted to the supporting structure
The greater part of the force is supplied
representing the helicopter.
by the hydraulically coupled accumultor --- essentially a hydraulic
The force from the accumulator is close
spring with a very low rate.
to the prescribed force. A hydraulic servomechanism, consisting of the
small servo piston, a three-way servovalve and positioning cam, causes
the pressure on the servo piston to be the precise amount necessary for
the net force to be identical to the prescribed force of equation 1.
This net force is the sum of the accumulator-produced pressure force,
The force required by
sliding friction force, and servo piston force.
The force control
the cam to move the three-way servovalve is negligible.
positioning of the servovalve is accomplished by a cam mountes so that it
Rotation provides synchronization
both rotates and recoils with the weapon.
with weapon firing, and the recoil motion positions the valve to provide
the proper flow-pressure relationships for each instant of time over the
entire cycle shown in Figures 3 and 4.
COMPENSATION FOR ERRORS

If the weapun, with a recoil aystem as shown, is fired at a specified
rate with specified ammunition, the flow-pressure relationships of a
suitable servovalve can be defined. Furthermore, with extensive computational analysis, the contour of the cam can be determined exactly.
Assume, however, that the variables (primarily firing rate and impulse)
are not as specified. Obviously, the weapon would respond to these
differences by moving at a non-prescribed velocity to a non-prescribed
position. These velocity and poritional differences (ser-vosystem error)
will result in a different servovalve position and different flow-pressure
response. However, compuation analysis has predicted the effect of these
errors, permitting selection of valve parameters (port width, length,
overlap and underlap) such that the errors normally encountered will cause
only slight changes in the prescribed forces, thereby resulting in a
gradual trend of weapon movement back toward the prescribed recoil path.
The transmitted forces measured in the firing of the laboratory model
without the for-te from the recoil adaptors for comparison, are sho'wn in
Figure 6. Careful study of the fluid flow between the cylinder and
accumulator revealed the generation of high pressures resulting from
the rapid weapon deceleratiun during firing.
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PRESFll CONCEPT
The firait objective in the design of the present concept was to redesign
the pisl:on/cylinder/accumulator configuration to minimize the generation
of the high pressure pulse. In addition, a redesign of the cam/follower
arra%&ment to improve servovalve/cam tracking capabilities eliminated
the large, awkward cam arrangement. The present design concept is shown
in Fig;,-e 7. In this arrangement, the recoil cylinder and accumulator
were made integral and shaped to provide dispersion of the pressure pulse
over the surface of the accumulator bladder. The servovalve, servopiston,
and cam of the laboratory design were replaced by a rotary valve of unusal
design (2igure 7) that combines the function of all three. Tne difference
in the valve land diameters became the servopiston area and the valve lands
were shaped to perform, in conjunction with hydraulic pressure and return
ports, the function of the cam and roller follower of the laboratory model.
Figure 8 in a photograph of the rotary valve assembly. It consists of a
spool and a sleeve. In this photograph the spool of the valve is positioned
to the leit of its operating position to display the rounded end of the
piston and the curved lands that control the flow of oil in and out of
the servocylinder. The sleeve is attached to a vertical member of the
saddle in the turret. The receiverof the weapon slides over the sleeve
with the spool attached to the weapon rotor as shown in Figure 9.
In addition to the rotary servovalve the hydraulic recoil system consists
of subsystems hich

"*Hold the weapon in a fixed position during the non-firing portions
of helicopter flight.

" Sequence the operation of the recoil system with the firing of the
amnunition, not with rotation of the empty weapon.

"- Adjust accumulator pressure to compensate for weapon elevation or
aircraft maneuvers.

"• Detect misfires and control subsequent recoil totion without stopping
firing.

"• Ensure safety-of-flight with a monitoring subsystem that prevents
damage to the aircraft in event of hydraulic malfunction.
Preliminary reliability estiwates indicate more tian adequate reliability
based upon cooparable data from hydraulic 3orvomechaniams used in aircraft
control aystyece.

Table I contains the computer predicted force values for the test prototype
system over the complete range of operating conditions.
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TABLE I

COMPUTER PREDICTED FORCES

STANDARD

TEST PROTOTYPE SYSTEM
EXTREMES

MISFIRE

RECOIL FORCES
MAXIMUM (ibs)

450

626

591

MINIMUM (Ibs)

431

473

1016

19

153

1607

DIFFERENCE (Ibs)

PRESENT STATUS
The total system has been tested statically on a hydraulic flow bench with
results close to design values.
Firing tests will be initiated in the near
future.
These tests will include firings to evaluate performance over the
required variations in weapon elevation, firing rate and ammunition impulse

as well as tolerance to random misfires.
CONCLUSIONS

The results of the program to date demonstrate that hydraulic servomechanisms
can be applied to the recoil systems of automatic weapons to reduce significantly the recoil forces transmitted to the helicopter structure. The lower
level, near constant forces offer significant potential benefits to the attack
helicopter:
Ability to mount higher impulse gun-type weapon systemo.
• Reduced structural requireme'its in the helicopter airframe.
*

Increased system accuracy due to reduced structural flexure.

• Reduced stabilization requirements in sighting and turret systems.
* Reduced flight crew stress during weapou firing operation.
Increased aircraft comporent life and reliab•-ity due to reduced
transmitted vibration.
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BOMB RACK SUSPENSION HOOK

IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FOR
NAVAL AIR SYSTE1S COMMAND

(W)
(ARTICLE UNCLASSIFIED)
by
Edward Turissini
Naval Avionics Facility, Indianapolis
and
Lynn Seal
Dayton T. Brown, Inc.

ABSTRACT.
(U) Bomb rack hooks have always presented a safety
and maintenance problem, to Fleet personnel, due to the evident hazards caused by their failure. Extremely rigid quality control procedures are applied during the manufacturing of these hooks which
include preproduction, first article and sample testing for fatigue
life, ultimate strength, plating thickness, salt spray and chemical
analysis of the steels used for the hooks.
During the coursc of these
tests, numerous design discrepancies and material and manufacturing
faults were detected and reported.
Fatigue failure coupled with
stress corrosion cracking accounts for most hook failures. The ramifications of the situation are obvious.
Failure of a hook under the
stress of launch or arrested laading can cause inadvertent release of
stores or fuel tanks, thereby endangering the pilot, launch crew,
aircraft, and carrier. Inadvertent release of a store over populated
areas endangers both people and property on the ground.
Failure of a
hook in flight can cause non-release of a store of fuel tank endangering

both crew and aircraft.
As a result of persisting Fleet failures, complex maintenince
procedures and manufacturers' difficulty in producing hooks that consistently meet specification requirements. it was imperative that a

thorough investigation be conducted of hook design, manufacturing, and
testing methods.

APPRVED FOR PUBLIC RMALASE.
DISTRIMTIOIN ULIKIXTED
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The purpose of this paper is to describe the investigation being
performed by Dayton T. Brown, Inc. and Naval Avionics Facility,
Indianapolis (NAFI) funded by Naval Air Systems Command (AIR 5321).
It encompasses investigation of hook materials, hook shapes, plating
methods, forming techniques, heat treatment and non-destructive
inspection techniques.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Over the past 25 years, several methods have been utilized in the
The following is a listing of the
manufacture of bomb rack hooks.
various methods (material, plating, etc.) used:
(a)

Chrome plated 4140 steel - This material is used for 'RAU-9,
BRU-10, Aero lA Adapter. Aero 15 and Aero 65 bomb rack hooks.

(b)

Chrome plated 4140 steel, with cadmium plate on non load bearing areas - MTis material is used for Acro 7 and Aeco 20 bomb
rack hooks.

(c)

AISI 431 corrosion resistant steel (CRES) - Thiis material was
used on early versions of Aero 7 and Aero 20 bomb rank hooks.

(d)

17-4PH CRES - This material is
hooks.

(e)

Chrome over nickel plated 4140 steel - This system was uqed
on some IIAU-9 and BRU-10 bomb rack hooks.

used for Aero 27 bomb rar'

Various problems have been encountered during fabrication and Fleet use of
These problems have resulted in excessive
these different bomb rack hooks.
maintenance (hook cleaning and replacement) by the Fleet user and reluictance
of prospective vendors to fabricate hooks.
Specificolly, in the case of both the 431 CRES and the 17-4 PIi CRES,
the problems have centered around stress corrosion cracking during Frlet
use. The 431 CRES. has adequate resistance to stress corrosion cracking;
however, the heat treatment procedures for this material are extremely
complex and very critical, and the prop*,erties of the material cannot alThe 17-4 PH CRES
ways be controlled adequately for this application.
is an inadequate material because it must be heat treated to a condition
of 11875 to meet the ultimate strength requirements necessary for bomb
rack hooks.
When heat treated to this condition, this material loses
much of its resistance to corrosion and stress corrosion cracking and
has considerably reduced impact atrength.
The 4140 steel has proven to be the most suitable material curHlowever, the various plating
rently beIng used for bomb rack hooks.
systems for this tuterial present serious, problem.z. which render 4140 stew!
hooks unsatisfactory from both the production and Fleet use standpoint.
The chrooe over nickel plating has been abandoned by vendors due to
production problems which vere to costly to overcome-. The chrorm and
chrone/cadmitua plattng systems are presently being used on 4140 steel.
However, these plating systems also present problems because the chrofe
plate reduces fatigue life up to 5OZ. chips, breaks down in service use,

and is costly to apply.
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The current bomb rack hool
.- s also present problems with
respect to their geometries, wh.eb cenise production problems and reduce fatigue life as a result oi •: •-as concentrations.
For example,
the MAU-9 and BRU-10 bomb ;k
hooks have a cut-out which ia formed
This, many times, causes cracks to form on
during the forging process.
the edges of the cut-out area. Also, sharp corners, inside radii, cutouts, reduced cross-sections, etc. on all hooks coupled with the chrome
plating greatly reduce the fatigue life, and require all hooks to be
prestressed prior to use.
Prestressing is the operation of tensile
loading the hook slightly above its yield strength so that residual
compressive stresses remain on the critical surfaces of the hook, thus
increasing the fatigue life many times longer than the unpreatressed
hooks.
APPROACH
As a result of the problems, an investigation was undertaken to
improve hooks by:
(a)

Changing of desig
tions.

(b)

Use of a material that required no plating.

(c)

Use of a material that required no prestressing.

(d)

Use of a material that was not susceptible to stress corrosion cracking.

(e)

Maintaining a low cost of the end items to include low
initial cost (manufacture and testing) and maintenance cost.

(geometry) to eliminate stress concentra-

Initially an Investigation was undertaken to determine the most
suitable materials for bomb rack hooks.
PH 13-B•o CRES and hP35N
multi-phase alloy were found to be the materials which most closely
met the requirements.
PH 13-8M4 CRES possesses very satisfactory fatigue properties,
excellent resistance to stress corrosion (see Appendix I), can be
heat treated to a hardness of Rockvell C45 while maintaining adequate
inpact strength, and does not require plating for corrosion resistance.
This material can also be forged and exhibits adequate machinability.
WP35N multi-phase alloy also possesses all of the properties necessary for its use in bomb rack hooks with the exception of produe-ibility,
Since this material is only hardened by cold varking, it mat be machined
at hardses-" of RocIveU C40 to C43.
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Drawrings were pr,ýpared reflecting changes in hcok geometry, which
were empirically derived through observations of bomb rack hooks that
failed laboratory fatigue tests. Hook design changes were also made
to simplify the production of bomb rack hooks during forging and machining operations.
An additional benefit of the program was that one hook

design could "eplace the twa different hooks presently used in the 14
inch and 30 inch stations of the Aero 7 Bomb Ejector Rack.
Concurrent with drawing update, BRU-10 and Aero 7 bomb rack hooks
were produced from PH 13-Mo CRES, while one Aero 7 and one Aero 65 bomb
rack hook were proluced from MP35N for the purpose of determining the
feasibility of the use of these materials in this application. All
hooks were made to present prL ction drawings. All PH 13-Mo CRES bomb
rack hooks were subjected to the following tests:

S(C)

(a)

Ultimate load

(b)

Fatigue (prestress evaluation also conducted)
"8v
`3.1t

(d)

Stress corrosion (60% of yield load)

(e)

Life (installed in box-. rack)

(f)

Vibration (installed in bomb rack)

(g)

Limited flight tests

FINDINGS
The two h±235N bomb rack hooks were only fatigue tested. Al~hough
the results were favorable, it was decided to eliminate further evaluatioa of the MP35N because of its cost and the difficulty of machining
this material.
The 'iomb rack hooks made from PH 13-8Mo CRES passed all tests and

equaled or exceeded the performance of presently used hoolq. D-,&aXl'g
evaluation of these hooks it was noted that the BRU-10 hooks made from
this material did not require prestressing to pass fatigue tists and
the Aero 7 hooks, while still requiring prestressing, would no1 . require
critical pre&'tress load determination as had been necessary wi.th present
bomb rack hooks. Since results were encouraging, it wa. caecided to
fabricate final verification samples of the new designs. At the time
of this report, these hooks are presently being fabricated with evaluatiorn planned to the completed by December 1975.
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NEW INSPECTION TECHNIQUES

The life of bomb rack hooks made from the PH 13-8Mo CRES will
be greatly increased, due to deterioration of the plating no longer
being a factor, and changes in Fleet maintenance concepts will be required. Since corrosion is presently the determining factor of hook life
in a Fleet environment, the improved corrosion resistance, fatigue life,
and resistance to stress corrosion cracking of the PH 13-8Mo CRES will be
the limiting factors for length of service life.
Failures due to fatigue a'-d stress corrosion cracking always begin
as minute cracks in the surface of the bomb rack hook. Consequently, inspection techniques which will increase the probability of detecting these

minute cracks are required.

An investigation into non-destructive testing

techniques is being undertaken to determine the most suitable method
of inspecting hooks at the depot maintenance level.
This investigation will
cover techniques currently in use auch as magnetic particle and dye penetrant
inspection, as well as new techniques such as acoustic emission and

wink flourescent dye penetrant inspection.
Aero 15 bomb -.ack hooks will be used for the evaluatic-n of the nondestructive testing techniques.
These hooks will be stripped of plating

and cyclically loaded to induce fatigue cracks. The cracks in the hooks
will be measured and their location noted by use of the Replication
Technique.
The Replication Technique is a method of making a cellulose
acetate replica of a surface and then examining this replica under a
microscope at IOOX to 300X for cracks. Initial tests using the Replication Technique have shown cracks as small as .001 inch in length.
Hooks having cracks of kasown location and size will be standards for
comparison of the techniques to be investigated. The techniques to be investigated are as follows:
(a)

The wink flourescent penetrant teclnique is a process which
requires the application of flourescent penetrant to the area
being inspected while the part is being cyclically loaded.
After several cycles, the part is held in tension while the
excess penetrant is removed. When the part is loaded in compression, the penetrant retained in a crack will be forced
out so that it can be detected. As the part is slowly cycled,
the flulA will be drawn back into the crack when a tensile
load is applied and forced out as a compressive load is again
applied. The crack will appear to "wink" at the observer.
The developer of this technique claims that defects as small
as .005 inches in length can be detected.

(b)

The acoustic emission technique of inspection is a method of
crack detection based on the Kaiser Effect to monitor growing
cracks. The Kaiser Effect is the name given to the phenomenon
that no acoustic emission can be detected from a loaded specimen until the load exceeds the highest previous load to which
the specimen has been subjected. The presence of a crack;
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however, will cause acoustic emission due to the propagation
of the crack.
In the case of bomb rack hooks, no emission
should be detectable at loads lower than the prestress load
the hook was subjected to during manufacturing, unless a crack
is present.
These methods of inspection will be compared with presently used
methods such as magnetic particle and dye penetrant inspection techniques
to determine if any advantage can be obtained by their use.
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CONCLUSIONS

The investigation is presently continuing with a proposed completion date of December 1975. Based an the successful completion of
preliminary evaluations of PH 13-8Mo CRES bomb rack hooks, no problems
are foreseen with the redesigned hooks made from this material.
Use of the new bomb rack hooks will increase safety, reliability,
and maintainability of Fleet equipment.
Additional, detailed, information concerning this program can be
obtained by contacting the individuals listed in Appendix II.
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APPENDIX i
Marine Stresb Croroiy•nI

TCsts were condu-ted on PH 1--8 Mo sa0p.
°062" (1.6 ia) sCr.ip,
exposed in triplicate on a lacatiLn 80 feet (24 m) froa the ocean at

Kure Beach, North Carolinp,.
Applied Stress( 1
kal (WPa)

Condition

0)

I' 950

204.0 (1417)

2 Sample failed after 353 days;
2
1-1077 days, INF( )

183.5 (1264)

1 Sample failed after 51 days;
2NF
1 Sample failed after 1077
days: 2 NF

153.0 (1055)

H1000•3
(3)

2
Results( 2 )

199.0 (13i2)
179.0 (1234)
149.0 (1027)

3NF
3NF
3NF

172.o (1186)
155.0 (1069)

3NF
3NF

129.0

3NF

(889)

Solution treated,
welded, aged at
1000 F (538C)
tor 4 hrs

195.0 (1345)
D5.5 (1108)
146.3 (1008)

3 Sampiea failed after 43 days
3 Samples failed after 43 days
1 Saanile failed after 43 days;
1 - 100 days

Solution treatad,
welded, solution
treated dad aged at
1000 F (538C)
for 4 hrs

195.0 (1345)
175.5 (1108)
146.3 (1008)

3NF
3NF

)NF

(1) Applied stresses were 100%, 90%, and 75% of Ohe 0.2% yield sticength,
using smooth bent beam specimens tested in the longitudinal direction.
(2)

NF indicates NO FAILURE in 1405 days exposure.

(3)

Heat treatment includes solution treatment at 1700 F (927C),

15

minutes.
* Condition being u,;ad for bomb rack hooks.

Chart obtained from Armco Steel Corporation Product Data Publication
S-33C.
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EJECTION RELEASE OF AERODYNAMICALLY
UNSTABLE STORES
(Article Unclassified)
by
STEVE J. JENDRAS
Staff Engineer
McDonnell Aircraft Company
St. Louis, Missouri 63166

ABSTRACT. The ejection of externally mounted aerodynamically unstable stores from high 'pced
fighter aircraft has resulted in numerous collisions of the store with the aircraft, and/or limited speed
envelopes for safe store release.
An analytical study was undertaken to determine the ejector/release-mechanism characteristics
required to provide safe separation of unstable stores throughout the flight envelopes of modern
fighter-bomber aircraft aiid to provide insight into the effect of the physica! charaateristics ot the
stores. The purpose was to provide a means of improving aircraft/store compatibility by: (I) further
acquainting store designers with the effect of variations in store physical characteristics on separation.
(2) providing bomb rack designers with indications of desired performance, for both constrained and
unconstrained store release systems, and (3) providing information to aircraft designers to aid them in
selecting bomb racks with capabilities compatible with the weapon-carrying and performance capabdities of their designs.
Study results indicate that the performance capabilities of selected existing bomb racks (having
high end-of-stroke velocity), may be sufficient to achieve safe release of most of the stores in existence.
New ejectors which constrain the angular motion of the store during ejection show a considerable
irnpro',emeaet over unconstraininlg types in terms of the end of stroke velocities required.
The results of the analytic technique used in this study have correlated reasonably well with F-4
flight test results, and the general trends indicated are considered applicable - as a first approximation •
to other aircraft utilizing similar stores installations. Recommendations fo' follow-on effort include
analyses of the effect of:

"* Variations if, store static stability
"* Flow field variances
"* Airplane maneuvering

"Approvi'd 16r publi release; distributionunlimitedtL
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INTRODUCTION

lImrovernenm tin borb rack design havc been nuide wter (fie '.ejr-, to bet ter utilite thle ,tore ~ir n
capaibilityV of modern fighter-bombers. lit p.-truculat, store Separat ion chaiacrerisfio havc been i.ifirosed
by ne.-mn" of force tijectiton ltehniques. hlo%4ver, the saic separ~mion em%:A pvs for man% itorcN renimi
very~ restricted when ':ornpared to the mairaft flight envelope, largels due to adverse aircraft flwfield
eff ect~.% !nSufficieni ejection forces. eject rf-iduced 11omnents. ind I he unstable Jiara~ ierhti, ot'
Some weapons.

-

Thill study exxinned the interaction (,: release 11),c halisnfits and i)(Le plivsli.0*k p11 lierr re. -II h
Sewratioln characteristics Ol an aerO-lvtainuczdlk similar farndv (it uvstble stores. Thre hnasil
intenit WýI:I
~to del'ine those featurei whuch would mlianxe tile tin'ty of future reicase mnechan:Nri doswns. and to
provide Instolt, from it) Initial design stages.
selmi-ation enive'vpe to be achreved with (th Storc.
using existing releas.' hardware.
Ani eisting digital .umputer program was used to simulate store sparationicaare~is perinitting
a rapd t~-%: of paramnetIric ally evaluating the interaction ol body ptisical carrcsicsad varous,
f.lease nmechatusni concepts. Givleis the flight condition ard t!e hysc ý:ifch risiM' the 'torue, thll
prograim output provided the trajec tory of the store in the pitch plane as a1(um. non of tine. I het author
I" indebted to Mt, W.B. Iloililipwortil of th6 Mkl~imcli Atvctaft Company Aeradynamint departnment
foin the tralectory computations, and much cif the analysis used in this paper.
Tilt types of .store election liechamamnIll investigated wert broadly stubdivided into two _vncral
ca~tegories - those capable of' contrOllhog Store motionM during8 the Stroke (contIrated tCL,
anid thvse .)r
Which thle mtore was a free bhody during thle Stroke iaeutind.No attempt was ma1de to 1.fuds
Slpecific ejection -devices, Altboutdi the perforniiaicc o! a gim~i device canl bc
suntmary data plots derived front tile analysis.

pertimposed 'n tile

Thts stu1dy wAas1
parmtrficm io nature. anid thtetefor the, riuniericai results shoild zot be c..'irsdefrd
difrectly applicable to any partic-ulr uvapon 1immre locajtron'atrcw0( comnbsnation. Ho~e.thi geneiral
approach utsid fii the, study has. indicatcd a reasonable correlation wsith V-4 flight toeStrIuts nd it i
Cx;pecmCd th~t (thc trends ob5tained should b,- sitittlar to thoue -bsersed ior %toreseptasatioftronm any
e.xterral wcapoll station of illut miodemr fijgbterfbornbeib aircraft
Vhe mlanmrer tin Which thle 31"IYssi W45s
peformed is &wt~ib'rd in the foJilcuing uagrj~AVham
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PROCEDURE
In order to exalnrnr

the Interaction of store physical propertne and reasc

ý-',hams:n ttfects on

s[ore separation charaateristic, the following fj,:tors were parametrically evaluate,'

"* Store length (L, weight (W) and mertlia (ly)
"* E'jection velocity and stroke (4-12 inches)
"* Constraint of angular motion during qection
"* Apphed ejector moments
"* Airspeed (dynarmc pressure) effects
A summary matrix of conditions evaluated in the study is presented in Figure 1.

"STORE

UNCONSTRAINED EJECTION
INERIrlCONSTANT
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FIGURE 1 - STUDY MATRIX
The physica 'cli•ractcrtsttcs of a broad range of existing stores were utihred to formulate the bounds
of length and pitch inertia used for a given wetgit parametric store. The a
nrtaiitwta
shape used for
the paramelrtc stores W.a tihe ogive-cylindcr-ogivc configuration of the BLU-I 1 napalm bomnb shown in
Figure Z 114 theorettcal aerodyllw.llaract:etis of these Stotes were superim-ised on genvratled
F.4 lircrtlt futltlave certtirhte flow fields to c-Faluate The rlejase charactemstws of t•an-eltally mounted
ltores

in a
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FIGURE 4- . TPICAL STORE INSTALLATION

DATA PRESENTATION

The computed trajectories provided the pitch angle and vertical displaceeint of the store a
function of time. Using this data, tin'e~ndepezdent pitch angle v-s %vfticaldisplacement plots were then
constructed upon which appropriate collision boundaiies were superimpos'd (Figure 5). From an analysis
of this data, the ninimum end-of-strake velocity required for: afe separation wa dtkurmined for eah
of the various combinations of store ch.ari,;ostics. releacs mtchanisins and airspeed envelops
considered. For this study, safe separation was baed on positive clearance with the stowed surface.
These basic results are ptesented ia a series of plots showing the required aid-of-ittoke velocity as a
tihction of -tote weight, and in bar-grapli form showing allowiible release cnvelqpe for: varitus
ejection techniqu.s. The finlal results ,of the study are presented in a series of plots showiog the minimum
end.of-stroke velocity required fa. We; reiease throughout the speed envelope, as a functiol of store
weight, length and inertia.
STiORE ChARACTERISTICS
chrawcteristics ae
The store chtsactlteristics which have the no-ut siglificant Influence oan .airalon
the aewdynrarnac shaze. the tcgngto/rcnt-Of-inerti combitratotn. weight and the ttote C.(, tIcvafloti.
For clarity •and consistency, one Wtrerati.ed ftort shape with a con,%ant len.thtoiiitmeter ratio
%,a, used fkt the various Nfore errjth/roinent-f.tnertia comnbnat-ons co-,idored. Ae noted previously,
the basic store ihape sele-ted was that of the untiuietld B3L.UI/l nlapalin bonib. Thc aenodynaniic
codfflcntls fAu, !tisstore were ansdytieally deterntiried by the method presented in USAF Stability and
Control VATCOM., WAD !T.-60-261, da•ctl O•tober 190•. A iample of the esftimated normal force
aild ,Itolhisam41nt coeffiten" is pt ewted in Figure 6.
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The maximum and minimum length/inertia combinations were determined by summanzing the
characteristics of a broad spectrum ofexisting stores as a function of weight, see Figures 7 and 8.
As shown, maximum and minimum lines were constructed to encompass almost all of the stores
considecred. It is noted that fuel tanks were not considered in this study. A summary of the characteristics of the stores considered is presented in Appendix A.
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Throughout the analysis the weapon C.G. was assumed to be located at the midpoint of the store
centerline. Variations in C.G. were not considered because, as long as the C.G. shifts are not large and
the ejector moment arm is not changed, the trends observed will be similar as store physical characteristics, ejector force, and release mechnaisms are varied. The effect of varying the ejector moment arm
was briefly analyzed.
FLOW FIELD DETERMINATION
Due to the flow field about the aircraft, the angle of attack of the store is not the same as the
angle of attack of the aircraft. In order to account for this difference, while maintaining a simplicity
of computation, an incremental angle, gamma (-y), was used. Gamma, the gross flow angularity,
is a nonlinear function of Mach number ranging from about +3o to about - 90 for a flight velocity
regime of Mach 0.3 to Mach 1.3, see Figure 9. Although this angle does vary with store shape and
store position on the aircraft, the gamma used in this study was considered to be independent of
these variables. The values for gamma were determined empirically by comparing analytical results
with flight test data for specific stores.
-10
STORE
NOSE-DOWN

-5
GROSS FLOW
ANGULARITY

r- DEGREES

STORE
NOSE-UP
S&.4

0.8
MACH NUM8ER

1.2

1.6

FIGURE 9.-FLOW ANGULARITY. 7
Rt ji'LSE MECHANISMS
Ple (Clease r1echbwas" (bomb rak) cotctprs considered in t•hi study wete a,.tumcd to be the
("I,:0 ejection type. No attempt was made to evualote (r 0i1ulatt ony sp"cfic device, Athough the
Palvridtrk rvsults of the study pcviltlan cvalwlion ofa givan dsi•Wdgn on htme ra -, envelope. As
&hwn41 Figure 10. t1wo types of mec Atiso Ver6 cwsaidercd
0 Unsittained Etc~ctinn • The s1tre Is a freebody at hook releasc, w-hich occuls at the start of the
ejesltoo stroke. Mixt of the ejecto.o in us tod y VaC ot IlS type. TWiS dea4c
Vc impart a
tias"lar l velocify to thew Stwoe, with or without wi applied nmoment.
4

(C.-ngiairted i•ection. - .'*oae motion ut co.,1ttfaled to the eCd of tie ejeziio stttoke. where hook
releas, ocuis. Th badc detign concept of thihtype of ejcctot is to inspart a trawaltital-I
elocity to thme stlc, td==ia Iltting its an•Vdar exatsions (agle andllo rtw) to specified
V;ýues during the w~olid.
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FIGURE 10 - TYPICAL EJECTION MECHANISMS

Another type ot constrained ejection -a bomb rack in combination with ain aft pivot -was fiot conisidered in this study, since thlis type of system is utiiz~ed primarily for jettison of pylons, fuel tanks and
multiple external racks.
Unconstrained ejectors were evaluated in termis of s;roke length (4.12 inclies) and applied moments.
Constraint type ejectors, because of their geonietric characteristics. tend towards longer strokes anti,
for most cases, were evaluated for a .12-inch stroke. Tile combinations of these design virtables were
felt it-, encompass those release dit~ices hIlexdstence or ins development study.
11ccaust of the paramletric natute of this studiy, it w-as assumed that a givral telcase inechamntw
capable of imiparting anly veloity to (the store. required for safe separatioll.

was

11UIINIQUI; VIERIFICATION
Various cxistinmt sto.-es were Selected for thle cornparlson of anulytical results with flight test data.
Th'le choice of Stores was based onl: 1) tile proximitv of thle weighit of thes stores to one of tile four
Weights conItidvred for thle Paramuetric store 2) anl actodynmoliciy unstable Shape. and 3) tile 3VIIla.
bility of flight test data. The store used In (tie colnparrmin were: (1) oil cinpty ruocket launcher, the
bL-W 101A: (2) a loadedi disienscr, the CHV1K0O!A: (3) a loaded rocket launcher, tile LAU*/A; aind
(4) a napamin homb, the, PLtk217/I. Vot eaich store selected, mnalyticl :aettoJes werAve
computed at
v~mios values of aitsapeed and pinmma utilitaiig tilt Meeahred stoic shapo slnd thle nioen-tt of Inertia
and ltngth fin the jiven store The analytical separatmcmn erwehtipe obtahie4d %hvr then eurupated wo the
covelopai obtained fromn 111igt testing. As Shown ia Figurcs I I through 14. t-he results of th aalsc
Show good groeral 2tca ctlc -Aith (110ht tomt results. It is pJutticulady interesting to 00tc that the Molgt
retvut
eptescot stifles carried oni wing pyloits of multiple exitt"a bomnb racks.
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RESULTS
The results of the study are presented for constrained and uruxnstraitied release mechanisms in terms
of velocity requ'ired at cnd of ejection stroke for a given set of store physicJl characteristics and a given
release speed envelope. These data are presented in summary form due to the large quantities of' trajec
tory data required to evaluate a given set of parameters.
Thle effect of applied momnents is presented for the unconstrained ejector, as are thle effects of
stroke length. In order to reduce thle quantity of computation, moment effects were evaluated only for
a 4O0-pound minimium length, minimum inertia store.
Thle recrired end of stroke velocities are correlated in termis of the parameters
-1-3
L3
W3-and ( I)
fly
Iy
for eacti of the release mechlanism categories and speed envelopes considered. Constrained ejection
effects are summarized to shiow a direct correlation with the unconstrained case for a I 2-inch str.oke,
and also show the effects of variations in store angular motion constraints during the ejection cycle.
The following paragraphs discuss the detailed results of the study.
UNCONSTRAINED RELEAFE1
As previously discussed, in the unconstrained-release method of store separation, the store is free
to reat to aerodynamtic forces as soon as it is released. Values of the minimium end-of-stroke velocity
(Veos) required for sate separation throughout the release envelopes considered were obtained for
each of the four store lengthfmnioeiit-of-inertia combinations. Tile effect of applied ejector mionents
is presented for lthe minimum lengthlminimuin inertia case only.
LcntliMozentof.neriaEffects -The mimnmum end-of-stroke velocities required for safe sep~aration
were determined for all four generalized legl~otn-lietacombinations usnog ejector stroke
ten gtths of four, eightt, and twelve inches. TIile effect of reduced separation envelopes onl mittirnnun reqtuired
end-of-strokc velocity was also investigated. For all Casws discussed in this Section tile ejector fofcv Was
zappited 3t lthe %weaonC.G.
Mlaximrum~Iength-Minirnniu I>
y Figure IS shows the tnlniumw required end-of-stroke velocit, vs
store Weight (fr store& with thle 1maimunt value-s of length and tile nitinlmunr values of moment-of.
inertlia. Although lthe cjection forces required to attain these high values of VC1 are unrealistic itt
terms of current bomb rack kcapabilitles, the trendis indicaed by the data ate of imotanc~t~l4e since
Similanr trends aft obwrvcd throughout lthe uncoostraincd release- anitlysis. First, the data indi cate ithat'
for any 1V it stole Wei ellt. thle re(40ired cnd-of- Mtroke Welocity decreases writII deitreasing pisloninth
This is becaus as sitoke length is increased, required ejection forces demcrae mind lthe stroke titte Increass.
At a result, the totWl trut required for the storte it) reads a givem verial siacerinclt early in the trajectoly
(1st few feel) isshoftr for the shorter stroke- Withi cosstant nlow, Field cffealt. lthe ;angular mnotiosn of the
stole as a functik") of titte is esseniaLly ti;depend-ens of stroke length, u) thAt for a itiven verticAl dislaCe.nierrt. strne wngular dispaornica is ý-educcd for (he shorter stuuke. It can -also be observed that ther required
,and-of-111oke voloc-ity dectmaes withincrasing Stlum weigbt. Vhis is due to thle f~at thAt, as tile stole Uetghs
and %iteare increased. the large
wsni~t~i~ntiand
increasd ;ýctodynarnc fores acti' mgirml to
the stofrC tend to compensate for the lowue rstrictive coilision boundaries and the incceaw-d value off
mtore pircisng mrnoers..
t3ie"uJ. Of the hiWedo-toevloc~ities reQUired4 for safectrn filr lihe I SO-750 knot
eniverlop. the effect of reducing.thle upper speed to 650 knots was investigated. PhIS remalted in a
SiPfi(cznit dwceas in requreisd Vc as shovn inPipure 16. The upiper "pedUrnst was further redu"--d
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to 550 knots, and the results are shown in Figure 17. Although further reductions in required V,:s

were achieved, the effect is not nearly as large, due to dynamic pressure effects.
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Maximum Lenght/Maxiln.uns y - The result of the increased moment of inertia ts a significant
decrease in the end-.,fstrokc velocities required for safe release as shown in Figure 18. This occurs
because the large increase in moment-oi.incrt.e decreases the pitch acceleration mnd. consequently.
the pitch angle at a given vertical displacement.
Tile effect of reducing the requi-ed separation envelope to 150-650 Knots was also in'c"tlgated
for this case and the results ate shown in Figur: 19. For stores heavier than 400 pounds. appro'umately the same percentage reduction , ý Veos was achieved as was obtained for the maximum lengthjL
minimum nmoment-of.inertia i;as. There is no reduction, however, in the end-of-stroke veltity required
for the I00.pound store. because the critical speeds for sepatrtion of this I00-pound store occur us the
280-380 knot range.
Mt~irnium i~

ti.Misunhnu

I-. As shown in I~is,,

20, thW ead-of-stroke vlocity required for safe

releaw of stores in this category is less than for the prvious twva va-s at all weights mnd stroke lengths.
AthU ur.i ,he low valtes of
tent to inceaws the pitch a•xclelation. the shooter lengths
zomcnt-of.inetia
Itslin enlarged coliisito- bmndtates and reduced atroydnanuic !iotanetns. The relationship of store
,igOt to end-ofstvokt veloity fo. covitant stroke lengths is gpenctal; tihe st4s as tndicated in prcvtous
c.e- for weip•ts between 200 and 1200 pounds. Ilhow-r-m, ul, 100-p1owd store fails to fit into the
gteral rts•d Of the
vIgos tmaws in wh0ih the e---•uftr
oe
vdlty Lncwte asc•
d
•i ott demised.

The apPtrent imos•istei-y Of tile 100-pound store can .. exlained try the differens in the
monw!-of.rettig arnd referertc atre betw-n 1the 100. 200. mnd 300 pound &term.Ihe pitch med-erýttion, k, a fumtor
of the ed ynar0W.411•1
inosn,•t-nl
01 tht StIMe drd the twnent Of ti"lMeta Pf
stole, I. C..

So the aero rz-T= :;
ristte of
xe-leratcd tiote wm cetnit fat this study, i is a
funtion of S/ly. Table I lisau 0A, trefee lm•, me•"zt.of-iatei. and SjlS (Ar the crre.
wpondihng- stcgr ueights.
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Effect of Applied Ejector Moment - Moments may be applied through the use of a force differential on
a duel piston ejector, but for this study, a single piston ejector was assumed to determine the effect of the
ejector foot beina located various distances forward and aft of the store C.G.
The results are summarized in a series of bar graphs, showing the safe release envelopes of a
400-pound gcrt ýralized store for various end-of-stroke velocities. The store characteristics were the
minimum length-inihmum inertia case, and ajectot strokt" was 8.0 inches. Safe separation envelopes
with the ejector forcr, applied at the weapon C.G. are shown in Figure 22. For this case increased
values of Veos .ius; expansions in the separation envelope- a trend observed in other phases of this
study. For the smallest v,!!ae of Veos the separated weapon pitches strongly nose-up at low speeds and
severely nose-down at high speeds and, as a result, only a small safe release envelgpe is achieved.
Wher. :he end-of-stroke velocity is increased to 10 ft/sec, a significant expansion of the separation envelope occurý,'because the increased velocity increases the store vertical displacement at a given
pitch angle. Figure 22 indicates, however, that a discontinuity exists in the safe separation envelope for
this end-of-stroke velocity. To examine the teasons for this phenomenon, a pitch angle vs vertical
displacement plot, illustrati-3 the trajectories obtained at various release Mach numbers, is presented
(Figure 23). Due to !he instability of th' generalized store, the large nose-up stowed angle of the weapon
at Mach 0.? "the rcsult of the high aircraft angle-of-attack) causes the store to pitch nose-up during
separation; however, safe separation is achieved because the dynamic pressure at Mach 0.3 is too low
to produce large values of store lift or pitch accoleration. As the relesse Mach number is increased from
0.3 to 0.45 the stere :r,-jectories penetrate the nose-up collision boundary. At 0.6 Mach, nose-up ten.
n.cies are less severe and safe separation is again possible. Reductions in aircraft angle of attack and
changes ir. the uarcraft flow field account for the tendency of the sýore to pitch nose-down at higher
Mach numbers, B.tween Mach 0.7 and Mach 0.8 the m!ore trajectories penetrate the nose-down
collision boundary, establishing the upper speed limit for safe separation.
S --
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As Vc 0)s is decreased, discontinuities in the envelopt are~eliminated and the upper speed limilt for
safe separation is increased, due to the incveased vertical displacement at a oven pitch angle, as
indicated by a comparison of Figure!s 23 and 24.
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Ejector Moment Arms of ±0.917 Feet - Figures 28 and 29 present the safe release envelopes obtained
with the ejector foot located 0.917 ft forward and aft of the store C.G. Figure 28 indicates that, while
sonic improvement over the sero-moment-arm case occurs for the smallest Veos considered, for values
greater than 10 ft/sec the associated ejector induced nose-down pitching moments become large enough
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to make separation unsafe at any speed. Figure 29 indicates that the effect of displacing the ejector
foot well aft of the C.G. is also to greatly reduce the safe separation envelope. It is estimated that for
the 0.4 and 0.917 ft moment arms, the desired 150-750 kneot separation envelope would be essentially
impossible, regardless of the ejection force.
CONSTRAINED RELEASE
Constrained store releese mechanisms, typified by the scissors and four-bar linkage concepts shown
in Figure 10, control store angular motion during the ejection cycle. Hook opening does not occur until
the end of the ejection stroke, thereby elimnnating airload effects for that portion of the trajectories.
Only a 12-inch stroke was evaluated over the full weight range becluse it tends to be more
representative of current design concepts. In addition, tile Veos Vs weight curves for the 4 and 8-inch
strokes are similar in shape to those obtained for the 12-inch stroke, based on analogy to tle wicon.
strained ejection results, and limited computations for a I .potmd store.
Three general types of release niechanisins were considered, associated with the following
conditions at the end of the ejection stroke:
0 Constant pitch angie (0), zero pitch rate (0)
4 Constant pitch angle and variable rate
* Constant pitch rate and variable pitch angle
Constant Pitch Angle, Zero Pitch Rate - In tfhis type of constrained store release, the release mechanism
rotates the weapon to a constant. predeternined pitch angle during ejection. Ior this case it was assumed

that the store would reach this angle prior to the end of the ejector stroke, and tlhat tie stoe would not

have a pitch rate at hook

releaso.

29,5

4 0 eos = 0 Degrees - In this case, the stowed pitch angle of the store is hield constant throughout the
ejector stroke. The only benefit is that the effect of the aerodynamic forces on the store angular moiion
isdelayed until the end-of-stroke position is reached. Figures 30 and 31 present the end-of-stroke
velocities required for safe separation of parametric store shape with the maximum length/minimum
mo ment-of-inertia, and maximum length/maximum moment-of-inertia combinations, For the 100-pound
-store negligible improvement over the unconstrained case is noted with the four-inch stroke; however,
for the longer strokes, significant reductions in required end-of-strokc velocities are achieved, especially
for the heavier stores.
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0 eos -+ 2 Degrees - This case is similar, except that the store is rotated two degrees ncse-up by the
M
release mechanism before the ejector stroke ends. A positive value of 0eos was selected since most of
the trajectories for the unconstrained release cases are stion!'-' nose-down at high speeds. Figure 32
shows that this system results in significant improvements ove: -'- unconstrained case for all stroke
lengths. However, a comparison of Figures 30 and 32 reveals that the reductions in end-of-stroke
velocity achieved by the + 20 constraint, as compared to Weos = 00, are significant only for the
lighter store weights.
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A..oos +4 Degrees -The results, shown in Figure 33, for constrained store release with a~eos +4o are
similar to those obtained for the previously discussed conditions. While there is, again, a large improvement over the unconstrained case, significant reductions in end-of-stroke velocity over the A0 eos = 00
and +2o conditions are obtained only for the lighter weight stores.
Consntat 0o and a Variable oeo. -In this technique the release mechanism also rotates the store to a
predetermined pitch angle during ejection. Hlowevr, the desired A3.eos is not attained until the ejector
stroke ends and the store has a pitch rate when released from its constraints. It was assuned that the
store pitch angle during ejection would vary linearly with stroke time; therefore, 0 eos was determined
by dividing the value of .1eos by the stroke time.

A~eos --+2 Degrees, 0eo$ = + 2 /1te Degtees/Second - Figute 34 indicates that the uwilization of this
type of constrained release system resutis in a considerable improvement over unconstrained separation
in terms of required end-of-stroke velocity. Howewer, a comparismn of Figures 32 and 34 reveals that
tile effect of inducing a nose-up pitch rate issmall.
• 4/tesgr•s/Second
D

- The required end-of-stroke velocities for ths
case are showt in Figure 35 and Indicate that the reductions In required end-of-stcoke velocity, wten
compared to unconstrained release, are significant - as has been true for all constrained release tedcniques
studied. ltowever, a coinlpadson of Figures 33 and 35 reveals that. for stores heavier than 600 pounds.
the induced pitch rate increa.es the required etd-ofsttek velocity.- a trend not observed in the

a~e.L: cý+4 Degrees. Oct)

previous coniparvawS.
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For most of the unrcstrained-relcase conditions investigated, separations at high speeds, during which
the stores pitched strongly nose down, were the most critical. A]lthough stores separ~4 ted in the low
subsonic speed range often exhibited nose-up tendencies, rarely were their trajectories as close to the
collision boundary. This trend is exemplified in Figure 36, a pitch angle vs vertical displacement plot
for the unconstrained release of a 1200 lb generalized store with the maximumi length/minimumn
imomont-of-inertia combination. Constrained release methods generally require loss end -f-stroke
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velocity than the unconstrained-release caw hecause, b inducirng a nose-up pitch .ingle o•rpitch rate.
stores do not pitch as severely nose-down at high speed. The general improvernent obtained by
utilizing restrained-store-release techniques can be seen by compariag Figure 36 with Figure 37,
which shows the effect of a 0 eos = +4 0 , 0 ,s = 0 release constraint.
However, when a pitch rate is added to the 4') constrained case, it can be seen in Figure 38. that
the low-speed trajectory characteristics become critical, resulting in a requirement for more endof-stroke velocity.
Constant Pitch Rate, Variable Pitch Angle. For the last restrained-store-release technique analyzed. a
constant nose-up pitch rate of 50 degrees/second was applied to the store during ejector stroke by the
release mechanism. The store pitch angle at release is then the proauct of the induced pitch rate and
the ejector stroke time. Figure 39 indicates that the results obtained for this case are generlly similar
to those noted for the other restrained-release tecihiques.
DATA CORRELATION AND SUMMARY
A method has been derived for correlating the variances in store physical characteristics and ejection
concepts evaluated in this study, to provide a more workable tool for the designer of aircraft, bomb racks,
and stores. Since in conceptual design stages, whether they be aircraft, bomb rack or store related, the
aerodynamic portions of the store release problem are frequently not known, a method of relating study
results to store physical characteristics was sought. Considering that the required end-of-stroke velocity is a
function of store pitching acceleration, then
f(O)= f Cmqsl
ly

Veos

Bto since the store aerodynamic characteristics were essentiahy constant, equation (3) reduced to
Veos = f L3

2

2y
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A summary of tih esults discussed in previous seetions for uncenstrained and constrained store release
in the spe-ed envelopt of 150 and 750 knots are presented in Figures 40 and 4 1. The effects of maximun
speed are presented in Figure 42 for tihe unconstrained, I 2.mch stroke case.
Figure 43 compares uncons rained and constrained ejections I Figures 40 and 41), showi,!g the
a.,--tut b,.d.. of existing stores and the postulated characteristics of bodies encompasing the
boudfs of' tle study.
In order t, compare required ejection velocitie" with the performance Capabilities ot existing
devices, the faired curves preented in Figures 40 and 42 were plotted for constant store weight as a
function of L 3 ]ly for a 4-inch stroke, as shown in Figurcu 44 and 45. Superimposed oni these figures
is the performance of existing unconstrained ejectors. as shown in Figure 46. The range of L3 1Y
shown is a reasonable representation of existing stores. Since th..se curves are derived front a fairing
of computed data. ,:'rtaincases (e.g., 100-pound store, max. LUnmx. yl). are not In exact agteentent
with the Lalculated data.
The use of the summary data shown in Figures 44 and 45 provides a tec,.1-que of evaluatllut
airspeed eOfects, weapon physical characteriqti anud bomb rack performance.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CONCLUSIONS
The study discussed in this report is based on many simplifications, and therefore it would be
imprudent to expect a one-for-one numerical correlation of the results obtained with an actual store/
aircraft combination. The trends established, however, are considered valid. Based on these trends,
the following conclusions are drawn:

"* Constrained e;ection offers an riprovement over the unconstrained case in teims of required
release velocities (and resultant reaction loads into the aircraft structure.)

" For a constrained release ejector, control of pitch angle is the driving parameter. Pitch rate
intputs produce small additional improvement.

"* Wi thin the weight-length-inertia range of existing stores, high energy unconstrained eject ion
may be sufficient to provide sate release up to 751) knots.

" Based on the limited analyses conducted in this study, applied moments generally do nut have
a positive effect on store release. (For a given individual store, this may not be a valid statement).
Applied moments may, in fact, result in a net decrease in allowable release speeds, or discoatinuities in the allowable release speed envelope.
RECOMMENDATIONS
As has been noted previously, many simplifications were made during this study, iiwiuding
the following.
* Constant store aerodynamic characteristics
* Constant flow field effects
* C.G. at the moid-point of the store
* Three-degree of freedom computation
* Non-maneuvering fligh!.
It is encouraging. however, to obtain the tylp of correlation established in this study, and these
results should form a basis for additional work to establish a more general correlation.
It is recommended that further studies consider the effect of store stability and flow field variances
to apply further bounds on the correlations discussed herein. The effect of store C.G. location (or
applied moments) should be explored in greater depth for unconstrained ejection. In a4ditiori, the
effect of maneuvering flight induding yaw and rolling conditions should also be investigated,
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APPENDIX A

TABLE A-I - PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
WEIGHT"

STORE

(LB)

574/214
UK 36 TUBE ROCKET PKG
394/195
UK 18 TUBE ROCKET PKG
520
PADEYE
282/194
SUU-43
702/185
CBU-38A
650/186
CBU-16A
526/186
CBU-15A
810/186
CBU-7/A
830/122
CBU-1A THROUGH 13A
346.5/135
SUU.40A
315/
SUU-25 FLARE
154
BRITEYE FLARE
455/240
SUU.20
1390/787
MK-4 GUN POD
1720/1070
SUU-1623 GUN POD
325/245
SUU-11 GUN POD
533/105
LAU-10A ROCKET PKG
427/71
LAU-3A ROCKET PKG
179,'47
LAU-32 ROCKET PKG
700
M-116 A2 NAPALM
697
BLU-1/B NAPALM
850
BLU-27B NAPALM
480
BLU-23B NAPALM
515
BLU.32B NAPALM

"(/)

INERTIA- Iv[
LENGTH
2
(SLUG - FT )
36.5/18.5
24.6/16.5
96.3
50/42
64.4/21
59.3/16.9
48/16.9
73.8/16.9
107/19.5
70.1/20.2
38.1
7.45
71.0/42.0
358.5/2.90
560/318
10.5/9.1
94.9/16.4
14.9/3.6
6.75/2.3
139.0
138.5
162.0
82.8
98.5

(FT)

8.33
7.74
9.06
7.75
7.53
7.53
7.53
7.53
9.88
8.55
7.75
5.25
10.15
15.95
16.6
7.01
11.62/7.63
7.88/3.88
5.59/3.88
11.45
10.80
10.80
9.92
9.92

L3 /ly
15.9/31
18.9/28
7.68
9.2/10.9
6.65/20
7.26/25
8.96/25
5.83/25
8.88/48.8
9.2/31.9
12
19.50
14.8/25.0
11/17
9/14
33.4/38
16.5/27.4
32.9/14.15
26/25.6
10.80
9.24
7.90
11.90
10.00

W1/

3

(L3/ly)

132/188
139/163
60.5
60.3/63
59.1/115
62.8/145
72.2/145
54.2/145
83.4/242
64.4/163
82.2
104.0
113.5/155
123/160
108/146
230/240.5
134/129
245/58.6
146/90.7
95.6
81.2
75.0
93.0
80.0
o,

Indicates Full/Empty, Typical to All Columns.

TABLE A-I1 -STORE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
Parametric Stores
(01/y) (W1/ 3 )

L3/,y

X

k

3

23

4J33

11.00 27.00 57.80

3.52

444.0 12.5.

400

14

96

6.83

13.65 22.85 28.35

3.37

173.5 168.0 193.5 24.80
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EFFECTS OF STORE SEPARATION IN FREE-FALL WEAPON BALLISTICS
(U)
(Article UNCLASSIFIED)
by
LEROY DEVAN
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Dahigren Laboratory
Dahlgren, Virginia 22448

ABSTRACT. (U) The effects of store separation are generally not intentionally included in
the ballistics of air-launched, free-fall stores. However. some residual yaw drag effect probably
remains when store trajectory data is fitted to establish the drag coefficient as a function of Mach
number. Use of particle ballistics can cause large miss distances on the ground if the store
undergoes significant angular motion in the vicinity of the aircraft.
This paper presents an investigation of the feasibility of including the effects of store
separation in ballistics. Prediction techniques are naturally divided into two stages. The first stage
predicts the flight state variables from separation to free lield (no aircraft flow field influence).
The second stage predicts the remainder of the trajectory to impact given the initial conditions
from the first stage computation. This paper presents two prediction methods for the second stage
for stores with roll orientation-independent aerodynamics.
The first method yields a closed form perturbation solution of the 5-DOF nonrolling
equations of motion. The first-order solution is the particle solution; the perturbation solution
estimates the difference in impact coordinates between a 5-DOF computation and a particle
computation. The method of least squares is applied to an envelope of MK-82 bomb trajectoriesthe down-range and crossrange deviations from particle impact are fitted. The deviations are fitted
as functions of the initial disturbance (angles of attack, angle of attack rates, and cross-range
initial velocity). Cross-range impact points are predicted with good accuracy, but down-range
accuracy is only fair. Computation times are short.
The second method utilizes the averaging technique or Kr:.,lov-Bogoliubov for almost period
functions applicd to the epicyclic functional form for the complex angle-of-attack vector. A
modified 5iccond-rder Runga-Kutta Integration scheme which retains the harmonic functions in the
lift terms permits large variable integration step lengths. Computations for MK-82 rolling
trajectories yield accuracy approaching the 6-DOF computation, but in about 1/40 of the
computational time (nonrolling case) or less. This technique thus seems to be an important
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contribution to rapid, accuracte computation techniques. However, for adaption of this Lechnique
to current airborne computers, the computing time should be reduced from about 0.5 second to
less than 0.100 second (CDC 6400 time).
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INTRODULCTION

Thle effects of st ore sepa rat ion are generalls niot intentionailk irl~icded mi thle ba1lSl:Stc of
atr-lautiched free-fall stores Currenit trajectory miodelS used it) gerierate a tire-,:ont ml algorithm inr
based ujxmn 1xrimcle ballistics (Rclerenice 1 I. H~owever, sorme residual p%4 drag, efteis prohallk
remain wheri store Irajecior% data is fit ted it) cstabhsh thle drag~ coefficientl as. a funot-ri'n of Miach
niumber; Iin Referemtce 2 Ilie fit hegins only .i secolldi Awtl release.

-

Use of' particle ballis~tics cant cause large nins dist.ances on tile ground if' the Stoic
midergoes signflticaint angular miotioft lit thle victnlity of thle airc~ralt, as indic;ated schemnaircally ini
Figure I .
It is assuiled t'lar a giveln store hus been designied with ctiough static stabibttitN in order ito
inisure anl adequate damping of initial disturbances. In additionl, it Is assuiled that a till ý.int hasN
bell chosen to give steady-state roll rates Which avoid asynmillm Ittni, (011. iw resolialwc. roll
lock-in and cataitruphiie yaw, as well as &Vignus instabdties (scie Reficrence 3 fokr instanwce
Recently, ejection racks with adaptable ejection for.:e chrcei tic ase been proposed
dtstutbances at tite etid- of' lte an c:rat1
which would have lthe capabdity of' producuiig riurmumi
initerference: flow field (Referoices 4 and 5).

field.

Cornputattonial algoni thinls have beeni developed Mluchi comtpul e tile ce~estion j inc aft 11o;&
lf ,c-Ojgitt phases of a store traitector) (Retficeice 6s). Ilowever, they require at least as,

mluch compiuting timt Onl tluird genleration compuxters 4(1X' 6700) as the ltile of' fall A lon~j-rarrge
goal would he the prediction of' tore !rajecctories. irx~ludrng selmrallon effects, on al. airbornle
ctollputen Ninth limited storage: Capacity arid basic coniputational cycle trite whidiJ is riot as las-t as,
thtat of thle getteral-purpose tco1puter.

The problem addressed here is that ot the leasibilitý of including store letlitattutn into
trlpld Computatiosn schemles fist tile picdtctioii ot inisact ciodi~ te ot 4 StUrc Curetcv
ftrc-Control algolithats collpute ltie p~arrle trajectory using Curve fit appeO~kiiliattorts to lthe
flnu~te~Cai SolUtIon1. T'Vp1ICajl%, tile liitte of ffl ljarid1suact range-s age *%oil al, futitioito
of release
,ýoitditiklas (height abovec target, and elevation alto", and lina)ntutude of [tie release vehxitý) Store
Separatiolt. of coursc. would mntilldmre lsamanneiers Vhtaritcteristiz of lthe slotc and. aircraft ~si
additional paramctersý would bqe aircraft pidI-up rate (tceferen.. 7), elcvksr dnmeettc and
lockation ui lthe aircraf't flow field. If the store w.ere alwa4ys dtoitled in tile ru~tc flow etisionritimt
trwudj N thle 110l.1,11 ratc.
arid thle Sa~tte qedeto wcre smtftled. the Cory addtftiotmA parm
110oeve, lthe formuct case ts UsUallY truc III ptal-iiee.
I'milrtiown tovhnmquci ire mutual.Iy divided Into ltil stages. 1he first stage PIedids the
flight stat ivartbles 14oru Sepaattism to free ftcW (-,-m airctaflt flow ticld irsilismse). A usnpic tlotc
WIMC4talii Ltt4idel I(o ithit star~e itt'sla havc as input data In-catrtma4 load$ (Couild be nieaiued just
all c-tminate of the dro 14As
bef~ite Wekas by inrt niage hAlaiwO. clixiccs cr~t~etisK1m amnd
for U.1teffecmeu~ loads to tree-field Vaiuci. The wooid stfo woultd precJine the lefluiltdct of t111
P14r isapef i
lr~jcctory to lmlljsac. given lthe tnitwa Conde-imtin froum frmtStaij'r cmrhPUta2404
ptiutartly erimeccroed with. jiscsttron ;arnd app~c-toof ion rsi4mc (pr thse "eord otape. Two- diftce Cti
piedictiont tecunques asz ptceseted below.
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COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES
Ini~iat values in addition to ballistic initial conditions of velocity, VO, height above m•ean
sea level, zO, and elevation angle of the velocity vector, 00, are acroballistic angles of attack
(Figure 1 a.0 , 00, and angle-of-attack rates aO. ý0, out-of-plane velocity component, yo, and roll
rate, Po. No roll-orientation-dependent aerodynamics are considered.
A.

SIMPLE PERTURBATION APPROXIMATION

1.

Basic Equations

For small angles (to order a2 +/ 2 ) the e.g. equations of motion of a store are given by
(wind is n,)t considered):
QS
x- = (CDX + OCCLaz)/V
=-QS

'y = _ --E-(CD•//V + 0CLdt

QS
.
z = - t-(Cr.z--

ac.La

)/V -

g

(1)

a, 03, and CD are given by solution of the epicyclic equation. The computation ends at the target
altitude, zf.
Further assumptions are:
(1) Linear, constant aerodynamics.
(2)

Angular disturbance is a -mall perturbation of particle equations.

(3)

No rolling motion.

-t-) No out-of-plane motion particle computation.
(5) Neglkct perturbation in Q.
This approach seems to be almost identical to that of J. Ausinan (Refecnces 8 and 9).
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The usual equations of motion for the particle are
P S

Xp =-2m
-

p

DO

PPS-c
-2-

i
pi,

.D
Z - 9g

(2)

C IUP

Perturbation equations are given by

2- V x. (a' +÷2)CD
2
ppSVp

2m

,

ZpCL*O

., P_•
!"
i(0'2 +p2 )CD2
z

2m
+

pps

j CC
p•gLO

2m

(3)

where
CD 2 ý CN0

CU

+ CXO/2

C LaO = CNa0+C x0
In this case, the angle of attack is given by uncoupled dartiped haminonic motion

a

ex Ot(%CosWo0 t +

c0os Wot +

wlhcre

QSt)2

M

/2C

t

I

yl
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-'.&sin o 0 t)

W'o

4 WO
-Wo

.
sin

t)

(4)

The particle equations are integrated from initial conditions to z = If at time, t = tf.
Subsequently,

the

perturbation

corrections are

made. Further approximations

which avoid the

nonconstant coefficient problem are
(x
= p0+Xpf)

v p = V=
x

zp =zPO
P

"

Pf)

P
tf

+

Op =~
,o

=f

+)t

(t

( 6)

p.

Double integrations of (3) then will yield perturbation corrections (Ax), and (Az), at
t= tf. However, the combined solution leaves the store (Az)f above the target. To obtain the
down.range correction, AR., a simple extrapolation is assumed (see Figure 2).

(x
)

is obtained from the particle solution.
Further approximations are that oscillatory terms are neglected as well as terms of order

(X1o/U)

2.

The down-range correction is given by

pS
v
R4m 0C2
Y

ABP [

\dJJL
Vz

I I+
fA--•+

-4yz2kotr

It I)+C'~~
d )+( - t:1

(r0(P

"0

/dx\

o0

eVL'

)Ix

0JL
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where

('e - Xa'o), +(6*0 - P0Xo)
ABP= a 2+

02 +

a

_______

(0
AB = a0 (p0 - XO3o) + 0 0(- 0
2.

xo)

Applied Computations

Complete free-field aerodynamic data sets for a store are in short supply. One almost
complete wind tunnel data set for the MK-82 bomb is given by References 10 and I; an
estimate of Magnus moment coefficient is obtained by scaling data from Reference 12.
First, a set of 72 5-DOF trajectories (no spin) was generated for an envelope of initial
conditions using a Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgren Laboratory (NSWC/DL), program
known by the acronym SIMSTAB. Then, points on the trajectories were utilized to obtain a
greater variation of initial conditions and target altitudes (and to save costly computer time). For
the same ballistic initial conditions and target altitudes, particle computations were generated.
The variables which were fitted by the method of least isquares are

Ax = xf( 5 - D)- xPf
Ay = yt( 5 - D)

(8)

Statistics for the envelope of initial and target positions, Ax, and Ay are given in Table Ia.
A down-range estimate of Ax was based on the approximate solution given by ARx. A
number of fits were tried. One of the fits is given by

Ax- ARX

+

+a

+01)
2 2

+a

tf
(12o'-o+ '32 o 401+~~~~~~
Xoo2+(

0

i
01

2
+00(aO

?'00

0

1A0 0 +.a 7 (c

+ 00040

t 1a9%

2

+; 1000 +3 Is%V
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mom

~ xs )~o3
+(6

0V

)2I%/(J

}

TABLE I MK-82 FIT
ENVELOPE
a.

o

Envelope Properties
621 Trajectories, Standard
Atmosphere
V I < 100

0 < I%1 < 200

0 < [o0 < I rad/sec

0 < IoI

3000' < z0 < 10000'

3 rad/sec

00 < 100

300 < V0 < 630 Knots

20' < Jax! < 424'

0PO•< I,01 < O'/sec

0 < zf < 4000'

0 < Iay( < 311'V(AX)
103.7'
u(Ay) = 79.6'
b.

Fit Properties

o(Ax-, ARX) = 35.8' (Unfitted)
(lax- ARx) - 25.2'
1Ax- ARxImax

=

IAx-ARx 1,,

= 107'

o(Ay)

2.5'

130' (Unfitted)
IAYImax

9.2'
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AA

lAy - V'tf)ttf = b,.• 0 1 12ýo + b
+ tf(b 4 fl0 + 45 30

a6 of( 0 )9)

Statistical properties of the fit are given in Table lb. The pioperties labeled unfitned use AR\ as
an estimate for Ax. The constant aerodynamics chosen tl'.r ARx 4re typical of M = 0.9 and
0t

3.

= 100.

Discussion of Computational Results

The curve fit computations give good results 41 ihe cross-range. Down-range fit results are
otn'y fair. For a more limited envelope the down-range fit is better. Shortcomings of the simple
approach are delineated below.
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

For a limited envelope and no rolling ,notion, accuracy is only fair.
For a good part of a trajectory, the drag due to angular motion is larger than the
zero yaw drag, i.e., perturb;€tion tcnns are larger than first-order terms.
The extension of the method t(- rolling motion involves an estimate of the roll
history and two sets of X and wo. Significant differences in down-range and
cross-range can occur for the loft case. Accuracy of an approximate method is
expected to be worse than for the nonrolling case.
Worst cases seem to be for large amplitude initial motion. Nonlinear aerodynamics
are not modeled properly.

B.

KRYLOV-BOGOLIUBOV AVERAGING APPROXIMATE INTEGRATION

1.

Basic Equations and Numerical Approach

The formulation is basei, upon that used in the extensive work of' C'. H. Murphy
(Reference 13). All aerodynamic coefficients are assumed to be quadratic in total angle of attack
(see Nomenclature LiAt and Equation 28 for details).
The basic -e4uationswith arc length as independent variable follow below.

VI
Z" =

D_ V

(10)

L sin acos0(l " "L
1 , sill j + gIV2yz
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2
&'/)gIV
(l -,2)

(11)
(2)

The complex equation of motion for the angle-of-attack vector is given by

(13)

}"+(H- y'/-y- iP)t'- (M + iPT)t = G

An approximate solution is given by the use of the epicyclic approximation plus slowly
varying spin.gravity trim.

=g+K

1

e

sinoj+isinacoso

+K 2e

(14)

Note that the quasi-steady assumption, ýg = -6 g. is used since its contribution to sing is very,
small for the low spin rate expected for stores (p < 150 rad/sec). t, is also uncoupled from all
other nonlinear aerodynamic relations. The case of strong coupling between gravity trim and the
epicyclic is analyzed in an approximate manner in Reference 4.
Substitution of (14) into (13) and using the averaging method of Krylov-Bogoliubov
(Reference 13) leads to expressions for the w's and X's (neglecting terms of order X2/oo2) as
follows below.

= P/2 + [P2/4- M0 - M2 (K2 + 2 K22)] Y
oo0=P/2-t(P2/4 - M0 - M2(2-K2

K2)11/

(15)

A correction for "//7,(about 5%) may be made by utilizing a perturbation approximation.

W1l

Wa2

WIlO -

W'20
WIG

(WI
t- W ) K2
2(20 - P/o201 0 )

= 20 + tl0WO•)K
o2o0 2(2 - P1w/20 )

(16)

For the X's one obtains

(K

++

W2( 2 - P

(2 - P+oo l)

HO-

I
)
KWt

14~~~~
~ ~

~

(K

[O+T(
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42+KW/j+
)

2(2K+X

2A22 )

+X2(PK

PW 2 ) = -H0
P
+ Kfw*fw 2 )+ 2- 22[T0 + T 2(1K 1+ K')I
2 ()

w4(2- P/w 2 )
+

(17)

Finally, the roll equation must be integrated

P, = •[PC,* +C'bI + P

1)

The set of equations (10-18) together with initial conditions and target altitude
constitute the initial value problem. It is proposed that these equations be integrated by a
second-order numerical integration technique. The numerical technique is related to a second-order
Runga-Kutta, but retains terms like sin o, etc., in trigonometric form.
First, the initial value starting conditions must be matched to the epicyclic.

to = sin l30 + i sin aC0 Cos 3 0 = K10C
to = cos 30f0 + i(T0aO - sin

= K(XloA

+iw0
+

0+ K20e i20

sin 30,0)

10)e
+ K2 0(X2 0 +iw 2 0 ) eC420

(19)

If terms of order (O/W)2 are neglected, from (19) one can obtain

2
K

K10

K2
20 --

(alw 2 o +a 2 + a 3 "J2 0

-

(WoI0O
w20Y)

a4. O)

(a12wo +0a2 +a 3 owtO- a4

20 )

_,0

a1

S0
a,

2(sla1
7 0 (itot0
a,

.J

- 'yo 'i g%
+ si

44lm
2y~a ow O326

COS

a'~)

(20)

For linear aerodynamics, At, I\.
w 2 are independent of itiolitude. For the nonfihnc., ,asc. an
ittrativc bulutiua wiih a linear first estimate converges to a desired accuracy fairly rapidly.
Subsequently. one can compute the initial phases, @, and 02"
]he aerodynamic coefficients are also expanded in powers in Mach number as well as
total angle of attack, o.r. The oscillating parts of sin 2 aT incD, C
C
and C* are neglected.
coefficients.
all
obtain
to
used
are
Least-squares curve fits
The numerical scheme is outlined below. First, an estimate of the various functions is
made for s. < s11< si+h.

-'V

=

~j 'ý jVi + Vi
g -(s

-s
1 ) +Vi

= Vi + V'i(s - s)
Z/

PiCLi

-zI2)iP

[ -l (COSi

Cos)

K2i
cos-2)]- g/V?(l
+2(cos2i
hJ -s
i(Cs02
O
¢ = On + ,li(,
-

2i

-

,2

+

z;xs

+ z,

- scos.(
si) 02

02 = 02i + w2i(s - sid
K, =hKlii(sK2 =2i2i(s
1(
y

iCL•,i

i
)
(s - s)

(sill

1 -

sin 0)

First estimates for all these functions at the end of the interval awe obtained by setting s - st
The quantities are indicated by an ovcrbar.

h.

Final estimates of z, y, P, t, and x at the end of the integration interval may be made by
integrating first order estinmates of z, y', P', (dt/ds)
I/V, and (dx/ds) t (I- z-2).
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zz+Z'2Cs0i'
1K

=i+iLil1i~

--

F~l

(sino, - sino ti)
1 I+-2-i

-

w'21

(sin

-

ill

-

h

I- 0

+

-

CosOf)- hsin 0li ] +

2i]

h

}+
+

PijhL,

=

oCose2i

I

Yi+= Yi-PiCLi

P1 41

2

Y,,

hv y
2v•.

(cos 1li

-

2ilr-

(Cos 6 2 i- Cos

2)

'Ih
A;i4
+ yih
v/

Pig
- zh)

+

i+1

Vi

1-

Valuet• of , and the speed of sound, c, at the end of the interval for the estimate and the final
value are based on zij.
above. The Mach number del. ndencies of all aerodynamic data. except
CO. are not estimated at the end of the interval (bar quantities). The amplitude dependencies are
updated. Not updated are X1, X2, W1 and w, (bar quantities).
It is convenient to introduLe
Y

,L.

YKI Y,

the notatiol, Z

Z2CL)("-

Z, Z=

,

Z,

=K,.

YK 2. and A - ýCeo&g. Final values of the dertvaiiv.s are given as

+

Ic

-

i41
+ -

+z!(s4n

Ih
_ I1i CosZ2

"I

(ý'"2

•n

-

I
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3z

is

y,+. =

+(A - Ai); + Y1---- YI
2

hwli

-sl'-)1
Co2

(Co
+

+
+

W1I

2V1 h s2
h1W2i IILi)ý
lW [+v ga

(cks 02 - Cos 12•2

v7

•2i

+

I

sin•
i 0

- 1i

,V,11
V1

zih)
h + zi(yi.I - Yi - 'Yh

(23)

If the lift terms could be neglected, thcse integration relations would cssentially be
identical with a second-order Runga-Kutta scheme. Equations 15.17 are utilized to update w,, )X1
W2" X2' Finally, the amplitudes and p~tases are updated as
Kli+1

= Klieh

K 2 i.,,1

K2 1 e

li i+1

i

i 2(X )12
+x

h
+ -("Jli+l

02i+1

+tWll)
(24)

h
i
+
w
0"•2i
+
S(
+ 2-w2i+1
+ °2i)

3
The choice of step length is based upon an estumnte of truncatiut, error of (Wh
). Third
derivatives for z and x are Lstimated as

11

+

V2

I.

If •,'
,cumpulcd a,

a dc, tcd Jicucacy to kngth
k
Ox..
I.,, ituoaatin ctj). tft•mt
thc OIt kIcit•..1h it
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SIlz'/x'l

< I.

= 6 IE,

/3

if Iz//x'l > I,

h

=

(6ie,-1 )1327

""li'se are no"' computed for every integration step.
h1 the early part of the trajector),, iioinear aerodynamics are
'mired. As the angular
miotion deays, reversion to linear aerodynamics is taken advantage of (by numerical test). Finally.
when the yaw drag is small compared to zero yaw drag, reversion to particle motion or particle
motion with steady-state gravity trim is made (again by numerical test). In the final stage. the
accuracy requirement is changed to c,, a larger value.
2.

Applied Computations

The above formulation was programmed for the CDC 6700 system with general input
variables. Selected computations were made for the MK-82 bomb and compared with 6-DOF
, MC~p
computations. The aerodpamic funmctions
C,___,__C1)
C9 and C• werefitdoth
fitted to tile
following {urm

X

sini

aLl.

a0 +a,(M - Mo) + a,(M - M()2 + suin)Tbo + b, (Nt - M) + b,(M - MO)2]

where M0 = reference Mach nunmber. C DO Was fitted as a polynomal

(28)

in Mch number.

A number of computations are listed In lable II and Ill with large disitnrbaNce inputs
to test the Immelezl
teChnique. Cur'
,ations were (or a statidard at3nmosltre. All target levrls
were at sea level. All vollnijutiomi
were 11ade with an1 imtial assunmted trut.atiom' accuray of
0.1 f1o`t. I-of the nommws•JAltory (pAMtiCI) part of th| trapmjooly the aixur•-cy re-quitetmmt was set
at I fout.
3.

Dtisi

l of Resigt

fit Vnelal. the couiptaltt.niul rultis are itt e!cclku t agven•te•l
with S aid 6-DOF
nmnputaltons. It mutl b• kqet iII Mind that theta ithe 21W !rinc computationa) effmr Ioum-lm in
the u
fou"rt'lh4mde.
PiAUolettlta
n-i;mutaOtisU.
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TABLE 11 MK.82 I-PICYCLIC COMNIUPIATION kOMPARISON WIT11 S.DOF

30

'0 (fi)
(rad/.sv

)

V'0 (f'Sec)

,l

x. (ftp

xt-ia) (ftp

yO (t!'/sec)

pO) (fad/.set)

If (.sc)

(C05000

506.3

-0.5001

10

-0.880

4911

4924

11.-8

I 1 6c)

("98S55
-0O.t)07

513.3
7696

-0.5171
7bov

--0,63"
17.99

18.00

d)4986

744.8

-0.3720

-1.282

12117

12118

WI0ow

759.5

0.0

-0.996

18609

18617

25.26

25.28

t;)5000
1.020

759.5
2090

0.5000
20938

0.0
32.8t

3292

731.3

(d)1Iwo1

a,0 ldc0)

11(Jl (sccj

yf (ftp
-3;0

-13.22
16.79

16.80

0.0

%o (fadfse .
yf(')

OJ
0

(ft)

eg)
.:

i..9At

I0
-,S1

-

I.i 7

-1.827

-0.831
- 117

-

15.37

-2.05)

-3.3tC

- 15

-184

-307

0.0

2.042

-2.0
-

0.0

2.037

130

- 10
-393

0.4730

1 1.54

-4.134

0.495

-2.997

0.495

23551

2357.

38.02

3s.04

402

404

-73

t0jOO

ii012.7

0.0

0.0

203-2

4.0

.....

17255

(1.O
1N,.0',

18.0,

C;)5.001;
F valu¢.
0OlA.J,

i(5-lXW)

-

l

.
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-4.422
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TABLE III MK-82 EPICYCLIC COMPUTATION COMPARISON WITH 6 DOF

(ft)
/30 z0(rad/sec)

V0xf(fl/sec)
(f-t)

z0
xf(a)

10000
1.0

506.3
7933

-. 5000
7941

4986
-1.079

744.8
12117

-. 017
12122

10000

759.5

0.0

-. 996

18601

5000
1.020

Y3tf (ft/sec)
(see)

%o (rad/sec)
,,.(a)

p0 (rad/sec)
t f(a)

u.yt. (deg)
(ft)

2.0
18.54

0.0
18.56

0.0
11.2

2.055
5.6

0.0
-48

-13.00
16.78

5.50
16.80

- 15.39
-197

2.155
-194

- 2.770
-275

0.0

0.0

0.0

18617

25.25

25.28

5.2

759.2
20908

.5000
20955

0.0
32.86

0.0
32.93

0.0
-75.8

10361
.668

737.2
23470

.4729
2350i

11.8
38.01

4.63
38.03

5000
1.0!4

1012.7
17220

0.0
17255

6.0
18.05

0.0
1&.08

(a)6-DOF computations.
(b)Ax =x(6.DOF) - x (particle).
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2.042

3

(deg)
0,.Nxtb)

-2

15.2

-121

2.037
--9.9

-It0
-361

-4.490
337

-2.974
341

-4.007
-789

0.0
62.5

2.032
64.7

-4
55

The most important Na~ture of the approximate method are the short coindutatiorr times.
F-or a typical nonrollin, compuLtation, the approxim-ate computation time is approximately 1/40
that of it 5-DOF computation and less compared to a 6-DOF computation. A time step sizc for
the approximate computation is typically 30 times as long as a 5 or 6-DOF time step size for the
large amplitude inotion phase. The rapid computation timne is due entirely to thc retention of'
rapidly varying trigonometric functions in the numerical comnput2tion.
CONCLUDING RE~MAR KS
Two different computational techniques for the prvdictian of the decay of' store angular
disturbances have been presented.
The perturbation iechnique allows short computational timcs, but scenms to sacrifice too
mnuch accuracy. The MK-8~2 fit envelope results presented in Tabie I show adeqtiate accuracy for
cross-range estimates but mnuch- poorer results for down-range estimates. A mea;sure of the adequacy
of down-range prediction is the comparison of a(Ax) with o(Ax - ARJ) It', by the combinalion of
store aerodynamic design, good aircraft flow-field environment, and adaptable ej.%c1ion, the store
separation1 disturbance is reduced to an acceptable low level, thent the pei-Zurbation technique holds
some promise for aeapition to present fire-control algorithms; perhaps the foimrer will render the
latter moot.
The second technique, based on a piecewise application of (the epicyclic averaging method,
scenms to rep~resenit ati important contribution to rapid, accurate computation techniques. Tables II
and Ill give a comiparison with 5-DOF and 6-DO[ computations. 'rhe computations shown are, in
general, for more severe initial disturb-inces and longer trajectories, Tabkc IIl conmputation~s are for
the case with roll. Computation times a~e of the order of 1/40 or less compared to 5-DOF or
6-1)01- computation tilles. However. CDC 0400 (Cf) 6700 fiaies are quoted in) equivalent
CDC 640 tune) computation timecs are still of' the ord(er, of 0.500 second. Thiv, computational
time is inuch longer than for the perturbation method, which is probably about twice as long as
a particle compuitatin Trajectory compuitationi time for the epicyclic method should be reduced
to 0.100 %ecotid or less to be adaptable 6lr the purpose declared here.
One of' the difficulties in store design for bAlistic accuracy is (lie unavaiiability cf
acrudvimamic characteristics. Referene 15 prescints at possible instrumtentatkin packige whilch should
he avatilable for all major storie drop prorrains. Frcev-lhght aerodynaminc data inay beý extractked by
asing thný 1fItting techniques of Reference 16. An alternative approach woiuld use a p,:ck~gc
conttainng a yawsondc (Referenice 17).
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F-14/AIM-54 POENIX MISSILE SEPARATION PROGRAM
(U)
(Article UNCLASSIFIED)
by
Charles Dragowitz and Ralph Johnson
Grumman Aerospace Corporation
Bethpage, New York 11714

ABSTRACT.

(U)

This paper presents an overview of the
theoretical analysis performed by Grumman to
establish separation compatibility between
the F-14 Tnmcat fighter and the AIM-54
Phoenix missile, with examples of analytical
correlation with flight test results. The
success of the correlation was good, leading
to use of the analysis to reduce flight
testing in the establishment of the final
F-14/Phoenix launch and jettison envelopes.
1
It also highlights significant F- 4/AWG-9/
Phoenix weapon system capabilities which
have been demonstrated to date.

"Apyroved for public release; distribution unlimited."
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INTRODUCTION

Today, F-14 squadrons are deployed with both the Atlantic and Pacific
fleets, providing the Navy with a unique air superiority fighter capability. Development of this capability began with the F-111B program in
By
1961 when the AWG-9/Phoenix system entered engineering development.
1967, performance analyses had revealed that the F-111B could not serve
effectively as a Navy air superiority fighter in other than its fleet air
defense role. Consequently, in 1968, it was decided that a new highly
maneuverable airframe would be developed which could utilize the AWG-9/
Phoenix weapon system and effectively perform the other air superiority
In February 1969, the Navy contracted with the Grumman
fighter roles.
Starting
Aerospace Corporation for the development of the F-14 fighter.
at this date, the F-14/AWG-9/Phoenix weapon system compatibility and
capabilities had to be demonstrated.
The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the F-14/
AIM-54 Phoenix missile separation program and to highlight the demonstrated capabilities of the F-14/AWG-9/Phoenix weapon system. To this
end, the separation analysis and subsequent correlation with flight test
results will be discussed along with the specifically demonstrated
detection and intercept capability of the AWG-9/AIM-54 system.

F-14/PHomx MissiLE SEPARATION PROGRAM
The F-14 aircraft carries six Phoenix missiles, figure 1, one on
each of two glove pylons and one on each of four fuselage weapon rails.
These fuselage mounted Phoenix are carried two abreast between the
The weapon rails provide a mechanical and electrical
engine nacelles.
interface between the F-14 and the Phoenix.
At the beginning of the F-14 program, it was estimated, based upon
F-111 experience, that thirty demonstration points would be required to
Actually, due
successfully complete a separation flight test program.
to successful correlation between the analysis and flight testing, only
This substantially
thirteen separation test points were required.
reduced F-l4/Phoenix flight test program costs. Figure 2 presents the
It also
F-14 flight envelope for the Phoenix missile configuration.
depicts the launch and jettison limits cleared by the F-14/Phmonix
Flight test test separation conditions, six
separation test program.
launches and seven Jettisonsare denoted to illustrate that the entire
flight envelope was spanned by these points.
The F-14/Phoenix separation analysis vas performed by utilizing

Grumman's six-degree-of-freadan store separation analysis code.

Store

body axis equations of notion are integrated, rotated into inertial
coordinates and then integrated again to provide the store inertial
A simulation of the aircraft dynamics is also coded
displacements.
The difference
to provide the inertial displacement of the aircraft.
between the two provides the trajectory of the store relative to the
aircraft.
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For the Phoenix, the control system characteristics were coded
into the separation code.
In addition, the separation code requires
three general data sets for successful operation:
*

Pertinent inertial and aerodynamic store characteristics
including propulsive and control system effects and complete
aircraft data for trajectory purposes.

*

A description of the aircraft flowfield interference effects
upon the store.

*

Definition of the ejection/release mechanism.

The Phoenix characteristics were available from prior wind tunnel
and flight testing performed by the Hughes Company.
These data were
modelled in detail as were the control system and thrust effects.
The
flowfield interference was modelled with two separate flowfields
simulations, each of which was based upon F-14 wind tunnel test data.
The first
was a subsonic-transonic flowfield, obtained from yaw-head
probe data, which mapped the flow angularities beneath the F-14 for the
transonic Mach range.
The second was a supersonic flowfield in which
a metric sting mounted Phoenix was traversed beneath the F-14 to measure
the forces and moments on the missile.
For both simulations, the flowfield effect was coded as a function of fuselage station, butt line
and waterline.
At any point along the Phoenix trajectory, the effect
of the flowfield is available for computational needs.
In either case,
these effects are superimposed upon the free air aerodynamic characteristics of the Phoenix.
Finally, a detailed ejecLor simulaticn was
modelled which imparted the proper energy level to the Phoenix and
represented the aerodynamic-gas dynamic interaction which occurs during
the ejection sequence.
The linearization of the flowfield with the free air effects, as
described in the foregoing, are particularly noteworthy in the simplification of coding for analysis, low cost of analysis and high quality
of results which it produces.
•he simplification occurs because each
effect can be coded as a ftuction of parameters pertinent to each,
rather than to both (i.e. position for the flowfield versus angle of
attack for freestreea data).
Costs are reduced because the freestream
and flowfield are each measumred or calculated once, not every time a
trajectory is calculated. Finally, the quality of predicted re&u-lts
can be improved by spending more effort In obtaining both of the
components.
For the F-14 fuather simplificatons were realized during
the coding of the flowfield as a result of tUis met4odology.
Separate
handling of the flowfield enabled common trends over a range of Mach

numbers to be disceined. one basic flow model was therefore able to
be used for supersonic Rach numbers with adjustments in magnitudes
mid location. With minor, empirically derived, modifications, this
flow model provided excellent correlation when used in separation
analyses.
Examples of the quality of correlation obtained between the
predictive separation anlalsis and flight test zesults are- presented
in figures 3 through 6. Side and front views of the aircraft are

Wiown with the missile cesiterline representing the trajectory at 0.2
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second time intervals after first motion.
One launch and one jettison
are presented for a subsonic and a supersonic flight condition.
These
illustrate typical problems in correlating analyses with flight test
results.
For Jettisons, missile attitude is the predominant correlation
problem.
Figure 3 presents the predicted and flight test trajectories
for a Phoenix jettison from station 4, the port aft channel F-14 store
station.
The analysis slightly under-predicted the nose down missile
pitch. At high dynamic pressure supersonic conditions, greater discrepancy wa. observed in pitch and yaw while correlation in vertical
and lateral displacement was very good. This is illustrated by the
trajectories presented in figure hIfor a supersonic Jettison Ul' a
Phoenix from station 3, the port forward channel F-14 store station.
Launches, in comparison, showed excellent attitude agreement,
principally as a result of control system stabilization of the Phoenix.
Thrust anomalies, however, produced substantial discrepancI.
cetween
predicted and actual results.
Figure 5 illustrates this by comparing
the original prediction, the flight result and analytical trajectory
generated at the specific flight conditions of a Phoenix launch from
the port pylon F-14 station. The analysis contained a nominal thrust
time history and rocket motor ignition time.
As illustrated, there
was a 50 ms (milliseconds) delay in motor ignition in the test.
Matching this in the analysis produced excellent correlation for
the first 800 ms.
At approximately 750 ms, however, the test missile
developed significantly greater than nominal thrust levels which
resulted more rapid forward motion than the analysis would indicate.
It should be noted that the analytical and test trajectories are
almost identical with this exception.
An additional factor is the anomaly which occurred in ejector
perfonrance for this case.
As shown, the original trajectory was
predicted using an ejector produced velocity of 18 fps (feet per
second) which represents nominal speciffied ejector performance.
Correlation required a 14 fCps velocity which matched the initial
motion that was obtained in flight. Yor virtually all of the other
test points, an 18 fps velocity level was required to correlate with
flight.
In the Phoenix prog.am, early in the Sparrow program and

during ground testing of the launchers for each m-issile, "soft shots"
such as this were observed.
Tle cause of this has been attributed to
slow burning of the cartridges used to generate the gas to power the
launchers.
Contrastig. the foregoing,

other launches resulted in nominal

rocket motor and launcher performance.

Figure 6 presents a supersoric

Phoenix launch frixm store station 5 in the aft ctarboard chaxuL1.

Correlation such as this and the three foregoing exanplen detoostrated
that Gnzrut.'s six-degree-of-freedom store separation an-alyis code

accurately predicted the trajectory of a Tboenix u.ich vas launched
or jettisoned frcm the F-ih. Once the analysis was substantiated by
correlation, it was accepted for the marpoe of establiahing the
limits of the F-lh/A4M-5i
Phoe.nix launch and jettison envelopes
presented in figure 2. Ihis reduced the scope of flight testing

end costs substautiallyv for this particular progrt and resulted in
savirgs to the Navy as ieli as to the caitractor.
•:
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CAPABnITIES

The AWG-9/Phoenix weapon system forms the nucleus of the air
The AWG-9 radar provides
superiority capabilities of the F-14.
large surveillance volume, long range detection and lookdown capabilities far in excess of that available with current fighter
aircraft.
Detection of fighter aircraft at any altitude can be
made at ranges exceeding 100 nautical miles, more than double the
current fighter capability.
The AWG-9 is capable of tracking
maltiple targets and has simultaneously tracked 17 targets in flight
It can track and guide the F-14's
and 24 targets in simulation.
six Phoenix missiles to six individual targets.
The Phoenix missile
is" by itself, an extremely effective weapon, being lethal against
targets at launch ranges in excess of 50 nautical miles. The ability
to detect, track and intercept targets at long range provides the
F-]4 with a unique capability. The F-14 can reduce the odds in a
multiple threat environment with low risk and thereby employ its
Sidewinder missiles and gun in close combat against a greatly reduced
threat.
By the end of 1974, the Phoenix missile kill-success ratio was
0.78 (62 hits out of 80 launches) against a large variety of targets
and environments.
Table I summarizes the extremes under which the
Phoenix has been employed in establishing this ratio.
TABLE I - DEMIONSTRATED PHOENIX MISSILE CAPABILITIES
Simultaneous multiple launch and guidance
2 on 2, 4 on 4, 6 on 6
Unique thrests
100 n. mile Backfire launch
Low-altitude cruise missile
Mach 2+, 82,000 ft Foxbats
Tactics
Very low altitude targets
ECM: I-tandoff tnd self-screening Jammer
Low-altitude shoot-up

Dogfights
Evasively maneuvering target/launch during F-14 maneuvern
Launch and leave during tail
attack
Examples of some of the Phoenix missile launches that have been demonstrated are presented below:
FOXRMT TIWi'AT
One of the primary missions for the F-14 is the interception of
targets which fly at high speeds and high altitudes outside of the
capabilities of other weapons systems.
Figure 7 depicts one such
mission demonstrated in f1light. An augmented AQ)4-37A drone, simulating
the radar cross section of a MIG-25 Foxbat, flying at Mach 2.2 at 82000
feet was successfully destroyed by a single Phoenix missile.
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In another test, an augmeated BOMARC drone flying at Mach 2.8 at
72000 feet was intercepted by a Phoenix. At launch the F-14 was
flying at Mach 1.2 at 4100a feet and was over 50 nautical miles
from the target.
MULTIPLE THREATS
In a multiple threat environment, the unique AWG-9 TWS (trackwhile-scan) mode enables the F-14 to launch several Phoenix missiles
TWS also enables the
in rapid sequence against scveral targets.
F-14 to attack one or more targets while continuing a search for
other targets. Figure 8 presents the details of one such multiple
target mission. Within a 44 second timespan, four Phoenix were
launched against five targets which were flying in a 20 nautical
mile wavefront front formation at ranges up to 30 nautical miles.
Within two minutes of first
launch, wue missile had scored a direct
Ait and the other three, lethal warhead hits.
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In another test, an F-14 flying at Mach 0.78 at 28000 feet intercepted two unaugmented QT-33 drones and two augmented BQM-34 drones.
Another QT-33 was missed due to a missile antenna control locp failure
and the loss of augmentation caused the miss of a third BQM-34. The
drones were flying between Mach 0.6 and 1.1, nominally at 23000 feet
at launch ranges between 30 and 50 nautical miles. The six missiles
were launched within 38 seconds.
ECM ENVIRONMENT
The AWG-9/Phoenix had demonstrated unparalleled effectivity
In a demonstration of this, figure 9, a
in adverse ECM environments.
QF-9 drone simulated a fighter threat and BQM-34 drone simulated a
standoff jamming aircraft. Both were detected and, at 25 nautical
mile range, a direct hit was scored on the fighter. Nine seconds
after first launch, at a 47 nautical mile range, a second Phoenix
was launched at the simulated Jammer aircraft, scoring a lethal hit.
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CHIUMS MISSILE TOUR~T
The F-1IiA has demonstrated intercept capability against extremely
low altitude (50-200 feet) taxgets. Cruise missile and attacki:g
aircraft endeavoir to avoid detection by flying at low levels. One
example of the F-14's ability to counter this threat Is showm in
figure 10. A VJ4-34$ drone flying at Match 0.75 at 50 feet was intercepted at a 22 nautical mile range by a Phboenix launched at a 10000
foot altitude.
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In another demonstration of this capability, a Phoenix launched at
Mach 1.2 at 30000 feet intercepted a QT-33 flying at 200 feet at a
28 nautical mile range on a course 33 degrees to that of the F-l.
BACKFIRE THREAT
Figure 11 presents the target geometry for a simulated Backfire
interception. An augmented BQM-34, sinulating the radar cross
section of a Backfire bomber, was flying at Mach 1.5 at 50000 feet.
The drone was using a blinking Jammer to confuse the F-14i/Phoenix
as would be expected of an attacking bomber. The Backfire was first
tracked at 132 nautical miles with the AWG-9 in a track while scan
mode. Launch occurred at a -10 nautical mile range and the Phoenix
exceeded an altitude of 103000 feet during its flight to successful
intercept.
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MANEUVERING THREATS
In the air combat maneuvering environment, the F-14 is capable
of launching a Phoenix at extreme load factors. The Phoenix, itself,
is able to maneuver to counter evasive action by targets. This has
been demonstrated by the interception of a QF-86 drone which dove
vertically for 6200 feet, maneuvering at up to 6 g's after the
Phoenix was launched in an attempt to evade the missile.
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ABSTRACT.
(U) In the past several years the trend in n,..iuLuclear
weapon development has shifted from the more co'nventional types of
unguided weapons to extremely accurate weapons with complex guidance
and control systems. The majority of the new guided weapons have
flight control systems that are active during the launch phase to rate
stabilize the weapon and reduce adverse perturbations. Because of
present on-line computer limitations ½: the four-foot transonic wind
tunnel at the Arnold Engineering Development Center, the usual technique (Captive Trajectory System or CTS) is inal-'quate for investigation of the launch phase of this type of guided weapon.
An approach was devised where the CTS hardware was used to
obtain -aerodynamic interference coefficifnts for the weapon with fixed
control surfaces in a grid work pattern in proximity to the aircraft
model. Aerodynamic models were developed for the aircraft/weapon
combination and a generalited six-degree-of-freedowm dig~it-1l computer
program was modified to incorporate subroutines con~taining mathematical
models of the weapon seekers, autopilot, and flight control system,
Thia paper describes; the teelmiques used for vairous ai'.-crart and
guided weapon configurationn.
It dincustses the potential o¶ the
technique to solve weapon design problems roid esta~blisht accuratv 'old
realistic specifications for ýeeers and f7light control sys-terns. TIhe
paper also describea how the technique heas beet, uczed to inveatlgate
IanU-ch associpited .0roblems, tsuch as seeker break-lock due to excenni've
weapon bady rater mid accelerationn during the initial1 launch phace.
.Wpaisons between the technique, MIMS~ results and actualriiliht ts~
are diacussed in detail,
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Il.*TI10D UC' I
For many years the Air Force hao rviPel hoavily on the Ar.nold
iErgineering Development Center's (iD)f.a-ottran__:nic (14'4win.tunnel' with ito captive trajiectory 3yrtem 1C~)for determlning
external store and weapon separation trajectories. The cfficienlcy
and effectiveness of this system for the investigation of 'dcaponl
ielivery and jettison performance prior tc flight testing have beerl
well docurmented. The capability to acrui-atciy predict weapon separaý.Icn trajectories has resulted in a tremendous isavings of Air Force
flight test time ana dollars as well as consideratly enhancing the
zafety aspects of the flight test programs.
In the past several years the t.rf-'nd in nofinuclear weapon develq1 ment '-as shifted from the more conventic..al types of unguiided weaponi
such as general purpose bomnbs, firfe boma-b,:, dispensers and rockpl
launc~hers to extremely ac,ýr,-.tp
vlit zomplex guidance and ccntrol systems. T'he 4~T CTS retains th capability to study the fixed
control surface jettison mrode of these new weapons; however, the Majority of the new guided munitions have flight control systems that are
active during "he la~lmch phase for rate stabilization and reduction of
adverse perturbations. Th-e four-foot test section of 41' dictates t!Lat
most aircraft land weapon) models be no larger than 0.09-scale. It is
not feasible to remotely control and accurately model the control
surfaces of weapon models tkhiq small in size. kl~o, because of
limited on-line computing capab~ity it is not possible at this tim-c
to incorporate either the flight conitrol systemn or the colitrol' effectivenesý; into the CTS. Therefore, it is not practical to use the 4Ti
CTS3 for investigation of the lau~nchi phaSe cf this, type of' guided
weapon. 3because of the above, an approach; was devised where the M1J
ha~rdware wn.s used to obtain basic captive balance coefficient data in
a grid worIg pattern in pro~ximity to the aircraft model. 'T.his data is,
digital sizmulat ion of the weapor
then u.;ed in a si-ee-ffed~
that contains subroutiines for the flight contro2. aystez and cwtplete
t~ue(i~esioral fe;t
ream corocipianics
;*'

'11e CT~S vtav used to> obtaidn the aer-ody'n=1 caeffii Intv Mctine. on
an external s;torve in the. vliniity of tltto.aý~~r.A In ('Sti:tig
the pmrcrft arcraft (uiU&a1Jy 0.055-seal~e) i:ýpacdC1 a sting that is
a~y~torle
eaipt
Qu~steble for sti:I of attaex and, wigle rýif
tot
to
to
the
pmm-nt
~e~(bocbs, fuel tanks. et-. amc 6it.hed
vlunse
taeco-ri
obui. v aircraft cotigurstion de±oirte4. The weepom
ei-c
n~t.
in dcaire6 is attaeh-ed to a 30C nd ;-tlrý, h_*Vinj. iq interiall
is idetia
Up~ to thi:; pmu the
zstrain; go-go balan-ce 5yntett.
Inatead of u.-Ing tho =e"stUred &eroa~yt&ac !'ar-evt
to C70 tetig

to compute an on-line trajectory, ho'eever, the store model is translated
and rotated by the CTS rig, and the aerodynamic coefficients are
recorded.
It was determined by reference 1 that the interference coefficients varied considerably more with vertical displacement (Z direction) rather than with lateral or axial displacement and that rotations
in pitch, yaw, and roll at various points in the grid have little
effect on the interference properties.
As a result, the variation In
coefficients is normally obtained only as a function of vertical displacement for various Ma&ch numbers and aircraft angles of attack. This
procedure, which has proven satisfactory in most cases, serves to
considerably reduce the wind tunnel testing and data hundling requirement s.
Figure 1 shows the typical variatIon in the pit zhing moment interference coefficient as the weapon moves in the Z direction away from
the aircraft model. The internal balance measures the total
coefficients which are composed of interference effects and free-stream
effects due to the weapon angle of attack relative to the free-stream.
The free-stream coefficients are obtained using the 0.05-scale weapon
model which is displaced forward in the wind tunnel test section away
from the aircraft model. Therefore, the interference coefficients may
be obtained by subtracting the free-strear. coefficients from the
measured or total coefficients. For exawple, where Cm is the pitching
moment,
CIIN CDmTOTAL

Cl-

(1

Figures 2 aid 3 show typical va.-iations in the pitching moment
interferemce cofficients feor a .rL-uiLar guided weapon which were
calculated as described above.
-:nsI!ection of these figures indicates
the difficulty of curve f'itting the interference data for a l-rge
raýne of ,Mchnumberz and angles of attack, esyeeiall"y at the hitholr
Xach nissbers where shock effects cause large variations in the
coefficients,
As a r'esult, a coaruter rooutine was developed whnere
the interferencer coiefficients are c&,aculated as dlescrihed above ft-=
Mfwilcetic tapes; cottainirg the w-ind tkunnel data. :IleStrferc
routine interfaces .ith
a Lx -degree-of-fredm trmj ectory p:ra.
The~
n.ts (which are output- of th trajceto't proisflta) f-or obtainIng the interferenee coefficients are mfch nuzbgr, &ircraft trgle of
attack, and Z. qioutlnees are u4e- for linear interrolaticon between the
wind twunel dat.ai points. Therefore, the interfbrence coefficients are
obtainedl poiut-by-pc iat au the w-ccan traverses in the Z direction.
Sufficient grid work in israly obtained to cover the coonlete
Mach and airreranft rle of attack rwage enccxspascd by. the de-aired
weavtp. laxunch "d Jettifon envelcpe. In addition to the grid data,

C'T tra.)ctorie.s with fi•xe esmrtnrs are obtained at sepectepnLnts
within the envelo•e.
A'thotgh the controls-fxied Ci trjectorie;
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1.2 Mach

provide an actual simulation of the jettison mode,

they are primarily

obtained to provide a check for the computer/grid generated trajectories.
COMPUTER SIMULATION
Once aerodynamic models for the interference effects related to the
aircraft/weapon combination are developed, a generalized six-degree-offreedom (SIXDOF) digital computer program is modified to provide a
complete simulation. Figure 4 is a block diagram of the computer simulation which includes mathematical models of the weapon seeker and flight
control system. The simulation is modular in form and can readily be
adapted to various weapons and aircraft simply by changing the applicable
subroutines.
For example, once the simulation is developed for a
particular weapon, trajectories from various aircraft may be simulated
by using the correct interference coefficients.
The program also has the
optior of using flow field tabular data (as described in references 2 and
3) to calculate the interference coefficients in lieu of using grid data.
The free-stream aerodynamics for the weapon to be simulated are
normally obtained from comprehensive wind tunnel tests of 0.20 (or larger)
scale models of the weapon.
The data, which is usually inputed in block
data form, is normally a total three-dimensional ae~rodynamic model in the
aeroballistic axis system containing control effectiveness and damping
terms.
The total aerodynamic coefficients acting on the weapon at any
given time during the trajectory are obtained by summing the free-stream,
interference, and control contributions.
For example, (where 6 is control surface deflection)
(2)
CmTOTAL = CmINT + CmFS + Cm66
PROCEDURE
The development of a complete trajectory simulation usually consists
of building the applicable modules/subroutines of the SIXDOF program to
include the aerodynamic interference coefficients, a complete aerodynamic
model of the weapon with control effectiveness, and appropriate mathematical models of the weapon flight control system and seeker.
Once this
is accomplished, simulations may be made of the separation trajectories
at various flight conditions throughout the desired envelopes.
Uncontrolled, or jettison mode releases with fixed control surfaces, may be
conducted by simply by-passing the seeker and flight control subroutines.
The first step in the procedure usually consist of conducting trajectory simulations for each flight condition where CTS trajectories were
obtained.
Good correlation between CTS and the SIXDOF simulations
indicates a good aerodynamic model of the interference coefficients.
Once this is obtained, which leads to confidence in the aerodynamic
modeling, the flight control system can be activated to investigate the
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controlled launch mode.
in addition to normal launches, the simulation
can also be used to study the results of failure of such components as
the weapon's flight control system or the aircraft ejector rack.
Normally the primary concern in a trajectory study is to insure
that the weapon separates safely throughout the flight envelope and
that chances of weapon-to-aircraft collisions are extremely remote.
This applies to the controls-fixed jettison mode as well as the controls-active launch mode.
Another, but much less studied aspect, is
whether the weapon's aerodynamics and flight control system are capable
of handling the launch transients.
In other words, will the seeker and
gimbal platform of a guided weapon maintain lock on the target during
the launch transient? Both types of trajectory studies will be presented
in the examples to follow.
EXAMPLES AND RESULTS
SEEKER BREAK-LOCK
An investigation was undertaken to determine the cause of excessive
break-lock for a guided weapon launched from the inboard wing station of
the A-7 aircraft.
During flight tests, 6 out of 11 weapons released
from the inboard wing station failed to guide properly. The problem was
not apparent for the outboard wing station where seven launches were
made with only one failure.
The investigation consisted of:
a. A series of rate table tests to determine the maximum angular
body rates for the guidance units.
b. Six-degree-of-freedom digital simulations to estimate weapon
body/gimbal rates and accelerations expected during launches from the
A-7 inboard wing station.
It was felt that the above two pieces of in.formation would provide the
basis for establishing a launch limit or envelope for the inboard wing
station that would reduce the high occurrance of weapon break-lock.
The test results of a. above concluded that the guidance unit could
withstand certain angular rates without breaking lock. However, no
conclusions were made as to the dffects of pitch/yaw/roll coupling or

angular accelerations.
Wind tunnel data for the SIXDOF simulations was provided in the form
of CTS and grid data by Mr R. J. Arnold of the Air Force Armament Laboratory.
Figures 5 through 7 are installed rolling, pitching, and yawing moment

coefficients.
Configuration A is outboard data with a weapon on the
intermediate pylon. Configuration B is inboard data with a 300-gallon
fuel tank on the outboard pylon. Also included are recent inboard, wind

tunnel data from an AEDC test which represents the flight test configuration where the intermediate and outboard pylons were empty.
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Note in Figure 5 that the rolling moment coefficien-:: fCor ail.
ozr
t
configurations, except teinboar-d, erae
whereas the rolling moment coeffici-ent for the inboard_ reý:-;-*,_
vicinity of 0.1 or increases. Fitgire b ohows the negative iC-,. imoment coefficient to increase zThar;-iy for the inboard tu* ;ecz-'ase
.:o~the
for the oultboard at Mach 0.9 arid ab1-1ve. However, Figure
t~:
yawing moment coefficient to beconsistently less for th.e

-

c~
Again, as stated above it is riot known if the primau ,ý
brealk-lock are angular rates, aiccelerations~ or F-cmc 2m-atz
both. Also, the effects of pitchiyaw/roll coupling are unknown. If ,
however, it is assumed that the inboard ,wing station break-lock
problem can be attributed to pitch, yawr, and roll. excursions caused,
by the interference aerodynamics, the trends in the insttalled; coefficients discussed above lead to t1he fcllowing for thie .3amc flight
Pitch and roll excursions will be greater for the
conditions: (1)
inboard, (2) Yaw excursions will be less for the inboard. Therefore,
since the inboard wing station is the problem, a logical conclusion is
that pitch or roll excursions (or a combination of both) rather thani
yaw excursions are the primary cause of the A-7 inboard break-lock
probleir..
During, the wind tunnel tests, interference aerodynamic coefficients
were obtained as a function of' weapon vertical disiplacemenit below the
flie
aircraft (Figure 8 depicts the pitching moment coefficient).
interference coefficients decay to approximately zero at -,ome distanlce
below the aircraft depending on M4ach number and tunglle of attack. A
linear approximation to the decay curve based onl the authurs' judginert was used to model aerodyneamic interference effects for thle digital
simulations. It will be noted later that even this s-imple linear
approximation of the interference coefficients gives excellent results.
The procedure consisted of conducting oix-degree-of-freedom lAunlch
simiulationg with1 the weapon autopilot off and comparing Lhe trajectories
to CTS results obtained for thle same flight conditionls. As noted
earlier, it is presently impossible to obtain CTS trajectories for
weapons with active controls because of scaling problems anid on-line
computer limitations. Therefore, M*Pi is capable only off providing
Good
inactive auitopilot/control (or jettison) releasce trajcc-ti~riu.
correlatioi between computer and M16~ indicates that the aerodynamic
models for thle interfe~rence coefficients are fairly accurate (at least
approaching that of CTS accuracy).
When good correlation is obtained, leading to confidence in thle
aerodynaui~cs, the autopilot and actuator math models in the SIX'DQF
simulation are then activated to simulate a normal controlled launch.
The program then merely adds the affect of the control deflections
commanded by the autopilot which provides pitch and yaw rate and roll
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position stabilization to the weapon during the first two seconds of
the launch phase.

Figure 9 shows the e;,cellent correlation obtained between tt-computer and.TG
prior to activat~on of tile autopilot and contro±s.
Figure 10 shows the correlation ietween flight test telemetry data zua.d
the active autopilot computer simulations.
Flight test data for
inboard launches were obtained for only two miss.ions.
Vrom the above, it was concluded that the model for A-7 inboard
launch dynamics was fairly accurate, and a parametric investigation
was conducted in an attempt to find some, logical basis for the hreaklock and to establish a launch envelope.
A-7 inboard wing Station
launches were simulated for Mach nuwbers of 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9.
and 0.95 at altitudes ef' 5, 10, 15, ýund 20 thousand feet.
A h5 0 dive
angle and a zero degree gimbal offset angle were used in all cases.
Figure 11 depicts typical time histori "s of the weapon angular
positions, rates- aid aecelerati-r.s .and the seeker gimbal platform
pitch and yaw positions, rates, and accelerations.
Unfortunately the
rate table tests did not define the coupled rates and accelerations
that the seeker could tolerette without breaking lock on the target.
Nevertheless, the investigation did prove the feasibility of this
approach for defining the laun:ch envionment and the rates/accelerations the weapon seekers coutld exyect to see during launch.
Also,
"this type of study could assit
in establishing seeker and guidance
spei fications.
the study provided guidulires for reccmmending a launch enveloupe
ior the inboard wing station.
Figure, 12•- shows the mntxzmvw 'absolute,
value of! the body/g!imbal rat•teý aid aelerations
s functions of Xac:;h
number tuUd nAtitude.
It should be noted that body/j'isbal rates!
acceleration) differ only by gimbail-frictlon
.hich
is.aIl; thiefr,oly body excursion-s are soi.hown . In zAUno-t every case a ,harp brea,

aiPe')rn; in the curve at about 0.9 Much nuber indicating a large
increase in the a taiklar rexcur-;ilonTi at this roint . A
altiudesthisZ breCAk Mojves tc!ward Q.85 Mftch ugstnthixt

h

loveWr than 0.9 M"Ach Would býe it rrliti

bolow

lniue;i On t1he abovc'

lac

lii

oe
o

tti

140,000

it w!.s rVCCo~znd'Žd thatl the upper- Tmd of- th

inbard w~Ing station
Jnlaunch)e,,nvlo
Mach, whichever is less.

be restricted to 500 KnAt Or

reigt.
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SEPARATI(ON *iIAnAQCTISTIfO
1('0ifX.UG J)N;IrG;
A desig for an improved guided bomb wa.s proposed Leco.rporatin'
large strakes forward and large wings aft with
PtP-cut tips to achleve
significanit increasen in reange aid mniraueverabilit.
As shown itFigure 13, the desikn was approximately one and qne-half calibers
unr.table when the pop-out tips were in the stored position. With
the tips deployed the design was marginailly stable.
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A study was. initiated to investigate the separation characteristics of the proposed design using the method described in the
method description. After correlation runs were made with the CTS
trajectories, a preliminary jettison envelope was constructed using
a nominal weight F-4 aircraft and the standard ejection rack conditions. The results are shown in Figure 14.
This preliminary envelope indicated that weapon separation was highly dependent on the
initial aircraft angle-of-attack, and the worst case angle-of-attack
condition occurs for a heavyweight aircraft.
The obvious desirability
of conservative results led tc the selection of the heavyweight aircraft as a baseline.
Figure 15 shows the results of the Jettison analyses for a heavyweight aircraft.
These studies indicated that the weapon would not
safely separate over a large portion of the jettison envelope.
Without
resorting to a total redesign, three solutions to the separation problem
appeared feasible:
a.
Early d
of the weapon.

o. .,n

of the wing tips to increase the stability

b.

A preset pitch flap bias for the jettison mode.

c.

Tuning the bomb rack to cause the weapon to pitch down.

The Air Force and the contractor conducted a comprehensive study
to evaluate these options.
The results of this analysis showed that
none of the options, when considered singly or in combination would
provide an acceptable solution. Early deployment of the wing tips was
unacceptable for several reasons.
The increase in stability occurred
too late to appreciably cha-nge the early portion of the separation.
Deplcyient of the tips would in some cases more than double the lift
generated by the wings and strakes.
Finally, deployment of the tips
increased the wing span of the store by nearly 70 percent, which
compounded the aircraft/weapon clearance problems.
The capabilities of the actuator limited the preset pitch flap
bias to 7 degrees, which was not sufficient to provide safe separation
throughout the envelope.
The best jettison results were obtained using a tuned bomb rack

with the maximum allowable opening fo-ward and the rear orifice blocked.
Although thi& option allowed jettison over most of the captive flight
envelope, it was feltthat this solution would generate excessive angular

rates and accelerations which might result in a weapon breaklock during
launch.
At this point the Air Force and the contractor investigated the
separation characteristics of a store that was statically stable in the

carriage position.

The force/moment grid program was modif.ied o
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approximate the differences between the unstable and stable versions.
The study showed that a marginally stable store with a pitch-flap-bias
would adequately separate throughout the envelope. The impact on range
aind manueierability of a stable store was Judged to be acceptable.
The desired increase in stability was accomplished by reducing
the size of the forward strakes as shown in F*gure 16. New grid coefficient runs were made with the store on the inboard station of an F-h
with a 370-gallon fuel tank outboard. In two hours and six minutes of
testing, the following runs were completed:
Mach Number

Aircraft Angles of Attack

0.3
0.65

2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16

0.80
0.95
1.05
1.2

o,
0,
0,
0,
0,

2, h, 6, 8, 12
2, 4, 6, 8
2, 4, 6
2, 4, 6
2, 4

In two hours of tunnel testing, enough information was generated
to allow almost complete coverage of the F-4 envelope.
Computer
analyses showed that the redesigned weapon would separate safely from
the aircraft in the jettison mode. Five mass simulation vehicles were
dropped at various points in the captive flight envelope to provide
actual flight test data for comparison with the computer analysis.
The results for two of these drops are presented in Figures 17 and 18.
COMPLETE SEPARATION ANALYSIS OF A NEW WEAPON
The glide bomb in Figure 19 is currently under development by
the Air Force. This guided, 2000-pound bomb utilizes a set of folding
wings to extend the range. At the request of the system program
office (SPa)
a study was undertaken to determine whether or not this
weapon would safely separate from the F-4 aircraft.
The hT wind tunnel at AEDC was used to collect three basic types
of data with a 0.05-scale model: grid data, CTS trajectories, and
free-stream data. The grid data consisted of total aerodynamic
coefficients acting on the model in the vicinity of the F-4, as outlined in the method descriptior. This data was collected with and
without fuel tanks on the F-h model and at various aircraft angles
of attack and Mach numbers.

The CI'S trajectories were made at a wide

range of flight conditions and vith various tail deflection angles
on the weapon to simulate Jettison and to provide data to compare with
future computer simulation, Fina.ly the static aerodyziamic coefficients of the weapon model with th-' wings folded were gathered and
compared with those of the 0.20-scale model. The force coefficients
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were in good agreement as were the moment coefficients at low ,4.00)
angles of attack.
At higher angles of attack, however, the moment
coefficient of the smaller model was as much as 50 percent greater than
the larger model.
The next task was to use this data along with information from the
SPO to develop a digital computer simulation of the complete weapon.
The 0.20-scale model data was used to calculate the free-stream aerodynamic characteristics of the weapon.
The data for the inboard wing
station of the F-4 with a m(K84 2000-pound boib installed (Reference 4)
was selected for the flow field data option in the program.
For the
grid data, the technique in the method description was used to obtain
interference coefficients for the weapon.
A digital model of the auto..ilot and a scheme for computing the wing opening aerodynamics were
oL'ained from the SPO and incorporated into the basic program.
A
ldy was initiated to evaluate the two simulation techniques-flow field dati and grid data. To do this, computer simulations of
Jettison trajectorias were made and compared to the CTV, trajectories.
Agreement with transl&tional motion was excellent, as shcwn in a topical
example by Figure 20. 2'i~reement with pitching and yawing tuotion was
generally good, as shown ir Figures 21 to 25.
.

The disparities shown can be attributed to three factors.
First,
the free-stream aerodynamics of the 0.20-scale model used in the
simulations are somewhat different from those of the 0.05-scale model
of the CTS trajectories.
For example, at 0.7 Mo.ch and -..0' angle of
attack, the pitching moment of the large model is ,only 50 percent that
of the small model.
Secondly, the flow field data on the F-4 was
gathered at a single Much number (0.85) and a single aircraft angle
of attack (0.30).
Although this permits the prediction of general
trends in the jtores' motion, there are usually differences between
the simulations and CTS or flight test trajectories.
Finally, at
supersonic Mach numbers, shock location pleys a major role in determining separation trajectories.
A comparison of the twu computer techniques indicated that the
grid technique was the better method to use in knalyzing the sepa-rti.ln
The initia! vimulation. shoved
of the weapon with an active autopilot.
that a norm&l launch with an autopilot VoSCd no threat to this aircraft.
The anilysis then fccued on aingle failures of three major con!:enta:
opniting mechani=.
the autopilot, the surface actuitors, and the win•
P'n autopilot failure could co.'=and full up on the tail :;urraccs
causing the weapon to pitch up and possibly contact the
reraft. A
flap pisition limiter was included in the original dor !g prcventin•
-osjtiona of more than five degrecs fr,= neutral for the first t•o
e5-onds.
The simulativAs showed that this limiter would be sufdictent
to protect the aircraft.
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A single actuator failure in the full up or down position was also
studied.

It

was determined that the autopilot could still

control the

vehicle during launch within acceptable limits.
Finally, the timing and a failure of the wing opening mechanism
were investigated. The original design called for the wings to start
deployment one second after weapon release. The analysis showed, however, that even with a pitch flap limiter, an autopilot failure would
place the weapon precariously close to the aircraft as the wings
deployed. The recommendation was made to the SP0 that the design be
changed to start wing deployment two seconds after weapon release. In
addition, it was suggested that the wings be mechanically locked for 1.5
seconds to preclude any danger caused by early wing opening. Both of
these features were later incorporated in the design by the contractor.
During the initial portion of the flight test program, three mass
simulation vehicles were dropped to verify separation characteristics.
These vehicles were configured with a seven-degree-down pitch-flap-bias
on the tail surfaces to aid separation. A comparison of the flight test
data with the flow field and grid techniques are shown in Figures 26 to

28.
These comparisons show good agreement between the experimental data
The disagreeand the two techniques, particularly the grid techniquc.
is
attributed
to
ment at the higher pitch angles (greater than 15.0'),
the lack of emperical data on the 0.20-scale model at these large angles.
In general, these simulation techniques provide the capability to
accurately predict the motion of a guided weapon as it separates from
the aircraft. They allow the identification of potential problem areas
such as the wing opening time, before flight test, thereby permitting
the necessary design changes. This permits a reduction in the number
of both wind tunnel and flight test hours, resultin6 in a savings of
expensive energy resources.
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LAUNCH TRANSIENT ANALYSIS: ESSENTIAL
ELEMENT OF AIR LAUNCHED WEAPON
CONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT
(U)
(Article UNCLASSIFIED)
by
TERRY G. BLOSE AND RALPH M. BARNES
Rockwell International Corporation
Missile Systems Division
Columbus, Ohio

ABSTRACT.
(U) Current development programs for improved airlaunched weapon systems require consideration of weapon/aircraft compatibility during early weapon configuration definition and design.
An analytical technique for predicting launch and jettison separation characteri stics of externally carried air-launched weapons is
presented.
The tcŽ,;hnique uses aircraft flow angularity data to determine the increment.,l forces acting on a weapon due to the aircraft
flow field.
A six degree-of-freedom program has been defined to calculate these incremental forces which, combined with weapon free
stream aerodynamic characteristics and basic equations of motion, is
used to predict weapon separation characteristics.
Since the technique is based on the use of flow angularity data, numerous weapon configurations may be evaluated.
Thus, the technique is particularly
useful during initial weapon development.
I
Correlations of predicted jettison trajectories with wind tunnel
and flight test data are presented to demonstrate the accuracy of the
technique.
For additional comparison, jettison trajectories determined
using the Air Force Armament Laboratory (AFA'IL/DLC) grid force/moment
interference coefficient computer program are presented.
The correlations were conducted for an improved modular guided wL-Apon developed
for the Air Force.
"APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELUSL; DISTRIBUTION UNLIMITED"
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NOMENCLATUaE

Direction cosines (see equation 1-3)
AVX

Aircraft free-stream velocity component along
aircraft

C.G.

X-Axis

-

ft/sec

Weapon center of gravity

Ci 1, Cm1,

Cn'

Rolling moment, pitching moment, and yawing
moment coefficients, respectively, in the
weapon primed axis system

C1 , Cm, Cn

Rolling moment, pitching moment, and yawing
moment coefficients, respectively, in the

weapon body axis system

Aqc',

ANCm',

ACr'

Incremental rolling moment,
yawing moment coefficients,

pitching moment, and
respectively, in the

weapon primed axis system
ACI
C

CN1,

ACMi

,

Cy'

ACN.,

interference rolling moment, pitching moment,
and yawing moment coefficients, respectively,
in the weapon body axis system
Normal force and side force coefficients,
respectively, in the weapon primed axis system

CN, Cy

ACN',

ACI,

Normal force and side force coefficients,
respectively, in the weapon body axis system

ACyl
ACy.

Incremental normal force and side force
coefficients, respectively, in the reapon
primed axis system
Interference normal force and side force
coefficients, respectively, in the weapon body
axis system

DV

OVX,

Intc emental local velocity component along the
pylon Y-axis due to flow field angle of sideslip
- ft/sec
DVY,

DVZ

Incremental velocity co-.onents along the
weapon body axes due to aircraft flow field
ft/sec
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II

1

°

-

Incremental local velocity component along the
pylon Z-axis due to flow field angle of attack

DW

- ft/sec

k

Number of primary lifting components; for
example, k is equal to 3 if the weapon is
divided into body, strake, and wing components

M

Free-stream Mach number

S.M.

Weapon static stability margin

-

inches

VX,

VY, VZ

Weapon free-stream velocity components along
the weapon body axes - ft/sec

VX,

VY, VZ

Effective velocity components along the weapon
body axes

AXp,

AYp,

AXP,

A

AXPpI
aFRL

AZp

ZCP

-

ft/sec

Weapon center-of-gravity position in the pylon
axis system-feet
Aerodynamic center-of-pressure position in the
pylon axis system

-

feet

Launch aircraft (fuselage reference line) angle
of attack .- degrees
Weapon aerodynamic angle of attack in the primed
axis system, measured between the free-stream
velocity vector and the weapon centerline
degrees

a'

Effective aerodynamic angle of attack in the
primed axis system, measured between the
effuctive velocity vector and the weapon
centerline - degreQa

Aa

Flow field angle of attack in the pylon axis
system - degrees

NO

Flow field angle of rideslip in the pylon axis
system - degrees

P IWeapon

acrodyn&.nic rol angle in the primed
axis system, measured between the plane of a'
and the weapon reference orientation (Zero
!'is "X" orientation) - degrees
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------------------------.~--~-

Effective aerodynamic roll angle in the primed
axis system, measured between the plane of
3' and the weapon reference orientation (zero
01 is "X"Vorientation) - degreez

Ae
, *,p

Ap,

p

p

Weapon roll, pitch, and yaw angles,
in the pylon axis system - degrees

respectively,

SUBSCR IPTS

(ac')

Due to aerodynamic angle of attack

(-a')

Due to effective aerodynamic angle of attack

k')

(

Due to aerodynamic roll angle

( •' )

Due to effective aerodynamic roll angle

(

'For a given primary lifting component; for
example, (W) indicates the wing component

)
FS

For the total weapon at free-stream conditions
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, operational combat mission requirements for tactical
aircraft have demanded development of new modular air-launched weapon
systems.
Improved high-lift aerodynamic concepts associated with many
of the new weapon systems have placed increased emphasis on weapon/
aircraft compatibility considerations throughout weapon design and
development.
Foremost among compatibility considerations are launch
transient analyses which evaluate aircraft safety during weapon launch/
jettison. The analyses are especially necessary during early configurat'on development to define design changes, if required, prior to design
implementation.
The objectives of this paper are (1) to present a sunmary of an
analytical technique which can be used during weapon definition and
development to predict launch and jettison separation characteristics
of air-launched weapons, and (2) to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction technique through correlatio;. with both wind tunnel and flight
test results.
The correlations are performed for an improved modular
guided glide weapon system developed by Rockwell International
Corporation, Missile Systems Division, for the Air Force.
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FLOW-ANGULARITY PREDICTION TECHNIQUE
The prediction technique, formulated during support of past Air
Force/Navy programs for externally carried air-launched weapon systems,
is based on determination of the aircraft non-uniform interference flow
argularities combined with a digital six degree-of-freedom computer
program.
The digital program utilizes the complete six degree-of-freedom
equations of motion to predict eithez the launch or jettison trajectory
of a weapop. from a maneuvering -2ircraft. The program includes the
effiects of-.
(1) Elector rack characteristics (ejection force, ejector piston.
location, ejector stroke length, and total ejection time),
(2) Weapon mass properties (weight, mnoment of inertia, and
ceriter-of -gravity position),
(3) Launch ai-ceraft flight conditions (Mach number, iltitude,
ingles of attack and sideslip, body angular tates and Euler
angles, and center-of-g.ravity positican),
(4) Weapon/aircraft installatiop geometry (weapon center-ofgravity position on the aircraft, and weapon Attitude
relative to the aircraaft retercence axi:3),
(5) Atmospheric winds (optional),

(6) Launch Aircraft flow field.
The weapon frea-streamas~tatic fuorz-e And momient coefficients
obtained fram either emp-iriedl/tileoretical. estimation methods or wind
tunnel tests ar,ý defined in the wednon primed or aeroballistic axis
system ( '
'.Coefficieants for both thQ total weapon and each
individual primary componetit (e.g., bovey, wings) are incorporated into
the prog-ram asing-multi-de- Inde~pendient variabL0; arrays with a linearinterpolation tablr, look-up subroutine.
Thie p:-edictlon technique uses aircraft flow field angularity
d±aw ( Aa~,A.8
) to calculate 'the-interference fcrce and moment coefficients &ating on a wo-apon in the presvnce of the la4unch airrraft.
Fl ow-ongularity data in the aircraft flow field uwy be obtained from
theoretical/em-pirical -oethodla or from wind tunnel tests. The data
are, obtained wi1thout the-preseace of tie weapon (clean pylon only).
1~ocacuate the interfereuce coefficients on a weapon, the aver4ge flow field angularitlie acting on each primary lifting component
4 ýe deteartined from the flow-a%--uarity daita. The angularities are
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based on the vertical and axial position of the component's aerodynamic
center of pressure in the pylon axis system. The center of pressure
for the cruciform lifting surfaces is considered to be at the weapon
centerline.
Xcp( )
CZPc()]
(1-la)
Aa( )=
[M
FL

AZP

aFRt AXP

=f [M

A

AI, f(m aL

(-b

AZP

UxP

The angularities are converted to incremental local flow velocity
components (DW, DV) in the pylon axis based on the aircraft free-stream
velocity X-component (AVX).
DW

AVX tan

)

(l-2a)

j
5(
57.3

DV( ) = AVX tan

(1-2b)

57.3 j

The incremental velocity components are then transformed to the
A•p,
Op,
weapon body axis based on the weapon pitch, yaw, and roll ( A
axis.
pylon
the
in
Asp) orientation

DVX(
=

DVY.
DVZ

a1

£a12

a131

a2

a22

a233

1

La

a31

a32

DV)

(1-3)

[DW

33

where:

a 11 = co s A Op cos A 6p
a12

= Stn AOp cos A p

a1 3

-sin A'O

a21

Cos

A p sin AO

a2 2

cos
C

\tp

a 23 "' cos A0

sin A•

-

sip APP cos AOp

cosi10p + sin A0tP sin AOp sin AOp

sin AO

a5 1 - sin Ap sin Aip 4- C0

AV/

ain AO

coa AO
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.

-'..

,

a32

=

sin A0 p sin AOp cos ASp - cos AOp sin AUp

a 33 = oA0

s A0p

The transformed velocity components are combined with the weapon
free-stream body axis velocity components (VX, VY, VZ) to obtain the
effective velocity components (VR, 'Y', '-Z) for each weapon component.
The effective total aerodynamic angle of attack (.'l)
and roll angle
( ý') for each weapon component are then approximated based on the
effective velocity components.

)(-4a)

VX(

=VX + DVX(

VY(

) = VY+DVY( )

(l-4b)

VZ

VZ + DVZ( )

(1-4c)

=

0)

tan

L

-1 F?

1y

T
-

)
)YY(

tan

(1-5)

(1-6)

Using the weapon primed axis aerodynamic coefficient equations
with the control effectiveness contributions eliminated, the aerodynamic coefficients for each weapon component and for the total
weapon are obtained as functions of the effective velocity (it,
•')
and the free-stream velocity ( a', 0') , respectively.
WEAPON COMPONENT EFFECTIVE VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS
CN'(

)

Cy'(

)

-

PRIMFD AXIS

CN'(-,) + ACN'(;,) sin 2 [2•'(
Cy,

)2

sin [4•'

(1-7b)

Cm, I )

Cm(i,)
'

Cn I

Aci,

Cj,( )l

Acf,(•,) sin (4;4'( )]

a

+ AC,Crn(
M
I
,

sn[4
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(1-7a)

)

i]
j
,'

' ( )]

)~(+
i(-c
(l-7d)
(1-7e)

TOTAL WEAPON FREE-STREAM COEFFICIENTS - PRIMED AXIS
CN'Fs = CN'(
CYCYFs =
Cm'FS

C 1FS =

a,) + ACN'(

ACyt' (p') ,

(l-8b)
2

Cm,(

+

ACn'(01)

CI'FS = AC'

(1-8a)

sin (40']

m+Asin

Cm' ( a, )

sn 2 [20

,)

'0

si,)

[ 2•' ]

[49'1

sin

(1-8d)

sin

(4

(l-8c)
(-c

(l-8e)

The effective velocity and free-stream coefficients are transformed to the body. axis system based on
and 0', respectively.

INDIVIDUAL COMPONENT COEFFICIENTS
CN(

)=

CN'(

CY(

))CYo(

Cm(
Cn(

) =

Ci( )

=

) Cos

) cos

Cn'I

o

CV'(

(

+ CyI(
)

)COS

Cm'(

BODY AXIS

-

'T(

•'(

-

)+

) sin

CN'(

)

Cn'(

) sin

)(-9a)

sn

'(

'

)

)

(l-9d)
(1-9e)

TOTAL WEAPON FREE-STREAM COEFFICIENTS

-

BODY AXIS

' + CY'FS sin

CNFS - CNIFS Cos 0

/'

CYFS

CYIFS cos

CMFS

Cm FS COS

CnFS

Cn'FS Cos O' - Cm' FS sin 4'

'

CN'FS sin 0'

-

0' + Cn'FS sin 0'

(1-10a)
(1-10b)
(1-10c)
(1-lOd)

(1-lOe)

CIFS
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nlKA

(l-9b)

(1-9c)

(

) sin
s

) -

)

i

.

..

..

ACYi,

The interference coefficients ( ACNi,

ACmji

ACni'

ACji)

for the total weapon are the summations of the effective velocity body
axis coefficients for the weapon primary lifting components minus the
free-stream body axis coefficients for the total weapon.

ACNi

Acm.

=

CN(]

CNFS

(1-l1a)

=cy

CY(

)j-CYFS

(1-l1b)

=

Ac ni

-m

k

k

=

-

Cn(

)

CMFS

(.lc

Cn

(1-lie)

number of weapon primary lifting
components considered

The interference coefficients in the body axis are incorporated
with the complete free-stream aerodynamic coefficients (including control effectiveness and damping) in the six degree-of-freedom equations
of motion.
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APPLICATION OF THE TECHNIQUE

The flow-angularity technique, previously presented, was appLii(u
during configuration definition of an air-launched guided glide w: apon
required to be compatible with several Air Force/Navy tactical air,'raft.
During definition of the weapon configuration, Rockwell International Corporation, Missile Systems Division, in coordination with
the Aircraft Compatibility Group (DLJC) of the Air Force Armament
Laboratory (AFATL/AFSC) at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, conducted
aircraft flow angularity wind tunnel tests, and performed separation
analyses for weapon jettison from an F-4D/E aircraft.
The flow-angularity wind tunnel tests, Reference (1), were conducted in the Aerodynamic Wind Tunnel (4T) of the Propulsion Wind
Tunnel Facility (PWT) at Arnold Engineering Development Cer.ter (AEDC/
AFSC).
The tests were performed using the AEDC captive trajectory
store separation system (CTS).
Flow-angularity data were recorded
using a calibrated 40-degree conical tip pressure probe, The probe
static and total pressure in the proximity of the airc-aft were
measured and reduced to flow field angularities using predetermined
probe calibration data.
The flow-angularity data were obtained at
preselected coordinate locations in the pylon axis system as functions
of aircraft angles of attack and sideslip, Mach number, and aircraft
loading configuration.
Data were obtained for the inboard wing
stations of an F-4 aircraft for a Mach number range of 0.65 to 1.2.
Jettison (autopilot inoperative) trajectories of several configuration design concepts were predicted throughout the F-4 aircraft flight
envelope using the previously discussed teclnicue. The weapon weight
for the concepts was assumed to be 2500 pounds. The control surfaces
for all the concepts were locked in a trailing-edge 4own position to
provide a nose-down pitch bias. Thu free-.stream/build-up aerodynamic
coefficient data for the various concepts were estimated based on
development tests of similar configurations conducted in the NASA Ames
ll-foot transonic, AEDC-4T and Rockwel. low-speed NACAL wind tunnels.
Parametric configuration varialions for the following design concepts,
shown in Figure 1, were evaluited:
Concept (1) Fixed span cruciform (X) wings and cruciform
strakes; cesulting in a statically stable
configuration for jettison and launch.
Concept (2)

Cruciform wings, with tips that extend after launch,
and either (a) cruciform strakes, (b) cruciform
strakes with retractable spoilers, (c) interdigitated
cruciform strakes, or (d) interdigitated asymuetric
span cruciform strakes; resulting in a statically
unstable configuration during jettison.
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CONCEPT (1)

CONCEPT (2a)

CONCEPT

-

(2b)

CONCEPT (2d)

FIGURE 1 CONFIGURATION DESIGN CONCEPTS
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Separation trajectories for the parametric configurations evaluated are shown in Figures 2 through 4 at a critical (high angle of
attack) release condition - 0.65 Mach number at 309000 feet altitude.
The trajectories are from the left-wing inboard pylon of an F-4 aircraft with outboard 370-gallon external fuel tanks.
The trajectories
are for normal jettison (1.0 g level flight) with the aircraft landing
gear, flaps, speed brakes, and wing-leading-edge slats retracted.
At the specific release condition, Figure 2 indicates that for
jettison of Concept 1, longitudinal/directional static margins up to
13 inches stable have satisfactory jettison characteristics, and always
produce nose-down and inboard incremental picch and yaw angles, respectively.
Figure 2 also indicates that for Concept 2a,
(a)

a longitudinal static margin at low angles of attack of
17 inches (0.944 diameters) unstable or less provides
satisfactory vertical translation (AZp) of the weapon;
that is, no weapon/aircraft contact, acceptable (safe)
aircraft/adjacent store clearances, and vertical translation of the weapon center-of-gravity with respect to
the aircraft is always increasing,

(b)

a directional static margin of 4.5 inches unstable or
less provides approximately zero lateral translation
(AYp) of the weapon center of gravity,

(c)

during initial jettison, a longitudinal static margin of
approximately 10 inches unstable produces zero incremental
pitch angle (iOp),

(d)

during initial jettison, a directional static margin of
approximately 4.5 inches unstable produces zero incremental yaw angle (Atp).

For jettison of Concept 2b, Figure 3 shows that a longitudinal/
directional static margin of approximately 8 inches unstable (which
corresponds to 18-inch exposed semi-span strakes with retractable
spoilers of approximately 1.2 square feet total frontal area) has
satisfactory jettison characteristics and minimum (near zero) pitch/
yaw dynamics.
Based on estimated aerodynamic coefficients, the jettison characteristics for Concept 2c, presented in Figure 4, are assumed to be the
same as those for Concept 2a for equivalent strake exposed semi-span.
Figure 4 shows satisfactory jettison characteristics for Concept
2d with 17 inches unstable longitudinal and 4,5 inches unstable directional static margins.
The static margins correspond to interdigitated
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strakes with exposed semi-spans ot 15 inches in the horizontal and 11
inches in the vertical.
In summary, the results of the analyses indicate that (1) from an
F-4 aircraft with outboard fuel tanks, satisfactory jettison characteristics can be attained with some specific stability margins (e.g.,
strake span/spoiler combinations) for all the weapon concepts that were
evaluated, (2) weapon translations and pitch/yaw dynamics during jettison are, as expected, directly associated with the aircraft flow field
effects and the static longitudinal/directional stability of the aerodynamic configuration, and (3) for the configurations evaluated, the
pitch/yaw dynamics are minimized with a moderately unstable static
margin.
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EVALUATION OF THE TECHNIQUE
To evaluate the accuracy of the flow-angularity technique, predicted separation trajectories are correlated with wind tunnel trajectories and flight test data. The predicte.d trajectories are also compared with trajectories determined using the grid force/moment interference coefficient computer program used by the Aircraft Compatibility
Branch (DGJC) at Eglin AFB, Florida. The correlations and comparison
are performed for a modular guided weapon which has cruciform (X) wings
and strakes, and is statically stable during jettison. The weapon control surfaces are locked during jettison to produce a weapon nose-down
pitch bias. The total weapon weight is approximately 2500 pounds.
The predicted separation trajectories were determined prior to the
flight test program using the flow-angularity technique.
The initial
flight conditions for the trajectories are based on F-4 aircraft
trimmed lift
characteristics corresponding to 1.0 g level flight and
nominal gross weight.
Normal MAU-12 ejector rack conditions based on
static ground tests for various store weight classifications were used.
The wind tunnel trajectory data were obtained during aircraft comThe tests were sponsorpatibility and separation tests, Reference (2).
ed by the Air Force Armament Laboratory (AFATL) and conducted in the
AEDC-4T wind tunnel in December, 1974.
The tests were conducted with
0.05-scale aircraft and weapon models using the PWT Captive Trajectory
Store Separation System (CTS) linked with a digital computer.
The flight test program was conducted at the Armament Development
and Test Center (ADTC), Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, in February,
1975.
The flight test data are obtained from photogramnetry results
derived from on board high-speed camera coverage of Mass Simulation
Vehicle (MSV) drops.
It should be noted that although the photogrammetry results are digitized for each on board camera location, the
accuracy is questionable, particularly in the yaw and roll motions of
the weapon for this particular application.
Trajectories were determined by the Aircraft Compatibility Branch
using the grid force/moment coefficient program described in Reference
(3).
The program makes two basic assumptions.
The first is that the
total coefficient on a weapon separating from an aircraft can be represented by a free-stream component and an interference component.
The
second assumption is that the interference coefficients vary only in
vertical distance from the aircraft.
The weapon free-stream aerodynamics used in the DIJC proeram were
obtained from wind tunnel tests using a 0.25-scale model.
The data are
input into the program in the aeroballistic axis system with a total
three-dimensional aerodynamic model containing control, crosscoupling and damping term.
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The grid interference coefficients acting on the ueapon were
obtained with the AEDC-4T CTS system using 0.05-scale models of the
The aircraft model was mounted on the main
weapon and F-4 aircraft.
The weapon with an
strut and is adjustable in roll, pitch and yaw.
internal six degree-of-freedom balance was mounted on a sting that can
be positioned with the six degree-of-freedom CTS rig. The weapon model
was translated in the aircraft pylon axis vertical direction ( tZp) and
the total coefficients acting on the weapon were measured every two feet
(full-scale) up to 20 feet.
Taking measurements with the store translating only in the vertical
direction greatly reduces the amount of time required to cover the Mach
number/angle of attack range associated with the typical flight envelope
of an aircraft.
In this particular test, twenty-eight runs at Mach
numbers ranging from 0.3 to 1.2 and angles of attack from zero degree
to 16 degrees were made, in slightly over two hours.
,After completion of the wind tunnel testing the interference coefficients were determined by subtracting the free-stream coefficients
These
from the total coefficients that were measured in the tunnel.
interference coefficients were then entered on a data tape that is used
by the computer program.
Subroutines in the program read the tape,
store the coefficients and do any interpolation required between points
on the tape.
The program uses the force/moment interference coefficients and free-stream coefficients with the six degree-of-freedom
equations of motion to simulate the separation trajectory of a weapon.
DISCUSS ION OF CORRELATIONS/COMPARISON
Correlations of the predicted and CTS separation trajectories with
photogranmnetry flight test results are shown in Figures 5 through 7 for
both subsonic and supersonic release conditions. The weapon center-ofgravity translations, and angular rotations in the pylon axis system
are presented as a function of flight time.
In some cases, PhOLOgramietry results for two different on board camera positions are
shown.
The correlation between the predicted trajectories and the flight

test data is, except for roll angle (
p), reasonably good both subsonically and supersonically. The weapon roll angle is consistently
underpredicted cimnpared to the CTS wind tunnel and flight test data.
The underprediction could be caused by an interaction effect of the
aircraft pylon on the upper wing surfaces of the weapon which 1_7 not
accounted for in the flow-angularity technique. Thq aircraft pylon
probably reduces the aircrafL spanwise flow field on the upper wing
surfaces at the initial condition (AZ = 0). An improvement in the
technique would be to include the initial pylon effects on the weapon.
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The initial interference rolling moment coefficient ( Acii) could be
calculated based on applying the spanwise flow to the lower lifting
surfaces only.
Comparison of the predicted trajectories using the flow-angularity
technique with the separation trajectories determined using the DUG
interference coefficient program are shown in Figurcs 6, 8, and 9.
The comparison shows excellent agreement, except in roll angle, at
Doth subsonic and supersonic release conditions.

-

It is of significance to note that the ilight test photogranrnetry
data are least reliable in roll, and the chase film did not exhibit the
magnitude r'4 roll that is indicated by the photogranmnetry data. Also,
the CTS tvixjectory and interference coefficient data are subject to
small weapon model asymmetries which produce induced rolling moments
which were not indicated in the O.25-scale wind tunnel tests. Therefore, due to these considerations, the discrepancy in roll attitude
correlation is expected to be less than shown.
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CONCLUS IONS

1. The flow-angularity technique, as presented hetein, provides
good prediction of air-launched weapon pitch/yaw separation characteristics. Application of the technique during weapon design and development would need only limited captive trajectory wind tunnel testing at
critical conditions, if substantiation is required.
The resultant
effect would be a considerable reduction in program development cost.:
(tunnel occupancy hours, etc.) associated with extensive CTS separation
testing.
2. Comparison of predicted jettison separation characteristics
using the flow-angularity technique with those determined using the
DLJC force/moment interference program shows excellent agreement.
3. The flow-angularity technique provides analysis flexibility
during configuration development of air-launched weapons.
Since the
technique is based on the use of aircraft flow field angularity data,
determined experimentally or from empirical/theoretical methods,
numerotvs weapon configuration designs may be evaluated.
4.
For the weapon configuration concepts evaluated in the
analyses, satisfactory jettison characteristics at nominal release conditions are indicated with unstable longitudinal/directional static
margins.
During jettison, the weapon pitch/yaw dynamics are minimied
with moderately unstable static margins.
5. The analysis illustrates and supports the concept that detailed
separation or launch transient analyses are an essential element of highlift
air-launched weapon configuration development.
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RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that flow-angularity
surveys be performed on all
future (or current, where necessary)
aircraft configurations to provide
a data base for air-launched weapon
configuration development.
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CHASE
The Optimum Photoanalysis System
Alan Aden
McDonnell Aircraft Company
Edwards AFB, California

ABSTRACT
The acquisition of accurate, reliable, stores trajectory data at
reasonable cost and minimum delay has been an elusive goal.
Each
of these objectives and more have been achieved in CHASE.
CHASE was developed and used concurrently during the F-15 Development Testiig and Evaluation.
It became fully operational in the
closing months of testing, and contributed heavily to MCAIR's
success in this area. Trajectory data in 24 hours became routine.
All this is possible in any facility having a film reader
general purpose computer. The beauty of CHASE is that it
very little preparation, stores need no markings, uses no
equipment, and is absolutely conservative in the manpower
A separation requires, on the average, only one hour on a
reader and two minutes on an average computer.

and
requires
special
required.
film

CHASE is an analytical and software technique that yields 6 degrees
of freedom data within an accuracy equal to, if not better than, any
existing system. This is exemplified through its formal presentation of the unconditioned results. The output is final data
including diagrams and a full diagnostic if problems arise. The
system has been proven operationally and has been qualified by
various means, including a staged test case. Success of CHASE is
the result of some innovative math, elimination of all assumptions,
and precise optical calibrations.
Its reliability is built in with
a complete data file and the extreme simplicity of its ýpplication.
CHASE has been effective under all adverse conditions including the
typical "lousy" coverage. It adjusts for variations encountered.
No limitations have been exhibited from the shape of the stores-aor
the location of the cameras.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION
The CHASE Photoanalysis System is a very recent McDonneli INrcraft
Company !tCAIR)_ development.
It is the ultimate evolution of MLAIR
photoanalysis techiiques into a responsive, accurate and yet
econ~mical approarh to gatherinq stores trajectory data from a~rcraft separations. Hence, the title "Optimum". This e•fffiency
is maintainLdJrm he preparation, testing, as well as in the
processing and presentation of the data. It is our opinion that
any further improvement must result from some approach other than
the use of photogqrdhy. TV of course is one consideration. But,
there are otiner ,esourres that can and probably will be used.
The acquisition of engin"eering data fri" cine caicra coverage

has been an art at MCAIR for mauiiny years. Thk scieice got
its wings, if you wish, in 1957, when muvies were used to
monitor the wing loads of an VFOl Vcodoo iii operation Redwing.
This was a peripheral flight of a nuciean rxplosion. A substitute aircraft was needed for the fully instruwiented loads nirplane that was lost in an accident shortly before the !-st.
The camera was a quick and simple successor to the instrumeL.tion and did its thing well.
35mm cameras were used in 1958 on Voodoos to determine the
clearing-distance of ordanance launches. Later 16-," gun cameras
were used on the F3H Demvii to establish the Sparrow III trajectories from rail launchers. CHASE's parent system w,,as
developed in 1959 and uzed to present the fuselage missile
trajectories being launched from the F4H-l Phantom. Two
approaches were used then to analyse the Sparrows photo coverage
for displacements, pitch, and yaw relative to the lainch aircraft.
Both of these were multi-camera solutions and the system that
evolved, which has been used tor years, has been accordingly
called "Multi". At one time early in this application a single
camera "quick look" method was also introduced. This did yield
results overnight, but they were truly cursory since it was
assumed that the missile had no yaw or side displacement. This
was an applied graphical technique which was used only in absolute
necessity because it required a special talent and effort. This
approach was mentioned here only because it was MCAIR's first i,
a series of attempts at the single camera solution.
Multi went through three evolutionary phases culturing it into a
system used by MCAIR for the last deca&' covering all sorts of
stores. It was the system proposed to be used in the F-15 test
program for whikh two aircraft were instrumented. We initiated
the F-15 stores compatibility testing with the 600 gallon centerline tank and recognized immediately that the multi camera solution could not keep pace with the program. Coverage was
limited. Too much dependence was on the camera reliability.
But primarily, there was simply too much film to read. To use
the resources allocated, the camera installations and staff lines,
and yet provide analysis of each separation, the single camera
solution dcminated the possibilities.
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On a number of occassions prior to this decision the single
camera solution was attempted. Some met success under lab
conditions but failed to produce with actual data. And those
that did work were still unacceptable for flight operations
because they were sophisticated and required considerable computer
time. With our backs to the wall we did achieve an operable
single camera solution for the F-15 Eagle. This breakthrough
is simply attributed to our disregard of higher mathematics, to
our dependence upon fundamental principles, ,ome innovative
handling, a d the imagination of several individuals. The grand
achievements wnicn were made somewhat later are attributed to the
attainment of an exceptional optical precision.
2.0

ENTER CHASE
The prototype system was called Single and was a very basic
implementatiot, which could be us.ed for research and testing.
The input formats for Single were computer card and the same
as those used for Multi.
Both Sinale and Multi were used concurrently duriung the Eagles testing. cince it was an added
burden to an already over-loaded effort, we didn't devote near as
much time to its development that we kouid ha-ve liked to and needed
to. As a result we 6" not have the cotifidr&ýe ,or did we o)ut full
dependence on Single till well lito the test protrajn; at the point
where 1,e began to drop as many as 6 stores per fT ght.
IL s introduction still paid off handsomely. ',ie
keýt pace with testing 3n
both planes.
S'vnen time permitted, iinprovement, were Added is we con, inued Lo
use Sinq,'o. A new name was adopte1 when a routine war added that
located the camera rather than W.sin(, some fixed, ,,,hown loction.
From this point on the Sino', zution has been referred tc as
thp CHASE solutior.
uini'
nama CRAWdoes not infer ý:jrsuit or
anything second rate, but repvesents the ultimate ob.ottive to
use real "chase" photo coverage for separation data. Ay Fa,,)l
1974 the uprated CHASE system was being u.ed exc?,uvively to
support the weapons testing. It's responsimness cotributed
immeasurably to Preting the milestone commitments. Flijhts
needing previous results for go-uead were flown on successiV
days. Some reservations were expressed when gt',& dats appeared
so promptly.
Before continuing, uur definition of Photoanaiy5is iý" The 'Art
of taking linear information From photographic royraie, converting that into angular representations, combining thosfý angles
with measurements of the aircraft and/or of a store, i(o convert
all of that information into trajectory data of the store
relative to the airplane.
Basically CHASE is a simple concept. Niowever, its com pwter
program is very large and complex. Miuch of this Is to maintain
absolute precision in the analysis, to assume all possible
human duties, to simplify the operation, and to providc: check
and balances wherever possible, From years of experlevice welvo
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learned that there is no room for assumptions in photoanalysis.
Many times these will work. But, there is always that condition
that prohibits a solution under such constraints. Too often
this is on a critical test when the analyst is under pressure to
produce results, simply compounding the problem.
3.0

THE CHASE CONCEPT

/
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Figure 1
"CHASE CONCEPT"
The concept of CHASE is illustrated in Figure 1. The principal
used is:
(1) In the field of view informnation of three targets on the
airplane is read from the film. These three targets are
referred to as Boresite Targets. Their readings are converted into included angles between the li•.of sights
from the camera. This forms a tetrahedron, a rigid
S. . . . .. of
- :,. this
.. x k .tetrahedron
,.,.>1
structure. The baseline dimensions
are established using the aircraft stations uf the boresight points. Then math that fundamentally applies an
iteration of the Law-of-Cosines is used to locate the
camera such that the projected radials make a best fit
of the targets. When the coordin~ate sum of the successive
radial errors is less than one inch, a solution has been
established that is used to obtain the camera location.
The orientation or look angle of the camcra is computed
using this camera location and the uptical transfer
functions. Thp camera location and orientation is computed
for every frame that is processed. Each frame then is in
itself a complete solution, and is not dependent upon
another camera nor is it time dependent. It adjusts for
the conditions that exist at that very precise moment.
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(2)

Using that same frame, three points are read on the store.
Various features of the store having distinct outlines are
used for these three points. Again the included angles to
those points define another tetrahedron. Using the location
of these points for the baseline of that tetrahedron, the
base is shifted around in the same manner until there is a
best fit for the radials. When the sum of the differences
here is less than one tenth of an inch, the location of the
plane (the stores coordinate system in space) is established.

(3)

At this point the store is numerically reconstructed.
From this numerical representation the data, as requested
by the user, is precisely furnished. Discrete points on,
in or outside of the store and attitudes of a preferred
coordinate system are presented rather than the traditional
nose, CG, tail. The analyst can now observe clearances of
critical pc."nts. This is particularly beneficial for nonsymmetrical stores or those having protrusions.

The rule of thumb that was developed in choosing targets to be
read and which has proven faithful is very simple. You select and
read three targets that give you the largest included area between
those three points. It does not matter if the plane is horizontal,
vertical or oblique. Boresite targets are located throughout the
aircraft such that a suitable choice of targets can be found even
as masking occurs. The same applies to targets on the store.
Normally about a dozen targets are designated for a store to
facilitate film readinq. Any three targets may be read on any
frame, with no limitations.
4.0

CHASE REFINEMENTS
Over a period of a year many refinements were incorporated in
Single and/or CHASE. Some of these were small but yet cotitributed
to the precision we sought. Others were benefits to its operational use.
4.1

Optical Improvements
Initially with Single we experienced some unacceptable
errors. We looked for problem areas and the first and
most obvious was the opticE, Assessing the lens calibrations we found three major errors, The first was
relatively easy to detect although it did require the
preparation and use of a digital optical system simu..
lation. The calibration geometry was handled incorrectly.
The second was found after a series of lab and shop tests
where we recognized that the optics were changing every
time a camera was repaired. With the same lens and the
same camera, the optics would change. Why? This was
prevalent with the 5.9nin lens and probably was due to
their telescopic structure which could flex. The older
5.l7rni lens which we were also using did not have as
pronounced a problem probably because they were cast and
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conical in shape. We then realized that the lens holder
itself was noticeably altering the distortions when its
set screws were tightened. This and the third error
required that we combine the camera and lens for
calibration. Quite astonishingly we found that the third
source was an offset between the optical and physical
The
centers inadvertently manufactured into the cameras.
fix for these aberrations resulted in; (1) a new calibration
board with a jig to precisely locate and point the cameras,
(2) new computer logic, and (3) a procedure requiring that
each camera and lens be calibrated together and as released
for flight. Now the physical and optical centers could be
This was not the end, there were
separated and measured.
more optical findings that are discussed later.
4.2

Information Files
One of the more beneficial gains was the minimization-of the
human factor. Any photoanalysis system that operates in the
software domain does require a lot of information. We
doubled this requirement when we went to the single camera
Single received these inputs manually by computer
solution.
CHASE was uprated so that these inputs were on recall
cards.
from a computer file.
There are four different files. The first file contains all
In particular, it holds the
of the boresite information.
aircraft stations of each boresite target assigned to the
airplane. A second file is for the optical calibrations.
Contents of this file are shown in Figure 4 and discussed
later. A third file is the ,ircraft File, and it has the
It contains
instrumentation configurations for each airplane.
information of the cameras, their designations, and their
locations if defaults are ever used. The fourth and newest
It is the file
file is called the "W" file or Weapon File.
that numerically describes the shape and size of each of the
Figure 2 is an example of an AIM-7F in this file.
stores.
These files are called up for processing by key words. The
key words are entered into one computer card which is called
the Control Card.

4.3

Camera Positioning
This
As mentioned, CHASE locates and points its camera.
is done each frame to maintain its independent integrity.
The program does offer options and defaults if other choices
are desired or required. Should a camera see fewer or no
boresite targets, CHASE will default to the lesser solutions
or at worst use the'file information. All too-frequently
we experienced a reorientation ofa camera due to turbulence,
G loads, mislocation, etc. Thiscorrected such a variable.
Bending and/or flexing is especially prevelent under heavy
load factors and when heavy store or ordinance loads are
jettisoned. We have evaluated data showing that such an
effect does induce a noticeable error.
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Figure 2
"WEAPON FILE LISTING"
4.4

Optical Finesse
After a series of refinements, we found ourselves
investigating the optics again. A ground simulation that
is discussed later indicated a need to further search this
area. The accuracy of the transfer function was still
relatively poor and contributed much too large an error
to the system. Putting much more effort and depth into
the study this time we really made some breakthroughs.
To eliminate any optical inficpnce of the calibration,
a three-dimensional (3D) grid matrix was fabricated. Our
prototype grid board is shown in Figure 3. The first
finding and a rather startling one was that the optical
center was not related to the physical center of the
aperature (which we had expected), nor was it related to
the images center, or to the aimed center of the lenses.
It was random and varied as much as 10% from these references.
Figure 4 illustrates this offset, the magnitude, and pattern
of its vwriation. Shown is the exactness of the transfer
function as a function of selected optical centers. It
appears insignificant. But, the use of this center has
improved the calibration accuracies by a factor of 2 to 3.
The table shows the random nature of this offset as represented by the Y and Z Biases. This gain has penetrated
accuracies where we are now able to see and evaluate
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subtle effects in an optical system.
We found that the
mere removal and replacement of a lens on a camera (same
lens, same c.imera) changes its characteristics.
Recently
we exhibited where closing of the "f" stop (increasing
the setting) improved the calibration accuracy by better
than 50%.
This exemplified the fact that the more area
of the lens that is used, the more distortion one can
experience.
The replacement of safety wires, the
tightening of lens holders, the mere tampering with the
installation noticeably affect the calibration.
Each
affects the photogrammetric results under the proper
We now expect one sigma accuracies of
conditions.
+0.050 where before accuracies of +0.2' were considered
good.

,,

4

ý-;7

Figure 3
"3D CALIBRATION BOARD"
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The optical revelations have netted real gains and nave
opened new fields for photoanalysis.
With the "3D
Calibration Board" the camera/lens calibration process
i, an ultra simple one. On an average, a minute on a
computer and 10 total minutes of the lab tech, analyst,
and operator are needed.
This is swift, cheap, and
should never influence a decision not to calibrate.
't yields much for so little.
TIhe production calibration board is small, rugoed, and
eadily portable.
This makes the technique highly
desirable for fiel6 operat'o2.
As far as is known it
is the only such upplicati~n with its degree of accuracy.
With it one Inherently calibrates an optical system
"as is", as a whole which few systems can do.
The
cameras do not have to be brought to the lab, the board
can be taken to the cameras.
5.0

lOPRESITING
Recently our boresite practices were investigated. Our ground
simulation indicated improvements were needed here. However,
it has been long recognized that better accuracies were needed
from the boresites.
*'o successor could be conceived.
Now the
excellent accuracies in our conversion of camera data opened
new possibilities for a better method.
Boresiting originally was the pointing and measuring of the
cameras' look angles and their locations.
This same tem has
been retained but the scope hardly remains thk sa. or
appropriate. With CHASE where this data need not be known,
boresiting is the practice of precisely locating the targets
on the aircraft.
Even methods to do just this have chanqed
considerably over the years.
Originally a grid system under
the aircraft was laidt out aMu rvasurer-vnts were made within it.
Then to lessen the Liyup these maeasurerents were made from known
aircraftIa oints and some teotporary points on the ground.
"Instead of the rectal inear rmasurem•nts. slant measurents
were used in a cotnputer routine. Even with this update.
"boresiting" has been an extremely tedious job. Loft line
inforration is gathered of identifiable locations on the airplane. Then tvasuret-onts are ,-ade between these and other
taroets so that new target coordinates could be established
and corputed.
Finally a set of n-uters are coepiled which arte
considered acceptable, at least representative of the points.
Tht.e are.n't accurate points.
Absolute accura-ies of r.o0,
art Lde goal of the new techrique. 3 to 4 tirm-s better than
the current •method.
In a nort-al operation there is not the
convenient layup tor sufficient time and facilities for qooed
results. Good plans can tIe mareit hut they never rmaterialize.
Fvery airplane sees to have different dirno)nsions for coorn
points and even repeat ;,easurtoients differ. We have also
found that the cairtra location calculations yield considerable
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variation in their results. This is quite natural because of
the poor boresite accuracies. Quite possibly the cameras see
an apparent motion from airloads etc. Regardless it is not
detrimental for weapons testing as validity tests under all
conditions have shown that the magnitude of variation does not
aggravate the results. We, of course, plan to improve this.
A radical approach for "boresiting" is now planned and in
development. This is expected to be rapid, precise, and will
uniquely establish the boresite target coordinates for each
sepa-ate aircraft. Representative tests have shown that it
is feasible and should yeld acceptable accuracies. The concept
is depicted, in Figure 6. After cameras haa been ý)inted,
boresite targets a;-e placed on the aircraft for each camera
whev'E they will give the best visibility and math geometry.
These locations will no longer have to be a compromise. With
loft data we use physical features such as rivets, corners,
etc. which permit locating the points. Next a series of still
photographs will be taken in which a group of the targets
(not necessarily all) and three Coordinate Reference Points are
included in the views, These Coordinate Reference Points are
three distinct points of the airplane that are visible from
all quadrants, and for which their static locations are
accurately known. For some views, one or two substitute
points may be required.

Figure 6
"OPTICAL BORESII E TECHNIUUE"
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Applying portions of the Multi and CHASE analyses to these
photographs, each camera is located and in turn the targets
are located. Since many calculations for each target are
obtained from the pairing of photographs, a statistical
selection is made of each location further improving accuracies.
If far greater precision is required, the substitution of
transit measurements for the camera data may be made.
In addition to having strategic target locations and improved
accuracies, this approach:
(a)

Does not require that the aircraft be in layup.
PhotographF can be taken individually and at any
time, wherever, and in any configuration; even
with people working on the aircr'ift.

(N) Is cheap. The analysis is dor.e by the computer
and all other tasks are token.
(c', Is quick. If need be it can be accomplished in
a day. Any new airplane whatever the type can
be readied for flight with very little lead time.
(d)

Any errors in the Coordinate Reference Points are
normalized. All "jig" and "config" variations frcm
aircraft to aircraft are routinely accepted. It is
surprising how much one airplane varies from
another when tight accuracies are sought.

6.0 OPERATIONAL HANDLING
Aside from the technical enrichments CHASE was also experiencing
general cleanup, efficienzy dnd novelty roods, standardization,
etc. With most of these incorporated, CHASE has proven to be
functionally an excellent and easy system to use. Having used
all of the MCAIR photometric systems, and having appraised some
used by others, we report that CHASE is a "real chanim" to use.
Its ease has been facilitated in the operational design considerations. There is no engineering judgement or participation
required in the set-up, the film reading, or the verification
of the data. The rules are few, simple, and straightforward.
The operator reads only those frames that capture the dynamics.
He chooses the targets that need to be read. He picks three
store targets and three or awer horesite targets, app, les Vhe
rule to get the largest area, amd proceeds to read the film.
The X and Y cartesian coordinates are read from the image
coordinate reference to each of the six points. These, the
frame number. and an ID are entered into a card and used for
processing. The system is designed so that he can switch
targets at random, both the store and the boresite targets.
Whn he makes these switches he records theQ on a coding sheet.
This coding sheet is punched and that card is added to the
data deck. We require that ha make both boresite and store
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target switches on a drop whether they are needed or not. This
is for data verification purposes which is explained later.
The control card having the Data File key words is added to the
film deck and if desired, cards containing the launch conditions
vre added. The job is then submitted to the computer for processing. It is a "one shot" process. The output is formal,
final data. The functions and formats of this data are shown
iater. The final data also includes cover sheets, one which
is similar to Figure 2 that describes the store that was
processed and the references used to present the data. Also
included are diagnostic data for the job. If there is a
problem often it can be detected by referral to the diagnostics. One does not have to refer bac0 to raw data.
CHASE is a very efficient system. One drop takes maybe two
minutes on an average size computer. It takes on an average
Jf only four to six hours of labor to handle a drop. For those
who have not worked separation data, a good portion of that
labor is spent editing, titling it, and splicing the coverage
together.
7.0

VALIDATION
CHASE results have been verified in a number of ways. One means
being used to obtain a quantitative measure of its accuracy is
the ground simulation mentioned earlier. This test, aside from
the flight loads, realistically represents an actual flight.
The simulation examined all aspects of flight data plus extreme
attitudes, multiple store and boresite combinations, and
obstructed or degraded coverage. But we could not simulate
the normal to extreme vertical displacements. An AIM-iF launch
and jettison were simulated from an F-15 chocked on the ramp.
Each simulated location was measured and translated into the
aircraft coordinate system for comparison with results from
each camera normally carried. The processing also was
operationally the same as that of flight coverage. Results of
this test are being cc-1iled the sa-Me as that of flight coverage.
Results of this test are- being compiled and will be reported.
iAs a preliminary observation the accuracies appear to be well
within the expected ±2" and ±2" (5' for roll angle). With
special editing and care these accuracies could be several
orders better.
Inherently and intentionally CHASE results each time are
ex•_licitl verified. This is the most distinguished yet
salient feature of the CIKASE system. Unlike any other known
technique, a subjective test is made and if errors exist, they
are visibly and protainently shown in the formal data. A quick
look at the r'sults reveals the integrity. For acceptable data
one observation is to insure that the stowed results are at
The other and most reliable
zero or their appropriate loatio.
test is the insurance that there are no transients in the results
as target switches are made. The basis for this test is simply
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that each frame and each target combination is, and again we
repeat, an autonomus solution which is geometrically different.
This is why the switching of targets is a mandatory procedure.
Obvious errors produce scatter accentuated by the line fairings
while subtle errors induce biases. Figure 7 shows both of these
errors.
In this presentation the format and functions are now seen.
Figure 8 of the same test shows the attitude data. The line
fairing associated with each function is included to (1) show
what a bias to a stowed position represents if offset is
experienced, but primarily (2) to accentuate the transients.
An option eliminates the bias. Generally the attitudes are
insensitive to judgement or system errors which lends credence
to those functions when they are used as critical or key
parameters in the evaluations. Worthy of comment are the
electrostatic printer/plotters we've used with the computer
system. In over three years of use we've found them to be
extremely efficient, reliable, flexible, accurate, functional,
and legible. They have been ideal for the variety of CHASE
formats.
Another very hardy test but one requiring extra effort is the
comparison of results from cameras having different vantage
points, Again, each of these is an independent solution of
its own. Shown in Figure 9 are views of an AIM-iF Missile as
seen from seven different cameras. The coverage from e~ch
camera was read in its entirety. The photo quality is goDd to
poor and representative of that used. Figures 10 through 16
show their photoanalysis displacement results. An extrodinarily
large number of target switching was used in readi~ig this data
to exhibit the effectiveness of CHASE in achieving continuity
of the data. The AIM-TF targets used in reading this data are
noted on the presentation and are as identified back in Figure
2. Figure 17 shows the fine comparison of these data. Note
(1) that this data was processed for a severe, 5 G load factor
and with the AIM-IF as much as 80 ft. from the camera, (2) that
the errors of Figure 7 have been removed and (3) the degree of
accuracy in which nose data is extrapolated from the fins in
Figure 15. Only the fin tips were used in reading the images.
This was done intentionally to demonstrate the extrapolation
abilities of CHASE. An error amplification of around five
exists in this case. Extrapolations of this type are a common
practice as stores exit the bottom or edge of a frame or when
the entire store is not captured as was the case for caAera
stations 10 and 12 (see Figure 9).
Several coe(arisons have been made with data from other systems.
particularly the MCAIR Multi solution. Each coaarison showed
good agreement except where results wre discrepent or suspect.
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4?5

I

With the above cursory knowledge the analyst can now, himself,
easily sense the quality. We had such confidence in the answers
that we programmed the raw results into the presentations. He
gets what we sees!
8.0

RESPONSIVENESS
CHASE gives the ultimate response for an emulsion imaging system.
Black and white coverage is preferred for film reading and of
course it can be developed on site, immediately. Separation data
has been processed with presentations at both St. Louis and
Edwards AFB within 8 hours after the landing. On one occasion
the data from four bombs were presented in 12 hours after
landing. As an even greater credit to CHASE these accomplishments were made by personnel who at the time were novices to
the system which in itself was still a research tool. These
were just two of a series of separations made from F-15 No. 5
during the concludinn weeks of the "Essentially Complete"
Milestone when results were required for continuing tests.
In any case, CHASE routinely will provide 24 hour data.
Exemplary of CHASE's speed, rejection of an automatic, image
matching, film reader is in order because, among other reasons,
it simply would delay the processing.
Now a aircraft with anpy store can be realied for testing in
hours rather than weeks or months. In fact, they can be readied
in minutes with most of the preliminaries being handled on postflight. Stores do not have to be marked. Roughly 80i of the
stores inventory have sufficient distinct features for processing.
For the remaining 201, pressure sensitive, quadrature targets
are quickly and easily positioned with the store in place.
Occasionally a splotch of paint from an aerosol can adds contrast
to weak features. Views in shaded areas or of similar colors
need some help. Aguain this is done with the store installed
so that only the problem stores and/or areas are enhanced. No
joke. Figure 16 represents a situation on a turn-around when the
data pre-flight was sacrificed.
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Figure 18
"MARKING STORES IN A H4ASTE"
9.0 COST EFFECTIVENESS
Foremost, CHASE is a very cost effective approach. Its imnplementation merely involves the fabrication of a calibration
board and the incorporation of the software into a general
purpose computer or if desired into a mini-computer. It uses
existing facilities! Any X/Y film reader with a computer
compatible output, cards, tape etc., is adequate. Little training is required. This training really amounts to nothing morethan an indoctrination of the System. An individual with aai
elementary geometric perception can read the film with good

-
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results. Since standard and simple equipment is involved,
little time is spent maintaining the system, nor are the
recurring alignment or calibration costs seen. To increase
the processing capacity of CHASE, you simple use more film
readers to cover the loading. Not only are the installation
custs token but the recurring or operating costs are minimum.
We could not find anymore "corners to cut".
10.0

TEST COMPATIBILITY
CHASE is compatible with any store, large and small , symmetrical
and odd, or clean and dirty. If a new store is inltroduced,
its specs can be used for the file build-up. But preferrably,
tape measurements, made in 15 minutes, are used. Tihe Weapon
File is created in less than an hour for each and every station
on the aircraft.
The location or aspect angle of the camera is Insignificant.
Views, regardless of the vantage point, are processed equally
well. The quality of the data remains the same, but its
character will change some. Depending on the view angle, oni
axis or a pair of axes will have the more sensitive results.
For beam coverage, the side displacements are sensitive, etc.
It is desired or preferred that we have part of the aircraft in
the field of view. Here we can calculate the camera locations
from the boresite points. We like to have the camera in a
position where features of the store will stand out. Lastly
we don't have to see the entire store, only a portion of it.
It appears that solutions should be improved with the wider
fields of view or "fisheye lens". This seemed contrary, but
when investigated had meaning. The main reason we found was
that the CHASE concept is convergence dependent. In using the
wider fields, closer observations are obtained. This in turn
establishes greater angles on which CHASE thrives. Other
systems are more dependent upon angular accuracies and
resolution which discourage the use of the wider fields. Data
is being gathered and processed from a 3.Smw (1600) lens to
substantiate these observations.

11.0 RELIABILITY
CHASE is reliable. Since standard and simple equipment are involved
there is little opportunity for breakdown. We've stated that it's
a "charmn" to use. It's simplicity in use, its internal auditing
and defaults, and its verification aspects promote a high degree
of success. Photometric data inherently requires some re-runs.
We have experienced a reduction of these and have found that
their re-starts are quickened. CHASE has developed into a very
sensitive system where it is now tolerant of many interpretation
and Judgement errors. To exemplify this, we took a 16m frame
and printed it on a microfilm viewer/printer. This was then(
read with a ruler. Scaling these weasuremnts into units of
the reader system, results were obto'ned for every frame- The
data was a little noisier than normal but would have been use490

ful if the engineer needed it.
On one occasion we encountered
absolutely the worst conditions: an unmarked, low contrast olive
drab MK-82 (which in itself is a nasty configuration), under an
overcast near sunset, and mind you with an improper f-stop. It
was dark! The data was obtained and was usable. CHASE also
allows a reduction in the number of ;ieras required. This
likewise decreases their dependence ano increases the success
of a mission.
12.0

GROWTH AND APPLICATIONS
CHASE or its derivatives have many applications. One that was
avoided in earlier discussions does offer proof of its accomplishment and validity. This is the use of actual chase coverage for
engineering results. Figure 19 is a 600 gallon tank recently
dropped from a Phantom as photographed with a 16nm camera in
a chase plane. The sequence was filmed at-a range of better
than 300 feet abeam. Figure 20 is a CHASE diagnostic page of
this drop illustrating the limited degree of convergence
available for solution. In this case it is so small that it
is even difficult to detect.
Figure 21 shows the chase CHASE
results along with the data from a wing tip camera. There are
noticeable but rational varidtions in the sensitive side
displacement, otherwise there is good agreement. Some view this
application simply as an expression of CHASES' ability. However,
the Systems Specialist recognize this as a very suitable backup
to those occasions when onboard coverage is lost, events occur
beyond their field of view, or simply to clean-up the aircraft
cameras were not carried. Regardless, it has justified further
investigation. The chase plane in the above case was another
Phantom whose rear canopy could introduce distortion. No
compensation was made for this.
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CONCLUSION
CHASE conveniently and quickly
provides space Position data.
camera may also be used, actively
A
or passively, i.e. airborne
or fixed, for takeoff and landing
performance, or other similar
uses. MCAIR is in pursuit of
these
other CHASE applications
that we are not at liberty to
presently
reveal.
Some of these
will be a marked improvement
over existing techniques. MCAIR
is pleaý,ed tz announce that the
marketing of CHASE installatior's
has been approved and will permit
others to enjoy its merits.
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